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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Writing Boys and Girls in Imperial Japan: The Politics and Poetics of Childhood, 1868–1918 

 

by 

 

Wakako Suzuki 

Doctor of Philosophy in Asian Languages and Cultures 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2018 

Professor Seiji Mizuta Lippit, Chair 

 

This dissertation examines the discursive formation of childhood and the gendering of 

Japanese children from the Meiji Restoration to the 1910s. Using a diverse range of sources 

including picture books, diaries, poetry, letters, magazines, newspapers, novels, essays, and 

translations, I analyze how the concept of childhood and the portrayal of children were 

conceptualized, reinterpreted, negotiated, and expressed through literary works and print media. 

In doing so, I show how the representation of children—as a cultural imaginary of the people—

both endorsed and subverted the political discourse of “little citizens,” or shōkokumin (小国民), 

associated with modern Japan’s imperial subjects. Children were often considered uncanny, 

mysterious creatures whose incomprehensibility and irrationality threatened the modern sense of 

reasoning and logic. They were also depicted as immature citizens—passive, innocent, and 

vulnerable subjects in need of protection. Simultaneously, however, they embodied the hopes of 

the state, the essence of democracy, and the driving force of economic growth. Despite the print 
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media’s celebration of children’s citizenship and their status as subjects in imperial Japan, the 

rights bestowed upon children were inconsistent—as were the expectations of their actions as 

“little citizens” with a political identity. 

Numerous early national language textbooks, children’s magazines, books, poetry, and 

songs in the Meiji and Taishō periods created a sense of national belonging by bringing 

individual recipients together through the state’s national projects. However, heterogeneous 

configurations of linguistic and literary practices in diverse cultural settings demonstrate how the 

vernacular conventions of childhood occasionally deviated from the operation of the state-

apparatus, functioning as a subversive force against the standardization of childhood. To 

illustrate such power dynamics, this dissertation highlights a series of literary works called 

shōnen-mono (少年物, stories about children and childhood) as sites of poetic imagination 

through which to resist social normalization and negate children’s subjection as imperial subjects 

under state power. My dissertation thus demonstrates how children’s multilayered 

representational agency, as seen in multiple discursive practices, led to a complex interplay 

between standardization and decentralization in the politics and poetics of childhood in a modern 

capitalist society.  
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Introduction 

 
In the April 1895 issue of a popular children’s magazine, Shōnen sekai (少年世界, Boys’ 

World, 1895–1914), Saruyama Yoshiaki, an aspiring boy writer from the Shimotsuke province, 

contributed a following poem “Waga rikukai no senshisha o” (我陸海の戦死者を, “On Our 

Military and Naval Men”) to the readers’ section:  

This life will end one day, / a body set to vanish. 
Harsh winds on the rugged plains of Korea / might stamp out this life, 
But for our emperor and nation, / without a moment’s hesitation, 
It is in death that our lives bear fruit. / Our soldiers, hardened in duty, 
With steadfast determination / make waves to cover the world, 
Cross the mountains of Korea where tigers lie, / and strike out to Pyongyang Castle. 
They advance to Lüshun Port / and forget their earthly home and safety. 
Officers and soldiers work together, / proceed to lock arms 
And stamp the will of our emperor and nation. / Their bodies sacrificed, freely and  
purely. / Their names shine glorious in every corner, / enshrined a thousand years hence. 
Their names are radiant on high, / shining brightly by the sun and moon.1 
 

Written in a non-traditional form, in contrast to the 5-7-5 syllable and the 5-7-5-7-7 syllable 

styles, this poem was printed shortly after the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895), which 

ended with Japan’s victory over the Qing dynasty and exhibited the Japanese military’s 

increasing power and influence in the East Asia region. The poem was nothing extraordinary, 

and it was similar to numerous other contributors’ poems and essays published in Shōnen sekai. 

It plainly expressed a child’s nationalistic sentiments and admiration for Japanese soldiers on the 

                                                
1 Shōnen sekai, vol. 8 (April 1895), 800. Saruyama lived in Shimotsuke-no kuni (下野国), which was located in 
present day Tochigi Prefecture. The text provided is my translation. The original reads: いつしか死なん命なり/いつ
しか消えん露の身の/高麗の荒野の野嵐に/吹れて露と消ゆとても/君の御為國のため/いかて惜まん惜しむへき/死し

て甲斐ある身成るそよ/奉公決死の我兵士/只一筋の赤心に/萬理の波濤を蹴り立てつつ/虎伏す韓山踏越えて/進みに

進む平壌城/進みに進む旅順口/身をも家をも打ち忘れ/将卒心一致して/腕のつつかん其限り/御国の御陵威を示さん

と/いと純潔く捨し身の/其の名は四方に芳はしく/千年の後迄薫なり/其名は高く輝きて/日月とともに明らけし。 
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battlefield. What is striking here is the way the boy poeticized the sacrifice of Japanese imperial 

soldiers for the emperor as the honored moment in which one could finally identify oneself as an 

important subject of the nation. By fabricating a beautiful fiction of loyal imperial subjects, the 

poem fills the gap between the collective aesthetic imagination and individual suffering, 

transforming the image of death into a glorious sacrifice for imperial Japan.   

Trivial as it may appear, the poem composed by the boy writer tells us about how 

children were encouraged to nurture and internalize their desires to become loyal subjects of 

imperial Japan in the Meiji period, thus bridging the gap between one’s identity as an individual 

and as a subject of the nation. The sense of national belonging and the value of imperial subjects’ 

deaths on behalf of the nation were celebrated by Shōnen sekai in order to reinforce what Étienne 

Balibar calls “fictive ethnicity,” which solidifies groups and national identities in physical and 

imaginative space.2 The nationalist discourses that emerged from the magazine reflected racist 

and prejudiced views of external “Others” as the basis for Japanese subjects’ reconstructed 

collective identities. Like other nationalistic print media at that time, Shōnen sekai’s national 

narratives often rationalized Japan’s imperialism and colonial expansion through the 

demonization of external “Others” as dangerous, uncivilized, and unenlightened. 

The editorial board of Shōnen sekai referred to their young readers as “little citizens” (小

国民, shōkokumin).3 At the beginning of the first issue, they referred to Japanese children as 

“little citizens” who would later assume power as leaders of the world: “Our child readers are not 

only who they were last year in terms of intellectual and ethical progress but are also about to 
                                                
2 Étienne Balibar and Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities (London: Verso, 
1991). 
 
3 Until the late Meiji period, the Chinese character 小国民 was used for the English phrase “little citizens.” For 
example, Meiji periodicals, titled Shōkokumin (小国民, Little Citizens, 1889–1895), used小国民 instead of 少国民 
until 1895. However, from the late Meiji period, the latter use 少国民	gained currency as the written expression of 
“little citizens.” Both terms contain ideological connotations of children as imperial subjects.  
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appear on the stage of the new world as “little citizens” of a strong nation. Oh, how glorious are 

we, how fortunate!”4 By defining such an obligation of their young readers, the magazine thus 

tried to persuade the individual to subject himself to an emergining set of values determined by 

social institutions and state authorities. The virtue of imperial subjects’ sacrifice for the nation 

and the development of a historical consciousness were instilled in children by the stories of 

heroic soldiers and historical figures published in almost every issue. The missions of “little 

citizens” were continuously highlighted not only by the editorials but also through the pictures 

and illustrations in the magazine; “little citizens” were described as loyal subjects who would 

support Japanese imperial expansion and the prosperity of the imperial throne. Readers of 

Shōnen sekai were thus told how to act and how to internalize imperial ideology and the codes of 

the nation-state; they were indoctrinated as “little citizens” into the values and especially the 

morals espoused by the magazine and particularly a sense of conscience and duty.5 As such, the 

young Saruyama’s poem exemplifies how child readers and writers like him strongly identified 

with the notion of “little citizens,” which provided developing subjects with a category in which 

they could recognize themselves. 

The use of “little citizens” was not particular to Shōnen sekai; it was a prevailing concept 

in the Meiji period (1868–1912). Another Meiji children’s magazine, Shōkokumin (小国民, Little 

Citizens, 1889–1895) even used the term as its title. Numerous school textbooks, children’s 

songs, novels, picture books, essays, and advertisements also drew upon the image of “little 

citizens” to mold children into dutiful subjects of the nation. A wide range of print media thus 

                                                
4 Shōnen sekai, vol. 1 (January 1895), 1. The text provided is my translation. The original reads: 我が少年諸君は、
其の一面に於て、智徳の進歩已に去年の少年諸君に非るのみならず、又一面に於ては、此の名誉ある新強国の幸福な

小国民!	

	
5 Louis Althusser, On the Reproduction of Capitalism: Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (London; New 
York: Verso, 2014). 
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cooperated with educational institutions and the state authorities, playing a vital role in 

promoting the standardization of childhood and perpetuating the idea that children should 

recognize their collective duties as “little citizens.” In this regard, Maeda Ai (1931–1987) states:  

One very important cause championed by juvenile literature, beginning with Iwaya 
Sazanami’s Kogane-maru, was the instilling in children of an awareness of their role as 
the succeeding generation of the young Meiji state. Thus, Shōkokumin [Little Citizens], a 
magazine for primary school-age children, first published in 1889, would in its inaugural 
issue address its readers: “To our young children, who are the future citizens of Japan” 
(emphasis in original). Likewise, Hakubunkan would head the advertisement for its 
Boys’ Literature series, which Kogane-maru led off in 1891, with the following appeal: 
“Boys are the flowers of life; and when they bear fruit, they become the bedrock of 
Japan.” It goes without saying that this deliberate act of positioning children beneath the 
halo of nationalistic consciousness took place at a time when the Meiji state was being 
established symbolically through the promulgation of the Imperial Constitution and the 
Imperial Rescript on Education. Juvenile literature of the Meiji 20s (1887–1896) thus 
appeared on the scene as a collaborator fully affirming the state’s nationalistic education 
policies, the course of which was set by Mori Arinori.6 
 

According to Maeda, the development of modern children’s literature and the circulation of 

children’s magazines created the cultural and material conditions necessary to mobilize children 

as “little citizens.” At the same time, the political discourse of “little citizens” emerged from and 

was structured by several social changes, including the dissolution of the four-tiered class system 

(i.e., 士農工商, shinōkōshō), educational reform, the national language movement, and the 

military draft system, together with the rapid growth of print media. 

During the Meiji Restoration, the everyday lives of children from all social classes 

underwent a huge transformation alongside the development of industrial capitalism and the 

formation of the nation-state. With the dissolution of the four-class system, children’s 

environments also changed from a status system to a schooling-oriented system. Above all, the 

establishment of state-sponsoered education in 1872 had a significant impact on the experiences 

of Meiji children. Private schools in the Edo period (1603–1868)—terakoya (寺子屋), hangaku 
                                                
6 Maeda Ai, “Their Time as Children: A Study of Higuchi Ichiyō’s Growing up (Takekurabe),” in Text and the City: 
Essays on Japanese Modernity, trans. Edward Fowler (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2004), 111–112. 
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(潘学), gōgaku (郷学), and shijuku (私塾)—were transformed into a centralized, compulsory 

education system during the Meiji period. Elementary schools were established in various places 

in Japan, and they played an important role in shaping the foundation of formal education for 

children of all social classes. Indeed, many children, regardless of their parents’ socio-economic 

status or educational background, had the opportunity to go to school.  

The educational reform ordinance, called gakusei (学制), was enacted in 1872 and 

remained in effect until another educational order, called kyōikurei (教育令), replaced it between 

1879 and 1885.7 In 1886, Education Minister Mori Arinori (1847–1889) enacted a third 

educational order, which was called gakkō-rei (学校令).Mori declared that elementary schools 

needed to be understood as formal institutions responsible for raising children to be loyal 

subjects of the emperor, or “little citizens.”8 In other words, this ordinance attempted to 

harmonize the two objectives of modernizing Japan’s educational system and consolidating the 

unity of the people by emphasizing nationalist morals and ideology. Attendance at elementary 

schools came to be considered the most important duty of Japanese children as “little citizens.” 

Although the compulsory education system was not fully operational until the late Meiji period, 

the Japanese government continuously made efforts to improve the school system and push all 

Japanese children to become proficient in the basic subjects. 

These educational reforms, as an essential part of Japan’s modernization initiative, 

however, also incurred local resistance. Villagers could not afford to send their children to school 

                                                
7Gakusei had two important points as its basis: the adaptation of foreign education systems and the maintenance of 
Japan's traditional Confucian-inspired education system. Kyōikurei aimed to delegate authority to local governments 
to reduce people’s economic burden due to compulsory education, based on consideration of regional economic 
differences. 
 
8 For more detailed information on this topic, see Mark E. Lincicome, Principle, Praxis, and the Politics of 
Educational Reform in Meiji Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1995), and Benjamin C. Duke, The 
History of Modern Japanese Education: Constructing the National School System,1872–1890 (New Brunswick, 
N.J: Rutgers University Press, 2009). 
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because schooling was not free in the beginning; they also relied on their children’s labor to 

make ends meet. As Brian Platt’s 2004 book Burning and Building recounts, protestors of the 

educational reform “destroyed schools, attacked teachers, and violently opposed the central 

tenets of the Meiji government’s concept of education.”9 To put it differently, “the dozens of 

these incidents” that occurred during the first two decades of the Meiji period damaged or 

destroyed new elementary schools.10 While every uprising against compulsory schooling had its 

own reasons and political agendas, one striking feature was the circulation of rumors regarding 

the purpose of the educational reform. One of the most famous examples of such a rumor was 

that the schools were simply being established to round up conscripts and recruit new soldiers. In 

1873, the Meiji government enacted a conscription law and created the Imperial Japanese army, 

calling for three years’ military service from all men, former samurai and commoners alike. 

Although class differences had been all but destroyed in the attempt to modernize Japan’s armed 

forces, the draft system became a burden for people in the lower strata of society because most of 

them relied heavily on their family members’ labor force to run their households. 

Kuniaki Mori’s 2015 study on modernization and education points to tuition and 

educational content as the two main reasons for people’s resistance; Mori focuses on the 

Chikuzen uprising in the current Fukuoka area that occurred in 1868, where hundreds of 

thousands of people wielded bamboo spears in protest against the Meiji government’s new laws 

and institutions, including the Conscription Law, the liberation of social outcast groups, and 

educational reforms. Indeed, with countless oppositional forces at play and uprisings occurring 

nationwide, the Meiji educational reforms were unable to undergo a straightforward shift. 

                                                
9 Brian Platt, Burning and Building: Schooling and State Formation in Japan, 1750-1890 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Asia Center, 2004), 186. 
 
10 Ibid., Platt. 
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Whenever they attempted to change the system, they faced initial protest and resistance from 

people.11   

However, despite the initial resistance, the school attendance rate finally reached 98% by 

the end of the Meiji period, according to government statistics [Figure 1].12  

 

[Figure 1] The government’s statistic concerning the development of compulsory education  

The Department of Education aimed to create a standardized national curriculum available to all 

Japanese children that would encourage them to attend school.
 
The introduction of compulsory, 

state-run schooling brought remarkable changes to the everyday lives of most children in Meiji 

Japan, as the system hoped to mold them into obedient “little citizens” of the nation-state.  

                                                

11 Mori Kuniaki, Kindaika to kyōiku: Chikuzen takeyari ikki kara gakkō kyōiku no hitsuyō wo kanngaeru (Tokyo: 
Ondemando, 2015).  

12 See http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/hakusho/html/hpad196201/hpad196201_2_011.html. The website of the   
  Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology provides information regarding children’ 
education from the Meiji period onward. 
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The Imperial Rescript on Education(教育勅語,kyōiku chokugo) which was signed by 

Emperor Meiji on October 30, 1890, solidified the term “little citizens,” upholding the notion of 

the historic bond between rulers and loyal subjects and the deep respect that should be held by 

subjects for the imperial throne. In many schools, students were required to memorize this text 

and recite it at important school events. The Rescript was distributed to most schools across 

Japan, together with a portrait of Emperor Meiji. Children recited the rescript automatically, a 

practice that implanted the ideas of subjecthood and subjection in their consciousness, 

encouraging them to embrace their national belonging as “little citizens.”  

Thus, the Imperial Rescript on Education was understood as a means of carrying out the 

will of the emperor and solidifying national unity. The duty of Meiji school teachers and 

administrators was to train children in patriotism and the spirit of national polity (国体, kokutai) 

to serve the Meiji state as “little citizens.” Confucianism was also appropriated to equate 

children’s filial piety toward their father and mother with loyalty to the imperial will; the 

Japanese words for chū (忠, loyalty) and kō (孝, filial piety) were integrated into a single 

expression, chūkō (忠孝). According to Satō Tadao, the Meiji government intentionally made one 

word out of the two separate virtues of loyalty and filial piety to convince children that serving 

their parents was the same value as sacrificing themselves for the emperor.13 Thus, the emperor 

was placed into the top of the kokka (国家, national family), and was ascribed the highest position 

in family homes. Japanese children came to be understood not only as their parents’ possessions 

but also as the subjects of the nation with the ideological scheme of fukoku kyōhei (富国強兵, 

enriching the country and strengthening the military) endorsed by the Meiji authorities.14  

                                                
13 Satō Tadao, Nihonjin no shinjō: Satō Tadao chosakushū (Tokyo: San'ichi shobō, 1976). 
 
14 Furthermore, what interests me in relation to the educational reforms and ideological schemes of the Meiji period 
is that Darwinism and social Darwinism gained widespread currency among educational institutions. For example, 
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To be sure, the term “little citizens” has been generally associated with the militarization 

of childhood, similar to the concept of Hitler Youth (i.e., Die Hitlerjugend) in Nazi Germany, in 

the context of Japan’s total war projects. From 1937 to 1945 in particular, all primary school 

children—boys and girls alike—were hailed as “little citizens” by the central authorities, and 

received militaristic education and training; school textbooks and readings discussed the 

functions of warships, tanks, and fighter aircraft as well as imperialist ideologies. Several 

previous studies, such as Wada Tashichirō’s Bokura suminuri shōkokumin: sensō to kodomo to 

kyōshi	(ぼくら墨ぬり少国民:	戦争と子どもと教師, We Are the Little Citizens Blacked Out: War, 

Children, and Teachers), Shōkokumin Bunka Kyōkai’s Shōkokumin bunkaron(少國民文化論, On 

the Culture of Little Citizens), Akikawa Mieko’s Nihon no shōnen shōsetsu: “shōkokumin” no 

yukue (日本の少年小說:「少国民」のゆくえ, Boys’ Literature in Japan: The Direction of “Little 

Citizens”), and Tsuzuki Tōru’s Shōkokumin no rensei to gakuto giyūtai: senjika no kyōiku 

kaikaku to sono hōkai (少国民の錬成と学徒義勇隊:戦時下の教育改革とその崩壊, The Drilling of 

Student Military Volunteers: The Reform of Wartime Education and its Collapse), have provided 

extensive accounts of the education and training of “little citizens” during the early Shōwa period 

(1926–1989). It is well-known that throughout his life, Yamanaka Hisashi (1931–1980), a writer 

of children’s literature, engaged in writing a series of stories and essays related to the experience 

of “little citizens” based on what he saw and heard during his own childhood. In many cases, 

                                                                                                                                                       
children’s textbooks, moral lessons, and even children’s magazines repeatedly discussed Darwin’s theory of 
biological evolution, suggesting that human beings were superior to other species. In other words, children were 
taught that they should not act like monkeys, or they would reduce themselves to the lower evolutionary stage of 
animals. Apparently, the notion of social Darwinism functioned as a major justification for xenophobia and 
imperialism, which was especially mobilized in colonial discourse. In other words, Darwinism and social Darwinism 
fit into the states’ national projects, and never contradicted the legitimacy of the emperor system and the vindication 
of the imperial line. Despite the possible conflict with claims of imperial lineage associated with the sun goddess 
Amaterasu, Darwinism and the cult of the emperor worked together to mobilize children as “little citizens.” 
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“little citizens” was the term used for the senchū ha (戦中派, the wartime generation) and the 

yakeato sedai (焼跡世代, the generation of burnt-out ruins). In both U.S. and Japanese scholarship, 

therefore, academic discussions on “little citizens” have focused on the wartime discourse of 

childhood vis-à-vis Japan’s military aggression. 

However, the political discourse on “little citizens” did not suddenly emerge when Japan 

entered the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937–1945) and World War II and initiated total 

mobilization. It had already been activated and perpetuated by Meiji educational institutions, 

political authorities, intellectuals, educators, and various print media including children’s 

magazines. From the Meiji period onward, the dominance of the modern state and the new 

control system, including educational reforms and print media, forcefully influenced Japanese 

children’s minds and bodies to transform them into “little citizens.” Indeed, 

the shift in educational institutions and the circulation of children’s magazines and literature 

marked how Meiji children were shaped into “little citizens” in the form of representation. The 

making of “little citizens” required a form of metamorphosis from an individual subject into an 

imperial subject. The concept of “little citizens” embodied the duality of subjection—an intricate 

process of being subordinate to power and becoming the subject of the nation. It delineated the 

ways in which subjection to power necessitated internalizing disciplines/norms, and this process 

of internalization shaped the notion of “little citizens” as what Judith Butler calls a way of 

fabricating the boundaries between interior and exterior life.15  

In this dissertation, I trace the notion of “little citizens” that emerged between 1868 and 

1918, identifying “little citizens” with the characteristics of modern childhood, in which 

children—particularly those who belonged to the emerging middle class in the Meiji period—

                                                
15 Judith Butler, The Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997), 
1–30. 
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were expected to perform the role of dutiful subjects. More importantly, the discourse of “little 

citizens” shaped the narrative of modern childhood in imperial Japan, mobilizing a new class 

system and initiating structural changes within the modern family. In this vein, I will first 

examine how the development of modern children’s literature and the circulation of children’s 

magazines functioned alongside educational institutions and administrative authorities to 

mobilize children as “little citizens.” 

At the same time, heterogeneous configurations of linguistic and literary practices in 

diverse cultural settings demonstrated various ways in which the vernacular conventions of 

childhood occasionally deviated from what Louis Althusser (1918–1990) calls the operation of 

“the state-apparatus,” thus functioning as a force against the standardization of childhood.16 To 

exemplify such power dynamics, this dissertation also highlights a series of literary works called 

shōnen-mono (少年物, stories about children and childhood), which emerged after the First Sino-

Japanese War as a site of poetic imagination to resist social normalization and negate children’s 

subjection as imperial subjects under state power. In addition, I examine how the practice of 

translation added a new avenue to create images of modern childhood that both confirmed and 

rejected the construction of “little citizens” by experimenting with unique linguistic 

constructions and new literary styles, which preceded the surge of the shōnen-mono genre. 

Hence, by unpacking various symbolic constructions of “little citizens” and the resistance against 

them, I demonstrate how the multilayered representation of children, as an aspect of discursive 

practices, led to a complex interplay between standardization and decentralization in the politics 

and poetics of childhood in imperial Japan. 

 

                                                
16 Ibid., Althusser. 
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The State of the Field: What Defines Childhood and Children in Meiji Japan? 

In contemporary Japan, childhood education and care have been of great interest to 

households, local communities, schools, social and economic institutions, and the government. 

Childhood plays a pivotal role in shaping adulthood, both in the private and public spheres. 

Indeed, modern childhood has been an important concern of adults both within and outside of 

Japan. Recent academic scholarship reveals a growing interest in studies on childhood and 

children, which includes surveys of children’s magazines, literature about children, education 

aimed at children, and visual images related to children.  

In Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (1962), Philippe Ariès (1914–

1984) challenged the universal concept of childhood, which, in contemporary society, has been 

taken for granted as having existed long before modernity. Ariès argued that, before the modern 

age, the concept of childhood as we currently understand it, did not exist; from the medieval 

period until the modern period (and, especially, in the nineteenth century), he argued, childhood 

was conceptualized in European society in accordance with the development of the school and 

family systems, and the shift from the feudal to the capitalist mode of production.17 

In similar vein, Karatani Kōjin, in the context of Japanese childhood, examined the 

connection between schooling and the militarization of Japan in “the discovery of childhood” by 

linking them to a fundamental tentō (転倒, inversion).18 His essay, entitled “The Discovery of 

Childhood,” included in Origins of Modern Japanese Literature (1993), delved into the shifting 

concepts of childhood and the creation of children’s literature, with a focus on tentō, which was a 

                                                
17 Philippe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (New York: Knopf, 1962).  

 
18 However, it is important to note in response to major scholarly debates concerning his argument, Karatani 
admitted that he had never read Ariès’s book. 
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key concept in his analysis of Japanese modernity.19 Likewise, many other scholars, including 

Maeda Ai (1978), Komori Yōichi (1988), and Stefan Tanaka (2006), shared this view of 

childhood as something that was newly conceptualized in the modern period.20 

In Children As Treasures: Childhood and the Middle Class in Early Twentieth Century 

Japan (2010), Mark Jones described how the modern notion of childhood emerged between 1890 

and 1930 in Japan, identifying yūtōsei (優等生, superior students) with the characteristics of 

modern childhood, in which children were required to compete to secure their futures as the 

elites of Japan. Jones illustrated how the formation of the middle class shaped the narrative of 

modern childhood in Japan.21  

Regarding the gendering of Japanese childhood, Narita Ryūichi (2003) examined how the 

differentiation between girls’ and boys’ reading practices in Japanese society became evident 

when Shōnen sekai (少年世界, Boys’ World, 1895–1914), a popular children’s magazine, began to 

target male students aged six to seventeen years. Until the late Meiji period, the Japanese term 

shōnen (少年, boy) was used to refer to children of either gender, but the magazine used the term 

shōnen to refer exclusively to boys.22 

                                                
  19 Karatani’s “The Discovery of Childhood” demonstrates the “fundamental inversion” of modernity that had 

already occurred during the late Meiji period and that concealed its origins. Thus, Karatani casts doubt upon which 
canonical accounts of Japanese history have been taken for granted by defamiliarizing the objects of investigation 
in his essay. According to Karatani, what has been invisible to the West is visible in Japan. Meiji Japan might be a 
key to uncovering the inversion that had been concealed in the linear accounts of Western civilization. Karatani 
argues that “the discovery of childhood” also embodies the fundamental inversion of Japanese modernity. See 
Karatani Kōjin, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993), 114–135. 

 
20 Maeda Ai, Higuchi Ichiyō no sekai (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1989), Komori Yōichi, Buntai to   
  shite no monogatari (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1988) and Stefan Tanaka, New Times in Modern Japan (Princeton,   
  N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2004); “Childhood: Naturalization of Development into a Japanese Space,” 
Cultures of Scholarship, ed. S.C. Humphreys (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997), 21–56. 
 
21 Mark Jones, Children as Treasures: Childhood and the Middle Class in Early Twentieth Century 
   Japan (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2010). 
 
22 Narita Ryūichi, Kindai toshi kūkan no bunka keiken (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 2003). 
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While the aforementioned studies have been considered key works in the history of 

childhood and studies on children, in recent years, several historians and social scientists have 

approached this topic by locating ruptures in discourses about childhood in the context of 

modern Jaapn. Indeed, the following studies delve into the social-cultural conditions surrounding 

Japanese children in imperial Japan by investigating relatively neglected areas in Japan studies. 

In Schooldays in Imperial Japan: A Study in the Culture of a Student Elite, Donald Roden 

examined the institutional changes of education affecting Japanese children from the late-

nineteenth century to the beginning of World War II. Roden explored how the most promising 

middle- or upper-class adolescent boys were trained at higher secondary schools and how these 

schools played a significant role in shaping the mobilization of Japanese elites in Imperial 

Japan.23 

Mariko Tamanoi (1991) investigated the ways in which young daughters of poor 

Japanese families served as komori (子守, nursemaids), looking after their siblings and relatives 

or working as servants for other poor families on the periphery of society. The Japanese 

government mobilized the komori program, aiming to turn Japanese girls into ideal mothers in 

the future on a discursive level, which caused many of them to suffer from alienation, 

exploitation, and suppression. These young girls expressed their suppressed feelings through 

kazoe-uta (数え唄, lyrical cultural songs).24 

Kathleen Uno, in Passages to Modernity: Motherhood, Childhood, and Social Reform in 

Early Twentieth-Century Japan (1999), discussed how working mothers relied on daycare 

centers and were not responsible for the exclusive maternal care of their children in the early 

                                                
23 Donald Roden, Schooldays in Imperial Japan: A Study in the Culture of a Student Elite (Berkeley: University of  
California Press, 1980). 
 
24 Mariko Tamanoi, “Songs as Weapons: The Culture and History of Komori (Nursemaids) in Modern Japan.” The  
Journal of Asian Studies 50, no. 4, (Nov. 1991), 793–817.  
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twentieth century, which was contrary to the prevailing idealization of the stay-at-home mother 

as an aspect of the ryōsai kenbo (良妻賢母, good wife and wise mother) ideology. Uno called 

attention to the importance of social reform with respect to children and childhood.25 

David Ambaras’s Bad Youth: Juvenile Delinquency and the Politics of Everyday Life in 

Modern Japan (2005) examined the social and political discourses of “bad youth.” By tracing the 

origins of various individual accounts of juvenile delinquency, Ambaras explained how the 

concept of “bad youth” was socially constructed in concert with the sociocultural transformation 

that was occurring in the process of capitalist development, nation-state formation, and imperial 

expansion.26  

Brian Platt’s article “Japanese Childhood, Modern Childhood: The Nation-State, the 

School, and 19th-Century Globalization,” explored how the concept of children was constructed 

and reinterpreted in the context of evolving educational institutions and the effects of the new 

system of international relations in modern Japan. Platt carefully avoided academic narrative 

patterns of the modernization of childhood, as well as the resistance to it, as such patterns could 

have reinforced the notion of modernization projects as an inevitable historical flow. He also 

rejected the global influence of modernity that might have shaped the topics of schooling and 

childhood. Instead, by delving into the education reforms of late nineteenth-century Japan, he 

illustrated the ways in which the creation of childhood in modern Japan became an example of 

                                                
25 Kathleen Uno, Passages to Modernity: Motherhood, Childhood, and Social Reform in Early Twentieth Century 
Japan. Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 1999. 
 
26 David, Ambaras. Bad Youth: Juvenile Delinquency and the Politics of Everyday Life in Modern Japan. University 
of California Press, 2005. As for the Japanese language scholarship, Hirayama Asako investigated the concept of 
furyō shōjo (不良少女, bad girls) by analyzing the problems of furyō in modern Japan and the relationship between 
furyō shōnen (不良少年, bad boys) and furyō shōjo. The book was divided into three chapters based on the Meiji, 
Taishō, and Shōwa periods. Hirayama mainly explored the representation of furyō shōjo through the medium of 
newspapers. See Hirayama Asakao, Meiji Taishō Shōwa furyō shōjoden: bakuren'onna to shōjo gyangudan (Tokyo: 
Kawade shobō shinsha, 2009). 
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the complexities between particularism and universalism, which were also observed in other 

modern nations. 27 

In Playing War: Children and the Paradoxes of Modern Militarism in Japan (2017), 

Sabine Frühstück investigated how children and childhood served as key instruments in the 

mobilization and endorsement of Japan’s total war efforts to reinforce the structures of modern 

militarism, particularly from the late nineteenth to the beginning of the twenty-first century 

during its formation of the nation-state and empire-building efforts. For example, Frühstück paid 

attention to the symbolic meaning of war games played by children, which were tolerated and 

even endorsed by schools and military authorities; children were encouraged to play these 

aggressive games because they would effectively enable children to prepare for Japan’s war 

efforts in the demands of nation and empire building (1868–1945).28 Frühstück also edited a 

collection of works related to the history of children and childhood in Japan.29 

In the field of literary studies, scholarship on Japanese children’s literature has flourished 

both in Japan and the United States. Among the most important works, Earl H. Kinmonth’s The 

Self-Made Man in Meiji Japanese Thought: From Samurai to Salary Man (1981) delved into the 

social history of risshin shusse (立身出世,rising in the world). Kinmonth historicized the white-

collar worker or sarariiman (サラリーマン)	in Japan and tried to trace its origins; by doing so, he 

revealed how the number of educated young people grew dramatically during the Meiji period, 

with commensurately increasing competition for advancement. His focus was the concept of 

                                                
27 Brian Platt, “Japanese Childhood, Modern Childhood: The Nation-State, the School, and 19th-Century 
Globalization,” Journal of Social History 38, no. 4 (2005): 965–85.  
 
28 Sabine Frühstück, Playing War: Children and the Paradoxes of Modern Militarism in Japan (Oakland: University 
of California Press, 2017). 
  
29 Sabine Frühstück and Anne Walthall, eds., Child's Play: Multi-Sensory Histories of Children and Childhood in 
Japan (Oakland: University of California Press, 2017). 
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risshin shusse, but his important contributions included surveys of children’s magazines and 

literature, such as Eisai shinshi (穎才新誌, The New Journal for the Talented, 1877–1902) and 

Shōnen’en (少年園,Children’s Garden, 1888–95), to highlight how these publications inspired 

and motivated children to work hard to climb the social ladder. Kinmonth’s study offered 

interesting insights into the history of the white-collar worker and children’s education in 

Japan.30  

Disukūru no teikoku: meiji 30-nendai no bunka kenkyū (ディスク－ルの帝国 : 明治三〇年代

の文化研究, Empire of Discourse: Cultural Studies of the Meiji 30s, 2000) is a collection of works 

by Japanese scholars who studied the discourse related to the fourth decade of the Meiji period. 

The book’s primary purpose was to explore the imperial discourse, ideology, and power 

dynamics of the late Meiji period. This volume provided a comprehensive examination of the 

relationship between colonial culture and nationalism through modern Japanese literature. 

Regarding the study of children’s literature, Takahashi Osamu’s article carefully examined 

Morita Shiken’s translation of Two Years’ Vacation by Jules Verne. Takahashi explained how 

Morita’s translation altered the original text and how its contents represented the complex nature 

of Japanese national identity and colonial discourse.31 In addition, Yoshida Morio investigated 

Shōnen sekai and found the message, “Boys, learn from monkeys” through his reading of various 

articles and stories on monkeys. He argued that Shōnen sekai instructed readers to live an 

“enlightened” life, and not fall to the “barbaric” level of “monkeys,” which served as an example 

of how not to behave. According to him, these articles and stories featured numerous anecdotes 

                                                
30 Earl H. Kinmonth, The Self-Made Man in Meiji Japanese Thought: From Samurai to Salary Man (Berkeley:  
University of California Press, 1981). 
 
31 Takahashi Osamu, “‘Bōken’ wo meguru sōzōryoku: moritashiken yaku jūgo shōnen wo chūshin ni,” in Disukūru 
no teikoku: meiji 30-nendai no bunka kenkyū, eds. Kaneko Akio, Takahashi Osamu, and Yoshida Morio (Tokyo: 
Shin’yōsha, 2000), 333–366. 
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that represented how boys needed to live as “civilized” people by differentiating themselves 

from animals, based on scientific evidence. The most basic aspiration was that a child needs to 

learn to be a human being first, confidently self-identifying as a “person” living in civilization, 

and refrain from “barbarian” behaviors. The use of monkeys, with “similarities as well as 

differences to people,” was appropriate in terms of the way it allowed readers to identify where 

they stood as “human beings.”32 

Shōjo shōnen no poritikusu (少女少年のポリティクス, The Politics of Girls and Boys, 

2009) is a collection of works by Japanese scholars in the field of gender studies and children’s 

literature. The book primarily focused on the discussion of childhood and gender relations in the 

modern period, with Takahashi Osamu, Yoshida Morio, and Sakakibara Chizuru exploring 

children’s magazines and literature in the context of evolving gender ideologies in Meiji Japan.33 

Uchida Masakatsu explored a wide range of images that appeared in children’s 

magazines and other media to examine how the concept of otokorashisa (男らしさ, manliness) 

was constructed and reconstructed in the process of modernization in Japan. According to 

Uchida, this book was published in response to Shōjo shōnen no poritikusu, which was published 

in 2009 and aimed to provide more adequate information regarding studies on boys.34  

Ishihara Tsuyoshi’s Mark Twain in Japan: The Cultural Reception of an American Icon 

demonstrates how Mark Twain’s translated stories were read, altered, and reconstructed from 
                                                
32 Yoshida Morio, “Shōnen yo ‘saru’ kara manabe: kyōiku sōchi to shite no Shōnen sekai” in Disukūru no teikoku: 
Meiji 30-nendai no bunka kenkyū, eds. Kaneko Akio, Takahashi Osamu, and Yoshida Morio (Tokyo: Shin’yōsha, 
2000), 199–238.  
 
33 Iida Yūko, Shōjo shōnen no poritikusu (Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2009). 
 
34 Uchida Masakatsu, Dai nihon teikoku no “shōnen” to “danseisei”: shōnen shōjo sasshi ni miru “uīkunesu 
fobia” (Tokyo: Akashi shoten, 2010). In addition, Jeffrey Angles divulged important insights into the construction 
of the concept of boyhood in the modern period although he primarily focused on the representation of male-male 
sexuality in Japan. Angles offered useful information regarding boys’ literature, including works written by 
Oshikawa Shunrō. See Jeffrey Angles, Writing the Love of Boys: Origins of Bishōnen Culture in Modernist 
Japanese Literature (Minneapolis:  University of Minnesota Press, 2011). 
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1890 onward in Japan. According to Ishihara, while Twain’s stories have been continuously 

adapted, distorted, and transformed for children and adults alike in Japan, they have also been 

reintroduced to the world in the form of Japanese animation and manga.35 

L. Halliday Piel discussed the controversy over the publication of Kogane-maru (こがね丸, 

Golden Dog, 1891), which is regarded to be the first work of children’s literature in Japan. Even 

if the author intended to provide entertainment for child readers, critics have pointed out how the 

contents of Kogane-maru were premodern and the language was difficult to follow. L. Halliday 

also demonstrated that Ann Herring’s research illuminated how akahon (赤本, “red books”) and 

otogizōshi (御伽草紙, “manuscripts of fairy tales”) served as children’s stories and how book 

dealers had already commercialized printed materials during the Edo period (1600–1868) for the 

children of the wealthy commoners of urban areas. Simultaneously, L. Halliday pointed out that 

many educators, intellectuals, parents, and child readers appreciated and enjoyed the advent of 

Kogane-maru, which fueled the nineteenth-century publishing boom in children’s literature. 36 

Judy Wakabayashi discussed how literary translation played a significant role in 

establishing and shaping children’s literature as a genre in Japan, particularly in the Meiji period. 

In the late nineteenth century, just after the Meiji Restoration, many children’s stories were 

translated from their original languages (i.e., English, Dutch, French, German, Russian and so 

forth) to stimulate or satisfy Japanese curiosity about exotic places and cultures. Children’s 

literature—apart from folk tales, legends, or fables—did not clearly exist as a specific genre in 

Japan prior to the adaptation of such translations. Wakabayashi thus argued that such translation 

                                                
35 Tsuyoshi Ishihara, Mark Twain in Japan: The Cultural Reception of an American Icon (Columbia: University of 
Missouri Press, 2005). 
 
36 L. Halliday Piel, “Loyal Dogs and Meiji Boys: The Controversy Over Japan’s First Children’s Story, Kogane-
maru (1891),” Children’s Literature 38 (2010): 207–222. 
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practices paved the way for the evolution of modern children’s literature twenty years before the 

first publication of domestic Japanese children’s literature.37 

In addition to the abovementioned scholarship, extensive research in the Japanese 

language has been conducted on children’s literature and magazines from the postwar period to 

the present day, and a broad scope of studies on Japanese literature in the English language has 

touched on this topic, including several dissertations written by US scholars in recent years.38 

Before Honda Masuko pioneered shōjo kenkyū (少女研究, girls’ studies) in the 1980s, girl-

centered research was largely neglected in Japan.39 That which did exist failed to focus on socio-

political and economic arguments. In short, studies of Japanese girls, girlhood, and shōjo bunka 

(少女文化, girls’ culture) were marginalized, even among scholars of childhood studies and 

feminism. Recently, however, there has been a surge in studies on Japanese girls, which included 

a survey of children’s magazines aimed at girls.  

First, Honda's studies (1990 and 1992) investigated how the concept of “girl” was created 

by public schools during the Meiji period.40 Honda suggested that educational institutions, called 

kōtō jogakkō (高等女学校, girls’ high schools), which did not necessarily link the purposes of 

                                                
37 Judy Wakabayashi, “Foreign Bones, Japanese Flesh: Translations and the Emergence of Modern Children’s 
Literature in Japan,” Japanese Language and Literature 42, no. 1 (2008): 227–55. 
 
38 Catherine Yoonah Bae, “All the Girl’s a Stage: Representations of Femininity and Adolescence in Japanese Girls’ 
Magazines, 1930s–1960s” (PhD diss., Stanford University, 2008); Lizbeth Halliday Piel, “The Ideology of the Child 
in Japan, 1600–1945” (PhD diss., University of Hawai'i at Manoa, 2007); and Nona L. Carter, “Tales for Tarō: A 
Study of Japanese Children’s Magazines, 1888–1949” (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2009); Mika Endo, 
“Pedagogical Experiments with Working Class Children in Prewar Japan” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2011); 
and Kristin Holly Williams, “Visualizing the Child: Japanese Children’s Literature in the Age of Woodblock Print, 
1678–1888” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2012). 
 
39 Honda’s studies (1892 and 1990) examined the way in which the concept of “girl” was created by public schools  
  and girls’ magazines during the Meiji period (1868–1912). Honda Masuko, Ibunka to shite no kodomo.   
  (Tokyo: Kinokuniya Shoten, 1982) and Jogakusei no keifu: saishikisareru meiji (Tokyo: Seidosha, 1990). 

40 Honda Masuko, Jogakusei no keifu: saishikisareru Meiji (Tokyo: Seidosha, 1990), and Ibunka to shiteno kodomo, 
(Tokyo: Kinokuniya Shoten, 1982). 
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girls’ education with their career, separated girls and designated girlhood as a special stage 

between infancy and marriage. In addition, Honda assumed that several girls’ magazines 

published after kōtō jogakkō rei (高等女学校令, Decree for Girls’ Middle Schools) in 1899 helped 

create the notion of girlhood.41  

Kawamura Kunimitsu (1993) agreed that the expansion of school education constructed 

the concept of girlhood, while he emphasized the significant role played by magazines in the 

further development of shōjo bunka.42 Kawamura examined the readers’ columns in Jogaku 

zasshi (女学雑誌, Women’s Education Magazine, 1885–1904), and explained how female readers 

established girls’ communities, called otome kyōdōtai (少女共同体, maidens’ communities). He 

also demonstrated how those magazines linked the image of otome (乙女, maiden) to 

commodities such as cosmetic items and fashion goods.43 
 

Watanabe Shūko (2007) made an important contribution to the ongoing discussion of the 

concept of girlhood in modern Japan by examining the visual images, the social norms, the 

school systems, and girls’ magazines of the modern period. With a focus on the discourse of 

education and the visual imagery of girlhood, Watanabe demonstrated how the concept of 

girlhood itself entrenched gender roles in childhood, regulated young girls’ behaviors, and 

                                                
41 Outside Japan, Tomoko Aoyama, Hiromi Tsuchiya Dollase, Sharalyn Orbaugh, Deborah Shamoon, and Hiroko 
Cockerill have conducted pioneering work on Japanese girls and girlhood from the perspectives of gender and 
literary studies. Especially in recent years, female scholars in Australia have played an active role in the 
development of girls’ studies that deal with material/popular culture across disciplines. See Tomoko Aoyama and 
Barbara Hartley, Girl Reading Girl in Japan (London: Routledge, 2010) and Deborah M. Shamoon, Passionate 
Friendship: The Aesthetics of Girls’ Culture in Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2011). 

42 Kawamura Kunimitsu, Otome no inori: kindai josei imēji no tanjō (Tokyo: Kinokuniya Shoten, 1993).  

43 Instead of using the English word “maiden,” I italicized otome here because Kawamura did not use this Japanese 
word to describe a “maiden.” While the Japanese-English dictionaries suggest maiden/nymph/virgin as possible 
English translations of otome, it appears Kawamura’s use of otome implies a romantic/girlish/sentimental 
connotation, rather than the meaning of “maiden” in English.  
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required them to be unadulterated, affectionate, as well as attractive.44 

According to Imada Erika (2008), the Japanese term shōjo was not solely dependent on 

female biological factors.45 As in previous studies, Imada categorized shōjo as those who went to 

school, especially female-only schools, and read girls’ magazines during the modern period. 

Thus, although the term is more dependent on school attendance, without reading girls’ 

magazines, these girls would not have been exposed to the “girlhood” concept and shōjo bunka, 

the term that was promoted by these publications. Consequently, as Imada argues, the Japanese 

term shōjo was initially inclusive only of girls who attended female-only schools and read girls’ 

magazines. 

Kume Yoriko (2013) paid further attention not only to girls’ magazines but also to the 

discourses in the literary world that included shōjo shōsetsu (少女小説, girls’ literature), and 

explained how the notion of girlhood was formulated by print media and literary discourses.46 

By analyzing the idea of shōjo bunka diachronically, Kume highlighted both the revolutionary 

power of shōjo shōsetsu that occasionally escaped from the state’s intervention and the new 

restraints imposed on the language and sexuality of school girls. With a focus on the editors’ 

guidance and girls’ writing and reading practice, Kume discussed the mixture of restraint and 

emancipation that developed from shōjo bunka.  

As these previous studies have already revealed, it is important to be aware that 

addressing the concept of “childhood” or defining “children’s literature” itself typically carries 

the risk of assuming either that the concept of childhood has always existed or that it was 

                                                
44 Watanabe Shūko, “Shōjo” zō no tanjō: Kindai nihon ni okeru “shōjo” kihan no keisei (Tokyo: Shinsensha, 2007), 
and Tsukurareta “shōjo”: “chōbatsu” to shite no yamai to shi (Tokyo: Nihon hyōronsha, 2017). 
 
45 Imada Erika, “Shōjo” no shakaishi (Tokyo: Keisō shobō, 2007). 
 
46 Kume Yoriko, “Shōjo shōsetsu” no seisei: jendā poritikusu no seiki (Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2013). 
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discovered only during the modern period. Over the past five decades, many studies have 

scrutinized the view of childhood developed by Ariès and other scholars. The most common 

counterarguments were that premodern children and childhood were also influenced by a 

complex of cultural discourses that separated them from adults and adulthood. Ongoing debates 

and arguments related to the concept of childhood persist.  

Moreover, attempting to assign an age range to the term “children” in Meiji Japan is 

difficult because the definition of children itself was already based on a subjective perspective in 

relation to the conceptualization of occupation, education, region, gender, and social class. The 

average marital age of women during the Meiji and Taishō periods was in the late teens; even 

fifteen-year-old girls were considered mature women if they already had spouses. Examinations 

of the Japanese word shōjo by Honda (1990) and others indicated that this term, although used 

occasionally prior to the Meiji Restoration, was recognized in the late Meiji period as a word 

referring to girls ranging from elementary school age to junior college age, thus excluding yōjo 

(幼女, infants) and married women.47 Shōnen, too, referred to male students between six and 

fifteen before they entered the stage of adulthood called seinen (青年, young men); it also 

excluded the notion of yōnen (幼年, infants) and married men. However, despite the general 

increase in the attendance of primary school students during the late Meiji period, those who 

continued on to the middle school level comprised only a small percentage of children at the time.  

Based on this ongoing discussion in the field, I posit that the concept of childhood during 

the modern period can be identified as the stage between ages six and fifteen, typically inclusive 

of schoolchildren. Then, I argue that the idea of “little citizens” infiltrated schools, children’s 

cultural and social environments, and print media. In this context, I examine how the cultural 

                                                
47 Ibid.  
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imagination of childhood, which already existed in numerous sociocultural contexts prior to the 

Meiji period, underwent a shift with the rise of mechanized printing and the maturation of 

industrial capitalism in Japan. Specifically, I explore children’s literature and magazines as well 

as the literary representation of children in both endorsing and subverting the political discourse 

of “little citizens.”  

I believe that understanding childhood—especially the concept of “little citizens”—in 

modern Japan can be likened to the study of shifting family structures, a burgeoning consumer 

culture, changing class relations, and racial awareness. The present investigation of “little 

citizens” illuminates the way in which a capitalist modernity, with its political implications, fluid 

value systems, and influence on gender relations, shaped social institutions, communities, and 

the nation. Generalized media, such as children’s magazines and literature, were circulated 

among social systems, institutions, and individuals; they mobilized a new class system and 

initiated structural changes to the modern family. 

 

Overview of Chapters 

My dissertation examines the representation of childhood and the portrayal of children in 

both endorsing and subverting the political discourses of “little citizens” as imperial subjects of 

modern Japan. It consists of five chapters, each of which explores a different movement in the 

conceptualization of childhood vis-à-vis the image of Japanese children. Synthesizing literary 

analysis and socio-cultural studies, the chapters address the following issues: Chapter 1) the 

development of a print industry that shaped the new concepts that distinguished children’s 

literature and magazines as reading materials designed for “little citizens”; Chapter 2) the role of 

translation and adaptation in the evolution of children’s literature with a focus on two prolific 
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translators, Wakamatsu Shizuko (1864–1896) and Morita Shiken (1861–1897); Chapter 3) Izumi 

Kyōka’s (1873–1939) fantasy literature and the reconstruction of folklore; Chapter 4) Kunikida 

Doppo’s (1871–1908) poetics of childhood and the reception of Wordsworth’s poetry; and 

Chapter 5) Tanizaki Jun’ichirō’s (1886–1965) childhood memories of the late Meiji period and 

the literary representations of uncanny children. 

This introduction offers an overview of my project, describes the ongoing debates on 

modern childhood and the discourse of “little citizens,” and summarizes the scholarship on the 

history of childhood, children' literature and magazines, and other literary works about children. 

It then discusses my methodology and conceptual frameworks. In addition to my short analysis 

of the shift in educational institutions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the 

introduction describes how children’s magazines, such as Shōnen sekai (少年世界, Boys’ World, 

1895–1914), played a vital role in defining “little citizens.”  

Chapter 1 explores how the formation of modern children’s literature and the 

development of children’s magazines contoured the images of “little citizens” as the subjects of 

the nation during the Meiji period. By examining symbolic constructions of “little citizens” in 

print media, I argue that the transformation of childhood paralleled the emergence of the nation-

state, especially when we look at children’s representational agency.48 I begin by calling 

attention to the role of Iwaya Sazanami (1870–1933), a founder of modern children’s literature, 

in the creation of concepts, such as “little citizens,” that distinguished childhood from adulthood 

but homogenized it as something that belonged to the nation-state. His stories interwove 

nationhood and childhood to mobilize children as “little citizens.” I then explore boys’ and girls’ 

                                                
48 I use the term “representational agency" throughout this dissertation because I believe children’s agency was 
something discursively constructed or represented through cultural production and literary works in this period. 
While their agency was vibrantly represented in print media and literature, it is not easy for adults to access or 
imagine their "real" agency. 
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magazines to investigate how these “little citizens” were conceptualized, understood, fractured, 

negotiated, and reformulated through modes of gendered reading. To this end, I demonstrate the 

ways in which what Michel Foucault (1926–1984) calls “disciplinary power” forced children to 

internalize the role of the “little citizen,” although access to children’s literature and magazines 

seemingly guaranteed their liberation through imaginative communities and creative spaces. 

Chapter 2 examines the role of translators and their translations in the gendering of 

children’s literature during the Meiji period, using Wakamatsu Shizuko (1864–1896) and Morita 

Shiken (1861–1897) as my examples. I analyze how and why these two translators engaged in 

translation, the extent to which they created new types of languages via translation in response to 

the genbun itchi	(言文一致, unification of writing and speech) movement, and how they created 

new genres such as shōjo shōsetsu (少女小説,girls’ novel) and shōnen shōsetsu (少年小説, boys’ 

novel). The children they portrayed synthesized the image of “little citizens” with more liberated 

ones. In other words, by experimenting with new literary styles and linguistic constructions, they 

presented new images of childhood that both supported and rejected what the Meiji national 

project endorsed through standardized education for Japanese children.  

Whereas Chapters 1 and 2 focus on children’s literature and magazines, Chapters 3, 4, 

and 5 examine literary works called shōnen-mono (少年物, stories about children and childhood) 

which were not necessarily intended for children. The first two chapters discuss the 

standardization of children as “little citizens” under state power through the link between 

nationhood and childhood. The next three chapters show how literary and linguistic practices in 

diversified cultural and vernacular forms often circumvent the subjectivation tactics of what 

Louis Althusser calls the “state-apparatus” and reject the Althusserian idea of the always-already 

interpellated subject. Indeed, in the surge of shōnen-mono, several writers such as Higuchi Ichiyō 
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(1872–1896), Izumi Kyōka, Kunikida Doppo, and Tanizaki Jun’ichirō, wrote about childhood 

and children although apart from Ichiyō’s “Takekurabe” (たけくらべ, “Growing up,” 1895–1896), 

these works did not draw much public attention. However, examinations of these shōnen-mono 

stories play an important role in shaping my argument in this dissertation. Whereas children’s 

magazines and children’s stories tended to be subsumed in the centralization of the ruling 

ideology, the children described by these writers evaded the literary construction of “little 

citizens” and metaphorically departed from a linear account of time and space in Japanese 

modernity. As there has been extensive scholarship on Ichiyō’s work both in the US and 

Japanese academia, the following chapters delve into the works by the rest of these writers.  

Chapter 3 demonstrates how the children in Izumi Kyōka’s two stories “Ryūtandan” (龍潭

譚, “The Tale of the Dragon in the Abyss,” 1896) and “Kechō” (化鳥, “Chimera,” 1897), were 

portrayed as figures that did not conform to the image of “little citizens” endorsed by the Meiji 

government. These stories paid attention to children on the periphery of society, such as those 

belonging to outcast groups. In particular, Kyōka’s boys revealed vulnerability or sensitivity, 

both of which were considered negative traits in Meiji, based on the principle of masculinity; 

Japanese boys were expected to be physically and mentally strong, capable of fighting “for the 

nation and enriching the country. However, vulnerability was tolerated and even supported in 

Kyōka’s stories. By describing boys who received a special knowledge of human life or nature 

through non-rational experiences of kamikakushi (神かくし, a mysterious disappearance at the 

hands of an omnipotent being), or metamorphosis, “Ryūtandan” and “Kechō” critique Meiji 

educational principles as the major fault line in the national projects, subverteing the link 

between nationhood and childhood.  
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Chapter 4 focuses on Doppo’s shōnen-mono stories, which blended childhood memories 

and fiction with inexplicable sorrow, symbolizing the poetics of childhood. Inspired by 

Wordsworth’s poetry, Doppo depicted his interest in and sympathy for the simple lives of 

ordinary people, whom he called shōmin (小民, common people). In particular, this chapter 

examines “E no kanashimi” (畫の悲み, “Sorrow in Pastel,” 1902), “Kodomo no kanashimi” (少年

の悲哀, “A Child’s Sadness,” 1902), and “Haru no tori” (春の鳥, “Bird of Spring,” 1904) to show 

how and why Doppo paid attention to children who were excluded from the forces of 

modernization and the progressive model of history. Examining the interplay between childhood 

memories and fiction presented by Doppo, this chapter illuminates what Meiji educational 

projects relegated to the margins of society. 

Chapter 5 evaluates Tanizaki Jun’ichirō’s shōnen-mono, particularly “Shōnen” (少年,	

“Children,” 1911), Shindo ̄, (神童, A Child Prodigy, 1916), and “Chiisa na ōkoku” (小さな王国, 

“Little Kingdom,” 1918), to show how the children he portrayed were far from innocent and 

harmless. The children in these works undermined the indication of state power and the symbolic 

imperial will, rejected their social roles, and asserted control over adults. From the late Meiji to 

the Taishō period (1912–1926), with the publication of Ogawa Mimei’s (1882–1961) Akai fune 

(赤い船,	Red ship, 1909), the phrase dōshin (童心,	pure heart of children) became prevalent with 

the dōshin shugi movement. Through stories, poetry, songs, visual images, and art, the advocates 

of dōshin shugi celebrated children as innocent, vulnerable, pure, and in need of adult protection. 

Tanizaki’s shōnen-mono stories broke with this movement, presenting children as anything but 

dōshin. His stories completely rejected such a romantic view of children and childhood by 

describing their ability to outwit or even manipulate adults and the people in power. 
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Whereas this dissertation offers a broad perspective by examining a diverse range of 

archives and literary works, my overarching argument may run the risk of endorsing the 

privilege of literary analysis while oversimplifying or generalizing the culture of publishing and 

the role of print media in imperial Japan. Due to the scope of my research, the survey of 

children’s magazines and literature did not, for the most part, yield a comprehensive picture of 

children’s reading, or statistically significant data relating children’s readership. Also, analyses 

of print media over a certain period are just a “snapshot” that depends for its interpretation on 

social and material conditions occurring during that period. For example, my argument links the 

role of children’s magazines and literature to a national narrative. In other words, even though I 

argue how “major” children’s literature and magazines often connected otherwise disparate 

individuals to each other and to a set of shared characteristics, and to the ideas of the national 

community while turning children into “little citizens,” there must have been vernacular 

children’s stories and local magazines that rejected the codes of the nation-state and that fell 

outside the reach of the state-apparatus. Indeed, further investigation and analysis of print media 

are necessary to highlight the multiplicity of perspectives and voices that emerge from an array 

of texts because “a discourse” does not logically unfold, but rather, interacts with a multitude of 

contesting meanings. 

That being said, my examinations of hundreds of children’s magazines and stories 

certainly demonstrate how nationalistic sentiments and the ideas of a national community were 

perpetuated by print media that linked nationhood and childhood. Many of them cooperated with 

educational institutions and governmental authorities to create a sense of national belonging by 

mobilizing children as “little citizens” through the national project. As I detect such an identity-

making formation as well as the making of “little citizens” as a dominant mode of children’s 
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magazines and literature in the Meiji period, I use shōnen-mono as an analytical tool or one 

example, in locating the momentary ruptures of modern childhood discourses. My project asks 

the following questions: 1) why did the discourse of “little citizens” emerge in a particular 

moment? 2) how did it function along the way? and 3) in what ways was the discourse shaped or 

challenged by both print media and literary works in relation to the formation of Japan’s modern 

subjects? 

Throughout the five chapters of this dissertation, I identify two gazes that emerged 

simultaneously in the representation of children in imperial Japan: the gaze of the authority of 

the modern state and the social system, which controlled children’s daily lives and 

representational agency, and the gaze that challenges the state authority and social institutions 

through the mediation of poetic imagination and fantasy. By exploring these different aspects of 

representations, I will demonstrate how the politics and poetics of childhood both endorse and 

subvert the political discourse of “little citizens” as dialogic imagination in a modern capitalist 

society. 
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Chapter One  

Children as Imaginary Citizens: 

 Children’s Literature and Magazines, 1868–1902 

 

How and why did the political discourse of “little citizens” (小国民, shōkokumin) become 

a rhetorical tool for national mobilization and community involvement during the Meiji period? 

Despite print media’s celebration of children’s citizenship and their status as subjects in modern 

Japan, children’s rights were inconsistent, as were expectations of how they should behave as 

“little citizens” with a political identity. This chapter examines the social construction of “little 

citizens” and the gendering of childhood through the medium of children’s magazines and 

modern children’s literature. I trace how a type of print media shaped the socially accepted 

concept of “little citizens,” coinciding with a differentiation between boys’ and girls’ education 

and interests in the new cultural milieu of capitalist modernity. Specifically, I explore how Meiji 

children’s literature, such as Iwaya Sazanami’s (1870–1933) otogibanashi (御伽噺, fairy tales) as 

well as major children’s magazines such as Shōnen sekai (少年世界, The Boy’s World, 1895–

1914) and Shōjokai (少女界, Girls’ Sphere, 1902–1912) created a new mode of children’s reading 

to accompany a sense of national belonging that emerged in tandem with the outgrowth of 

publishing at the turn of the twentieth century.49 

                                                
49 I examine Shōjokai because it was the first girls’ magazine published in Meiji Japan and extensively discussed the 
notion of “little citizens.” The contents of this magazine have not been fully investigated by previous scholarship, 
particularly because obtaining access to each volume (stored in the Kanagawa museum of modern literature) is 
difficult. However, there are many studies of other girls’ magazines. The development of shōjo bunka is evident in 
the circulation of Shōjo sekai (少女世界, Girls’ World, 1906–1931), and Shōjokai no tomo (少女の友, Girls’ Friend, 
1908–1955), which created readers’ columns, contests, and reader conventions to promote girls’ communities. Shōjo 
sekai and Shōjo no tomo were most widely read in the late Meiji and Taishō periods. Published by Hakubunkan in 
1906, Shōjo sekai was the best-selling girls’ magazine for the first ten years of its publication, with peak circulation 
between 150,000 and 200,000 copies per issue. Shōjo no tomo was first published by Jitsugyō no Nihon-sha in 1908 
and was the longest-running girls’ magazine before the war.  
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During this period, the print industry experienced rapid growth and began to target 

readers based on gender and age, with the creation of separate magazines for boys and girls. 

Whereas the former introduced serialized adventure stories and historical novels, the latter 

focused on didactic tales, stories of friendship and family, and classical poetry and literature. 

Although the separation of boys’ and girls’ literature became evident, both types of magazines 

promoted children’s risshin shusse (立身出世, rising in the world) and the mission of “little 

citizens." Morover, girls’ magazines became the primary site of shōjo bunka (少女文化, girls’ 

culture) embraced by female readers who read and wrote about girlhood, and through which they 

expressed, interpreted, and negotiated their social identity. This chapter discusses how the 

cultural value of modern children’s literature and magazines became closely aligned with the 

growing culture of publishing in the early twentieth century, and how this emergent print media 

created the social and material conditions for the mobilization of children as “little citizens.”  

 

Nationhood and Childhood in Children’s Literature 

Long before children’s literature (児童文学, jidō bungaku) was established as its own 

genre in Meiji Japan, a variety of texts—including stories, folktales, Buddhist tales, picture 

books, textbooks, and poetry—were created for young audiences. Literature originally directed 

toward mature readers was carefully recast and transmitted to a wide range of audiences, 

including young children. The history of modern children’s literature originates in the first two 

decades of the Meiji period (1868–1912).50 In contrast, the history of early modern children’s 

                                                
50 For example, recent English-language dissertations related to Japanese children’s literature indicate a clear 
division between modern and premodern children’s literature. Nona L. Carter argues children’s literature is a 
modern construct whereas Kristin Holly Williams describes the development of children’s literature during the 
premodern period. See Nona L. Carter, “A Japanese Children’s Magazines, 1888-1949” (PhD diss., University of 
Pennsylvania, 2009), and Kristin Holly Williams, “Visualizing the Child: Japanese Children's Literature in the Age 
of Woodblock Print, 1678–1888” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2012). 
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literature tends to consider the Enpō period as the start of children’s literature.51 However, 

children’s literature did not undergo a significant transformation, if any, in the first three decades 

of the Meiji period. What we call premodern children’s literature—ezōshi (絵草紙, illustrated 

story books) and mamehon (豆本, bean books)—continued to develop in the Meiji period. 

Bookstores, like those owned by Tsutsumi Kichibei (1847–1899) in Nihonbashi, Maki 

Kinnosuke in Asakusa, Ōishi Shōnosuke in Nihonbashi, Miyata Isuke in Honjo, and Tsujioka 

Bunsuke in Yokoyama-chō often used folktales and warrior stories to produce a new type of 

illustrated book in the early years of the Meiji period.52  

As Kōno Kensuke discusses in his study of modern publishing, Shomotsu no kindai (書物

の近代, Modernity of Books, 1999), new print technologies such as lithography, copperplate 

engravings, photogravure, coloring material, and western bookbinding added new dimensions to 

books for both adults’ and children.53 Illustrated books from the Edo period were renewed by 

Meiji publishers with the introduction of new coloring technology and illustrations, and they 

                                                
51 As for early modern children’s literature, the illustrated books of the late Edo period in Japan called akahon (赤本, 
red books) are considered popular picture books for children. In particular, scholars in the field mostly agree that the 
oldest children's books are ten illustrated books with red covers that were discovered within the Jizō (地蔵) 
bodhisattva statue at the Izawaji Temple in Matsuzaka City, Mie Prefecture, in 1979. In Kodomo ehon no tanjō 
(1988), scholar Okamoto Masaru, who helped discover the aforementioned books, said they were published by a 
bookstore in the Kamigata (上方) region. The owner of the collection was Chōkurō, the teenage son of a 
seventeenth-century sash-maker/seller named Obiya Jirōkichi. Chōkurō died young, and his parents offered the 
books for a memorial service in honor of their son. Three of them include publication dates (1667, 1668, and 1677). 
A couple of the books were devoted to stories about the warrior Minamoto no Yoshitsune (1159–1189) and his 
retainer, Musashibō Benkei. Okamoto speculates that all of these books were published in the Kanbun and Enpō 
periods, between 1661 and 1677, since they were sealed inside the Jizō in 1678. Although the accepted opinion was 
that Japanese children's books began with the red books published during the Enpō period, the discovery of these 
illustrated books inside the statue reveals that children's literature also circulated in the Kamigata region around the 
same time.  
 
52 Katō Yasuko and Matsumura Noriko, Bakumatsu, Meiji no esugoroku (Tokyo: Kokusho kankōkai, 2002), and 
Kimura Yaeko, Uda Toshihiko, and Koike Masatane, Kusazōshi-shū (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1997). 
 
53 Kōno Kensuke, Shomotsu no kindai (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1999). 
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drew the attention of child readers throughout Japan.54 Several well-known stories were adapted 

into this new form of books. These included the “five important folktales” (nihon godai 

mukashibanashi, 日本五大昔話): “Momotarō” (桃太郎, “The Peach Boy”), “Saru kani gassen” (猿

蟹合戦, “The Battles of the Monkey and the Crabs”), “Shita-kiri suzume” (舌切り雀, “The 

Sparrow’s Tongue”), “Kachi-kachi yama” (かちかち山, “Click Clack Mountain”), and “Hana saka 

jijii” (花咲か爺, “The Man Who Made Flowers Bloom”). Several famous stories, such as 

“Kobutori jiisan” (こぶとりじいさん, “How the Old Man Lost His Wren”), “Issun-bōshi” (一寸法

師, “One-Inch Boy”), “Kintarō” (金太郎, “The Golden Boy”), “Urashimatarō” (浦島太郎), were 

also adapted; as were historical stories, such as those about Benkei (弁慶), “Miyamoto Muashi” 

(宮本武蔵),“Ushiwaka-maru” (牛若丸), “Mito Kōmon” (水戸黄門), and “Raikō Yamairi” (頼光山

入). 

Tsutsumi Kichibei’s picture book detailing the exploits of Kintarō—a well-known figure 

in Japanese folktale—reflects these dynamics. 55 His illustrations in Figure 2, Kintarō no 

                                                
54 Watanabe On’s (1837–1898) translation of Aesop’s stories, Tsūzoku isoho monogatari (通俗伊蘇普物語, Popular 
Aesop’s Stories, 1873) was enormously popular.54 It was later adapted for the textbook for shūshin (修身, ethics), 
and colored woodblock prints based on Watanabe’s translation were widely circulated and presumably read. The 
Waseda Library now houses a number of these prints. Moreover, English textbooks played a vital role in introducing 
international children’s literature to young people from the late Edo to Meiji periods. Fukuzawa Yukichi (1835–
1901) introduced The First Reader of the School and Family (1860) by Marcius Willson (1813–1905) in the early 
years of the Meiji period, and this is now considered one of the most influential textbooks in English language 
learning at that time. The Ministry of Education adapted the translation of this text in 1873 as a material for Shōgaku 
yomihon (小学読本, Primary-school textbooks), edited by Tanaka Yoshikane; Willson’s reader containing Aesop’s 
stories and Mother Goose, including “I Like Little Pussy” and “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” has been widely 
circulated and used for educational purposes. The Standard First Reader, for Beginners (1866), by Epes Sargent 
(1813–1880), was another influential English textbook. This textbook included Mother Goose. Sargent’s Standard 
Third Reader, which included the Grimm brothers’ The Horse-Shoe Nail, and Hans Christian Andersen’s The Bear 
and Children/Mother Goose was used as textbook at Keiō University. Chambers’ Standard Reading Books (1873) 
provided a variety of fairy tales and fables by Aesop, the Grimms, Andersen, and Charles Perrault (1628–1703). 
 
55 I examine the impact of growing mass-circulation print media on the perception of children’s literature in Meiji 
Japan, and touch upon reincarnations of the Kintarō story (The Golden Boy) every now and then. Because of space 
constraints, I limit the textual analysis of folktales to Kintarō. The availability of original materials related to 
Kintarō made it possible for me to delve into this particular story. Most of visual materials related to Kintarō that I 
used in this chapter are owned by myself. The legend of Kintarō appeared in a variety of formats before the 
medieval period, but the Kintarō story, inspired by The Tale of Shuten Dōji and The Legend of Yamanba (山姥, 
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ichidaiki (金太郎の一代記, The Record of Kintarō’s Life, 1886), by Tsutsumi Kichibei illustrates 

how picture books came to use bright red for both figures and background. Many of Tsutsumi’s 

pictures and illustrations contained patriotic elements, rendered in vivid colors. It used the 

traditional hentaigana (変体仮名, variant kana), but the dominant use of red was a hallmark of 

this period. In this picture book, Tsutsumi created a child-like image of Kintarō. Fgure 2, for 

instance, depicts Kintarō enjoying innocent fun with a kite and a rabbit.56 This picture book is 

notable for the absence of battle scenes, including the famous fight with Shuten dōji (酒呑童子,a 

demon that loves sake. The images and the text are limited to depictions of Kintarō peacefully 

playing with and learning from animals. The tone is not didactic, neither is there an ideological 

message. The picture book simply describes Kintarō’s happy childhood.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       
female mountain monster) entered children’s picture books during the mid-Edo period. Kintarō also became popular 
with readers through Chikamatsu Monzaemon’s 1712 play, “Komochi Yamanba” (嫗山姥). Although there are 
several competing versions of Kintarō’s childhood, according to Zentaiheiki (前太平記, Record of the Earlier Great 
Peace, 1681), Kintarō was one of Yamanba’s children. While napping on Mt. Ashigara, Yamanba dreamed of 
having intercourse with a clap of thunder created by a red dragon. Yamanba then became pregnant. The Kintarō 
story was often omitted from series of Japanese folktales because it was not considered authentic. However, 
examinations of adaptations of the Kintarō story clarify how and why folktales and legends were used as the basis of 
children’s literature in modern Japan. 
  
56 Kintarō’s body is red; he wears only a small piece of cloth and carries a hatchet called a masakari (鉞). He plays 
with wild animals—such as bears, wild boars, frogs, rabbits, deer, monkeys, foxes, and carp—as well as tengu (天狗, 
heavenly dogs) and oni (鬼, demons). Also, the image of Kintarō is tinged with symbols of an abandoned child who 
is raised by a female monster and associated with a supernatural human, which resonates with the actual image of 
many Edo children who were abandoned by their poor parents. However, Kintarō’s mother Yamanba (or a foster 
parent in some versions) is described as an affectionate mother rather than a threatening monster. In fact, Kitagawa 
Utamaro depicts Yamanba and Kintarō in numerous ukiyo-e (浮世絵, pictures of the floating world) with her doting 
on her child while Kintarō behaves like a baby, suckling at her breasts and demanding attention. At the age of 
twenty-one, Kintarō’s enormous strength impresses the eminent warrior Minamoto Yorimitsu (Raikō), and Kintarō 
undergoes a Japanese coming-of-age ceremony called genpuku (元服). Later, Kintarō becomes Yorimitsu’s personal 
retainer as one of the shitennō (四天王, four brave warriors). Kintarō is thus supposedly based on the legend of a real 
figure, Sakata Kintoki, a renowned samurai of Yorimitsu. Throughout the Edo period, Kintarō was a popular folk 
hero in many genres, including children’s books, ukiyo-e, Noh plays, and Kabuki drama. This picture book 
eliminates the abovementioned narrative and focuses on Kintarō’s childhood. 
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[Figure 2] Kintarō makes a kite with a rabbit and imagines how interesting it would be to fly a kite. 
 

As such, these types of illustrated books targeting children already existed before the 

Meiji Restoration and continued to develop in Meiji Japan. They served as both a site of 

imagination and a marker of social change in conjunction with the evolution of print technology.  

However, what was different between these picture books in the Edo and Meiji periods and the 

emergining notion of “modern” children’s literature lies in the central role taken by authors in 

the latter. In other words, one of the most conspicuous details differentiating these picture books 

from modern children’s literature was whether authors’ or artists’ names were in the foreground. 

In many cases, the names of writers and artists were not considered important for the publication 

of the aforementioned illustrated books. In Meiji Japan, however, increasing emphasis was 

placed on the names of authors, along with a growing recognition of children’s literature as a 

new, distinct genre as opposed to the traditional illustrated books. In order for a particular work 
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to be recognized as the genre of modern children’s literature, the names of the authors and artists 

needed to be printed on the books, and then acknowledged by and circulated among children. 

In discussing the origin of “modern” children’s literature in terms of authorship, scholars 

have attributed its origins to the work of Iwaya Sazanami (1870–1933), a prominent educator as 

well as the major writer of modern children’s literature.57 Sazanami is said to have published the 

first children’s story titled Kogane-maru (こがね丸, Golden dog) in 1891, and created a new 

concept otogibanashi (お伽話, fairy tales) by adapting folktales, legends, myth and folklore for a 

collection of children’s stories: the twenty-four-volume Nihon mukashi banashi (日本昔噺, 

Japanese Folktales, 1894–1896), as part of the effort to promote education for “little citizens” 

after the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895).58 Moreover, following these works, Sazanami 

became involved in collections of children’s literature, as well as kōen dōwa (口演童話, 

storytelling in public), which was a particular style of telling stories to children. Thus, Sazanami 

was a pioneer of modern children’s literature who engaged in enlightenment activities aimed at 

nurturing the nation’s “little citizens.” As such, it can be argued that a particular author’s work 

for children paradoxically constructed a desire to make children’s literature more national in the 

Meiji context. In other words, as soon as authorship became visible, their works prompted a 

sense of national belonging and established their position within the nation.  

Thus, we cannot ignore the significance of Sazanami’s contribution to the rapid 

development of “modern” children’s literature, especially if we look carefully at the relationship 

between authors and readers from the perspective of making “little citizens” although the history 
                                                
57 Nihon bungaku kenkyū shiryō kankōkai, Jidō bungaku (Tokyo: Yūseidō, 1977), and Torigoe Shin, Hajimete 
manabu nihon jidō bungakushi (Kyoto: Mineruva shobō, 2001). 
 
58 Iwaya Sazanami became a prominent writer and editor of children’s literature. Sazanami started his literary career 
at the age of seventeen by contributing to the Yomiuri newspaper under the penname Sazanami sanjin (漣山人). At 
twenty, he established Ken’yūsha with Ishibashi Shian (1867–1927), Ozaki Kōyō (1868–1903), and Kawakami 
Bizan (1869–1908). 
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of the print industry and children’s readership may exhibit far more complex and interesting 

patterns.59 Indeed, Sazanami played a vital role in combining both educational and entertaining 

elements in the creation of “modern” children’s literature for “little citizens.” Therefroe, his 

work is worth exploring further. 

Sazanami’s Kogane-maru was the first of the thirty-two-volume shōnen bungaku sōsho 

(少年文学叢書, Boy’s Literature Anthology, 1891–1896) published by Hakubukan (博文館,1887–

present), a major publishing company.60 In its preface, Sazanami stated:  

This series is titled shōnen bungaku because it is for children. Although it is derived from  
Jugendschrift (juvenile literature) from the German language, we use this term since  
there is no appropriate word in our country.61 
 

Sazanami seemed to be aware of the conceptual difference between shōnen bungaku and 

Jugendschrift, and was enthusiastic about his role in the creation of this new literary genre. 

Explaining Kogane-maru, he noted the intertextual elements in the story and the ways in which 

his own reading had shaped his writing:  

                                                
59 For example, apart from Sazanami’s contribution, Iwamoto Yoshiharu (1863–1942) and his wife Wakamatsu 
Shizuko (1864–1896) were considered as important figures in the creation of modern children’s literature for their 
translation of a diverse range of foreign children’s stories. In February 1888, the section “kodomo no hanashi” (小供
のはなし) first appeared in Jogaku zasshi (女学雑誌, Women’s Educational Magazine,1885–1904) edited by 
Iwamoto Yoshiharu. In the preface, Iwamoto explained the importance of children’s literature: 

In the West, there are people like Miss Alcott who create novels especially for children, or journals like the 
St. Nicholas Magazine, also geared toward young children. Starting from Aesop’s stories, there are 
numerous books introducing stories intended to promote good and discourage evil in a way that’s 
interesting; it is a shame that there has been nothing directed to this realm of education in our country. 
Therefore, as a means of addressing and compensating for such numerous regrets, we have created this 
compilation of stories for mothers to read to their children. 

My translation. The original reads: 西洋には、ミスアルコツトの如く特更らに小供の読むべき小説を作らるるもあれ
ば、セントニコラスの如く専一に幼な子の慰みに編集する雑誌あり。またイソップ物語を初めとして其の外数多のお

談しを記るせる書物ありて、子供に勧懲の旨を面白く教ゆるの道備はるを見るに、我国には未だ此辺の教育に深く注

意するもののなきは甚はだ残念なること也。然るに此の数多の残念の中にも吾々の責めとして最初に先づ自ら出でて

任じたく思ふは即ち母親が其子供に話きかするお談の編集これなり。	

	
60 Iwaya Sazanami, Nihon mukashibanashi, ed. Nobumichi Ueda (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2001). 
 
61 Iwaya Sazanami, Kogane-maru (Tokyo: Nihon kindai bungakkan, 1968). My translation. The original reads:	一此
書題して『少年文学』と云へるは少年用文学との意味にて、独逸語の Jugendschrift (Juvenile Literature) より来れ
るなれど、我が邦に適当の熟語なければ欺くは名付く。 
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When the author wrote Kogane-maru, I recalled pieces like Goethe’s Reineke Fuchs,  
Grimm and Andersen’s fairy tales (extraordinary stories), “Momotarō” and  
“Kachikachi yama” from closer to home, Konjyaku monogatari and Ujishūi from ancient  
times, and Kibyōshi from the Tenmei period, all of which helped me to plan this work.62 
 

Kogane-maru was emblematic of all sorts of stories and presented an eclectic vision of children’s 

stories. As the first novel written for children, Sazanami’s Kogane-maru drew considerable 

attention from both the reading public and literary critics, with numerous commentators and 

educators reviewing the story in newspapers and magazines. While most of them praised the 

work, Hori Shizan’s review (1867–1940) in the Yomiuri shimbun critiqued Sazanami’s use of 

gazoku setchū style (雅俗折衷, a mix of literary and colloquial style), which Shizan considered 

too difficult for children to read by themselves.63 In response, Sazanami explained that he had 

used the classical style to familiarize young people with reading in the formative period of 

genbun itchi (言文一致, the unification of speech and writing style). Indeed, he assumed that 

children would be less familiar with a new colloquial style than the traditional style.64 Despite 

this criticism, Kogane-maru became popular among young readers.65  

The widespread popularity of Kogane-maru saw the growth of Shōnen bungaku sōsho as 

a lucrative genre—facilitated by the spread of typography, which made it possible for books to 

be mass produced and widely circulated. Hakubunkan sold each volume for two sen (二銭)— 

aiming at small profits and quick returns.66 The success of Kogane-maru evidenced that beautiful 

                                                
62 Ibid., My translation. The original reads: 作者此の「こがね丸」を編むに当りて、彼のゲーテの Reineke Fuchs(狐
の裁判)其他グリム、アンデルセン等のMarchen	(奇異談)また我邦には桃太郎、かちかち山を初めとし、古きは今
昔物語、宇治拾遺などより、天明ぶりの黄表紙類など、種々思ひ出して、立案の助けとなせしが	。	

 
63 L. Halliday Piel,"Loyal Dogs and Meiji Boys: The Controversy Over Japan's First Children's Story, Koganemaru 
(1891)," Children's Literature 38 (2010): 216-217. 
 
64 Ibid. 
 
65 Ibid. 
 
66 Ibid., Kimura Shōshū, Shōnen bungakushi, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Dōwa shunjūsha, 1900), 211–212. 
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Japanese-style books also appealed to younger audiences. It was followed by Ozaki Kōyō’s 

Futari mukusuke (二人椋助, vol. 2), Emi Suiin’s Ima-Benkei (今弁慶, vol. 3), Kitamura Shizan’s 

Ishin sanketsu (維新三傑, vol. 4), Yamada Bimyō’s Ame no higurashi (雨の日ぐらし, vol. 5), 

Kawakami Bizan’s Takara no yama (宝の山, vol. 6), Kōda Rohan’s Ninomiya Sontoku-ō (二宮尊

徳翁, vol. 7), and so forth.67  

Among these new works, Kōyō’s Futari mukusuke—an adaptation of Andersen’s Little 

Claus and Big Claus—received mixed reviews for its somewhat distorted didacticism: good did 

not triumph over evil, which some readers criticized as a lack of moral content.68 Moreover, most 

works in shōnen bungaku sōsho used biographical stories of historical figures and warriors as 

role models for their child readers. In a way, in comprising fairytales, Sazanami’s Kogane-maru 

stood out as a truly creative and entertaining work. In this regard, Maeda Ai (1931–1987) notes: 

Biographies and histories were deemed the most useful genres of early juvenile literature  
for rearing talented prospects in service to the state. This meant, however, the story  
content with the kind of literacy and emotional substance that developed children’s  
sensibilities and imagination would be all but passed over in silence. Among the thirty-
two volumes in the Hakubunkan Boy’s Literature series (1891–96), for example, were  
eighteen volumes of historical and biographical narratives (both fiction and nonfiction);  
eleven volumes of boy’s fiction: and a mere three volumes of fairy tales, including  
Sazanami’s Kogane-maru. It was expected that children would extract from histories and  
biographies the role models needed for making the proper choices in life, and to obtain  
from them the resources for self-promotion. These adults-in-waiting were necessarily  
cognizant of the rules governing the real world; to forget themselves in a world of  
fantasies amounted to a waste of their precious time on the road to growing up.69 
 

As Maeda pointed out, children’s stories like the Shōnen bungaku sōsho projected the Meiji 

state’s expectations for the “little citizens” of the national family. Written primarily for boys, 

these fictional and historical anecdotes presented readers with ambitious and creative young men 
                                                
67 Iwaya Sazanami, Meiji shōnen bungaku shū (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobō, 1970).  
 
68 Ibid., Iwaya Sazanami, Meiji shōnen bungaku shū. 
 
69 Maeda Ai, “Their Time as Children: A Study of Higuchi Ichiyō’s Growing up (Takekurabe), trans. Edward 
Fowler, in Text and the City: Essays on Japanese Modernity (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press), 111–112. 
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who were driven by both a sacred mission and loyalty to the nation-state and the emperor. 

Following the 1890 Imperial Rescript on Education, which brought the cult of the emperor as the 

national father into educational institutions, stories of altruistic warriors and Confucian classics 

became popular reading materials. Although Sazanami initially aimed to write entertaining 

stories for children, he did not shy away from connecting children’s literature to the making of 

“little citizens.” 

Sazanami eventually published the twenty-four-volume series Nihon mukashi banashi (日

本昔噺, Japanese Folktales, 1894–1896), the twenty-four-volume series Nihon otogi banashi (日

本お伽噺, Japanese Fairy Tales, 1896–1898), the hundred-volume series Sekai otogi banashi (世

界お伽噺, World Fairy Tales, 1899–1908), the fifty-volume series Sekai otogi bunko (世界お伽文

庫, Pocket Editions of World Fairy Tales, 1908–1915), and the sixteen-volume series Nihon otogi 

bunko (日本お伽文庫, Pocket Editions of World Fairy Tales, 1913–1915). Whereas the Nihon 

mukashi banashi series included folktales, Nihon otogi banashi focused on historical figures.70 

Sazanami also worked as an editor for children’s magazines, including Shōnen sekai, Shōjo sekai 

(少女世界, Girls’ World, 1906–1931), and Yōnen sekai (幼年世界, The Young Children’s World, 

                                                
70 To showcase Sazanami’s creation of mukashibanashi, let me introduce the tale of Kintarō in Nihon 
mukashibanashi. Sazanami replaced this story with the one with innovative use of text-image relations by means of 
new printing technologies and movable-type version of Western design as well as genbun itchi, such as desu (です) 
and masu (ます). Sazanami included Yūjirō Motora’s (1858–1912) message as well as Kintarō’s song for children in 
the preface of this volume. Sazanami’s version identifies Kintarō as a leader of animals of Mt. Ashigawa, who is 
admired by animals. In this version, Kintarō lives with Yamanba deep in the mountains and plays with his animal 
friends. However, Sazanami’s version eliminates the story of Kintarō’s conception and the supernatural elements. It 
simply explains that Kintarō is an extremely strong boy because he grew up in the mountains. Sazanami’s story also 
highlights Kintarō’s control of the animals. For instance, Kintarō calls animals his servants and they call him their 
master. Kintarō speaks insolently while his animal friends use honorifics all the time. In many cases, premodern 
versions (e.g., otogizōsh, 御伽草子) described how Kintarō enjoyed playing with animals that acted like people. The 
affinity between animals and Kintarō animated these stories. However, in Sazanami’s version, Kintarō does not play 
sumō (相撲) with these animals; instead, he just watches them play sumō and rewards the winner. Meanwhile, 
Kintarō occasionally helps his animal friends as in the scene where he makes a bridge by pulling up a big tree for 
animals so that they can cross a valley. At the end of this story, Kintarō leaves the mountain to become a retainer of 
a famous warrior, Minamoto Raikō. All of the animals tearfully bid him farewell. Hence, Sazanami casts Kintarō as 
a cultural hero. The risqué elements of the pre-Meiji versions were eliminated as unsuitable for children. 
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1900–1923). As a result of his efforts, reading materials for children proliferated and what 

Sazanami called otogibanashi gained recognition as worthwhile educational literature for young 

readers. In this regard, Okano Takeo (1901–1989) states: 

I have loved reading books since childhood and read everything I could find. When I was 
a primary school student, I received Iwaya Sazanami’s books of folktales from the school, 
awarded to the top students. I enthusiastically read both Japanese folktales and those from 
abroad.71 
 

Having grown up in the late Meiji, Okano recalled how Sazanami’s book inspired his youthful 

imagination and aspirations around that time. The books he received as the student awards 

became the source of his joy, pride, and motivation. Sazanami’s success marked the needs of 

educational institutions and the reading public at a point in which children’s schooling had 

become more common, enabling them to read by themselves. The more successful students were 

at reading, the more pleasure they took from it. The increasing popularity of folktales, legends, 

myth, folklore and history in “book form” thus characterized what Maeda Ai called the transition 

from communal to silent reading.72 In other words, stories that had once been orally transmitted 

to children were now published in books that they could read for themselves; this marked a 

significant change in the mode of children’s reading and literary practice.  

At the same time, however, because of frustration about rapid modernization and the 

unequal treaties in mid-Meiji, many Japanese people came to seriously consider the nation’s 

ethos and traditions. It was no coincidence that Sazanami and others rewrote local legends, 

folktales, myths and folklore for children at this time. With the rise of nationalistic sentiments, 

the collecting of vernacular stories became an important way to instill an ethno-cultural 
                                                
71 Okano Takeo, Kindai nihon meicho to bunken (Tokyo: Yūmei shobō, 1967). My translation. The original reads: 
私は少年時代から読書が好きで、目につく書物を手あたり次第に乱読したものだ。小学校時代、毎年進級の際、優等

生に褒美として学校から巌谷小波の「お伽噺」の本などを貰った。そうして私は「日本昔噺」や「世界お伽噺」をむ

さぼり読んだ。	

 
72 Ibid., Maeda, Text and the City, 223–254. 
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nationalistic identity in children’s minds. The process was significant in the cultivation of 

nostalgia and a national consciousness or identity. The imposition of fairytales from other 

countries led to a search for vernacular, domestic storytelling, which was then incorporated into 

new fairy tales. 

Concurrent with Shōnen bungaku sōshō, Hakubunkan also published twelve volumes of 

Katei kyōiku rekishi tokuhon (家庭教育歴史読本, History Books for Home Education) in 1891, 

which presented the accomplishments of famous men and women who demonstrated filial piety 

and loyalty, with one volume appearing each month. The volumes were edited, reviewed, and 

annotated by two prominent scholars of national literature: Ochiai Naobumi (1861–1903) and 

Ikebe Yoshitaka (1861–1923).73 Underscoring the relationship between the literature and the 

cultivation of a national identity in children, they noted: “Education at a young age tends to form 

important traits for people’s lives. Those who use our texts to teach children at home will nurture 

their filial piety.”74 Moreover, the first volume introduced the Imperial Rescript on Education as 

an important aspect of the project, which featured historical figures like Yamato Takeru no 

Mikoto and the Soga Brothers were featured in the first volume, Akō-rōshi and Kusunoki 

Masashige (1294–1336) in the second, Taira no Shigemori (1138–1179) and Shunkan Sōzu 

(1143–1179) in the third, and so forth. Each story connected the main character’s filial piety and 

loyalty to their devotion to the nation. Hakubunkan equated Katei kyōiku rekishi tokuhon with 

Shōnen bungaku and used both of them to instill Meiji ideology into children. Unlike Shōnen 

                                                
73 Sakakibara Chizuru, “Joshi no hiai ni shizumeru ga gotoku: Meiji nijū nendai joshi kyōiku ni miru senryaku 
toshite no chūsei bungaku,”in Shōjo shōnen no poritikusu (Tokyo: Seikyūsha), 20–46. 
 
74 Konakamura Yoshikata, and Ochiai Naobumi, Katei kyoiku rekishi tokuhon: dai1pen (Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1891). 
My translation. The original reads: 幼年の教育は終身の性となること多し。おのれらのこの書を以て家庭教育に充て
むとするものは、忠孝節義の風をかねて養はしめむとなり。	
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bungaku sōsho, in which each volume had a different author, only two people wrote Katei kyōiku 

rekishi tokuhon.75  

Hence, the publishers, such as Hakubunkan, used images of famous historical figures or 

folk heroes as national allegory. These historical novels and folktales appeared repeatedly in 

many places, as both part of national projects and in the vernacular practices of the late Meiji 

period. Indeed, the Meiji state’s national project used the representation of patriotic heroes as a 

symbol of cultural capital in imperial Japan. Famous heroes who devoted themselves to the 

imperial will, such as Kusunoki Masashige (1294–1336), were commandeered as legendary 

patriotic figures to promote the ideology of fukoku kyōhei (富国強兵, Enrich the Country, 

Strengthen the Military) in its Meiji variations, and was mobilized during the First Sino-Japanese 

War and the Russo-Japanese War (1904–1905) in particular.76 

Thus, following Sazanami’s otogibanashi and Hakubunkan’s success, intellectuals, 

translators, and educators—as well as publishers, the government, and the entertainment 

industry—tailored folktales, local legends, myths and historical novels to meet the needs of 

imperial Japan’s political, social, and cultural climate. Given the increasing popularity of 

otogibanashi, Kinkōdo (金港堂,1875–present), a publisher known for its primary-school 

textbooks, also began publishing children’s books, Kinkōdo otogibanashi (金港堂おとぎ

話,Kinkōdo Fairy Tales) in 1902. Moreover, with each volume running approximately thirty to 

forty pages in length, their publication cost half as much as Sazanami’s Sekai otogibanashi. 

Shunyōdō (春陽堂, 1878–present) produced fifty volumes of Katei otogibanashi from 1907 to 

                                                
75 Ibid. 
 
76 Ibid., Kimura Shōshū, Shōnen bungakushi, vol. 1, 248–249. 
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1910, while Kimura Shōshū (1881–1954) published Kyōiku otogibanashi (教育おとぎ話, 

Educational Fairy Tales) in 1908.77  

Furthermore, in 1903, Nihon mukashi banashi was translated into English and published 

by Eigaku Shinpōsha (英學新報社,1901–unknown). The books were printed to be read from left 

to right, and the Japanese (right) and English (left) texts were printed in separate areas. The 

illustrations were the same, but colored illustrations were used for the cover. In total, twelve 

English volumes were published from 1903 to 1904. Since Eigaku Shinpōsha published language 

study materials for English learners in late Meiji, this series was intended for Japanese readers 

who were interested in learning English.78 

Crepe-paper books called chirimenbon (ちりめん本) also drew widespread attention. In the 

1880s, Hasegawa Takejirō (1853–1938) first produced a series of English translations of 

Japanese folktales that was published by Kōbunsha (弘文社, 1909–present). This Japanese 

folktale series covered the five most important folktales: “Momotarō,” “Saru kani gassen,” 

“Shita-kiri suzume,” “Kachi-kachi yama,” and “Hana saka jijii,” as well as “Nezumi no 

yomeiri,” “Urashima,” and “Rashōmon.” Although they were initially geared toward Japanese 

students learning English, they became more popular among foreign readers and tourists. Indeed, 

Hasegawa used crepe-paper specifically because it would appeal to non-Japanese readers.79 The 

bulk of folktales were translated into English by two men: Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850–1935), 

a professor at Tokyo Imperial University who came to Japan in 1873 and James Curtis Hepburn 

(1815–1911), a missionary, physician, and educator who arrived in 1896. Chirimenbon were 

                                                
77 Ibid., Nihon bungaku kenkyū shiryō kankōkai, Jidō bungaku. 
 
78 Jidō bungaku hon'yaku daijiten henshū iinkai, Zusetsu jidō bungaku hon'yaku daijiten (Tokyo: Ōzorasha, 2007). 
 
79 Ishizawa Saeko, Chirimenbon no subete: Meiji no ōbun sashiebon (Tokyo: Miyai shoten, 2004). 
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printed for readers to read from left to right, with the images and text printed in separate areas. 

The books were also translated into German, French, Spanish, Dutch, and Portuguese.80 As a 

result, otogibanashi spread what readers perceived as Japanese “tradition” around the world. 

In response to the overabundance of otogibanashi in the late Meiji, Uchida Roan (1868–

1929) criticized the writers and editors who imitated Sazanami’s work in an attempt to replicate 

his success: 

As soon as they saw Sazanami’s work succeed, people thought they could easily create 
fairy tales and immediately began creating imitations. Today, there are people who have 
become famous by trying to ape their betters; but it is truly wrong to think that all it takes 
to create fairy tales are talking birds and beasts.81 
 

Although otogibanashi were mass produced, Roan did not think that they were comparable in 

quality to Sazanami. In order to improve the quality of otogibanashi, Higuchi Kanjirō (1872–

1917) edited Shūshin dōwa (修身童話, fairy tales for ethics) based on Johann Friedrich Herbart’s 

(1776–1841) modern educational theory. Higuchi also recommended the inclusion of fairy tales 

in textbooks. Believing that the recent development of otogibanashi adversely affected children’s 

morality and imagination, he proposed Shūshin dōwa. According to Kimura Shōshū, Higuchi’s 

Shūshin dōwa used the term dōwa the following:  

This book is perhaps the first to use the two-letter words dōwa for young children’s 
stories. Of course, these letters have been used for quite some time, but in any case, it 
was not until the publication of this book that they were taken seriously for practical 
education. We call these oral folktales, legends or stories otogibanashi; when they are 
used for education, we call them dōwa. Although there may be opposition to this kind of 
view today, back in those days, this was the distinction that people made.82 

                                                
80  Ibid. 
 
81 Uchida Roan, Shōnen sekai: otogi kyōshin-kai-gō (June 1907). My translation. The original reads: お伽噺などとい
うものは、容易に作れるものと思って、小波君の作が成功すると、すぐ真似をする。今日是らの鵜の真似をした烏先

生の中で、大家となった方もあるそうだが、烏や獣に口をきかせさえすれば、お伽噺だと思ったら、大変なまちがい

である。	

 
82 Fujita Tamao, “Dōwa to iu yobina” Nihonbungaku kenkyu shiryō sōsho, Jidō bungaku (Tokyo: Yūseidō, 1977), 
116–117. My translation. The original reads: 幼年の児童の読み物に対し、特に童話の二字を冠したるは、恐らく此
の叢書を最初とすべきであろう。勿論童話といふ文字は、相当古くより使用でられしには相違なからむも、兎も角も、
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Thus, the term dōwa was initially associated with state-directed public education in Meiji Japan. 

Nonetheless, both otogibanashi and dōwa became synonymous when the dōshin shugi (童心主義, 

childlike heart) became a movement seeking to preserve children’s purity and innocence  

through fantasy tales (1918–1925). With the publication of the romantic children’s magazine 

Akai tori (赤い鳥, Red Bird, 1918–1936) led by Suzuki Meikichi (1882–1932), dōwa became a 

way to celebrate innocent childhood from the Taishō period (1912–1926) onward.  

Toward the end of the Meiji period, with the increasing circulation of ponchi-e (ポンチ絵, 

punch pictures) as caricatures of Chinese and Russian soldiers in Japan’s imperial wars, 

children’s picture books began mixing exaggerated human or animal figures with English 

translation.83 Publishers such as Fuzanbō (富山房,1886–present) and Tokyo-dō (東京堂,1890–

present) used a child hero such as Kintarō, Momotarō, and Issun bōshi to mobilize the morale of 

“little citizens.”84 These adapted folktales appeared in many places. Indeed, the Meiji state’s 

national projects used folk heroes as an important marker of the national strength. Momotarō, 

Kintarō, and Issun bōshi were used to promote fukoku kyōhei in its Meiji variations, especially 

during the first Sino-Japanese War and the Russo-Japanese War. 

Drawing on Kintarō’s mysterious reincarnation, Tokyo-dō’s bilingual book Gunkoku no 

kintarō (軍国の金太郎, Kintarō of the Land of Chivalry: A Nursery Tale) represents the 

culmination of patriotic symbolism. This story was written by Mori Keien (1856–1929) and 

                                                                                                                                                       
それが実際教育上に重要視せられるに至つたのは、確かに此の叢書以来のことである。同じ昔物語、或は伝説口碑の

類も、これを文学的にとり扱ふ時は、お伽噺といひ、それが教育的に描かれた場合には、お伽噺といはずして童話と

称するー。かういふ一種の見方も、もはや今日よりすれば、亦大に異論もあらうが、此の当時は、大体かやうに区別

を立てたものであつた。	
 
83 The Japanese word “ponchi” is derived from the English “punch.” Punch was a famous satirical magazine in 
Britain. Japan’s Punch was founded in 1869 by the British artist Charles Wirgman.  
 
84 Ibid., Torigoe Shin, Hajimete manabu nihon jidō bungakushi. 
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illustrated by Otake Kokkann (1880–1945) and Otake Chikuha (1878–1936).85 In this story, 

Kintarō protects pigs and fowl from bears. Published with an English translation in January 1905, 

the thirteen-page book marked a radical modification of Kintarō’s stories. In the preface, Mori 

noted in English, “Little children, we are going to give you an illustrated story of a far more 

wonderful Kintarō than his well-known namesake who live in times of old”86 Though the 

English translation did not make it clear, Mori stated that the Kintarō of the Land of Chivalry 

would be far more impressive than the Kintarō of Mt. Ashigara [Figure 3]. 

 

[Figure 3] The Preface of “Kintarō” of the Land of Chivalry. A Nursery Tale 

It is unknown why the English translation—which is not faithful to the Japanese text—

was added to this picture book. Many picture books at this time, however, included English, 

German, and French text; perhaps the publisher simply followed this trend. Also, the katakana 

scripts were used to express onomatopoeia, repetition, dialogue, and sound words.  

                                                
85 Chikuha and Kokkan were brothers of the Otake family. The Otake brothers including the oldest, Otake Etsudō 
(1868–1931), were famous artists who were important in developing modern ukiyo-e and Japanese painting.  
 
86 Mori Keien,“Kintarō” of the Land of Chivalry: A Nursery Tale (Tokyo: Tokyo-dō, 1905). 
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Nonetheless, the books contained clear nationalist underpinnings. In this story, Kintarō 

protects pigs and fowl from bears. A close look at Figure 4 reveals untranslated Japanese words: 

“The pig is China. The fowl is Korea. The bear is Russia.” Apparently, the picture book uses 

animals to depict Japan’s declaration of war on Russia. With the book’s subtext centered on the 

war between Japan and Russia, Kintarō was shown to embody the strong Japanese soldier. 

Kintarō’s close friend bear in the premodern version signifies Russia in this version. 

 
[Figure 4] Kintarō’s servant rabbits ask the bears to release the pigs and fowls: Kintarō will attack them if they do 
not accept his request. 
 

Perhaps, for the sake of young readers, the picture book avoids descriptions of bloodshed 

and simply describes how the bears were sunjugated. Figure 5 shows how Kintarō and his animal 

allies defeat the bears, and how the other animals welcome them upon their return to Japan. 

Indeed, the images include flags of other countries flapping in the wind—communicating that the 

rest of the world is aware of and appreciates Kintarō’s role in restoring world peace. It is 
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noteworthy that Japan’s flag called hi no maru (日の丸), which Kintarō had at the beginning of 

the story, has been replaced by the rising sun flag (旭日旗, kyokujitsu-ki) at the end. 

 
 

[Figure 5] Kintarō rides a bear back to Japan, symbolizing Japan’s victory over Russia. 

Kintarō of the Land of Chivalry illuminates how Kintarō’s image was used and 

appropriated as a symbol of patriotism in the late Meiji period to educate young readers to 

support Japanese imperialism. Toward the end of the Meiji period, folk heroes like Kintarō came 

to be foregrounded because they excelled in both physical strength and generosity. Their bravery 

was meant to be admired by the children in Meiji society. Japanese folktales, folklore, legends, 

and myths were used to inculcate nationalist sentiment in the name of Japan’s imperial expansion. 

From these outlets, Japanese folk heroes and legendary figures provided reasonable identification 

patterns and cultural images for the propagation of the Meiji state ideals, which were spread 

through education and military propaganda. The image of generous and strong heroes, which 

adults regarded as the goal of an ideal education, also paved the way for the development of 

“modern” children’s literature.  
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Overall, as I have discussed, nationhood and childhood were closely related through this 

type of newly emergent type of story for “little citizens.” As a new genre, modern children’s 

literature served as an important vehicle for literary imagination that connected children and the 

nation by identifying their complex relationship. The children’s becoming “little citizens” 

necessitated their learning what the nation was about, how they might be part of it, and the type 

of role they might play for the nation in the future. The most effective way to construct a new 

national identity was to target the nation’s “little citizens” through education and print media. 

Whether otogibanashi, dōwa, or historical novels, these newly emerged children’s stories 

communicated the required traits and behaviors of the nation’s children to domestic readers. At 

the same time, they exported these characteristics to the world by translating Japanese folktales 

into different languages, thereby serving as a kind of testimonial about Japan’s status as a 

modern nation-state. Writers and educators actively promoted and constructed a specific national 

identity by bringing individual readers together through the state’s national project. While this 

process could be seen as a kind of educational propaganda, these stories with an ideological 

purpose were comfortably situated within the remit of “modern” children’s literature for “little 

citizens.” 

 

The Making of “Little Citizens” through Children’s Magazines 

The shift in social and class relations during the late Meiji period altered the notion of 

childhood and gender ideologies. As the Japanese industrial revolution gained momentum in the 

wake of the First Sino-Japanese War, and the Japanese middle class grew alongside the 

formation of the nation-state and the development of industrial capitalism. With the rise of the 

middle class, which played a central role in Japan’s rise as a nation-state, the education of 

children as “little citizens” became more important. Educated children were believed to grow up 
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to become mature citizens who were more capable of serving their family and nation. In this 

context, the educational ideal of risshin shusse came to be understood not only as promoting the 

rise of aspiring elites but also as forming the social foundation of the nation-state itself, making 

childhood an important stage for national citizens to receive proper training and disciplines. This 

point also marked the intersection of mass-circulated print media, consumerism, the division of 

labor, evolving gender ideologies, and socio-economic transformation vis-à-vis the imaginary 

construction of race and ethnicity.  

The increasing production of papers manufactured in the Western manner and the 

development of typographical technology stimulated the growth of children’s magazines from 

the 1880s. In January 1888, the first children’s magazine, Shōnen’en (少年園, Children’s Garden, 

1888–1895) was published by Yamagata Teizaburō (1859–1940). Shōnen’en paved the way for 

children’s magazines dedicated to the cultivation of “little citizens.” In the wake of its 

publication, Nihon no shōnen (日本之少年, Japanese Boys, 1889–1894), Shōkokumin (小国民, 

Little Citizens, 1889–1895), Shōnen bunko (少年文庫, Children’s Paper books, 1889–1895), 

Shōnen bunbu (少年文武, Children’s Scholarship and Martial Arts, 1890–1892),	Yōnen zasshi (幼

年雑誌, Young Children’s Magazine, 1891–1894), Shōnen bunshu (少年文集, Children’s 

Miscellany, 1895–1898), Shōnen sekai (少年世界, Boys’ World, 1895–1914), and Shōnenkai	(少年

界,Boys’ Sphere, 1902–unknown) were published one after another. Girls’ magazines such as 

Shōjokai (少女界, Girls’ Sphere, 1902–1912), Shōjo sekai (少女世界, Girls’ World, 1906–1931), 

and Shōjo no tomo (少女の友, Girls’ Friend, 1908–1955) also appeared, accompanying the 

creation of national belonging that arose in tandem with growth of consumerism at the turn of the 

twentieth century. 
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Just as education for children was under stringent control and was used to maintain a 

constraining ideology and political system, many of these children’s magazines cooperated with 

social and educational institutions to promote the standardization of childhood and to centralize 

Meiji ideological doctrines and policies. Within the context of the market-driven mass 

circulation of periodicals, Japanese children’s magazines generally focused on the didactic 

moralizing central to state-directed public education while meeting the growing demand for 

popular reading materials for children. With contributions from influential writers such as Iwaya 

Sanzanami and Kimura Shōshū, Shōnen sekai was one of the most widely circulated magazines 

of the late Meiji period, and aptly illustrates how children’s magazines contributed to the 

creation of national belonging while providing entertainment. 

The release of Shōnen sekai coincided with the banning of its competitors, Shōnen’en and 

Shōkokumin. While the content of these magazines indicates that they were faithful in following 

the policy of the Meiji government and served as mouthpieces for educational propaganda, they 

were accused by the authorities of printing materials inappropriate for children specifically on 

the basis of seiron keisai (政論掲載, printing political debates) and chian bōgai (治安妨害, public 

peace disturbance). For example, the 1895 April issue of Shōnen’en introduced the following 

message in an inconspicuous section of the magazine titled “Sōen,” (叢園, “Glass garden”): 

In wartime, when people above and below went without comforts, Mr. Shibusawa’s
 cherry blossom party made him invite dozens of geisha, dozens of professional  

entertainers, and hold a banquet in their villa on Asukayama while enjoying the blossoms  
with many other wealthy merchants. If they were aware of the social responsibility the  
wealthy have for society, take charitable works to heart and donate a small part of their  
fortune to the poor and the nation, then how damning might such frivolities be? However,  
it is perhaps harsh to accuse rich businesspeople because of this; if not harsh, it won’t  
have any impact on them. We expect today’s children to fulfill this duty when they grow  
up.87 

                                                
87Fukkokuban Shōnen'en, vol. 156 (Tokyo: Fuji shuppan,1895). My translation. The original reads: 渋沢氏の観花宴、
此軍国他事、上下寝食を安んぜざるの時に方りて、悠々妓催する数十人、幇間書芸の徒を集むる亦数十人、宴を飛鳥

山の別邸に張りて、桜花を観る、紳商の豪奢、何ぞ、其れ甚だしきや。若し彼等をして少しにても富豪家の社会に対
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While intended to draw the attention of young readers to social justice, the editor’s disdain for 

Shibusawa’s merrymaking was interpreted as a criticism of the wealthy. Although the editors 

were careful to limit their critique to wealthy merchants—and avoid an attack on political 

authorities—the message was met with a stern response. Indeed, the government ordered 

Shōnen’en to suspend its publication soon after this article appeared—its content evidently 

considered too political for a children’s magazine.88  

A smilar fate befell Shōkokumin, a sophisticated educational magazine to which well-

known writers such as Kōda Rohan (1867–1947), Osanai Kaoru (1881–1928), Suzuki Miekichi 

(1882–1936), and Kindaichi Kyōsuke (1882–1936) often contributed and introduced a range of 

foreign literature. In 1895, the publication met with the state’s disapproval when it voiced its 

frustration with the Tripartite Intervention—the diplomatic intervention of France, Germany, and 

Russia over the terms of the Treaty of Shimonoseki between Japan and the Qing dynasty on 

April 23, 1895. As the editor of Shōkokumin wrote in the September 1895 issue: 

—Oh, Russia— 
 
Oh, the day your fathers, brothers, and uncles exerted their deadly force and sacrificed  
their lives was not so long ago…Oh, though the world is large, there are none so  
miserable as the citizens and military officers of our nation. According to recent foreign  
newspapers, Russia has taken the lead in interfering with the Qing’s reparations to Japan.  
The braves are prohibited from making speeches and addressing the cabinet’s  
responsibility; for all of Japan’s blindness now, who should go ahead and say how things  
are of their own volition?... However, be aware, boys. Our nation’s enemies do not reside  
inside, but outside. You should know that today’s world is not based on reasoning, but  
power; for the sake of their own desire, they threaten others, as exemplified by Russia. If  
we have the power, we will not be scared of anything, even if there were a hundred of  

                                                                                                                                                       
する義務を知らしめ、慈善事業の何事たるかを念はしめ、身を奉ずる十百の一を棄てて、国に貧人に及ぼしめば、其

快楽果たして幾何ぞや。然れども、此の事を以て今の富豪紳商諸人に責むるは酷なり、酷ならずと雖も亦其効なけん。

予輩は、之を今の少年諸氏が、成大の後に期せんとす。 
 
88 The publisher’s name is the same as the magazine Shōnen’en. 
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Russia and France.89 
 

Centered on the Tripartite Intervention, the article expressed a clear anti- Russian sentiment.90 

However, given the context, the message came across as a criticism of the Meiji government’s 

feebleness in the face of global competition.  

While neither Shōnen’en and Shōkokumin directed their concerns toward the government, 

the Meiji authorities perceived their expressions of frustration as targeted attacks on the 

government. The government became increasingly sensitive to public opinion in the wake of the 

First Sino-Japanese War, conditioning children to become imperial subjects that did not criticize 

the state. In contrast, Hakubunkan strategically avoided presenting controversial issues, focusing 

its efforts on entertaining its readers while advancing the state’s educational projects. In response 

to the banning of Shōnen’en and Shōkokumin, the Current Events section in the October 1895 

issue of Shōnen sekai noted: 

Oh, Little citizens! 
After an ordinance violation by Shōnen’en, unfortunately, Shōkokumin vol. 78 has now  
been suspended for sedition. Like Shōnen sekai, it was a child’s companion. We  
won’t be able to hear its sweet voice until such grace is enacted that might remove the  
suspension. Oh, Little citizens!91 
 

It is difficult to discern the extent to which the editor of Shōnen sekai sympathized with their 

competitors. While the editor used the term “little citizens” to express sympathy for and indicate 

                                                
89 Fukkokuban Shōkokumin (Tokyo: Fuji shuppan, 1895). My translation. The original reads:「嗚呼魯国。」嗚呼、
諸子の父上兄上又は伯父上が、平壌城の合撃に、肝胆を砕きて死力を渇したるは、昨年の今月今日に非ずや。（略）

嗚呼天下広しと雖も、吾国民と軍人ほど憐れなるものは、それ幾何かある。近来の外国新聞は又伝えて曰く、魯国盟

主となり、清国の償金に関して云々すと、志士は演説を禁止されて、内閣の責任を正す能わず、すべて盲啞の日本た

る今日、何んぞ好んで其間の消息をいふべけんや。然れども、少年諸子覚悟せよ、吾国民の敵は、内国にあらずして

海外にあり、（略）今日の世界は正理の世界にあらずして威力の世界なることは、利己の貪欲のために、暴力の威嚇

を以て其策を全ふしたる魯国の例に照して知るべし。我に威力あらば百の魯仏ありとも、何ぞ恐るるに足らんや。」 
 
90 Ibid. 
 
91 Shōnen sekai, vol. 20 (October 1895). My translation. The original reads:噫小国民！少年園の条例違反あり、今ま
た『小国民』第七十八号治安妨害発行停止の不幸を見る。本誌と共に少年の伴侶たるもの、その再び解停の恩命に接

するまでは、其の可憐の声を聞く能わず、噫小国民！ 
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some measure of solidarity with their banned competitors, it is clear that Shōnen sekai—

straddling both commercialism and propaganda—monopolized the gap created by the banning of 

Shōnen’en and Shōkokumin throughout late Meiji period. As Sukuki Sadami notes, Shōnen sekai 

was a commercial success from the outset: selling some 1.9 million in 1895, 1.5 million in 1896, 

and two million in 1897.92  

Launched by Hakubunkan on January 1, 1895, Shōnen sekai advanced the notion of 

“little citizens,” which was invoked from the first issue [ Figure 6]. The magazine initially 

assumed a shared culture and community among its readership, with the term “shōnen” (少年, 

boys) used to designate all children between the ages of six and seventeen. Eventually, the 

content of the magazine was divided into three groups: shōnen (少年, boys), shōjo (少女, girls), 

and yōnen (幼年, young children). These additional sections were then scrapped, and the 

magazine exclusively targeted a young male (shōnen) readership. 
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[Figure 6] The editorial’s message to “little citizens” in the first issue of Shōnen sekai 
 

                                                
92 Suzuki Sadami, “Meijiki ‘Taiyō’ no enkaku, oyobi ichi,” Zasshi “Taiyō” to kokuminbunka nokeisei (Kyoto: 
Shibunkaku shuppan, 2001). 
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The first issue featured heroic stories of Japanese generals during the First Sino-Japanese 

War, particularly achievements were linked to those of the famous warlord Toyotomi Hideyoshi 

(1537–1598), who attempted to invade the Korean peninsula at the end of the sixteenth century. 

In the frontispiece of the same issue, a picture of the sixteen-year-old crown prince, later 

Emperor Taishō, appeared with the phrase sankan seibatsu (三韓征伐, conquering three Han 

territories), thereby linking the First Sino-Japanese War to the legend of Empress Jingū’s 

conquest of the Korean Peninsula in ancient Japan.93 In “Oni no namida,” (鬼の涙, “The demon’s 

tear”), Ōhashi Otoha (1869–1901) described how Hinomoto—who was known as a strict 

Japanese general—found an abandoned Chinese child on the battlefield.94 The child was afraid 

of the Qing military but not of Hinomoto and the other Japanese soldiers. In the end, the child 

refused to be separated from Hinomoto, who fought the Qing soldiers while holding the boy 

[Figure 7]. 
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[Figure 7] Hinomoto saves a Chinese child in “Oni no namida” in Shōnen sekai 

                                                
93 After Silla surrendered, the other two countries out of the three, Paekche and Koguryo, surrendered to Japan one 
after another; this incident was called sankan seibatsu. It has been said that Empress consort Jingū sent Japanese 
troops to Silla.  
 
94 Shōnen sekai, vol. 6 (March 1895), 533–538. 
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Images of generous and strong warriors, historical figures, and generals converged the 

importance of compassion and devotion to a master to young readers. Some educators and 

intellectuals admired the idea of having children internalize the role of “little citizens” whose 

importance was highlighted by editorials, pictures and illustrations. Children were encouraged to 

play war games. For example, the column sensō yūgi (戦争遊戯, “War Games”) described how to 

play war games, explaining why they were so useful and safe. Thus, the magazine informed 

children—especially boys—that they were the future of the nation and suggested that they 

should prepare to assume the roles of soldiers or imperial subjects [Figure 8].95 
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[Figure 8] The promotion of children’s war game in Shōnen sekai 
 
In a section titled “Kisha shōsoku” (記者消息, “Writers’ reports”) of the 1904 April issue 

of Shōnen sekai,  Kimura Shōshū noted:  

The 500 million citizens of our country received the imperial decree for war on February  
10 with fiery enthusiasm in our hearts. We and you too should play our part for our  
nation, as citizens of a military state. Although it is the role of soldiers to defeat  
enemies, let us lift the morale of our citizens and make their will strong.96  

                                                
95 Shōnen sekai, vol. 1 (January 1895). 
 
96 Shōnen sekai (April 1904). My translation. The original reads: 国民五千万、満胸の熱誠を以て去る二月十日、宣戦
の御詔勅を拝し奉り、小生等もまた諸君と共に、軍国の国民として出来る限り、国家の為に力を致しませう、直接に

敵を挫くは軍人の役目ですが、私等は又関接に国民の士気を鼓舞し志操を確固たらしめやうと思ひます。	
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While Kimura was more known as a writer of entertaining children’s literature than as an 

ideologue, he too tried to convey the great imperial will in Shōnen sekai. He repeatedly used the 

term “citizens” to make children identify with the symbolic meaning of “little citizens.”  

In the March 1904 issue, Teijō published an essay titled “Gunjin no meiyo” (軍人の名誉, 

“Soldiers’ honor”): 

The soldiers of our army and navy fight enemies without fear, whether on mountains of  
ice or fields of fire, for the sake of the emperor and the nation. Thus, we must grant  
soldiers our fullest respect.97  
 

As the role models for the nation’s “little citizens,” it was important to pay respect to the 

soldiers’ devotion to the nation. These articles taught the significance of becoming loyal imperial 

subjects and of joining the military. 

If becoming a soldier was the goal of the “little citizen,” the maintenance of health and 

the construction of masculinity needed to be his central concern.98 Thus editors commented on 

the importance of physical and mental strength. Boys were encouraged to build strong, 

masculine bodies. By underscoring the relationship between physicality and citizenship, Shōnen 

sekai emphasized the importance of building healthy, masculine bodies through illustrations and 

photography. 

Essays on gymnastics, physical training, and health appeared in almost every issue. In an 

essay titled “Reisuiyoku no kō” (冷水浴の効, “The effects of cold-water bathing”) in the February 

1905 issue, Iwasaki Torao noted “Whether you become a soldier and sacrifice yourself to be a 

mighty shield for the nation, or you engage in farming, industry, or business, it is essential to 
                                                
97 Shōnen sekai (March 1904). My translation. The original reads: 我陸海軍々人は、天使様と国家の為には、どんな
氷の山も火の中も、恐れず進んで敵とたたかひますから、私等は充分軍人を敬はなければなりません。	

 
98 Uchida Masakatsu. Dai nihon teikoku no “shōnen” to “danseisei”: shōnen shōjo sasshi ni miru “uīkunesu 
fobia” (Tokyo: Akashi shoten, 2010). 
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maintain a healthy body. Those who are weak in constitution are but human trash.”99 Based on 

the prevailing belief that the health is wealth, the editor encouraged children to exercise in order 

to maintain their physical strength. In “Shōnen shinbun & ronsetsu: akushichō” (少年新聞・論説:

悪思潮, “Boys’ newspaper & essay: bad current”) in the August 1906 issue, Kimura Shoshū 

stated “Do one’s body and life not exist for the nation? It is not something that should be 

frivolously swayed from its course by one’s own whim. Since one’s body belongs to the nation, 

one has a duty to borrow it for one’s allotted time and make good use of it to make some 

contribution to society.”100  

As such, articles tended to entwine health with morality and social ideals as “little 

citizens.” If health was central for children’s education, hygiene became a crucial element in 

their everyday life. In “Gunjin yawa: gunjin no eisei” (軍人夜話：軍人の衛生, “The Night Story of 

Military Men: Hygiene”),	Lieutenant Taga Muneyuki noted:  “Hygiene is not a life-prolonging 

treatment that might extend a hundred-year life to two hundred. It lets people live out their years; 

if you are capable of living a hundred-year, you do not die at fifty or sixty. What we should do in 

order to do so is, to put it briefly, to keep from illuness and make you body stronger and 

stronger.”101 

                                                
99Shōnen sekai (February 1905). My translation. The original reads: 身を犠牲に供して国家の千城たる軍人にならん
と志す者や凡て農業でも工業でも商業でも何によらず従事せんとするものは身体を健康にするのが肝要である身体の

衰弱なるものは人間の廃物である。	

 
100Shōnen sekai (August 1906). My translation. The original reads: 抑も自己の身体生命は、元これ国家の為のものた
るにあらずや。されば軽々しく自己の意思に依りて左右し得らるべきものにあらざるや勿論なり既に国家の身体なる

以上は、只自己が或る年限の間之を借り受けて自由に活動し運転して何等かの事業を社会に付与するの責任がある。	

 
101Shōnen sekai (February 1902). My translation. The original reads: 衛生と事ふ事は、長生をさせる、即ち百年の命
を二百年に延ばすと云う様な延命術ではない、唯だ人々に定まつた命数を全たからしむる方法で、百年生きるものな

ら五十年や六十年で死なないやうするのである、夫れには平常どう云う風に暮らしたらよいかと云ふと、一口に言へ

ば病気に罹らない様にそうして益々身体を壮健にするのである。	
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Reaffirming the idealization of the loyal, masculine martial subject in the “little citizen” 

discourse advanced by Shōnen sekai, the death of brave soldiers and generals was hailed as 

honorable. An individual’s life was linked to the nation, and his soul was ultimately incorporated 

into the romantic imagination. Their death was thus represented as a meaningful sacrifice for the 

nation-state. In the readers’ contribution section titled “Yosegaki” (寄書き), children were 

encouraged to mourn and admire Japanese soldiers and sailors who died for the nation. The 

following poem, “The Grave of a Loyal Soldier,” exemplifies the way in which children were 

encouraged to express their respect for loyal subjects: 

Chilly winds over the wastelands of Tang,  
the fluttering of pampas grass. 
Bearing a red sunset on their wings,  
even the crows mourn as they return. 
A wooden marker on the grave,  
exposed to rain and faded by sun, 
Wistful and short-lived, once dark black ink 
letters inscribed can be seen no longer. 
An able-bodied man of the Empire,  
 his body sacrificed for his nation.  
With hot, steadfast conviction;  
his bones buried, lonesome where they rest. 
At night, the frozen heart of winter,  
the deep shadow of a half moon. 
Lights the grave of a loyal soldier  
Lights the grave of a loyal soldier.102 

 
This poem was contributed by a boy named Sawada Fujitarō, who lived in Musashi 

Koteshimura.103 While expressing reverence for the dead soldier, it also maintains a sense of 

sorrow: instead of highlighting an individual’s sacrifice for the nation as a privileged moment, 

                                                
102Shōnen sekai, (July 1895), vol. 14, 1454. My translation. The original reads: 「忠士の墓」唐の荒野の風さむく/	
靡く尾花の哀れさや/赤き夕日を羽に宿し/帰る鴉もいとさびし』/墓に立てたる木標は/雨に晒され日に焦て/哀れは

かなや墨黒く/記しし文字もわかぬ也/皇御国のますらをが/赤きこころの一筋に/御国の為に捨てし身の/骨を埋めし

跡寂し』/いとも冴えたる冬の夜の/片輪の月は影凄く/忠士の墓を照すなり/忠士の墓を照す也。	

 
103 The Musashi province includes today’s metropolitan area in Tokyo, most of Saitama Prefecture, and part of 
Kanagawa Prefecture.  
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the poem details the overwhelming feeling of pathos associated with impermanence in human 

life. A shared sense of devotion to the nation binds the soldiers to young boys, affirming the need 

to preserve the memories of their sacrifice and recall them in aesthetic forms.  

Contributed by Yoshikawa Fukuman from the Kōchi province, “Japanese Men” provides 

a contrasting sentiment: 

A warrior from the land of the rising sun devotes his body to the emperor, 
clads his heart with loyalty and bravery,  
and steps into the thick of the battle without hesitation,  
crushing those Qing soldiers who stand against them,  
like dew shed from grass.  
Should they fail to  
force a surrender at the gates,  
they swear in their hearts that they will not return alive;  
thus they strike out towards the stronghold of Peking and continue their advance.  
Oh, how brave are the hearts of Japanese men, how brave.104 

 
Japanese Men was composed by another boy writer Yoshikawa Fukuman from the Kōchi 

province. Unlike Sawada, Yoshikawa simply praises Japanese soldiers’ courage and loyalty to 

express an inflated sense of the soldiers’ patriotism. Here the poem conveys the sense that “we 

are all in this together,” soldiers and children alike, whether one’s sacrifice was necessary or not.  

As seen in these collective romantic imaginings magnified by child readers, in order to 

confirm the mission of “little citizens,” it became important for boy writers and readers to create 

fictional narratives in which Japanese men could identify themselves with the nation through 

death. What Shōnen sekai achieved through these articles, stories, and poems was the erasure of 

the gap between the romanticization of soldiers’ loyalty and the reality of individual loss, and 

thus the positioning of each citizen within the nation-state. Individual loss was thereby 

                                                
104 Shōnen sekai (April 1895), vol. 8, 800. My translation. The original reads:「日本男子」旭かがやく日の本の、す
めら御国の武士は、其の身を君にさざけつて、忠と勇とに身を固め、砲煙弾雨の其の中に、ためらふこと無く進み入

り、御国に刃向かう清兵を、草葉の露と散しつつ、城下の盟をなさざれば、再び生きてかえらじと、心の内に覚悟し

て、北京の城を的となし、勇み勇みて進み行く、日本男子の心ばえ、あな勇ましな、勇ましな。	
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transformed into a longing for a subjective position within what Benedict Anderson calls an 

“imagined community.”105 The readers of Shōnen sekai did not necessarily know each other, or 

soldiers; but they identified as part of the same nation. Reading Shōnen sekai allowed children to 

express their ideas, but also enabled a collective formulation of a sense of national belonging. 

While Shōnen sekai cooperated with Japan’s modernization projects to centralize 

children’s education and used a forward-moving model of history to fulfill the role of market-

driven mass circulation magazines, the magazine also printed entertaining literary works. Iwaya 

Sazanami played a vital role as the magazine’s chief editor and writer. Tanizaki Jun’ichiro 

(1886–1965) recalled: 

Looking at Kimura Shoshū’s History of Children’s Literature, I see that Iwaya  
Sazanami’s New Hakkenden began to appear in serialized form in Boys’ World in January  
1898, when I was thirteen. It was the work that gave me my first real taste of the  
pleasures of fiction—the creation of an imaginary world, and the joys of entering into it  
and wandering freely there. Up to then I had read, and even written, some fictional  
pieces; but I had never encountered anything that unfolded before me a realm as bold,  
unfettered, and free as Sazanami’s romance. I could hardly wait for Boys’ World to  
appear each month, and as soon as I got it my eyes flew to the first pages, where the New  
Hakkenden was to be found. I knew that the story of papier-maché dog that gives birth to  
eight living, moving, papier-maché puppies was an impossibility; but far from finding it  
unnatural, I even wished it could come true. And when I saw Takeuchi Keishū’s  
illustrations, in which the papier-maché dogs walked and ran about, I felt so even more  
strongly. I yearned for the world of the New Hakkenden the way an adolescent going  
through puberty yearns for love.106  
 

As seen in Tanizaki’s memoir, Shōnen sekai received attention from a diverse group of children 

because of an emphasis on both exciting fictional stories and essays. It maintained the 

characteristics of the formative period of children’s magazines, based on the principle of 

children’s education outside school, and on literary entertainment. The magazine received 

                                                
105 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 2016). 
 
106 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, Childhood Years: A Memoir, trans. Paul McCarthy (Ann Arbor Michigan: University of 
Michigan Press, 2017), 223. 
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significant support from members of the Ken’yūsha group—such as Emi Suiin, (1869–1934), 

Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939), Hirotsu Ryūrō (1861–1928)—as well as journalists of newspapers 

and magazines. Amongst them, the most prolific writer was Iwaya Sazanami.  

In 1895 alone, Sazanami wrote twenty six stories for “Shōsetsu” (小説, fiction): “Hi no 

maru” (日の丸,“The Rising-sun Flag”), “Tobi hori yo, Riyo”(鳶ほりよりよ, “Kite-digging”), 

“Yamato gyokushii” (大和玉椎,“The Best Japanese Chinquapin”), “Dabora” (駄法螺, “Stupid 

Lie”), “Kōsan ryū” (降参龍, “The Defeated Dragon”), “Dokkatsu no taiboku” (独活の大木, The 

Independent, Huge tree), “Ayamari kobōshi” (あやまり小法師, “An Apologizing Daruma Doll”), 

“Shirohata yowaiya” (白旗よわいや, “A White Flag is Weak”), “Yudan taiteki” (油断大敵,	

“Carelessness is the Greatest Enemy”), “Uba wameshi” (媾和飯,  “Japanese Food in Uba”), 

“Sansukumi” (三すくみ, “A Three-cornered Deadlock”), “Hahano hiza” & “Higashi tenkō” (母の

膝・東転紅, “A Mother’s Lap” & “Turning towards East,” two stories printed), “Onfuchi” & 

“Chōchō sanjō” (恩不知・蝶々三定, “Forgetting a Debt of Gratitude” & “Butterflies,” two stories 

printed ), “Koneko no ada” (子猫の仇, “A Kitty’s Vengeance”), “Tsuru monogatari” (つる物語, 

“The Story of the Crane”), “Nari monogatari” (なり物語, “The Story of Nari”), “Tora no ko” (虎の

児,“The Tiger’s Child”), “Kai no yokobai” (蟹の横ばひ, “A Crab Crawling Sideways”), “Kiku no 

mon” (菊の紋, “Imperial Chrysanthemum Emblem”), “Gangaragan no kari” (がんがらがんの雁, “A 

wild goose” & “Hanuke Jii” (葉ぬけ爺, “An Old Guy Losing His Teeth”),  “Hitsuji nokawa” (羊

の皮, “The Sheep’s Skin”). 

Many of these stories used wordplay and puns that children could appreciate. However, 

Sazanami too was not immune to the social environment. On April 17, Japan signed the Sino-

Japanese Peace Treaty, effectively ending the First Sino-Japanese War. The Triple Intervention 

soon forced Japan to return the Liaodong Peninsula. Therefore, almost all of these stories 
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compared Japanese military’s toughness to Qing stupidity and weakness. The Triple Intervention 

was the theme of “Sansukumi.” “Higashi tenkō” depicted the prospect of Japan’s development 

despite the Triple Intervention. “Hi no maru” linked the development of Japan with the image of 

sunrise. These stories participate in the creation of a sense of national belonging to transform 

their readers into “little citizens.”  

Evidently, Sazanami had a significant influence on the overall shape of Shōnen sekai, but 

adventure stories, science fiction, natural history, social reportage, historical novels, and 

adaptations of fairy tales also attracted a diverse audience. In a way, Shōnen sekai used hybrid 

themes to combine pedagogical material and literary entertainment to please modern readers. 

However, even though they strove to create popular literature, these stories were often 

incorporated into a national narrative. In this regard, Yoshida Morio states: 

Before long, after Shōnen sekai began publication during the Sino-Japanese war,  
Nakagawa Kajō (1850–1917) wrote “Exploration in the World: Boys’ Expedition” as a  
series in the “Science” section, again under the name of Kajō Sanjin (from  
January 15th to May 1st in 1896). This work uses the format of an adventure story in  
which brothers Higashino Tarō and Jirō decide that, after the Sino-Japanese War,  
“science and natural history will become the most important subjects of study,” and  
explore inner Africa for the purpose of “undertaking an expedition into primitive lands,  
and hunting rare beasts.” Many illustrations of rare animals were inserted, and for this  
reason, it was not so different from articles on natural history in the science section. The  
gaze of “observers,” exploring foreign customs and extraordinary flora and fauna, was  
neatly directed to “adventure” and “imagination,” toward exploring the unknown; it was  
further linked to Imperial nationalism. It took young science aficionados, with their  
power of “observation” in one hand, “imagination” in the other, and transformed them  
into figures who would greatly contribute to the development of the nation.107 
 

                                                
107 Yoshida Morio, “Kagaku yomimono to kindai dobutsu setsuwa,” ed., Iida Yūko, Shōjo shōnen no poritikusu 
(Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2009), 73–74. My translation. The original reads: やがて、日清戦争中に「少年世界」が創刊さ
れると中川霞城は再び霞城山人の名で「科学」欄に「万有探検：少年遠征」という作品を連載する（1896 年１月 15

日—5 月１日号）。この作品は東野太郎・二郎の兄弟が、日清戦争後の日本では「理科博物学の講究は、最も大切な

る学科」になるとして「蛮地に遠征を試みて、珍しき獣猟するなど」を目的に「阿弗利加」奥地へ出かけるという冒

険小説の形式を採っている。珍奇な動物たちの挿絵が多数挿入され、その点では「科学」欄の他の博物学的な動物記

事と大差ない。世界各地の風俗や珍奇な動植物に向けられる「観察」の眼差しが未知の空間へ向かう「冒険」の「想

像力」と見事に結合し、されに帝国主義的なナショナリズムとも連動している。理科少年は「観察」と「想像力」と

を両手に抱え、国家の発展に大いに寄与する有為の存在として見事に表象化されたのである。 
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While the magazine often published entertaining stories, Shōnen sekai was used primarily 

for nationalistic education. Children’s magazines, such as Shōnen sekai, served as a platform for 

the dissemination of the ideals of the Meiji state through education and military propaganda.  

In “Shōnen sekai to dokusho suru shōnen-tachi,” (『少年世界』と読書する少年たち, “Boys’ 

World and Boys Readers”), Narita Ryūichi describes the system in which people continuously 

differentiated themselves from others. Narita notes: 

Shōnen sekai delivers its messages in five ways. The first is the topic of war, the second  
is historical narrative (essay on history), the third is writing and poetry, the fourth is  
uncivilized “darkness” and race, and the fifth is home and poverty. The first to fourth  
points are made up of messages confirming how unified “we” are, while the fifth  
explores the “differences” among “us.”108  
 

Distinguishing external “Others” from “us” was a common practice in urban areas of Japan 

during the late nineteenth century. Despite the Japanese government’s attempts to homogenize 

and unify its citizens (国民,kokumin), the population was diversified. This process occurred in 

the early stages of nation-state building and the development of urban spaces. The tension 

between public control and new knowledge systems and modern development led to a self-

perpetuating process of identity reinvention. This process both remapped the topography of 

urban spaces and altered the knowledge of the “imagined community” in daily life.109  

The process involved in imagining “communities” and constructing national-subject 

imagery in the modern period have been discussed extensively, as evidenced by frequently cited 

keywords: Benedict Anderson’s “imagined communities,” Eric Hobsbawm’s “invention of 

                                                
108 Narita Ryūichi, Kindai toshi kūkan no bunka keiken (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 2003), 115. My translation. The 
original reads: 少年世界のメッセージは、五つの拠点から発せられる。第一の拠点は戦争をめぐる話題、第二は歴史
物語（史論）、第三は文章と詩、第四は非文明の「暗黒」と人種、そして第五は家庭と貧困をめぐる記述である。第

一から第四までは主として「われわれ」の共同性の確認を様々な角度からおこなうメッセージを発し、第五の拠点か

らは「われわれ」内部における差異が論点とされる。 
 
109 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 2016). 
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tradition,” Maurice Blanchot’s “the unavowable community,” Naoki Sakai’s “the system of 

collective representation,” and Yoshimoto Takaaki’s “illusory community.” Narita uses this type 

of imaginary community to further illuminate the emergence of “Others” within “ourselves.”110 

As Narita’s analysis of “home and poverty” shows, Shōnen sekai instructed young 

readers to live an “enlightened” life, and not to fall into primitive living conditions. The 

publication sought to present specific instructions on how this might be achieved. It is important 

to note that these articles featured stories explaining how to live as good “little citizens” by 

differentiating oneself from those who lived in degradation, or how to distinguish good citizens 

from bad ones. A consistent message was maintained: it was first necessary to become a civilized 

person, and then to confidently self-identify as a “little citizen” rather than a juvenile delinquent. 

Narita also adds the aspects of gender to what he calls the system of differentiation (差異

化システム, sai ka shisutemu). For example, the differences in the reading practices between 

Japanese girls’ and boys became evident when Shōnen sekai created a column for girls, called 

shōjo-ran	(少女欄, girls’ section). As noted earlier, the term shōnen was used to refer to children 

generally until the late Meiji period, and Shōnen sekai was geared toward both boys and girls. 

When the magazine created a column for students who attended girls’ schools, however, it came 

to use the term shōnen to refer only to boys. According to Kume Yoriko, the creation of the 

section for girls formed a communal reading space that excluded girls as “Others,” making a	

self-identification of male “little citizens” with hegemonic forces.111 Indeed, this column could 

                                                
110 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992),  
Maurice Blanchot, The Unavowable Community. (Barrytown, New York: Station Hill Press, 1988), Naoki Sakai, 
Translation and Subjectivity: On Japan and Cultural Nationalism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1997), Yoshimoto Takaaki, Kyōdō gensōrRon (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1982), and Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities. 
 
111 Kume Yoriko, "Shōjo shōsetsu" no seisei: jendā poritikusu no seiki (Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2013). 
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also be viewed as exemplifying a gender-based cultural practice by means of which boys came to 

draw a distinction between Others/girls and themselves. Shōnen sekai is a remarkable example of 

the way in which new magazines for children began to create separate spheres for boys and girls, 

in concert with the cultural transformations of urban life, the development of the military draft 

system, gender-based education, and print technology.  

Importantly, though, Shōnen sekai’s section for girls did not preclude girls from being 

“little citizens.” Rather, the shōjo-ran promoted frugality and hard work in making girls into 

“little citizens.” Young female readers were instructed to aspire to become ryōsaki kenbo (良妻賢

母, good wife and wise mother), to comprehend Japan’s position in the world and to support the 

efforts of the nation-state. To strengthen Japan’s economy, girls were advised to cherish the 

national identity that was imagined and reconstructed in the magazine for Meiji children.  

Nonetheless, despite the presence of “girls” being highly valued as an emblematic of 

civilization and enlightenment in Meiji, they were considered “Others” and pushed away from 

the world of boys, as well as that of mature adults. The girls’ section of Shōnen sekai thus 

highlighted how girls came to be understood as newly emergent “little citizens” that were 

different from boys, evidencing an intricate oscillation between the alienation and liberation of 

girls from boys’ culture. Hence, the departure of girls from boys’ reading communities, as 

demonstrated in Shōnen sekai, exhibited the process of evolving gender ideologies that 

confirmed both girls’ subjugation and independence from the mainstream of children’s culture, 

presenting fluctuating representational agency of Japanese girls prior to the development of girls’ 

magazines that generated the notion of shōjo bunka. 

Overall, the discourse of “little citizens” in children’s magazines like Shōnen sekai 

reveals the arena of the modern disciplinary power that implicitly controlled the minds and 
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bodies of Japanese children in order to make them understand the role of imperial subjects. It 

also demonstrates how nationhood and childhood were intertwined with each other in Meiji print 

media. In other words, these newly emerged magazines became the instrument of their reading 

communities by connecting children and nation, while instilling the concept of “little citizens” 

based on gender into the readers’ consciousness. 

 

The Birth of Girls’ Magazines: Girls, Be Ambitious!  
 
As girls’ and boys’ reading practices gradually separated after the First Sino-Japanese 

War, Kinkōdo published the first Japanese girls’ monthly magazine, Shōjokai (少女界, Girls’ 

Sphere, 1902–1912). Several other periodicals emerged at the same time, including Kyōikukai 

(教育界, Educational Sphere, 1901–1914), Shōnenkai (少年界, Boys’ Sphere, 1902–unknown), 

Seinenkai (青年界, Youth’s Sphere, 1902–1920), Fujinkai (婦人界, Women’s Sphere, 1902–1920), 

Bungeikai (文芸界, Literary Sphere, 1902–1906), and Gunjikai (軍事界, Military Sphere, 1902–

1920) also appeared. While emergence of the girls’ magazine was another way of separating the 

two reading communities, they also instilled a strong group consciousness in their readers, 

encouraging them to express their thoughts and opinions. Moreover, they allowed girls to 

practice reading and writing and to be more academically ambitious. Although girls’ opinions 

had rarely appeared in earlier children’s magazines, such as Shōnen’en, Nihon no shōnen, 

Shōkokumin, and Shōnen sekai, these new girls’ magazines valued a reciprocal relationship 

between editors and readers by helping girls form their own community of readers and writers, as 

well as shōjo bunka. 

This section examines Shōjokai to show how, why, and by whom images of desirable 

female “little citizens” were constructed, fractured, and expressed through print media. 
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Following Kinkōdo’s editorial policy, Shōjokai supported girls’ educational ambitions by 

endorsing the value of women’s risshin shusse. While the magazine was later overshadowed by 

magazines like Shōjo sekai and Shōjokai no tomo (少女の友, Girls’ Friend, 1908–1955)—which 

emphasized beauty and cultural sophistication rather than internal qualities and educational 

goals—Shōjokai was the most influential magazine shaping the reading and writing practices of 

girls in the late Meiji period. These later magazines assumed that the purpose of education was 

intended to turn Japanese girls into obedient wives and dedicated mothers. In contrast, Shōjokai 

took an expansive view of girlhood.  

Shōjokai contained fairy tales, stories, didactic tales, accounts of foreign countries, 

information about higher education or girls’ schools, anecdotes about everyday life, biographies 

of prominent people, classical poetry and literature, and contributors’ sections. The magazine 

also published adaptations of the Brothers Grimm’s fairy tales, such as “Mary's Child” and “The 

Wolf and the Seven Young Goats” (albeit without mentioning the Brothers Grimm).112 Each 

issue also featured biographies of well-known women who had ascended the socio-economic 

ranks by virtue of their own hard work or talent, inspiring Japanese girls to study hard to fulfill 

their aspirations and reach their academic goals. Indeed, despite the emphasis on Confucian 

values, Shōjokai encouraged female ambition more than other girls’ magazines that appeared 

later did. Furthermore, since Kinkōdo often published school textbooks, Shōjokai called attention 

to academic achievement. In this sense, Shōjokai advocated girls’ rissshin shusse as “little 

citizens” by persuading them to study hard and be successful.  

The frontispiece of the special edition titled “Shōjo kagami” (少女鑑, “Girls’ Mirror”) was 

a picture of young Murasaki Shikibu (978–1014), implying that girls should aspire to become 

                                                
112 “Kikori no musume,” Shōjokai, vol 2. (7), 1903, 28. 
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writers [Figure 9]. 113 The editorial board expressed the hope that someone like her would 

emerge from the edition’s readers.114 

 

[Figure 9] The image of young Murasaki in the special issue Shōjo kagami 

Several role models were presented in the same volume, including the Meiji Empress, 

educator Tsuda Umeko (1864–1929), poet Shimoda Utako (1854–1936), writer Miyake Kaho 

(1868–1944), Dr. Yanagisawa Yoneko (dates of life unknown), musician Kōda Nobuko (1870–

1946), scholar Takeda Kinko (1861–1913), Dr. Uryu Shigeko (1862–1928), educator Tanahashi 

Aako (1839–1939), educator Miyakami Sumiko (1875–1948) and educator Miwada Masako 

(1843–1927). Tsuda Umeko wrote the introductions to her childhood stories. At the age of seven, 

Tsuda had been selected as one of five female members of the Iwakuwa mission (the 

government’s diplomatic voyage to the West between 1871 and 1873). Tsuda studied in the 

United States for a decade, and by the time she returned to Japan at the age of eighteen, she 

claimed that she had almost forgotten her native language. After readjusting to the new 

environment in Japan, however, she started to teach girls and later founded the Women's Institute 

for English Studies (now Tsuda College). Like Tsuda, the editorial board of the magazine 

                                                
113 Special Issue Shōjo kagami, Shōjokai, vol 4 (1), 1905. It is important to note that girl readers often requested 
Shikibu’s Tale of Genji and other women’s writers’ writing though the readers’ column. 
 
114 Ibid.  
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believed that girls and boys should receive the same quality of education. They assumed that the 

success of Meiji girls and women resided in their contribution to society as did boys and men. 

Shōjokai was thus a strong proponent of female education, encouraging girls to study, 

science, geography, biology, and other subjects. In order to perform better at school, the editors 

suggested girls should follow a daily schedule that allowed time to read Shōjokai. Each issue 

contained a section on academic knowledge, such as explanations of animal species and plants, 

world maps, and technological innovation. Canonical classical poetry and tales also appeared on 

a monthly basis. In addition to exposing its readers to classical literature, the magazine invited 

them to submit their own poems or stories to the readers’ contribution sections. Although it 

devoted fewer pages than other children’s magazines to foreign languages, the magazine also 

valued the learning of English. In short, Shōjokai advanced girls’ learning and their risshin 

shusse as prerequisites for the nation’s economic growth. While girls and women were not 

central to political and business affairs, Shōjokai assumed that they served to buttress the 

formation of Japan’s nation-state because the efforts of all Japanese citizens, including young 

girls, were needed to support the nation’s dramatic development.  

Accordingly, many of short stories in Shōjokai featured a female protagonist 

characterized by independence, resilience, and intelligence. Each issue also instructed girls to 

build their mental and physical capacity for survival in a chaotic world. Some stories about 

samurai daughters presented girls who killed or defeated villains. Figure 10, for example, shows 

Mori Keien’s “Oenjō” in which the sixteen-year-old daughter of samurai in the Yonezawa 

Domain killed three thieves with a sword while her father was away.115 The father was horrified 

to see blood on the floor when he returned home, but he was proud that his daughter had 

                                                
115 Shōjokai, vol 1 (7), 1902, 41–46. 
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protected her sister and the family’s property. Oenjō received an award from the government for 

her bravery. At the beginning of the story, Keien noted the importance of physical strength for 

women.  

 

[Figure 10] Oenjō kills three thieves with her father’s sword. 
 

“Onna no katakiuchi” (女の敵討ち, “A Woman’s Revenge”) by Takeda Gyōtenshi (1854–

1926) tells the story of Riya, a daughter of a hatamoto (旗本, a samurai of banner class), who was 

determined to avenge her father’s death.116As a child, Riya had received special training in 

swordsmanship. One day, Dennai killed Riya’s father and tried to rape her mother. Since then, 

Riya swore to get revenge. Several years later, Riya engaged Dennai in single combat and killed 

him.  

Mori Keien’s other story “Yakko Koman” depicted how a beautiful girl mastered 

swordsmanship and gained physical strength through daily training.117 Yakko Koman became an 

                                                
116 Shōjokai teiki zōkan, 1902, 44.  
 
117 Shōjokai, vol. 2 (11), 1903. 
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orphan at the age of fifteen. Her relatives took her in, but only to steal her fortune. Therefore, she 

left home to study swordsmanship. Along the way, some ruffians harassed her and her friends, 

but she beat them up soundly. After some adventures, she decided to become a nun and live a 

celibate life. The story praised for her brave heart and strong mind. 

Takahashi Tachikawa’s “Iga no Tsubone” (伊賀局, “Lady Iga”) introduced Iga no 

Tsubone (unknown–1384) who served Emperor Go-Daigo’s (1288–1339) wife Shintai 

ken’monin (1301–1359).118 Iga no Tsubone and Shintai ken’monin were exiled to Yoshino after 

Emperor Go-Daigo escaped from the capital. When they confronted their enemies in the 

mountains of Yoshino where Emperor Go-Daigo had established an alternative imperial court, 

Iga no Tsubone uprooted a few trees to make a bridge over the river. She then carried Empress 

Go-Daigo across the bridge to safety.  

Shōjokai also included stories about brave women from other countries. For instance, 

“Spein no retsujo” (スペインの烈女, “A Powerful Woman in Spain”) centered on Agustina de 

Aragón who defended Spain during the Peninsular War ((1807–1814),  highlighting how 

Agustina used her intelligence and physical strength to save her country; no men were a match 

for her.119 Other stories included Tamura Shōgyo’s (1874–1948) depiction of Grace, who saved 

people from drowning in “Tōdai mori no musume” (灯台守の娘, “The Daughter of a Lighthouse 

Keeper”).120 Tales of Joan of Arc’s heroism during the Hundred Years’ War (1337–1453) 

frequently appeared in the magazine as well. 

                                                
118 Shōjokai, vol. 1 (9), 1902. 
 
119 Shōjokai, vol. 4 (3), 1905, 31–41. 
 
120 Shōjokai, vol. 2 (9), 1903, 43. 
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These stories diverged from the prototype of girls’ literature seen in later magazines or 

stories in the shōjo-ran in Shōnen sekia—which tended to avoid emphasizing girls’ physical 

strength and independence. For the most part, the term otenba (お転婆, tomboy) had a negative 

connotation. In Shōnen sekai, otenba girls who misbehaved paid with their lives. In contrast, 

otenba were shown as admirable in Shōjokai. The lives of single women like Myōkaini and 

Yakko Koman were also celebrated. In other types of stories, girls ran away from home to avoid 

family problems; and in still others, hardworking and strong-minded girls became famous 

scholars or educators.121 These stories were glorified in Shōjokai. 

In the first issue of Shōjokai, Miwada Masako (1843–1927), an educator and Chinese 

literary scholar, argued that girls should adopt the samurai spirit. In Shōjo to bushidō (少女と武士

道,“Girls and the Samurai Code”), Miwada noted:  

      Although bushidō, the code of the samurai is a path that samurai should follow, it is  
not limited to samurai or to boys; it puts the highest value in filial piety, and should be  
followed by everyone, including common folk and women. Indeed, the code of the  
samurai has been nurtured and passed down by the ancestors of the Japanese, from  
generation to generation, incorporating the teachings of Confucius from China and  
Buddha from India. It is the spirit of the Japanese people. For this reason, the Japanese,  
whether man or woman, must have this spirit, this soul. 
      Looking at the state of the world today, people fawn upon men of influence and bully  
the weak without any consideration; it looks like they do not care for others. Therefore,  
we must put more emphasis on bushidō, more than ever before. In particular, one notes  
how women live; the hearts of women must be tough in such a world. It is not a time for  
women to be distracted by flowers and butterflies.122  
 

                                                
121 Shōjokai, vol. 1 (7), 1902. 
 
122 Shōjokai, vol. 1 (1), Tokyo: Kinkōdo, 1902, 51–52. My translation. The original reads: 武士道とは武士の守るべ
き道といふことであるがこの道は忠孝節義を重んずることなれば、武士に限らず、又男子に限らず、平民にても女子

にても、皆共々に守るべき道である。蓋し武士道は日本人が先祖から代々受けついだ氣風に支那の孔子も教だの印度

の釋迦の教だのを加へて育て上げたもので、全く日本人の魂といふものである、されば日本人たるものは男も女もこ

の氣風—魂がなくてはならぬ。今の世の有様を見るに、強きものにはしきりに媚びへつらひ、弱きものをばいぢめて

何とも思はず、只自分さへ避ければといふ工合である。されば昔よりは一層この武士道といふものを盛にせねばなら

ぬ。殊に女の道—女の心といふものは、このよーな世にはきはめて丈夫にせぬばならぬ。花よ蝶よといたづらに噪は

ぎくらすべき時でない。	
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Miwada argued that girls needed to follow the way of the samurai to survive in chaotic Meiji 

society. For her, the code of the samurai embodied the Japanese spirit. In the same section, 

Miwada told the story of Matsue, a samurai’s daughter who killed her would-be rapist. While 

Matsue ultimately died at the hands of her own father because she had spilled blood, but Miwada 

praised Matsue’s chastity and determination. A member of Patriotic Women's Association (愛国

婦人会, aikoku fujinkai), Miwada believed that the purpose of girls’ education was to instill 

aikokushin (愛国心, patriotism) and prepare the daughters and wives of Japanese men to sacrifice 

their lives for their society in the same way that a samurai’s family did for its domains and the 

authorities. As an advocate of the ideology of ryōsai kenbo, Miwada connected the inner strength 

and intelligence of Japanese girls to their samurai spirit. 

Although Miwada’s view may have seemed extreme for her time, she reflected 

Shōjokai’s philosophy. The magazine published stories about the samurai, their wives and 

daughters. Certainly, the rhetorical use of the samurai spirit was deeply rooted in the cultural 

climate of late Meiji in the aftermath of the First Sino-Japanese War. Saeki Shinichi, for example, 

describes how nostalgia for the way of samurai became a counter-narrative against capitalism, 

modernization, and materialism at that time.123 In other words, the way of samurai was used to 

elicit imperial subjects’ commitment to their nation. Thus, aikokushin became synonymous with 

“feudal” loyalty to one's superiors (i.e., a sort of proto-patriotism), requiring loyalty to the nation 

and sacrifice for the greater good. 

Kume Yoriko argues that Kinkōdo’s editorial policy as a publisher of school textbooks 

and its status as a newcomer in the field of children’s magazines explained why Shōjokai 

                                                
123 Saeki Shin'ichi, Senjō no seishinshi: bushidō to iu gen'ei (Tokyo: Nihon hōsō shuppan Kyōkai, 2004). 
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adopted a more flexible approach to its content.124 As noted, the magazine promoted girls’ 

learning and presented successful women as role models. According to this view, editorial 

boards accepted stories about physically and mentally strong girls because of the unique 

characteristic of the publisher. However, it is unclear to what extent the strong-minded girls 

depicted in the magazine were attributable to Kinkōdo’s policy alone. I believe that the ideology 

of ryōsai kenbo was not clearly articulated in Shōjokai, thus enabling it to encourage girls to be 

more ambitious. I also contend that girls or women’s inner strength—rather than their beauty—

was appreciated by Shōjokai because of the resurgent interest in the samurai spirit and the code 

of samurai. Moreover, girls’ risshin shusse was considered a benefit to the nation.  

While I agree that Kinkōdo’s editorial policy had an important impact on the outlook of 

Shōjokai, it is clear that historical circumstances contributed to the conception of ideal 

girlhood—that is, depictions of independent and resilient girls—as “little citizens.” This is an 

important issue because girls’ passivity became more prevalent in magazines that emerged 

toward the beginning of the Taishō period, while stories about girls killing or defeating villains 

disappeared altogether. This shift coincided with an increasing emphasis on “cuteness.” In other 

words, earlier girls’ magazines expected their readers to serve their family members, friends, 

teachers, communities, and the nation—an attitude they advanced as essential for girls to be 

“little citizens.” Later, however, girls were to aspire to be loved and cherished by others in order 

to find desirable husbands. 

To be sure, women and girls were reminded of their duty to support their husbands or 

families in Shōjokai as well. In other words, women’s risshin shusse was often associated with 

marriage to prominent men. For example, Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s wife, Kōdai (i.e., Mandokoro) 

                                                
124 Kume Yoriko, "Shōjo shōsetsu" no seisei: jendā poritikusu no seiki (Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2013), 150–154. 
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supported him in his ascendance from a foot soldier to the leader of Japan.125 Kōdai’s life story 

brought to light her ability to see something in Hideyoshi that no one else did. When they first 

met, he was very poor and unattractive; the story suggested that, like Kōdai, girls should learn 

how to identify ambitious men. Kōdai’s story implied that women’s wisdom would make 

Japanese men wiser and more efficient, and as a result, Japanese society would prosper. Stories 

about Kōdai appeared frequently in the magazine. Shōjokai thus published varied content: stories 

about women who sacrificed themselves for the sake of their men, as well as stories of Japanese 

women who were successful in their own right. 

In “Onna no narifuri” (女のなりふり, “Women’s Behavior”), an anonymous writer 

described the duties of Meiji girls as follows:  

     Women should not be aggressive, but for today’s women in particular, it is important  
to act decisively. Unlike in the past, Japan needs to compete with foreign countries. Girls  
may not do so directly, but they are to become the mothers of the nation. Surviving this  
world is like surviving a war; society will get rid of you if you are lazy and submissive,  
like the princesses of the past (…). No matter how beautiful the kimono or ornaments  
they wear, some girls appear unrefined. In contrast, there are those who look graceful  
and sophisticated, even if they are wearing rags. (…) 
     As I mentioned earlier, our country has to compete with the strong, wealthy nations  
of the West. And, in order not to be defeated, Japan must build battleships and  
strengthen the national power. Sadly, however, the country has no source of revenue; thus,  
we must study hard and practice thrift to accumulate wealth. It is estimated that we could  
build two or three mighty battleships if all Japanese women give up just one sash. Is it not  
amazing how greatly your mindfulness might serve your nation? 126   
 

                                                
125 Shōjokai, vol. 1 (1), 1902; Shōjokai, vol. 2 (12), 1903. 
 
126 Shōjokai, vol. 1 (7), 1902, 1. My translation. The original reads: 女は濫妨では勿論なりませんが、活潑で吐き吐
きするというといふ事は、殊にこれからの女には、大切な事であります。外國とも競争しなけれはなりません。直接

には為なくとも、後々には皆んな、國民の母とならねばなりません。此戰爭の様な世の中に立つに、昔のお姫様の様

な、グズグズした、卑屈なものであつたなら、終には世間から除けものにされて仕舞はなければなりますまい。

（略）いくら美しい衣服を重ねても、いくら立派な装飾をしても、些つとも品格が上がらぬで、どこやら卑しく見え

るものがあります。ところが、身装等は少し位劣つても何となく優美で上品に見えるものがあります。（略）前にも

申した通り、今では我國でも、西洋の強い富んだ國々と競争しなければなりません。そして敗けまいとする為には、

まだまだ軍艦を造つて、國を強めめなければなりません。。ところが、悲しいことには其のお金の出所がないといふ

て苦しんで居ります。出所といふても外にはないので、皆國民が勉強し、倹約して、上けなければならないのです。

或人の勘定に、日本の女子が、命々氣を付けて、奢侈に用ゐて居る帯の一筋づつを倹約したなら、立派な軍艦の二隻

や三隻は、忽ち備へることが出来るといふことです。何んと貴様方の心掛け一つが随分大したものではありませんか。	
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Meiji girls should not be gaudy— their value lay in their inner beauty, while inner strength was a 

necessity for girls to survive in a changing environment. Meiji girls needed to work hard to 

become valuable assets for the nation. It was also essential for them to be frugal, particularly 

insofar as Japan was becoming globally competitive. Significantly, young readers were 

instructed to comprehend Japan’s position in the world and to support the nation’s efforts. Indeed, 

frugality and hard work were linked to love of the nation — or aikokushin. As girls competed for 

risshin shusse, Japan competed with more advanced nations. Therefore, as “little citizens,” girls 

were advised to cherish the national identity as it was imagined and reconstructed in the 

magazine designed for them in order to strengthen Japan’s economy. 

This prompts the question of how the sense of aikokushin vis-à-vis the value of girls’ 

inner strength celebrated by Shōjokai reinforced rigid notions of gender and race. Did the 

national discourse that emerged from Shōjokai reflect racist and prejudiced views of external 

“Others”? In the case of Shōjokai, the construction of national and social identities attempted to 

generate positive feelings such as pride, patriotism, and national duty; thus prompting girls to 

learn to love others—including external “Others” who could threaten the formation of the 

Japan’s nation-state formation 

In its first years of the publication, for example, Shōjokai published numerous stories and 

articles portraying foreign countries and external “Others” favorably. For instance, the earliest 

issues of the magazine often included photographs of female Chinese students as the 

frontispieces, as is seen in Figure 11. A wide range of articles suggested that Japanese students 

had much to learn from hardworking Chinese girls, whose inner and external beauty they praised. 

These articles stated that Chinese girls were more confident and answered questions clearly and 

crisply—habits from which Japanese girls could learn and benefit. 
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[Figure 11] A photo of Shinkoku kakanken jogakkō (girls’ school of Hejian in the Qing dynasty) 

Figure 12 shows a photograph of Chinse students who visited Japan to study the country. 

In a section titled “Shina no joseito: kuchi-e shashin no setsumei” (支那の女学生徒:口絵写真の説明 

“Female students from China: about the Frontispiece”), the editor and journalist, Hani Motoko 

(1873–1957) provided background information on these students while explaining how female 

Chinese students worked hard and spoke Japanese fluently.127 Hani noted that they looked like 

Japanese ladies, and it would be very difficult to distinguish them from Japanese girls. They 

were always cheerful and radiant.  

 

[Figure 12] The photo of female students from China in the frontispiece 

                                                
127 “Shina no joseito.” Shōjokai, vol. 1 (5), 1902, 76–77. 
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To be sure, partronizing attitudes toward young Chinese girls became common after 

Japan’s earlier defeat of the Qing Dynasty. However, the tone of these sections in Shōjokai did 

not suggest a sense of superiority over the girls from China or other countries. On the contrary, 

the magazine expressed respect or admiration. Indeed, biographical stories about famous Chinese 

women were introduced to Japanese girls so that they might learn from their wisdom and hard 

work.128 Moreover, the magazine taught Japanese girls about tolerance, love, and respect for 

others, which eventually translated into a strong sense of national belonging—that is aikokushin. 

At the same time, Shōjokai often discussed the significance of the first Anglo-Japanese 

Alliance. Among its articles were “Shōka Nichi Ei dōmei” (唱歌日英同盟, “Song of the Anglo-

Japanese Alliance”) and “Nichi Ei kyōyaku no kai” (日英協約の解, “Commentary on the Anglo-

Japanese Alliance). The cover page of the November 1904 issue depicted both British and 

Japanese girls who were holding hands over the earth, as well as both the British and Japanese 

flags [Figure 13]. The frontispiece included a portrait of the young Queen Victoria and a 

photograph of a British battleship.129 Numerous articles on the Red Cross were published, along 

with advertisements for British schools and photographs of the British royal family; of London’s 

beautiful cityscape, buildings, and architecture; and of British people. Underscoring the bond 

between Japan and Britain, the magazine equated the country’s position in Asia to that of Britain 

in Europe. In doing so, Shōjokai suggested that its young readers should be proud to be Japanese 

citizens: after all, as Britain was superior in Europe in terms of military strength and techno-

scientific advancement, so Japan excelled among Asian countries. 

	

                                                
128 “Shina no kōjo: rekishi-dan.” Shōjokai, vol. 1 (10), 1902. 
 
129 “Shōka nichiei dōmei” and “Nichiei kyōyaku no kai” appeared in Shōkai’s vol 3 (4), 1902. A portrait of the young 
Queen Victoria and a photograph of a British battleship can be seen in Shōkai’s vol. 1 (4), 1902  and vol. 4 (12) 
1905, respectively.  
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[Figure 13] The cover page of the November 1904 issue of Shōjokai 

A survey of Shōjokai illustrates how the first girls’ magazine in Japan instructed girls to 

be tough and resilient, espousing risshin shusse and self-development. The promotion of girls’ 

physical and mental strength may have been attributable to Japan’s entry into global competition 

and its wars against the Qing dynasty and Russia. At the same time, the resurgence of the code of 

the samurai called for an increased emphasis on girls’ mental and physical strength. For example, 

the meaning of the Japanese term shōjo, especially girls as “little citizens,” was ambiguous in 

Shōjokai. The term shōjo had not been clearly defined in the magazine itself and was used 

interchangeably with other terms, such as joshi (女子), onna-no-ko (女の子), and dōjo (童女).  

As such, the magazine equated girls’ feminine strength with boys’ masculine strength; 

Shōjokai often used the phrases, such as “working hard like boys” and “achieving one’s goal like 

men.” More importantly, girls’ risshin shusse was considered desirable for the growth of the 

nation-state in the liminal stage of Japan’s imperial expansion between the Sino-Japanese and 

Russo-Japanese wars. Educated and strong women were considered the most capable of 

contributing to the nation’s economic development and goals—a stance maintained by Shōjokai 

until Shōjo sekai overtook it in popularity. 
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Shōjo sekai, the publication of which began four years after the first issue of Shōjokai, 

took a diametrically opposed stance. Published by Hakubunkan, Shōjo sekai strove to create a 

fictive group identity for girls, which Honda called shōjo gensō kyōdōtai (少女幻想共同体, girls’ 

imagined community), emphasizing both “cuteness” and aesthetic writing. The magazine also 

used the term shōjo and created sections idealizing shōjo, such as “Shōjo kunwa” (少女訓話, 

“Didactic Tales for Girls”), “Shōjo eigo” (少女英語, “English for Girls”), “Shōjo shōwa” (少女笑

話, “Funny Stories for Girls”), and “Shōjo shinpō” (少女新報, “New Reports for Girls). Unlike 

Shōjokai, which devoted pages to current events and social issues, Shōjo sekai concentrated on 

the construction of shōjo gensō kyōdō-tai, which temporarily suspended contact with real life.  

In other words, material culture and consumerism were central to Shōjo sekai, which 

invited its readers to access an intoxicating fantasy world. By introducing the Japanese term 

sekai for girls in the magazine and exhibiting the breadth of material culture and the expression 

of imagined community, Shōjo sekai sought commercial success and a loyal readership. Further 

examinations of Shōjo sekai thus suggest that both values and norms were in flux; and it is 

through this process, this movement, that meanings were made and remade, negotiated and 

renegotiated. It also illustrates how the term shōjo was negotiated and reinterpreted in light of the 

burgeoning consumer culture and rising middle class family in modern Japan. 

However, Shōjokai should not be considered as unorthodox, liberal or old-fashioned in 

contrast to Shōjo sekai. While Shōjokai taught Japanese girls to be ambitious, it also instructed 

that they love everyone—an endorsement of universal love that was translated as aikokushin in 

the face of Japan’s imperial wars against the Qing Dynasty and Russia. As such, Shōjokai 

walked a fine line between the negation, affirmation, and appropriation of Meiji ideology—

including love and risshin shusse—in the arenas of both ideological and daily discursive 
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practices. Shōjokai showed an extraordinary ability to incorporate new and foreign cultures and 

reproduce them through cultural negotiation. The premise of the magazine was always revived, 

reconstructed, and reformulated in extraordinary ways in the creation of new genres in 

juxtaposition with girls’ growing sense of group consciousness as “little citizens.” As the first 

girls’ magazine, Shōjokai thus delineated how the reading and writing of girls touched upon the 

new link between nation and people. This common consciousness of national identity created 

tensions between universal principles of love and national consciousness, illuminating the ways 

in which the discourse of modern girlhood alternately negated and affirmed their association 

with fluid communities for “little citizens.” 

 

Conclusion  

This chapter demonstrated how notions of the nation and the representation of childhood 

were inseparable in the print media during the Meiji period. The ways in which children and 

childhood were represented as “little citizens” influenced socio-political and economic structures. 

At the same time, the educational objective of the Meiji state’s national projects had a significant 

impact on images of “little citizens” in print media. Indeed, the formation of the modern nation-

state from the nineteenth century onward, the development of industrial capitalism, the 

establishment of formal education, as well as the rise of modern children’s literature and 

magazines were bound up with one another. Children’s literature and magazines tried to form 

“little citizen;” boys and girls sought to see themselves as national subjects belonging to and as 

participants in the national body. Becoming a “little citizen” entailed coming to understand what 

the nation was, what part they played in it, and their role in its future. 
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At the same time, however, careful examinations of modern children’s literature and 

magazines reveal the revolutionary power and resilience of child readers’ imagination that 

occasionally escaped from the state’s intervention. I contend that the understanding and 

interpretation of texts and stories could change depending on the reader; what adults saw as 

didacticism or ordinary messages may have been transformed into brilliant entertainment in the  

youthful imagination of children. 

As publications for children of affluent families, magazines such as Shōnen sekai and 

Shōjokai maintained a sophisticated appearance associated with modern urban culture. In 

addition, these magazines welcomed and facilitated open communication between readers and 

production staff. The readers’ columns of children’s magazines provided temporal spaces and 

times for child readers, in which they created special group identities, interacted, and expressed 

their opinions and ideas. In a sense, children’s access to these print media demonstrated a 

successful journey into imaginary spaces wherein children formed their strong agency against 

political constraint and public control. 

In many cases, however, these emancipatory outlets of children’s literature and 

magazines were subsumed into what Michel Foucault (1926–1984) called the matrix of 

“disciplinary power,” in which the authoritarian power and its polar opposites were fused to 

produce children’s representational agency.130 For example, children’s liberation did not change 

the fact of their oppression; their normalization did not preclude diversification. Disciplinary 

power offered the possibility of encompassing all of them to produce the useful and healthy body 

that would be maintained, represented, regulated, and imbued with meanings and values in the 

                                                
130 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1995).  
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modern period.131 To put it simply, I argue that rather than expressing direct resistance against 

their social position, children’s reading and writing practices were a means through which they 

were simultaneously emancipated from and regulated by the power within the everyday practices. 

These practices provided a way through which children found a subjective position in a nation by 

being subjected to the power within, rather than against, particular sets of social and cultural 

restrictions. For example, the sophistication of children’s writing skills and the creation of 

children’s reading communities appears artificial, though this was beautifully camouflaged by 

what look like democratic conventions; certainly, editorial boards’ guidance regarding children’s 

writing formulated their style, which came to characterize their literary practice and style that 

flourished in children’s magazines. 

Examinations of modern children’s literature and magazines illuminated the modern 

discipline’s dominance in forcefully influencing young children’ interior psychology and 

physicality while showing the power of youthful imagination through the dissemination of 

children’ magazines, of children’ fiction and of writings. Thus, the political discourse of “little 

citizens” in these magazines and literature highlights the invisible arena of modern disciplinary 

power and the new control system that half-consciously regulated Japanese children’s minds and 

bodies through phantasmagoric imagination. The imagination of each child became a field of 

collective desire that could expand endlessly, while the human body—and its sensations—move 

into a whole new frontier. When the object of human desire shifted from the real to fictional, 

children were forced into these vast, new imaginative communities, while consumerism and print 

media—such as children’s magazines and literature—seemingly guaranteed the liberation of 

children’s imagination. 

                                                
131 Michel Foucault, "Society Must Be Defended": Lectures at the Collège De France, 1975-76, eds, Mauro Bertani, 
Alessandro Fontana, and David Macey (New York: Picador, 2003).  
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Chapter Two 

 

(En) gendering Childhood through Translation: 

Gender and Children’s Literature 

 

“It is the task of the translator to release in his own language that pure language that is under the 
spell of another, to liberate the language imprisoned in a work in his re-creation of that work.”  
 

                                                        ― Walter Benjamin “The Task of the Translator, 1923” 
 

Translation is a cultural practice that inevitably copes with geopolitical relations, social 

differences, and ethnic or racial groupings between cultures. Translation also reconstructs the 

otherness of “foreign” cultures, shapes stereotypical images of different cultures, and creates its 

own canonization of “foreign” texts in the target language; translation practice often constructs 

cultural identities that could be radically different from the context from which the source text 

might have emerged. Perhaps more than any other genre, the translation of children’s stories—

though often neglected in larger literary studies, demonstrates the extent to which translated texts 

are susceptible to cultural, social, and political tensions in the target culture. Indeed, the 

adaptations and translations of fairy tales, fables, folktales, and children’s stories presented how 

translators and writers responded keenly to the complexities of the political climate in Meiji 

Japan (1868–1912). 

In this chapter, I examine the role that translators and the translation of works played in 

(en) gendering children’s literature during the Meiji period, with a focus on two important 

translators of children’s stories, Wakamatsu Shizuko (1864–1896) and Morita Shiken (1861–

1897). Specifically, I analyze why these two translators developed their literary creativity and 

linguistic construction through translation in relation to the genbun itchi movement	(言文一

致,unification of writing and speech) and how they created new genres such as shōjo shōsetsu 
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(少女小説,girls’ novel) and shōnen shōsetsu (少年小説,boys’ novel) by performing gender roles. 

According to Torigoe Shin, a scholar of children’s literature, Shizuko and Shiken were 

considered important figures who shaped the development of children’s literature via translation 

although they were not primarily professional translators in this genre.132 When they dealt with 

children’s literature, they took a flexible approach to the translation/adaptation of foreign 

literature by transforming the original texts, employing unique literary styles, and minimizing the 

distinctions between translation, adaptation, and re-creation to meet the expectation of modern 

readers in the target culture. They also found ways to form gendered voices by experimenting 

with vernacular language and kanbun kakikudashibun style, along with the use of neologisms, 

linguistic creativity, and the mutually constitutive transformation of literary and ideological 

forms. In other words, they proactively acted their roles as a female and a male translator 

respectively, and presented the new image of childhood that conflated the figure of “foreign” 

children with literary evotations of national subjects in both affirming and rejecting constructions 

of “little citizens.” 

 This chapter investigates children’s stories translated by Shizuko and Shiken with a 

study of the social and material conditions in which they emerged, to ask how, where, and by 

whom gendered subjectivity could be performed and contested in Meiji Japan. By examining the 

complex interplay of translation practice and gender performance, I will shed light on the (en) 

gendering of childhood in the process of translation, locating Shizuko and Shiken as key figures 

                                                
132 Torigoe Shin, Kindai nihon jidō bungakushi kenkyū. (Tokyo: Ōfū, 1994). See also Nihon Jidō Bungaku Gakkai, 
ed., Nihon jidō bungaku gairon (Tokyo: Tokyo shoseki, 1976); Kodomo no hon, Hon'yaku no ayumi kenkyūkai, 
Zusetsu kodomo no hon, hon'yaku no ayumi jiten (Tokyo: Kashiwa shobō, 2002). 
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in the formation of the modern category of shōjo shōsetsu and shōnen shōsetsu, even if they 

themselves shied away from an essentialized notion of children’s literature.  

 

Performing Gender through Translation: Women and Children’s Literature 

During the late Meiji period, well-known scholars and intellectuals often contended that 

translating was a feminine act and that writing constituted a masculine act. Kunikida Doppo 

(1871–1908), for example, once encouraged women to engage in translation rather than literary 

writing because translating was a more suitable occupation for women, who must take care of 

their family and household. In the Feburary 15, 1898 issue of Katai zasshi (家庭雑誌, House 

Hold Journal,1903–1909), Doppo noted that “a young woman wrote to me recently seeking 

advice on how to fulfill her desire to become a novelist, [and] I promptly urged her to devote 

herself to translation rather than trying to produce novels.”133 This seemingly chauvinistic 

statement reveals how Japanese male intellectuals and writers, such as Doppo, could have 

embraced such a sexist view at that time. Doppo, nonetheless, intended to encourage educated 

women to learn foreign languages and translate foreign texts to meet the need to fulfill 

women’s self-esteem —from his progressive view—which was meant to be far from sexist.134  

Indeed, Doppo valued women’s potential talent as effective translators, as evidenced in 

his praise for Wakamatsu Shizuko and Koganei Kimiko (1870–1956).135 He believed that 

                                                
133 This sentence was translated by Judy Wakabayashi. Wakabayashi translated Doppo’s essay “On Women and 
Translation,” which was included in Woman Critiqued: Translated Essays on Japanese Women’s Writing (2006), 
28–29. Citing the translation of Doppo’s essay, Rebecca Copeland points out his prejudice about women’s literary 
production and translation. See Rebecca L. Copeland, ed. Woman Critiqued: Translated Essays on Japanese 
Women's Writing (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2006), 21–31. 
 
134 Ibid. Although Doppo’s statement has been scrutinized by feminist scholars, his original purpose was to share his 
“liberal” beliefs with women by suggesting them practical yet progressive choices. 
 
135 Ibid.  
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educated young women could follow these talented women’s examples if they focused on 

translation. Although one can assume Doppo to be eccentric, this gender construct of viewing 

translation as women’s work was prevalent in the Japanese literary discourse. Indeed, the 

feminization of translation was not limited to the case in Japan, but it existed elsewhere. 

Lori Chamberlain, for example, discussed the ways in which translation can be linked to 

“feminine” and women’s tasks because it is more derivative and secondary than writing. By 

problematizing the binary opposition between writing/masculine and translating/feminine, 

Chamberlain demonstrates “the process by which translation complies with gender 

constructs.”136 Although Chamberlain’s opinion of genderizing literary production lacks 

nuance, her critique exhibits how translation can be associated with the feminine/reproductive, 

rather than the masculine/productive, as well as how women can be viewed as those who could 

engage with the act of translating rather than that of writing. A leading scholar of gender and 

translation, Sherry Simon, also describes how Canadian feminist scholars in the 1980s argued 

that translation began as a feminist practice.137 

Indeed, the abovementioned discussions—especially the one led by Doppo—reveal the 

complexity of the history of translation, of evolving gender ideologies, and of the author–

translator relationship, vis-à-vis the position of translators. In the case of Japanese literary 

discourses, however, if we pay attention to the relationship between gender and translation, it 

becomes clear that women’s involvement with translation was not the dominant mode of 

female literary practice, even during the Meiji period, let alone in the premodern era.  

                                                
136 Lawrence Venuti, The Translation Studies Reader (London: Routledge, 2012), 267. 
 
137 Sherry Simon, Gender in Translation: Cultural Identity and the Politics of Transmission (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1996). 
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Although Doppo and other male writers noted that translation was easier for women to 

engage in, there were few female translators in both Meiji and premodern Japanese literary 

history. Also, many male writers and intellectuals, including Tsubouchi Shōyō (1859–1935), 

Mori Ōgai (1862–1922), Tayama Katai (1872–1930), Hara Hōitsuan (1866–1904), Morita 

Shiken (1861–1897), Ozaki Kōyō (1868–1903), and Iwaya Sazanami (1870–1933), actively 

translated a diverse range of works from foreign literature, including children’s literature. But 

the feminization of translation gradually emerged after the Meiji Restoration, at least in Japan’s 

literary discourse. It indicates how evolving gender ideologies in Meiji Japan shifted the ideal 

of women’s literary production from writing to translating, which distinguished women’s 

literature in the modern era from what we call Heian women’s literature. 

This shifting relationship between gender and translation also corresponds to the 

changing author–translator relationship in the mid-Meiji period, in which the position of 

translators gradually became secondary to that of authors.138 For example, until the second 

decade of the Meiji period, authors’ names were often eliminated from published texts or 

articles, whereas translators’ names continued to appear.139 However, from the mid-Meiji 

period onward, the rights of authors became more important because of increasing popular 

awareness of copyright laws and the significance of originality in literary works. The 

feminization of translation accompanied this movement, along with the argument that 
                                                
138 For example, Kurihara Yūichirō argues there was a weak sense of intellectual property or copyright in Japan’s 
early modern period. In other words, at the beginning of the Meiji period, there was tolerance in Japan for many 
adaptations that were rooted in the conventional practice of literary allusion and variation. Japan has inherited a 
traditionally broad definition of what constitutes originality. It did not matter, therefore, whether a literary adaptation 
of Western literature transgressed the boundaries of adaptation and plagiarism in the early Meiji period. See 
Kurihara Yūichirō, “Tōsaku” no bungakushi: shijō, media, chosakuken (Tokyo: Shin'yōsha, 2008), 25. 
 
139 For example, Scott Miller explains that although “both translation and adaptation existed simultaneously as 
thriving genres” in early Meiji Japan, the position of literary adaptation was diminished because scholars came to 
pay more attention to the accuracy of translation and demean literary adaptations, causing many writers to stay away 
from the latter genre. See J. Scott Miller, Adaptations of Western Literature in Meiji Japan (New York: Palgrave, 
2001). 
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translation was a woman’s work. Even a cursory look at Japanese literary history indicates that 

women suddenly came to be seen as ideal translators in accordance with the sociocultural 

transformation of Meiji Japan hand in hand with the myriad of new literary movements. 

Nonetheless, we should not simply ignore the debate on women’s translation privileges 

in modern Japan or the chauvinistic view of women’s literary writing. The important points 

here are 1) why such a discussion emerged in a particular moment in Meiji Japan, 2) how it 

functioned, and 3) the extent to which the process of translation shaped both female literary 

production and new genre formations in modern Japan. 

Indeed, the feminization of translation, though translation was certainly not a dominant 

literary practice of women even in the Meiji period, emerged from the granting of privilege to 

male writers as producers of modern Japanese literature. This movement occurred around the 

Meiji period partly because of the establishment of kokubungaku (国文学, national literature), 

which attempted to overcome the femininity of Japanese literature that originated from Heian 

women’s literature, as Yoda Tomiko points out.140Although the idea aimed to confine women’s 

literary capacity to translation, it also created opportunities for women to explore foreign 

languages and texts and to develop new literary expressions. The presence of female translators 

and their translations thus added a new, integral dimension to the formation of Japanese 
                                                
140 Yoda Tomiko, Gender and National Literature: Heian Texts in the Construction of Japanese Modernity 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2004). Yoda offers fresh ways of viewing gendered literature and women’s agency, 
critiquing the formation of national literature as a discipline and the construction of female subjectivity in relation to 
Japan’s nation-state building and national-subject imaginary. In this book, Yoda attempts to link modern scholarship 
on Heian literature to contemporary feminist and gender studies by illuminating the paradigms of national-subject 
and gender ideologies in modern Japan. Through her analysis of modern Japanese discourses on Heian texts, Yoda 
demonstrates the limitations of standard literary history and criticism that have promoted narrower images of Heian 
women’s subjectivity and gender in literature through autobiographical and nationalistic interpretations. Yoda 
argues, “feminine” came to signify a “negativity” to be overcome in relation to new social visions and poetics in 
kokubungaku discourses. By interrogating gender ideologies in kokubungaku discourses and complex linguistic 
constructions in Heian texts themselves, Yoda sheds light on an intricate relationship between identity politics and 
gender ideologies while problematizing feminist interpretations of feminine identity and agency.  
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vernacular/feminine literature and paved the way for new genre formations, such as the creation 

of children’s literature.  

As Doppo indicated, Wakamatsu Shizuko became an important figure associated with 

the translation of children’s literature in the Meiji period. Shizuko’s Shōkōshi  

(小公子, 1890–1892), the translation of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s (1849–1924) Little Lord 

Fauntleroy (1886), was a popular translation of a children’s story because of her use of a 

feminine vernacular style during the formative period of genbun itchi. For example, in 

Yūbinhōchi shinbun (郵便報知新聞, Yūbinhōchi Newspaper) on November 15, 1891, Morita 

Shiken, another popular translator of children’s literature, related Shizuko’s genbun itchi style 

in Shōkōshi with Futabatei Shimei’s in “Ukigumo” (浮雲, “Drifting Cloud,” 1887–1889) and 

argued that both Shizuko and Futabatei developed a natural genbun itchi style in their work. 

Tsubouchi Shōyo, a major novelist and critic, also praised Shizuko for her translation of Little 

Lord Fauntleroy for developing a new literary form through what he called her “feminine” 

vernacular style.141 

Shōkōshi was serialized in the women’s magazine Jogaku zasshi (女学雑誌, The 

Woman’s Education Magazine, 1885–1904), between August 1890 and January 1892. Because 

of the nature of the journal, many studies suggested that Shōkōshi was read not by children but 

by young women or mothers who read it aloud to their children.142 However, inspired by 

Shizuko’s Shōkōshi and her vernacular translation style, Higuchi Ichiyō, a female writer who 

                                                
141 Ibid., Tsubouchi Shōyō (e.g., another penname: Yūzō), “Shinkan” (“New Book Review”), Waseda bungaku 
(Waseda Literature), no. 4 (1891).  
 
142 Melek Ortabasi, “Brave Dogs and Little Lords: Some Thoughts on Translation, Literary Style, and the Debate on 
Childhood in Mid-Meiji,” in Translation in Modern Japan, ed. Indra Levy (New York: Routledge, 2011), 186–212; 
Rebecca L. Copeland, “Behind the Veil: Wakamatsu Shizuko and the Freedom of Translation,” in Lost Leaves: 
Women Writers of Meiji Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2000). 
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combined classical and modern language, first attempted to write “Kono-ko” (この子, “This 

Child,”1896) in a colloquial style in 1896.143 In “Kono-ko,” Ichiyō also used Shizuko’s famous 

vernacular expressions in Japanese, such as “-masenkatta” (ませんかった) and employed a 

narrator who replicates the inner monologue of the young female protagonist, Midori, in her 

landmark work, “Takekurabe” (たけくらべ, “Growing up,” 1895–1896). In addition, the practice 

of translation made it possible for Shizuko to write children’s stories of her own. She started to 

contribute to children’s magazines such as Shōnen’en (少年園, Children’s Garden, 1888–1895) 

and Shōnen sekai (少年世界, The Boy’s World, 1895–1914) as a creative writer in her later life. 

Indeed, after establishing her position as a translator, Shizuko contributed in particular to the 

section called shōjo-ran (少女欄,the section for girls) of Shōnen sekai. Thus, Shizuko’s case 

exemplifies how the exercise of translation enabled Shizuko and her contemporary female 

readers and writers to become familiar with new literary languages, styles, themes, expressions, 

and stories and to practice writing or reading. 

Furthermore, Shizuko reshaped images of motherhood and childhood in translation and 

expanded the potential of innovative writing styles and new languages in a new literary genre.144 

Although Shizuko might not have challenged, but rather, supported, the Meiji ideology of 

ryōsai kenbo (良妻賢母, good wife, wise mother), she tried to use her translations to highlight a 

new perception of the mother–child relationship, thus laying the foundation for developing a 

new representational agency of children. Additionally, Shizuko’s writings took precedence for 

the creation of fictional works for girls called shōjo shōsetsu because both her translations and 

                                                
143 Donald Keene, Dawn to the West: Japanese Literature of the Modern Era, Fiction, vol.1 (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart, and Winston, 1984), 179. 

 
144 Shizuko’s translation practice can be linked to what Lawrence Venuti calls a work that serves a subversive 
function within the dominant hegemony. 
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writings reshaped images of girlhood, which I will discuss in subsequent sections.145 In a way, 

the translation of foreign children’s literature made it possible for Japanese female writers, such 

as Shizuko, to recreate alternative views of children and to shape the gendering of childhood, 

although these accomplishments were largely forgotten in contemporary literary discourses. In 

this vein, with a focus on Shizuko’s work, I will demonstrate in the next four sections how the 

practice of translation played a major role in (en) gendering childhood through literary works 

while paving the way for the development of new genres, such as shōjo shōsetsu.  

To do so, I will first revisit Shizuko’s landmark translation Shōkōshi. Thus far, a broad 

range of studies have examined Shōkōshi and Shizuko’s translation style in both Japan and the 

United States, including Rebecca Copeland’s The Modern Murasaki: Writing by Women of 

Meiji Japan (2006) and Melek Ortabasi’s “Brave Dogs and Little Lords: Some Thoughts on 

Translation, Literary Style, and the Debate on Childhood in Mid-Meiji” (2011). These studies 

have provided detailed information on new images of children and childhood shaped by her 

translation.146 As such, I will turn my attention to the trajectory of shōjo shōsetsu from 

                                                
145 However, it is also important to note that, though a lauded translator of children’s literature, Shizuko’s 
contribution to the realm of creative writing is ambiguous. While several stories were published under Shizuko’s 
name, a recent study has revealed that many of them were adaptations of foreign literature. In “Shizuko 
Wakamatsu’s Achievement in Translation: A Study of Her Translated, Adapted and Creative Works,” for example, 
Yamamoto Kikuko brilliantly demonstrates how Shizuko’s “original” stories were actually translated works by 
female British writers. Shizuko’s fairy tales, such as Hiroigo (ひろひ児,“Abandoned Child,” 1893), Hayashi no 
nushi (林のぬし,“Master of Wood”), Ōgonkikai (黄金機会,“The Golden Opportunity”), and Jasui hukaki goke (邪
推深き後家,“The Widow Who Has Groundless Suspicion”), though included in the Collected Work of Shizuko’s 
Creative Writing compiled by Ozaki Rumi, were adaptations of Jean Ingelow’s (1820–1897) works: “Little Rie and 
the Rosebuds” (1867), “Can and Could” (1867), “The Ouphe of the Wood” (1887), “The Golden Opportunity” 
(1900), and “The Suspicious Jackdaw” (1867). However, Shizuko’s adaptations were unique and even innovative, 
although Shizuko used the same framework from the source texts. In this sense, Shizuko’s adaptations of foreign 
texts can be viewed as her own work. In other words, Shizuko’s adaptations and creative writing are incongruent, 
and Shizuko’s fiction was read in Japan in a manner completely different from the source texts. Even though some 
of her fictional works could be considered adaptations, her works cannot be reduced to the mere imitation of foreign 
literature because she added a unique flavor to the texts. Indeed, we should consider how her work affected the 
shape of girls’ literature at that time. Wakamatsu Shizuko, Wakamatsu Shizuko sōsaku dōwa zenshū, ed. Rumi Ozaki 
(Tokyo: Kyūzansha, 1995). 
 
146 Melek Ortabasi, “Brave Dogs and Little Lords: Some Thoughts on Translation, Literary Style, and the Debate on 
Childhood in Mid-Meiji,” in Translation in Modern Japan, ed. Indra Levy (New York: Routledge, 2011), 186–212. 
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Shizuko’s translation to her creative writing, which has not yet fully been examined in either 

US or Japanese academia. Although the creation of Shōkōshi may not have directly linked to 

Shizuko’s later engagement with shōjo shōsetsu, it is essential to examine how the 

representation of the boy in Shizuko’s translation expressed gender neutrality—and even 

feminine aspects in contrast to the image of “little citizen”—bypassing Shizuko’s translation 

practice and engagement with shōjo shōsetsu. Given that masculinity was emphasized as the 

primary goal for Japanese boys as “little citizens” in the Meiji period, Shizuko’s translation, 

which featured the gender-neutral aspects of the boy protagonist, deviated from the ideal boy 

image prescribed by the state’s ideology.  

Second, I will examine Shizuko’s translation of Burnett’s Sara Crewe or What 

Happened to Miss Minchin’s Boarding School to investigate how and why the translated story 

brings attention to the representational agency of the girl character. Before girls’ magazines 

initiated the formation of shōjo shōsetsu, Shizuko pioneered the representational agency of her 

young character in a manner different from the literary construction of “little citizens.” 

Finally, I will analyze the characteristics of Shizuko’s creative writing by looking at her 

engagement with shōjo-ran in Shōnen sekai. Although her fictional works contained didactic 

elements, Shizuko showed the potential for a literary imagination that could liberate young 

readers’ minds in their imaginative world. She did so using her unique vernacular language and 

new literary expressions, which first developed from the practice of translation. Indeed, her 

translation work provided a platform where a series of shōjo shōsetsu could flourish and 

develop girls’ culture from the late Meiji period onward. As a whole, I demonstrate how 

translation practices in Meiji Japan opened up a new channel for a woman translator like 

Shizuko, to exercise her literary creativity and writing skills in the genre of shōjo shōsetsu and 
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in what ways her view of girlhood synthesized the figures of “little citizens” with the image of 

more liberated girls who might not be entirely incorporated into the codes of the nation-state. 

 

Recreating a Beautiful Boy: Shizuko’s Shōkōshi 

Shizuko’s Shōkōshi, the translation of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s Little Lord Fauntleroy, 

was a popular and lauded translation of children’s story because of her deployment of the so-

called feminine vernacular style during the formative period of genbun itchi in the Meiji period. 

Shōkōshi was serialized in Jogaku zasshi between August 1890 and January 1892, during which 

time Shizuko gave birth to two children: a daughter in September 1890 and a son in December 

1891.147 The series consisted of forty-five installments, and by the fifth installment, Shizuko had 

created a section called “jiran” (児欄, children’s column) in Jogaku zasshi; after that, Shōkōshi 

appeared in this section. Because of the stress caused by her childbirths and her weakening 

health, she had to suspend serialization between November 1890 and May 1891; the final 

translation appeared in Jogaku zasshi in January 1891. Also, some portions were later published 

as a book (the first edition) through Jogaku zasshi-sha in 1891. Shizuko’s Shōkōshi, which 

attracted attention not only from her female readers but also from contemporary male 

intellectuals and writers, marked the turning point of her literary career; it also successfully 

highlighted new images of a child expressed through her translation and unique linguistic 

constructions.148  

                                                
147 Ibid., Copeland, “Behind the Veil: Wakamatsu Shizuko and the Freedom of Translation.” 
 
148 It is notable that Shizuko’s Shōkōshi had a direct influence on male writers’ work, as evidenced in Izumi Kyōka’s 
“Kechō” (“Chimera,” 1897) and Oshikawa Shunrō’s Kaitei gunkan (The Submarine, 1900). For example, Kyōka 
used Shizuko’s signature expression “-masenkatta” in “Kechō,” whereas Shunrō introduced Shōkōshi through the 
narration in his Kaitei gunkan. 
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For example, Shizuko’s translation called attention to both the external and internal 

beauty of Burnett’s boy protagonist Cedric through her unique translation strategy; it also added 

new layers to the narrative concerning how the saintly boy brought out the good in the selfish 

adults simply through his pure virtue and innocence. Shizuko’s translation highlighted the ways 

in which adults admired Cedric, who appeared so sweet and virtuous, while stressing Cedric’s 

childlike perspective and voice through the new language, particularly with word endings such as 

“-damono” (だもの), “-ne” (ね), “-desho” (でしょ) and the repetition of these words, for which 

Shizuko often used the katakana script in an abrupt manner.  

Furthermore, as numerous studies on Shizuko’s translation have indicated, Shizuko 

repeatedly used a new type of linguistic construction, particularly at the ending of each sentence, 

such as “-masenkatta” (ませんかった), -n-desuyō” (んでしょう), “-desuyo” (ですよ) and so forth in 

Japanese, as if mothers were speaking with their children, which heightened the lively yet so-

called “feminine” conversational style in her translation.149 Copeland points out that Shizuko’s 

decision to use “-masenkatta” reveals her keen interest in creating a special language for her 

text.150  

Burnett’s Little Lord Fauntleroy was first published as a serial in St. Nicholas Magazine, 

a popular American children’s magazine, between November 1895 and October 1886, and it was 

published as a book by Scribner in 1886 because of its increasing popularity in both the United 

States and England.151 The book became a best seller, and the story was adapted into a long-

running theater play. The popular image of little Fauntleroy wearing fancy velvet suits initiated 

                                                
149 Shimada Tarō, “Wakamatsu Shizuko yaku Shōkōshi no seiritsu,” in Kindai nihon no hon’yalu bunka, ed. Kamei 
Shunsuke (Tokyo: Chuō kōronsha, 1994), 236–260. 
 
150 Ibid., Copeland, “Behind the Veil: Wakamatsu Shizuko and the Freedom of Translation.” 
 
151 Kristina Harris, Victorian Fashion in America: 264 Vintage Photographs (New York: Dover Publications, 2013). 
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an unusual boom for velvet suits with lace collars worn by small boys.152 Even those who did not 

wear the velvet suits imitated Fauntleroy’s fashion by wearing an elegant blouse or floppy bow 

or having long, shoulder-length ringlet curls, which their parents forced them to do.153 A number 

of mothers also convinced their children to call them “Dearest” because Cedric used this 

expression to refer to his mother in Burnett’s story.154 

Shizuko’s Shōkōshi did not create the same level of craze for the Fauntleroy fashion in 

Japan as it did in the United States and England. In other words, although the materialized image 

of the boy character, like Burnett’s Cedric, was widely circulated through the form of 

commodities and items in English-language countries, Shizuko’s translation did not create such 

enthusiasm in Japan. To be sure, the translated story and contemporary reviews of Shōkōshi 

exhibited a certain admiration for and curiosity about Western clothing and fashion items as 

signs of a new cultural representation vis-à-vis images of the West; however, Japanese readers of 

the translation were more interested in the new theme of childhood demonstrated by Shizuko’s 

creative translation and interesting narrative arc.155 The reading public in Japan found pleasure in 

interpreting and imagining the narrative form and content that helped distinguish the work of 

translation as “innovative” rather than just seeking “exotic” outfits. 

To showcase how Shizuko’s translation from English into Japanese added a new 

dimension to her work, let me introduce the beginning of the story. Known as her first 

                                                
152 Ibid.  
 
153 Ibid. 
 
154 Ibid. 
 
155 Ibid., Tsubouchi Shōyō, “Shinkan.” See aslo Miyazaki Koshōshi, Kokumin shimbun, Nov. 26, 1891. 
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publication of children’s literature, Burnett’s Little Lord Fauntleroy assumes the child audience 

in an explicit way. The original Little Lord Fauntleroy begins as follows: 

ST       Cedric himself knew nothing whatever about it. It had never been mentioned to him. He  
knew that his papa had been an Englishman, because his mamma had told him so; but  
then his papa had died when he was so little a boy that he could not remember very much  
about him, except that he was big, and had blue eyes and a long mustache, and that it  
was a splendid thing to be carried around the room on his shoulder. Since his papa’s  
death, Cedric had found out that it was best not to talk to his mamma about him. When  
his father was ill, Cedric had been sent away, and when he had returned, everything was  
over; and his mother, who had been very ill, too, was only just beginning to sit in her  
chair by the window. She was pale and thin, and all the dimples had gone from her pretty  
face, and her eyes looked large and mournful, and she was dressed in black.156  
 

In this paragraph, the narrator introduces Cedric and his family background in a crisp manner. 

Although the narrator consistently uses the third person pronoun “he,” the story is narrated 

through the eyes of the child. The overall tone of the narrative is simple, straightforward, and 

succinct. To position oneself at the level of children, the narrator also employs inner monologues 

of the child character in such a way that the story can be easily communicated with the actual 

child reader. Surely, as Copeland notes, Burnett’s target audience included not only children but 

also adults.157 For instance, quoting Ann Thwaite’s questions regarding whether or not Little 

Lord Fauntleroy was a children’s story, Copeland speculates that Burnett’s original story largely 

attracted adult readers because “there is much subtlety in the rehabilitation of the grandfather and 

in the relationship between him and Mrs. Errol that escapes the notice of the young.”158 Indeed, 

Little Lord Fauntleroy was appreciated by old and young, men and women alike. Simultaneously, 

                                                
156 “ST” refers to source texts. In this chapter, I use “ST” for source texts and “TT” for target texts based on 
conventional use in translation studies in Japan. Furthermore, the above quote is based on Barnett’s first edition of 
Little Lord Fauntleroy. Frances Hudgson Burnett, Little Lord Fauntleroy (London: Frederick Warne and CO, 1886), 
1–2. 

 
157 Ibid., Copeland, “Behind the Veil: Wakamatsu Shizuko and the Freedom of Translation,” 137. 
 
158 Ibid. 
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we can assume that the brevity of sentence structures and the simplicity of language ensured that 

the story was basically accessible to child readers if not to children younger than school age. 

In contrast, Shizuko’s translation gave the impression that the story was not for child 

readers at all because the narrator seems to be a mother talking to her young children, 

encompassing a peculiar narrative style that created an interactive narrative space between the 

adult storyteller and the young audience. Shizuko translated the introduction as follows:  

TT         セドリツクには誰も云ふて聞せる人が有ませんかつたから、何も知らないでゐたのでし	
た。おとつさんは、イギリス人だつたと云ふこと丈は、おつかさんに聞ゐて、知つてゐ	

ましたが、おとつさんの没したのは、極く少さいうちでしたから、よく記臆して居ませ	

んで、たゞ大きな人で、眼が浅黄色で、頬髯が長くつ	て、時々肩へ乗せて坐敷中を連れ	

廻られたことの面白かつたこと丈しか、ハツキリとは記臆てゐませんかつた。	おとつさ	

んがおなくなりなさつてからは、おつかさんに余りおとつさんのことを云ぬ方が	好と云	

ことは子供ごヽ	ろにも分りました。おとつさんの御病気の時、セドリツクは他処へ遣ら	

れてゐて、帰つて来た時には、モウ何も彼もおしまいになつてゐて、大層お煩なすつた	

おつかさんも漸く窓の側の椅子に起き直つて入つしやる頃でし	たが、其時おつかさん		

のお顔はまだ青ざめてゐて、奇麗なお顔の笑靨がスツカリなくなつて、お眼は大きく、	

悲しそうで、そしておめしは真ツ黒な喪服でした。
159
	

 
Shizuko’s translation assumes female storytellers would narrate the story for the child audience. 

As extensive scholarship on Shōkōshi has indicated, Shizuko’s use of “-masenkatta” marks the 

presence of a feminine narrator who will gently convey the boy protagonist’s feelings and 

thought processes to readers.160 The narrative style is by no means aimed at children, although 

her contemporary critics praised the simplicity of Shizuko’s language.161 However, Shizuko’s 

new linguistic forms, including the abrupt use of katakana (e.g., hakkiri, mō, sukkari) and 

frequent employment of kanji, were not accessible to young readers in many ways. Whereas 

Burnett’s original story kept each sentence short and plain, Shizuko’s translation made them 

                                                
159 Wakamatsu Shizuko, Shōkōshi: zenpen (Tokyo: Jogaku Zasshisha, 1892), 1–2. Emphasis and underline are my 
own. 
 
160 Ibid., Shimada Tarō, “Wakamatsu Shizuko yaku Shōkōshi no seiritsu.” See also Matsumoto Takashi, “Msenkatta 
to masendeshita: Wakamatsu Shizuko no kindai kōgo-chō sakuhin ni okeru uchikeshi kako no teinei hyōgen, Seisen 
joshi daigaku jinbun kagaku kenkyūjo kiyō (33), 2012, 135–147. 
 
161Ibid., Tsubouchi Shōyō, “Shinkan.” 
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longer by occasionally combining sentences from the source text. In this regard, as Ortabasi 

notes, one can assume that Shizuko was trying to expand linguistic registers and styles and 

reproduce new images of the mother–child relationship rather than just translating a children’s 

story.162 Ortabasi explains how Shizuko’s Shōkōshi cultivated “the new literary languages” that 

constructed a new type of subjectivity shared by children and their mothers through the use of 

new linguistic forms.163  

While creating “the new literary languages,” Shizuko’s translation technique elaborates 

both the external and internal beauty of Burnett’s Cedric by experimenting with the Japanese 

term ai (愛, love). Cedric is a child who loves everyone around him and is loved by everyone 

because of his lovely character and beautiful external appearance, which Shizuko stressed with 

the use of the Japanese words “aisuru”(愛する), “aisareru” (愛される), “aikurushii” (愛くるしい), 

“airashii” (愛らしい), “keiai” (敬愛), “kawaii” (可愛い) and so on. Cedric’s father and mother too 

are revered and loved by everyone because of their inner and external beauty; both also maintain 

their mutual respect and love for each other as an ideal couple. As Cedric’s mother expresses her 

deep maternal love for her child, Cedric feels secure and content in his relationship with his 

mother. With his mother’s boundless love, Cedric can love his family and others from the bottom 

of his heart. The translated text is full of idealized expressions of love/ai, and it emphasizes the 

significance of family ties based on compassion, devotion, and forgiveness. The repetition of the 

Japanese term ai marks how the love of and for children can change the wretched world 

developed by the adults (especially men) and overcome any emotional struggles and dilemmas 

among them. 

                                                
162 Ibid., Ortabasi, “Brave Dogs and Little Lords,” 205–206. 
 
163 Ibid. 
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In the preface of the book version published by Jogaku zasshi-sha in 1891, Shizuko also 

emphasized the importance of love/ai for children as follows:  

I deeply love young children and am a person who feels indebted to them. I would like to 
further treat these precious guests warmly, which I really hope to do. Therefore, the 
establishment of kindergarten, of elementary school, is really noble and dear to my heart. 
Not only that, from the bottom of my heart, I really appreciate the fact that these types of 
children’s stories have begun to appear little by little lately. Indeed, the reason I 
translated the story and published the first half of the small book is that I wanted to 
commemorate the love—my love for young children—and repay the debt to these 
children who are in fact the benefactor of the home.164 
	

This preface directly explains Shizuko’s view on children and her intention to transmit her love 

for children to the reader. She describes children as precious guests and the benefactors of the 

home. She wanted to publish the translation of this work because she was compelled to 

commemorate her love for children and pay her debt of gratitude. The entire tone reflects on her 

Christian views of the family; Shizuko had been a Christian since she underwent conversion as a 

young girl under the inspiration of her teacher, Mrs. Mary E. Kidder.165 More importantly, the 

preface expresses both the ideal image of maternal love and a sense of universal love. On the one 

hand, Shizuko’s endorsement of women’s maternal love corresponded to the ideology of ryōsai 

kenbo first upheld by the Meiji ideologies, which was evidenced in her later engagement with the 

English translation of Japanese poems and essays that endorsed the notion of ryōsai kenbo, 

having granted a symbolic meaning to the role of women.166 On the other hand, Shizuko’s view 

                                                
164 Wakamatsu Shizuko, “Jijo” in Shōkōshi: zenpen. (Tokyo: Jogaku zasshisha, 1892). My translation. The original 
reads: 私は深く幼子を愛し、基恩を思ふ者で、殊に共々に珍重す可き此客人を尚一層優待いたし度、切に希望いたし
ます。夫故幼稚園、小學校などの設けは、私の心にとつていとも尊く、悦ばしい者です。夫已ならず、近来少年文學

の類がポツポツ世に見える様になつて来ましたが、これも眞心より感謝して居ります。それ故、只今譯して此小き本

の前編を出しますのも、一つには、自分が幼子を愛するの愛を紀念し、聊か亦ホームの恩人に對する負債を償ふ端に

致し度のみです。  
 

165 Yamaguchi Reiko, Tokuto ware o mitamae: Wakamatsu Shizuko no shōgai (Tokyo: Shinchōsha, 1980). 
    
166 Shizuko committed to the English-language periodical titled Japan Evangelist between 1894 and her death in 
1896 as an editor, making numerous contributions in English as the journal’s audience were primarily North 
Americans. She often trnaslated literary works and essays from Japanese into English. 
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of childhood (rather than motherhood) was unique and idiosyncratic in Shōkōshi, given the fact 

that Shizuko’s depictions of children were more associated with sacred images embodying both 

the objects and subjects of universal love, which completely deviated from the earthly world. In 

this vein, we cannot overlook the fact that Shizuko also called children “home angels” right 

before the cited preface as follows: 

There are heartless people who say that children are merely intolerable nuisances up until  
the time they have finally reached adulthood. . . . I think that a child is a lotus blooming  
amidst the filth of the world. He is an angel in the home. This tiny creature’s mission on  
earth is not a frivolous matter—for he is there to stay his father’s foot from the path of  
sin, to pull his mother’s heart from the waves of despair and return her to her noble  
virtue. None but a darling child can be entrusted with such a sacred mission—and none  
but he can accomplish it.167 
 

For Shizuko, children are saviors who rescue adults from the troubles of life. They are angels, for 

they are supposed to accomplish their mission in “the filth of the world.” Words such as 

“mission” and “angel” seem to resonate with her belief in Christian faith. Shizuko must have 

developed insights into the vision of childhood based on Christian motifs of children as 

messengers between God and humanity, regardless of whether this belief itself was based on her 

idiosyncratic view rather than the prevalent Christian faith spread in Japan around that time. It 

also suggests that children bring love to their homes as angels and that both husbands and wives 

can reinforce their mutual love based on their love for their children. As Copeland argues, the 

preface highlights “that every marriage should be based on love; and that no marriage could be 

complete without an ‘angel in the home.’”168 Although Shizuko’s view of motherhood endorsed 

the ryōsai kenbo ideology, the images of children Shizuko advocated were quite innovative and 

                                                
167 Ibid., This sentence was translated by Rebecca Corpeland. See Copeland, “Behind the Veil: Wakamatsu Shizuko 
and the Freedom of Translation,” 139. 
 
168 Ibid., 139. 
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even transcended the normalization of children as “little citizens” advocated by the Meiji 

government in the period during which Shizuko lived.  

Meanwhile, as noted earlier, Shizuko’s translation calls attention to the reference of the 

Japanese term bi (美, beauty)—including how the external beauty of Sedorikku and of his parents 

completely ameliorates tension among people and brings joy to their lives. Of course, they have 

extraordinary virtue and goodness in their personalities, but, more importantly, their awe-

inspiring appearance attracts people around them. In Burnett’s original story, Cedric’s charming 

appearance, good nature, and boyish humor change his cantankerous grandfather, who comes to 

feel genuine love for his grandson; he was unable to love his own sons, who passed away a long 

time ago. In other words, Cedric’s grandfather previously hated all children, and he believed that 

even his own sons were a nuisance and a burden; however, he finds great joy and comfort in 

Cedric’s presence and develops a strong love for him because Cedric, with his good looks, sweet 

heart, and boyish ignorance, shows affection toward him. Shizuko highlighted external beauty 

vis-à-vis the feeling of love, while reducing the boyish aspects of Cedric inherited from his 

father’s manliness. 

As discussed earlier, Burnett’s original text points to Cedric’s masculinity or boyishness 

from time to time; however, Shizuko’s translation avoids such gendered expressions, perhaps 

because the translation’s entire focus centers around Cedric’s beauty and love. For instance, 

Burnett’s original text explains Cedric’s fearless and boyish spirit. The narrator states that his 

nonchalant behavior is often attributable to Cedric’s boyish ignorance:  

ST       Fortunately for the little fellow, the secret pride of the grandfather was gratified at  
the outset. If Cedric had been a less handsome little fellow, the old man might have taken  
so strong a dislike to him that he would not have given himself the chance to see his  
grandson’s finer quality. But he chose to think that Cedric’s beauty and fearless spirit  
were the results of Dorincourt blood and a credit to the Dorincourt rank. And then when  
he heard the lad talk, and saw what a well-bred little fellow he was, notwithstanding his  
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boyish ignorance of all that his new position meant, the old Earl liked his grandson  
more, and actually began to find himself rather entertained.169  
 

To be fair, Burnett’s narrator also emphasizes Cedric’s external beauty and describes him as 

“handsome.” The grandfather loves Cedric because he is a nice-looking boy. At the same time, 

Cedric’s fearless spirit and boyish ignorance are also stressed as part of his unique features, 

which entertain his grandfather. To put it another way, both Cedric’s external appearance and 

boyish nature enchant the old earl. However, Shizuko’s translation does not pay attention to this 

aspect; rather, it focues more on Sedorikku’s beauty and sweetness:  

TT				一体、高慢気のある老人に、かく非常に気に入たと云のは、此息子の為に何よりの幸福	
でした。若しセドリツクの容色が醜かつた者ならば、他の事は其まヽで有ても、一途に	

嫌つてしまつて、其美質などは、一向心にお留にならなかつたかも計られません。併	

し、老侯は、セドリツクを見るに付け、容姿の美しく精神の奇抜な所が、ドリンコート	

の血統と格式とにとつて殊更面目と思はれ、至極満足されたのでした。それから又、子	

供の話す処を聞くと、自分の新たに得た格式の弁別などは一切ない様でも、心に持た品	

は又格別で、其あどけなさが却つて、可愛いく、これまで懶うく計り見へた世の中が、	

	 	 	 	どふやら面白くも思われて来升た。
170
	

Clearly, Shizuko modified “boyish ignorance” despite the fact that the source text 

emphasizes these important expressions as I highlight above; instead, she slightly reduced the 

nuance of his ignorance to that of “adokenasa” (あどけなさ, childlike) and “kawaii” (可愛い, 

adorable). She even added additional explanations: “the world, which appeared to be insipid and 

depressing, came to be interesting to him.”171 As subtle as it may appear, I argue that these 

changes made by Shizuko add an interesting flavor to the translated text. Indeed, Shizuko’s 

Sedorikku in Shōkōshi seems more childlike and innocent than the original character and appears 

more neutral in gender dynamics.  

                                                
169 Ibid., Burnett, Little Lord Fauntleroy, 158.  Emphasis and underlines are my own. 

 
170 Ibid., Wakamatsu. Shōkōshi: zenpen, 205–206. Emphasis and underlines are my own.  
 
171 Ibid., Wakamatsu. Shōkōshi: zenpen, 205–206. My trnslation. The original reads: これまで懶うく計り見へた世の
中がどふやら面白くも思われて来升た。	
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In other words, Shizuko’s Sedorikku transcends the generalized view of boys based on 

the principle of masculinity in Meiji Japan, deviating from the idealized image of male children 

as future militants, which was upheld by the Meiji government after the introduction of the 

military draft system in Japan, which I discussed in the earlier chapter. In fact, Cedric’s “fearless 

spirit” is transformed into “seishin no kibatsu” (精神の奇抜, extraordinary spirit) in Shizuko’s 

translation; “a well-bred little fellow” is turned into “kokoro ni motta hin” (心に持た品, the 

refined character in his heart). In contrast to the idealized masculinity of Japanese boys of that 

time, Shizuko’s Sedorikku is really a saintly child whose beauty is unearthly and transcendent. 

He is an angel who brings love to the home and rescues adults from the filth of the world. He is 

an innocent and childlike boy who is loved and cherished by every adult. Apparently, Shizuko’s 

Seddoriku is a transcendent child based on her own Christian view of love.  

The important factor, however, is that the figure of Sedorikku illuminates the potential of 

literary imagination to create a new image of childhood, which would, in turn, depart from the 

standardization of childhood as learning to be an imperial subject through Meiji Japan’s national 

project. More precisely, the translated story, Shōkōshi, offers the representation of a boy who 

does not correspond to the ideal “Japanese” boy based on the principles of masculinity, which 

would internalize the mission of “little citizens” side by side with Japan’s national project of 

standardizing children’s education. Coinciding with the publication of Shōkōshi, Takahashi 

Osamu points out that the Imperial Rescript on Education (教育勅語,kyōiku chokugo) was signed 

by the Meiji emperor on October 30, 1890.172 Also, a children’s magazine, Shōkokumin (小国

民,Little Citizen, 1889–1895), first published in 1889, stressed the role of children as “little 

citizens” who would support the honor of the Japanese empire. Nonetheless, childhood in 

                                                
172 Takahashi Osamu, “Honyaku sareru kodomorashisa: Wakamatsu Shizuki-yaku Shōkoshi,” in Meiji no hon'yaku 
disukūru: Tsubouchi Shōyō, Morita Shiken, Wakamatsu Shizuko (Tokyo: Hitsuji Shobō, 2015), 231–252. 
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Shōkōshi does not reflect the normalization of children as imperial subjects under the state’s 

ideology. Thus, Shizuko’s Sedorikku deviated from the typical image of “little citizens,” and this 

deviation from the ideal childhood was possible partly because Sedorriku is an exotic “Euro-

American boy” with blond hair who bridges the border between England and the United States 

as a transnational figure (i.e., a child of a British father and an American mother), completely 

external to the Japanese culture, let alone the image of “little citizens.”  

It appears as though, in the case of Shōkōshi, Shizuko unconsciously created a saintly boy 

who is completely transcendent, transnational, and more neutral in terms of gender dynamics in 

her border-crossing translation; she then highlighted the sacred image of childhood in relation to 

her own Christian views of angels/children through the creation of new languages, especially by 

illuminating spiritual love vis-à-vis maternal love. 

In addition, the question as to why and how Shizuko’s Sedorikku can be neutral in gender 

dynamics, externally beautiful, and childlike needs to be discussed within the context of the 

target readers of the translated text, who seem to be mostly young women reading Jogaku zasshi, 

though it was somewhat extended to male intellectuals and writers as well. Female readers of 

Shōkōshi were fascinated by the narrative of this foreign boy who is charming and innocent, as 

well as the language, which illuminated childish voices and the new representational agency of 

the mother—the one who cherishes her own children and speaks for them. Since the notion of 

the ideal family was reconfigured in relation to the formation of the national community during 

the Meiji period, Japanese mothers came to have different types of relationships with their own 

children.173 Thus, Shizuko’s Shōkōshi must have appeared to be a pioneering woman’s 

                                                
173 Naoki Sakai, “From Relational Identity to Specific Identity - On Equality and Nationality,” in Values, Identity, 
and Equality in Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Japan, eds, Peter Nosco, James E. Ketelaar, and Yasunori 
Kojima (Leiden: Brill Academic Pubulisher, 2015), 290–320. 
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translation that presented a new family structure grounded in romantic love between a husband 

and a wife.174 

In this regard, it is important to note that various magazines and journals for women came 

to embrace the notion of “home” and the division of labor based on sex during the time in which 

Shizuko translated Shōkōshi, and Jogaku zasshi gradually shifted its focus on the Meiji ideal 

woman from the image of revolutionary, successful, and intelligent  woman to that of women 

who focus on family issues.175 In other words, the notion of “home” became an important 

concept for women, and raising children was of the utmost importance for those who would 

create a “home” as good wives and wise mothers. The emergence of Shōkōshi fit perfectly into 

this emerging notion of the modern family as a new sociality and offered female readers an arena 

in which they could imagine and identify with the role of motherhood. 

Thus, Ortabasi explains that “Shōkōshi offers a way for (female) readers to assume the 

same maternal, intimate stance that all the adult characters assume when they observe or interact 

with Sedorikku.”176 Ortabasi also points out the incoherent blending between the child and 

mother’s perspectives as “Shizuko’s success in creating a new kind of subjectivity that stands 

between the first and third person—an appropriate grammatical location for a child who is not 

yet capable of forming his narrative independently.”177 Hence, Shōkōshi can be understood as a 

genre-crossing work of literature (between women’s literature and children’s literature) because 

                                                
174 Ibid., Takahashi Osamu, Meiji no hon'yaku disukūru, 248–249. 
 
175 Muta Kazue, Senryaku to shite no kazoku: kindai nihon no kokumin kokka keisei to josei (Tokyo: Shin’yōsha, 
1996). 

 
176 Ibid., Ortabasi, “Brave Dogs and Little Lords,” 206. 
 
177 Ibid., Ortabasi, “Brave Dogs and Little Lords,” 205–206. 
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the translated text exhibits the configuration of a new family structure as well as mother–child 

relationship.  

Sedorikku’s gender neutrality can be considered a feature of border-crossing literature 

and further, as Copeland notes, “a female-centered world where women and feminized males 

(young boys and lower-class men) triumph over the selfish male prerogative by virtue of their 

own innate goodness and strength.”178Although Shōkōshi was canonized as children’s literature 

among literary scholars in the field of modern Japanese literature, it was widely circulated 

among women who read Jogaku zasshi, rather than among children during the Meiji period. 

Because of the language and style Shizuko chose for the translation, her intended audience was 

also mainly female readers who might or might not read the story to their children. 

After the publication of Shōkōshi, Shizuko started to publish various stories about and for 

children by translating or writing stories for children’s magazines. In particular, Shizuko 

published her translation of Burnett’s story Sara Crewe or What Happened to Miss Minchin’s 

Boarding School in Shōnen’en in 1893 and made a major contribution to shōjo-ran in Shōnen 

sekai. Shizuko’s children’s stories seem to be connected with the development of shōjo shōsetsu, 

which would later flourish in girls’ magazines from the late Meiji period onward. Of course, 

Shōkōshi should not be considered a forerunner of shōjo shōsetsu, given the fact it was not even 

considered children’s literature when it was first translated in the Meiji period. However, the 

representational agency of women and children that Shizuko demonstrated through the practice 

of translation (for the publication of Shōkōshi), as well as her unique vernacular style, her 

linguistic construction, and the neutrality of Sedorikku in gender dynamics played a vital role in 

connecting the translation practice of Shōkōshi to the construction of the representational agency 

of female characters in her shōjo shōsetsu. 
                                                
178 Ibid., 138. 
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Both Shizuko’s translation of Sara Crewe or What Happened to Miss Minchin’s 

Boarding School and her fictional works for Shōnen sekai described the formation of girls’ 

intense representational agency, although the latter was intertwined with more didactic elements. 

In these stories, readers can access the voices of young girl protagonists through Shizuko’s 

peculiar language, regardless of whether it is “the mere representation” presented by the adult 

writer/translator, such as Shizuko. On the one hand, Shizuko’s efforts to create the image of girls 

functioned to mold children into stereotypical roles as female “little citizens” based on gender 

division. On the other hand, it also gave modern readers a chance to acknowledge the emergence 

of a new genre—literature for girls that would call attention to the inner voice of young girls and 

pave the way for the development of shōjo shōsetsu. The important point here is how Shizuko’s 

translation of Shōkōshi exhibited the new images of children through literary imagination, why 

her unique linguistic construction attracted contemporary female readers, and in what way this 

practice set the foundation for the development of shōjo shōsetsu in modern Japan. In this 

context, the next section examines her translation of Sara Crewe or What Happened to Miss 

Minchin’s Boarding School and fictional works for girl readers in the late Meiji period.  

 

From Shōkōshi to Sēra Kurū no hanashi 

In 1893, one year after the successful translation of Little Lord Fauntleroy, Shizuko 

translated another of Burnett’s stories, Sara Crewe or What Happened to Miss Minchin’s 

Boarding School (1888; hereafter Sara Crewe). The title was translated into Sēra Kurū no 

hanashi (セイラ・クルーの話, 1893) in Japanese. In contrast to Shōkōshi, Shizuko’s new 

translation Sēra Kurū no hanashi failed to attract readers as well as literary critics in the late 
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Meiji period.179 Despite the translation’s lack of popularity, it is worth noting how Shizuko 

skillfully constructed the interior monologues of the young female protagonist, Sēra, particularly 

because Sēra Kurū no hanashi can be considered a prototype for her later writing for shōjo 

shōsetsu. In Shizuko’s translation, Sēra is depicted as an independent and resilient girl who 

adjusts from one environment to another. Where Burnett’s original story represents Sara’s 

distinctive personality, Shizuko’s Sēra is notably more autonomous. Also, Sēra is more confident, 

independent, and resilient than versions depicted by later Japanese translators, such as Fujii 

Hakunshi and Kikuchi Kan (1888–1946).180  

Burnett’s Sara Crewe was first published in St. Nicholas Magazine in 1887 in the United 

States. Six years later, Shizuko translated this popular novel into Japanese, and her translation, 

Sēra Kurū no hanashi, was serialized in the first Japanese children’s magazine, Shōnen’en, in 

1893.181 A few years later, however, Burnett revised her own 1887 story, Sara Crewe, and 

republished it under the title A Little Princess in 1905. Consequently, A Little Princess is more 

famous than Sara Crewe in Japan, as elsewhere. The novel is known in Japan as Shōkōjo (⼩公⼥), 

which was the title first given by Fujii Hakunshi, who translated A Little Princess in the late 

                                                
179 Frances H. Burnett, Meiji hon’yaku bungaku zenshū shinbun zasshi hen: Bānetto shū, eds. Kawato Michiaki, and 
Sakakibara Takanori (Tokyo: Ōzorasha, 2000). 
 
180 Meiji Hon’yaku Bungaku Zenshū. Shinbun Zasshi hen: Bānetto-shū indicates that seven translations of A Little 
Princess (including Shizuko’s Sara Crewe) were published before 1940. For example, Kikuchi Kan also translated A 
Little Princess, which was published in Bungeishunjū in 1927; however, Kikuchi depicted Sēra as a sweet and docile 
girl in his translation. 

 
181 Shōnen’en was one of the earliest children’s magazines in the Meiji period, but it contained not only didactic 
stories for children but also a wide range of translations of foreign literature. The magazine included stories of 
historical figures, folktales, history, science, and entertaining adventures. In this sense, it is said that Shōnen’en was 
a very cosmopolitan children’s magazine in the early era. 
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Meiji period. The women’s magazine Fujin kurabu (婦人くらぶ, Women’s Club, 1908–1911) 

serialized his translation in 1910.182 

Both Burnett’s original Sara Crewe and her subsequent A Little Princess vividly describe 

how Sara Crewe, who is sent to Miss Minchin’s boarding school, is bullied and abused by Miss 

Minchin and the other students after her father’s death and how Sara has to overcome countless 

difficulties that continuously strain her mind and body. Both stories also depict numerous scenes 

that feature Sara’s isolation, loneliness, and shame and scenes during which she consoles herself 

with her doll, Emily, and with her fantastic imagination, as well as the concluding scene in which 

a mysterious gentleman, who was a close friend of her father, saves Sara from Miss Minchin’s 

attic. Although both texts basically share the same narrative arc and content, Burnett’s 1887 Sara 

Crewe is more roughly written and less dramatic than A Little Princess, likely because the latter 

was written after Burnett had produced the play script version for the theater. Influenced by that 

script, A Little Princess contains more dramatic elements and sensational scenes. In contrast, 

because of the scarcity of its dramatic elements, Burnett’s Sara Crewe focuses more on the 

protagonist’s inner monologues and the development of her psychological drama. 

When Shizuko translated Sara Crewe, however, her vernacular narrative techniques 

added a certain liveliness to the story, focusing on Sēra’s psychological drama. For example, 

Shizuko incorporated a variety of the characters’ voices directly into the narration, in the form of 

either inner monologues or conversations. In the latter case, the narrator often minimizes the 

distinction between narration and dialogue; Shizuko eliminated quotes when characters speak, 

for example. While reading the text, therefore, readers can hear a lively chorus of voices. For 

example, when Sēra receives Miss Minchin’s punishment and challenges her caustic remarks, the 

                                                
182 Meiji honyaku bungaku zenshū, Shinbun zasshi hen: Bānetto-shū indicates that Fujii’s translation was serialized 
in Fujin kurabu in 1910. Indeed, the magazine was different from Fujin kurabu, which was first published in 1920.  
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narrator concurrently presents other students’ rustling whispers, which perhaps echo in both 

Sēra’s and Miss Minchin’s ears in the scene. Whereas Burnett’s original text continuously uses 

quotes for the characters’ conversations, Shizuko neglected to distinguish the dialogue from the 

narration. While the narrator recounts the story, another voice, or the monologues of other people, 

are often interwoven into one another without quotes. Therefore, each character’s speech merges 

into the narration in Shizuko’s translation, which produces a harmony of various voices.  

While constructing the harmony of voices, Shizuko’s translation also introduces 

onomatopoetic words that were not included in the original in English. For example, when Sara 

bursts out in anger, chagrin, and mortification in front of her doll Emily, Shizuko expanded 

Burnett’s description of Sara to empathize with her miserable situation. Soon after Sēra’s 

eruptions and her inner monologues in a small attic, Sēra, the narrator, and readers suddenly hear 

the sound of mice squeaking and running around—“chū chū, gata gata” (チューチュー、ガタガタ). 

Although Burnett described the presence of the mice, she did not represent their sounds. Trivial 

as it seems, the sound of mice successfully represents Sēra’s wretched feeling and depressing 

situation; this sound helps the narrator construct Sara’s mental state. Together with the sound of 

the mice, Shizuko’s narrative generates a mysterious integration of the voices of the narrator and 

Sēra, creating a polyphonic chorus and inviting readers to explore the lively interactive spaces 

between the narrator, Sēra, and other sounds/voices. 

To be sure, during the Meiji period, it was not uncommon for writers to blend the 

protagonists’ consciousness into the narration and other voices.183 However, Shizuko’s 

translation is unique in that the narration highlights the inner strength of a young girl; indeed, her 

Sēra is strikingly different from girls presented in other stories at that time. For example, Kitada 

                                                
183 Komori Yōichi, Buntai to shite no monogatari (Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2012). 
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Kōya argues that the young girls typically represented tended to accept their anguish, suffering, 

and grief passively.184 Indeed, the Sēra depicted by other translators in the Meiji or Taishō period 

(1912–1926) mirrors this passivity as well.  

Shizuko’s Sēra rejects her own despair by indulging her fantastic imagination to 

overcome her various difficulties. Although Sēra’s inner strength is primarily shaped by 

Burnett’s characterization of the protagonist, Shizuko’s creative translation added a unique 

intensity to her Sēra because Shizuko further enlivened the fantastic imagination that makes this 

young girl feel more powerful. Even though many factors differentiate her Sēra’s resilience and 

disobedience from the traits we observe in Fujii Hakunshi’s or Kikuchi Kan’s later versions, 

Shizuko’s particular linguistic style reinforces Sēra’s inner strength and complex interior 

psychology.  

One example occurs in the scenes in which Sēra enjoys expanding her imagination and 

tries to overcome the adults’ harsh treatment. Shizuko’s narrative technique reshapes not only 

Sēra’s actual speech but also her inner monologues, thus elevating Sēra’s inner strength. For 

instance, Sēra often imagines herself as a princess and consoles herself with her imagination. In 

particular, when Miss Minchin scolds her, Sēra attempts to tolerate it by secretly thinking that 

she is a princess, even though Miss Minchin treats her badly. Burnett wrote such monologues as 

follows:  

ST       You don’t know that you are saying these things to a princess, and that if I chose, I  
            could wave my hand and order you to execution. I only spare you because I am a    
            princess, and you are a poor, stupid, old, vulgar thing, and don’t know any better.185  
                                                
184 Kitada Kōya, Kindai nihon shōnen shōjo kanjō shikō: kenagesa no keifu (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1999), 24–38.  
 
185 Sēra Kurū monogatari: eiwa taiyaku. Burnett, 47. This chapter cites Frances Hodgson Burnett’s original work 
included in Sēra Kurū monogatari: eiwa taiyaku published by Naigai shuppan kyōkai under the courtesy of the East 
Asian library at the University of California, Berkeley. Sēra Kurū monogatari: eiwa taiyaku, translated by 
Wakamatsu Shizuko (Tokyo: Naigai shuppan kyōkai, 1897). This rare book includes Burnett’s original text and 
Shizuko’s translation.  
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In this monologue, Sara articulates her thoughts and delivers her feeling using brusque speech. 

Her speech delivery is not ostentatious but straightforward. In contrast, Shizuko’s translation 

exaggerates Sēra’s imagination and embellishes her monologue. 

TT        あなたは今、さる貴い、姫君に	對して、物を言つて居るといふとも、あたしの心次第では、	
	 	 	 	 一寸手眞似一ツで、あなたを處刑の場所へ牽せるとも自由だといふとも知りなさらないの	

	 	 	 	 だ。さうせず、助けて置いて上るといふものは、つまり、あたしが、位のある姫君で有れ	

	 	 	 	 ばこそ、	癡鈍で、俗物で、物の心得がない老婆として、あなたを憫然に思ふからのことで	

	 	 	 	 す。
186 

	

In Shizuko’s Japanese translation, readers hear Sēra’s orotund speech that takes place in the 

child’s mind. As opposed to Sara’s straightforward expression in Burnett’s original, Shizuko’s 

Sēra develops a very formal and pompous speech style.  

In particular, Sēra says to herself, “The reason I do not do this, but save your life instead, 

is because I am a princess who has a higher status; indeed, I pity you who are, an obtuse, vulgar, 

and stupid old lady (さうせず、助けて置いて上るといふものは、つまり、あたしが、位のある姫君で

有ればこそ、	癡鈍で、俗物で、物の心得がない老婆として、あなたを憫然に思ふからのことです).”187 

Shizuko’s translation here exhibits Sēra’s sense of superiority, dignity, and even conceit. In 

contrast, a later translator of A Little Princess, Kikuchi Kan, offered a more childlike translation: 

“I am a princess, but the teacher is a mean old lady. So, I am allowing her to say whatever she 

likes (私は宮様なのに、先生は愚かな、意地悪なお婆さんなのだと思えばこそ、何といわれても、赦し

てあげているのよ).”188 Kikuchi’s translation makes Sēra a little more childish and girlish; indeed, 

she says “obāsan” instead of “rōba” and “yurushite ageteiru noyo” instead of “binzen ni omou.” 

                                                
186 Ibid., Wakamatsu, 37. 
 
187 Ibid., Wakamatsu, 37.  
 
188 This sentence is taken from Kikuchi Kan’s Shōkōjo, which was posted on the Aozora Bunko website. 
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Sēra’s use of the female language “noyo” also adds a girlish image to her. Thus, the comparison 

between the two clearly illustrates how Shizuko’s manipulation of Sēra’s language in the process 

of translation makes her Sēra quite unique, less girlish, and exceptionally disobedient. It also 

demonstrates a more complete success of the journey into imagination: Sēra not only imagines 

herself a princess but can fully enter the elevated diction and benevolent condescension that go 

with her imagined role. Careful examination of Shizuko’s translation also reveals that Shizuko 

allows girls other than Sēra to use female language (e.g., the teyo/dawa speech) quite often as 

well as childlike language, whereas Sēra sticks to more elevated diction.189  

In this vein, it is clear that Shizuko’s narrative and unique manipulation of language 

create a strong representational agency that makes her girl character resilient. By creating 

fantasies in her mind, Sēra gains the inner power to overcome her harsh reality in the school at 

the hands of Miss Minchin. Shizuko further expands Sēra’s inner monologues and creates a 

vibrant psychological drama, allowing readers to explore the deep inner thoughts of characters 

and access a lively space that can be shared both by Sēra and readers.  

In the context of Shizuko’s unique narrative that explicitly display Sēra’s intricate interior 

psychology through the manipulation of language, it is worthwhile to examine why Shizuko’s 

Sēra gains such a complex inner psychology and why, unlike the Sēra described by later 

translators, she lacks childishness and sweetness. One might conclude that childish language, and 

girls’ language in general, were not prevalent in the mid-Meiji period. The careful examination 

of Shizuko’s translation, however, reveals that Shizuko allows girls other than Sēra to use female 

language (i.e., the teyo/dawa speech) and childlike voices.  

                                                
189 The teyo/dawa speech was mainly used by schoolgirls in modern Japan. In Vicarious Language: Gender and 
Linguistic Modernity in Japan (2006), for example, Miyako Inoue describes how uttered endings such as teyo or 
dawa, which were first disdained as unpleasant “schoolgirl speech,” eventually became the model linguistic style for 
the Japanese woman. See Miyako Inoue, Vicarious Language: Gender and Linguistic Modernity in Japan 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006).  
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In this context, one possible theory to account for the differences that distinguish 

Shizuko’s Sēra from the representations of other girls in the story can be found in Shizuko’s own 

girlhood. A study of Shizuko’s biography reveals that she experienced increasing animosity 

between her adoptive mother, Oroku, and herself when she was a little girl. Shizuko was born 

into a samurai family in the city of Aizu-Wakamatsu (Fukushima prefecture) in 1864, a period 

during which the Tokugawa shogunate suffered a major defeat in its battles with imperial troops. 

The Aizu lord, who supported the Tokugawa shogunate, refused to surrender to imperial troops; 

therefore, most of the former Aizu samurai and their family members died or fled their homes. 

Shizuko was separated from her parents because of the defeat of the Aizu clan; her mother died, 

and her father was imprisoned.   

Since Shizuko was a gifted child, she was adopted by a merchant class couple, Ōkawa 

Jinbei and his wife, Oroku, in Yokohama. Born into a samurai family, however, Shizuko had 

pride as a daughter of samurai and maintained a sense of feudal class consciousness from a very 

young age; therefore, Shizuko was unable to assimilate into her new family or to fully accept 

Oroku’s unsophisticated attitudes and vulgar language because Shizuko viewed her as an 

uneducated former prostitute.190 Because of Shizuko’s inner resistance to her adoptive mother, 

the relationship between Shizuko and Oroku deteriorated over time. Later in her life, Shizuko 

noted that she was unable to forget her vexation and chagrin during childhood because her 

miserable experience had wounded her so deeply.191 She also mentioned that she was unfortunate 

because she never had the opportunity to appreciate a mother’s love.192  

                                                
190 Ibid., Yamaguchi Reiko, Tokuto ware o mitamae. 

 
191 Wakamatsu Shizuko, Jogaku Zasshi. Fukkoku saihan (Kyoto: Rinsen Shoten, 1893), 162. 

 
192 Wakamatsu Shizuko, Jogaku Zasshi. Fukkoku saihan (Kyoto: Rinsen Shoten, 1894), 3.  
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Given these aspects of her life, it can be argued that Shizuko developed a great sympathy 

for Sēra, even projecting herself onto this young protagonist and performing Sēra herself. Sēra, 

like Shizuko, loses her own parents at a young age and is abused by her teacher, Miss Minchin 

(in the case of Shizuko, she developed an antagonistic relationship with her adoptive mother). 

Considering Shizuko’s own childhood, it is possible that Sēra, who keeps her dignity, pride, and 

inner strength, represents her ideal image of a girl or even the idealized embodiment of 

Shizuko’s girlhood itself.  

Ortabasi explains how Shizuko’s Shōkōshi cultivated “new literary languages” that 

constructed a new type of subjectivity shared by children and their mothers in translation. Two 

years later, however, in her Sēra Kurū no hanashi, Shizuko succeeded in giving a complex 

interior psychology to her girl protagonist. Indeed, the translation practice enabled Shizuko and 

the young readers of magazines such as Shonen’en to play with new literary languages, styles, 

themes, expressions, and stories to imagine a new concept of girl embodied by Shizuko’s Sēra. 

Shizuko’s Sēra Kurū no hanashi also introduced a strong-willed girl to Japanese literary history 

and gave a new form of representational agency to her young protagonist, which, in turn, opened 

the way for Shizuko’s engagement with shōjo shōsetsu in her later years, despite the fact that it 

lasted for a short time.  

 

(En) gendering Children’s Stories: The Creation of Shōjo Shōsetsu 

To examine Shizuko’s relationship with shōjo shōsetsu, we need to look at her 

engagement with shōjo-ran in Shōnen sekai vis-à-vis the connection between her work and shōjo 

shōsetsu. The September 1895 issue of Shōnen sekai offered a new column called shōjo-ran for 

schoolgirls. The column ran thirty-one times, from September 15, 1895, to December 15, 1896. 
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However, it is worthwhile to consider why and how the magazine offered reading materials for 

girls before girls’ magazines emerged for ths first time. It is also noteworthy that Shizuko and 

her husband, Iwamoto Yoshiharu (1863–1942), participated in this section.193  

Shizuko passed away five months after the establishment of shōjo-ran. However, among 

all the contributors to this section, Iwamoto and Shizuko’s names appeared most frequently. 

Iwamoto, however, wrote under pseudonyms (e.g., Yoshiharu, Shinobu, and Midori). According 

to Iiboshi Akira’s studies on Shōnen sekai’s shōjo-ran, Iwamoto published twenty-seven stories 

for shōjo-ran, and Shizuko published four to six, but the details are unknown because some of 

Iwamoto’s stories seem to have been written by Shizuko, as indicated by the use of phraseology 

that is characteristic of Shizuko’s linguistic constructions, such as “-masenkatta” or a Chinese 

character, “升.”194 These stories and essays supposedly written by Shizuko tended to include 

didactic elements based on her Christian views; at the same time, they contained literary values 

and entertaining elements that imbued her female characters with strong representational agency.  

In the first shōjo-ran in the 1895 September issue of Shōnen sekai, Shizuko contributed a 

story titled “Kimono no naruki” (着物のなる木,“Trees of Kimono”). In this story, Shizuko’s 

protagonist, Natsuko, is a girl who does not like sewing. One day, while Natsuko is sewing, she 

mutters, “I really hate sewing. I wish aprons would grow on trees.” Then an old man appears in 

front of her and takes her to a mysterious world. Natsuko sees a field in which clothing and 

fashion items are growing. She is thrilled by the beautiful scenery filled with these gorgeous 

goods and items. When she tries to take some of them home as souvenirs for her family, however, 

the old man tells her that he cannot let her return because she had come without her mother’s 
                                                
193 The Chinese characters for her husband, 巌本義治, are also pronounced “Iwamoto Zenji.” 

 
194 Iiboshi Akira, “Shōnen sekai no shōjo-ran: Iwamoto Zenji・Wakamatsu Shizuko no kakawari,” Shirayuri 
jidobunka 3, Shirayuri University, 1992 (3), 59–82. 
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permission. At that point, Natsuko regrets having complained about sewing. Eventually, Natsuko 

uses her wits to find her way home. The story ends on a didactic note, stating that girls should 

stay home and concentrate on taking care of their family and household. Although “Kimono no 

naruki” allows young readers to imagine a fantasy world, the story highlights the consequences 

of a girl’s adventure and tells a cautionary tale about the danger of venturing away from home. 

As Takahashi Osamu points out, in “Kimono no naruki,” girls, unlike boys, are discouraged from 

exploring the world and having adventures.195 

Another story by Shizuko, “Omoide” (おもひで,“Memories”), is instructive. The first half 

of “Omoide” was published in the January 1896 issue and the latter half in the February issue. 

“Omoide” begins with a mother telling a story to her seventeen-year-old-daughter about her 

evening dress, which they found in storage. In her story, the mother narrates her experience ten 

years earlier and explains how busy she was raising her three children and doing housework after 

graduating from a girl’s school. One day, a former schoolmate who had married into a rich 

family visits the mother, and they begin spending time together. The mother, however, feels 

ashamed of her shabby house and her husband’s lack of sophistication. Following her friend’s 

advice, she makes a luxurious Western dress and attends a New Year’s party. However, at the 

party, she is intimidated by the atmosphere and the customs of the upper class. To make matters 

worse, someone accidentally spills champagne on her new dress. The mother realizes that she 

wanted nothing to do with the upper classes. This story explains that girls should not aspire to 

lives that are better than what they have. In a manner similar to “Kimono no naruki,” the story 

highlights how the female protagonist, who is attracted by a life of luxury, comes to appreciate 

the life she has. These stories enable the female protagonists to enter fantasy worlds temporarily, 

                                                
195 Ibid., Takahashi Osamu, Meiji no hon'yaku disukūru: Tsubouchi Shōyō, Morita Shiken, Wakamatsu Shizuko 
(Tokyo: Hitsuji Shobō, 2015), 250. 
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but, in the end, they find real comfort in their ordinary lives and appreciate the safety of their 

home. 

In both stories, clothing and fashion items offer entry to what seems to be a better world. 

In “Kimono no naruki,” Natsuko steps into another world where Western clothing, socks, fancy 

gloves, ribbons, kimonos, and sashes appear in front of her. It appears to be an ideal place where 

Natsuko does not have to sew. In “Omoide,” the mother enters the world of the upper classes 

when she gets a new dress. Though “Omoide” is more realistic than “Kimono no naruki,” the 

two stories have a similar narrative structure. When Shizuko published these stories in 1895 and 

1896, the popularity of Western fashion had diminished as nationalistic sentiment rose after the 

First Sino-Japanese war. Thus, both stories assess the value of traditional clothing, such as 

kimonos, along with the virtue of frugality. Girl readers were supposed to learn how to maintain 

traditional values by reading about the misadventures of female characters. In a sense, Shizuko’s 

fiction for shōjo-ran was instructive in promoting ryōsai kenbo through the presentation of the 

characters’ mistakes. For instance, Natsuko reflects upon her dislike of sewing by linking it to 

her misbehavior in “Kimono no naruki.” The mother’s experience at the party in “Omoide” is an 

example of her past mistake of buying an expensive dress. Shizuko’s other short stories and 

essays have similar didactic tones, which were targeting at “little citizens.” 

Meanwhile, “Nekotoku” (猫徳,“The Virtue of Cats”), published in the October 1895 

issue of Shōnen sekai, describes how cats cherish the bond between husbands and wives. 

Shizuko also states that cats not only appreciate their owners but also try to share material goods 

with people. The story suggests girl readers to respect their pets. “Tama to Osome-chan” (玉とお

染ちゃん,“Tama and Osome”) appeared in the October and November 1895 issues, and it 

describes a beautiful family and home in relation to a humorous bond with a cat and a parrot. 
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The story tries to teach the importance of family harmony alongside the presence of pets. 

Another of Shizuko’s stories “Mitsuate” (三つ宛,“Three at a Time”) published in the November 

1895 issue, teaches about family love.196 Thus, these stories and essays in shōjo-ran advised 

young girls not to deviate from social norms. They were encouraged to stay safe at home, not to 

venture into the outer world. 

In this sense, Shizuko’s works for shōjo-ran aimed to regulate girls’ thoughts and 

behavior to become good “little citizens.” As a result, they functioned as moral lessons that girls 

were not allowed to deviate from social norms. However, Kume Yoriko offers another 

interpretation of Shizuko’s “Kimono no naruki” and “Omoide.”197 According to Kume, both 

stories also enable girl readers to enjoy a fantasy world, despite their didactic tone. In other 

words, Shizuko’s stories present young readers with gorgeous clothing and a perfect life. 

Although this fantasy world can be revealed as pointless, young readers can enjoy a short visit 

there. These stories might be imbued with didacticism; however, Shizuko never fails to fulfill 

girls’ dreams and yearnings by giving them entry into a fantasy world.  

Kume argues that Shizuko’s stories made it possible for girls to enjoy an imaginary 

journey by using a fictional device that appeared to be restrictive.198 I further consider that 

Shizuko’s female characters are given strong representational agency—the power to venture into 

the outer world and return home—no matter how representational these depictions might be. For 

                                                
196 Although Masatoshi Takahashi’s author list indicates Iwamoto as the author of this story in “Wakamatsu 
Shizuko: Fumetsu no shōgai,” Iiboshi Akira states that it is likely the story was written by Shizuko. Based on the 
language and style in this writing, I agree with Iiboshi. Additionally, Shizuko’s name appeared in the story. “Mitori” 
(“Care”), which appeared in the September issue of 1895, seems to have been written by Shizuko as well, although 
Iwamoto published it as his own. If we look at the narrative structure and the language, though, some expressions 
look like Shizuko’s.  Iiboshi Akira, “Shōnen sekai no shōjo-ran: Iwamoto Yoshiharu・Wakamatsu Shizuko no 
kakawari,” Shirayuri jidobunka 3, Shirayuri University, 1992 (3), 59–82. 

 
197 Kume Yoriko, "Shōjo shōsetsu" no seisei: jendā poritikusu no seiki (Tokyo: Seikyūsha, 2013), 69–96. 
 
198 Ibid.  
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instance, in “Kimono no naruki,” the old man tries to punish Natsuko for complaining, but she is 

able to get herself back home by using her wit. The mother in “Omoide” enters the world of an 

upper-class family, but in the end, she is grateful for her modest life as a wife and mother based 

on her reasoning.  

I aruge that Shizuko’s stories for shōjo-ran thus opened up a new literary vector in which 

girls nurtured their literary imagination by reading fictional stories. Honda Masuko notes that 

Shizuko’s translated works were often excessively emotional. Therefore, Shizuko’s works could 

be aligned with the emergence of shōjo shōsetsu; her sentimental imagination enabled young 

girls to indulge their romantic fantasies in literature.199 However, we cannot conclude that 

Shizuko’s fictional works and translations are just sentimental. Rather, they show the confluence 

between an emancipatory function that gifted young female readers with an internal journey 

through reading and the didacticism that taught them to comply with social conventions. 

Indeed, Shizuko’s work illuminates the pleasure of reading and the enjoyment of 

temporary emancipation in girls’ literary imagination, even though these stories appear didactic. 

Namely, momentary escape was an important marker of shōjo shōsetsu in the late Meiji and 

Taishō periods. Although it may seem that Yoshiya Nobuko’s (1896–1973) stories, the 

representatives of shōjo shōsetsu appeared in the later period, had nothing in common with either 

Shizuko’s translations or her creative writing, the coexistence of temporal deviation and self-

reflection marked Shizuko’s stories for shōjo-ran and Yoshiya’s shōjo shōsetsu as important 

characteristics of narrative structures. In this sense, Shizuko’s fiction laid the groundwork for the 

formation of shōjo shōsetsu. Unfortunately, after Shizuko passed away, as Kume argues, most 

stories and essays came to depict girl characters who are unable to go anywhere and do anything 

in the shōjo-ran in Shōnen sekai. In other words, these stories rendered the image of girls passive 
                                                
199 Honda Masuko, Ofīria no keifu: arui wa, shi to otome no tawamure (Tokyo: Kōbundō, 1989). 
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and docile. For this reason, we need to bypass the development of shōjo shōsetsu from Shizuko’s 

time to the emergence of a series of girls’ magazines several years after Shizuko’s death. 

In short, translation practices in Meiji Japan opened up an opportunity for women 

writers/translators, such as Shizuko, to exercise their literary creativity and writing skills. The 

contributions of women translators and of translations of works by women in the formation of 

modern Japanese literature was minimized because male intellectuals and literati during the 

Meiji period considered women’s work derivative. Nevertheless, their practice of translation 

and engagement had an indelible effect on the formation of modern children’s literature, 

including shōjo shōsetsu. In addition, women’s acts of both translating and writing gave girls 

representational agency in both confirming and reject the role of “little citizens,” enabling them 

to exercise their literary practice and assert their own grouping, thereby cultivating their own 

intellectual dialogue in modern Japan. 

 

Morita Shiken, the King of Translation: Beyond the Kanbun Style  

As noted earlier, Kunikida Doppo urged women to engage in translation rather than 

writing, thereby linking the act of translation to a woman’s task. However, the literary world saw 

a variety of male writers and intellectuals partaking in shaping “the culture of translation” during 

the Meiji period.200 Such authors include, Doppo, Morita Shiken, Tsubouchi Shōyō, Mori Ōgai, 

Tayama Katai, and Hara Hōitsuan (1866–1904). Besides, major writers of the literary group 

called the Ken’yūsha (硯友社,Friends of Inkpot, 1885–1903), such as Iwaya Sazanami, Ozaki 

Kōyō, Yamada Bimyō (1868–1919), Emi Suiin (1869–1934), and Oguri Fūyō (1875–1926) 

                                                
200 Indra Levy delves into the symbolic meaning ot “the culture of translation” extensively in her discussion on the 
translation of modern Japan. See  Indra A. Levy, Translation in Modern Japan (Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon: 
Routledge, 2011), 1–12. 
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actively translated a diverse range of works from foreign literature, including children’s stories, 

and gained the reputation of being the forerunners of new literary movements from the Meiji 

period onward.201 

Among all these writers and translators, Morita Shiken, although his work has been 

largely neglected among the reading public today, was once considered “the king of translation” 

in Meiji Japan and was well known for his meticulous translation style called shūmitsutai (周密

体).202 Given the fact that Doppo encouraged women to focus on translation, the title “the king of 

translation” appears to be ironical and even sarcastic when we consider Shiken’s position in the 

literary world as a translator rather than a creative writer. However, the fact that Shiken gained 

the title of “king” in Meiji Japan as well as the fact that other writers were also engaged in the act 

of translation proves that the position of translators could never be considered secondary or 

womanly.203 

                                                
201 Due to the limited space here, I listed only writers/translators who also contributed to the translation of children’s 
literature. Needless to say, numerous other prominent writers, including Futabatei Shimei, Kuroiwa Ruikō, Ueda 
Bin, Baba Kochō, Uchida Roan, Sanyutei Enchō, etc. played an active role in translating foreign texts. Michiaki 
Kawato, and Takanori Sakakibara, Meiji hon’yaku bungaku zenshū shinbun zasshi hen (Tokyo: Ōzorasha, 2000). 
 
202 In general, Shiken’s translation style is categorized today as a literal style and thus represents a faithful 
translation of source texts. It refrained from the freewheeling	use of foreign texts that can be seen in many hon’an (
翻案) adaptations in the Meiji period. His rigorous translation style in kanbun kakikudashi has been called 
shūmitsutai. 
 
203 Yanagida Izumi praised Morita as one of the most popular translators of the first half of the Meiji period 
explaining that his “remarkable achievement is immortal.” See Yanagida Izumi, “Hon’yaku bungaku ron: meiji 
jidai,” in Kindai Nihon bungaku kenkyū: Shōwa bungaku sakka ron ge kan, ed. Haruo Satō and Uno Kōji (Tokyo: 
Shōgakukan, 1943), 3–23. In addition, novelists of the same period, for instance, Masamune Hakuchō and Tayama 
Katai mentioned the importance and influence of Morita’s works on other writers. Hakuchō Masamune,  “Nihon 
bungaku ni oyoboshitaru seiyō bungaku no eikyō,” in Iwanami kōza sekai bungaku: Nihon bungaku ni oyoboshitaru 
seiyō bungaku no eikyō (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1933), 1–24; Tayama Katai, “Shōsetsu sahō,” in Teihon Katai 
zenshū 26 (Kyoto: Rinsenshoten, 1909/1995), 215–363. Shiken translated a variety of foreign novels, including 
works by Victor Hugo (1802–1885), Charles Dickens (1812–1870), Edgar Allan Poe (1809–1849), and Jules Verne. 
He was influenced by the socialist point of view, especially as an ardent admirer of Hugo’s humanitarian literature. 
Meanwhile, he also showed a great interest in adventure stories, archetypical science fiction, and detective novels. 
Shiken gradually gained recognition as a prominent Meiji translator, and his translations were published in a variety 
of newspapers, including Kokumin no tomo (国民之友, The People’s Friend, 1887–1898) and Yorozu chōhō (萬朝報, 
Everything Morning News, 1983–1993), and new magazines such as Shōnen’en, Nihon no Shōnen (日本之少年, 
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In this vein, the fundamental questions we raise here is whether female and male 

translators approached foreign texts differently in Meiji Japan. Were they engaged in the creation 

of gendered expressions and of female/male languages through translation? In the case of 

Shizuko and Shiken, the difference in their style in translation was stark and dazzling. Shizuko 

was praised for her feminine vernacular style by her contemporary writers whereas Shiken was 

lauded as the king of translation and known for his meticulous translation style in kanbun 

kakikudashibun (漢文書き下し文), a style that had developed on the lines of Japanese adaptations 

of classical Chinese texts in which kana, katakana, and kanji were deployed at the same 

time.204Kanbun kakikudashibun had been originally developed as a method for the Japanese to 

adapt and read Chinese texts, and a number of Meiji writers used kanbun kakikudashibun 

directly for their writing, developing a style that had been used by many kinds of print media, 

including newspapers, magazines, textbooks, and monographs, aimed at an educated audience 

around that time. This style was also used by many ordinary people, and it became a sort of 

common language, which, according to Saitō Mareshi, was sometimes called futsūbun (普通文, 

ordinary style) or kontaibun (今体文, contemporary style)—the languages that were commonly 

used by numerous people across regions and social class in Meiji Japan.205 Saitō further points 

out that despite the idiosyncratic Japanese method of adapting classical Chinese texts into 

                                                                                                                                                       
Japanese Boys, 1889–1894),  Shōnen sekai, and Katei zasshi (家庭雑誌, The Home Journal, 1892–1898) among 
others. 
 
204 The Japanese language has a complex system of verb endings that point to honorific nuance, tense, social 
relationship between speaker and listener, and other important meanings. Meanwhile, the Chinese language does not 
usually encode the same information in its verbs. Also the Japanese language uses a system of particles that follow 
words to indicate which part of speech they are. By annotating texts written in kanbun, the Japanese language added 
a series of marks to the edge of the main text to include these aspects in order to help make the kanbun more 
accessible in the Japanese language. 
 
205 Saitō Mareshi, Kanbunmyaku no kindai: shinmatsu meiji no bungakuken (Nagoya: Nagoya daigaku shuppankai, 
2005); Saitō Mareshi, Kanji sekai no chihei: watashitachi ni totte moji to wa nani ka (Tokyo: Shinchōsha, 2014).  
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Japanese with combinations of weighty Chinese words and pseudo-classical Japanese verb 

endings, in many ways, kanbun kakikudashibun was considered practical or useful for the both 

educational purposes and official settings in the early Meiji period because it allowed ordinary 

people to read aloud relatively at ease.206 

While Shiken did not necessarily intend to construct a masculine style in his translation, 

his handling of manly expressions in the kanbun kakikudashibun style exhibits an image of 

masculinity intrinsic to his translated works; Shiken’s engagement in translating foreign 

adventure stories for boys’ magazines also proves his contribution to the development of shōnen 

shōsetsu, helping his target readers identify with the value of the masculine spirit as “little 

citizens.” Of course, there was no remarkable debate on “masculine” translation among Meiji 

intellectuals and writers around that time; nevertheless, careful examination of Shiken’s 

translations suggest that his use of kanbun kakikudashibun illuminates the disposition of 

manliness in his translation style because of its emphasis on pseudo-male languages and manly 

expressions.  

Assuredly, when Shiken embarked on his literary voyage as a translator and writer, 

Japan’s linguistic situation had been complex and multifold. There were numerous writing styles 

and literary expressions based on specific genres and subject matters chosen by writers and 

translators. While kanbun had been used predominantly by educated male intellectuals as a high 

literary style, kanbun kakikudashibun became a common writing style for major newspapers, 

textbooks, and literary works from the early Meiji period onward. Shiken employed his kanbun 

kakikudashibun style as an educational writing/reading tool mainly for Japanese schoolboys and 

presented the ideal image of boyishness by using elaborate Chinese characters and expressions 

                                                
206 Ibid. 
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when he published his works through boys’ magazines. Importantly, with the establishment of 

girls’ schools, different types of curricula based on gender were adapted for female students, and 

kanbun kakikudashi style and sinophone studies came to be considered inappropriate for young 

women and girls. For instance, Imada Erika argues Chinese style language and kanbun 

kakikudashibun were gradually eliminated from curricula and reading materials for female 

students from the late Meiji period onward.207 

Nevertheless, the translation style of kanbun kakikudashibun should not be considered 

simply as “masculine” writing given the fact this style played a vital role in the relatively simple 

transition from translations rooted in Japanese reading of Chinese-based texts to translations that 

accommodated the influx of European languages, ideologies, and philosophies in Meiji Japan.208 

The unique rhythm and sound of kanbun kakikudashibun were also best suited for recitation by 

young people in their practice of reading and writing in those days. Citing Nakamura 

Shinichirō’s (1918–1997) essay on his grandmother’s recitation of kanbun kundoku, Maeda Ai 

(1931–1987) notes that Meiji children recited Rai Sanyō’s (1780–1832) Nihon gaishi (日本外史) 

(History of Japan, 1800–1826) in the kanbun kundoku method in the early Meiji, illustrating how 

this style became a common reading practice in early Meiji.209 The case of Nakamura’s 

grandmother exemplifies how kanbun kundoku had been used as an educational tool for young 

students regardless of their gender, educational, regional, and class differences until girls’ 

schools were established in the late Meiji period.  

                                                
207 Imada Erika, "Shōjo" no shakaishi (Tokyo: Keisō shobō, 2007), 40.  
 
208 Atsuko Ueda, “Sound, Script, and Styles: Kanbun kundokutai and the National Language Reforms of 1880s 
Japan,” in Translation in Modern Japan, ed. Indra Levy (London: Routledge, 2011), 158. 
209 Maeda Ai, Kindai dokusha no seiritsu (Tokyo: Yūdeido, 1973).  
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However, I argue that Shiken’s kanbun kakikudashibun style, especially that published in 

boys’ magazines, such as in Nihon no shōnen and Shōnen sekai, marked powerful and manly 

expressions associated with the “masculine” style. For instance, in Shiken’s translations, the boy 

protagonists use the Chinese character “yo” as the first-person pronoun “I” in English, which can 

be considered a highly elaborate male language around that time. Shiken also deploys “nanji” 

(汝), “kimi” (君), and “shokun” (諸君) to refer to “you,” and these are second-person pronouns 

that women and girls would not use either in written or oral forms in the Meiji period. While 

these are subtle examples of his translation style, they demonstrate how Shiken’s kanbun 

kakikudashibun added a sense of manliness to his translations.  

Notably, Shiken’s translation of personal pronouns completely differed from examples of 

Shizuko’s vernacular style. Examining Shizuko’s translation in Shōkōshi, for instance, we find  

that her male characters use various forms of “I” including the Japanese words “boku” (僕), 

“watashi” (私), “washi” (わし), “oira” (俺等), “onore” (己), and so forth; in the case of the second-

person pronoun, “you,” Shizuko’s main characters use a wide array of expressions including 

words such as “kisama” (貴様),“anata” (貴方), “anatasama” (貴方様), and etc. Shiken himself 

considers the quality of Shizuko’s vernacular style “natural because of women’s kind and 

feminine nature.”210 In other words, Shizuko’s translation was highly valued by Shiken as a 

feminine vernacular style in contrast to his masculine and meticulous translation. Shiken surely 

realized that the dichotomy between the masculine/kanbun kakikudashibun style and the 

feminine/vernacular style would generate a simplistic bias as he was aware of the heterogeneities 

among readers in Meiji Japan. Yet, by using the kanbun kakikudashibun style, Shiken 

intentionally highlighted the image of “manliness” in the process of translation, especially in 

                                                
210 Morita Shiken, “Shōkōshi o yomu,” Yūbinhōchi shinbun, November 15, 1891.  
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shōnen shōsetsu, for his youthful audience. In particular, a majority of texts Shiken translated for 

boy readers largely focused on male characters’ precarious adventures and experiences, which 

completely excluded the voices of girls or women from the text. It was an indication that shōnen 

shōsetsu was aimed at boy readers; his translated texts marked the absence of feminine figures 

except for the ones in supporting roles (e.g., in the translation of Jules Verne’s Two Years’ 

Vacation).  

Returning to Shiken’s use of kanbun kakikudashibun style, Tokutomi Sohō (1863–

1957) pointed out that Shiken’s translation style was 70% Chinese and 30% European, called 

as kanshichi ōsan (漢七欧三) in Japanese.211While agreeing with Sohō’s arguments, Komori 

Yōichi further contends that the locus of Shiken’s style marked Shiken’s departure from the 

conventional kanbun style.212Although Shiken’s translation was featured in the style of kanbun, 

Shiken’s intention was to deviate from the traditional kanbun style. Indeed, according to 

Komori, Shiken’s style did not necessarily show the conventional characteristics of kanbun, but 

moved beyond what we would call kanbun-ness.213 To emancipate the translation from the 

confines of the kanbun style, Shiken first tried to eliminate idiomatic expressions and rhetorical 

phrases based on kanshi poetry from his writing style. While his contemporary writers and 

translators displayed the literary quality or artistic elements in their works by automatic 

application of kanbun expressions, Shiken attempted to choose only the most appropriate forms 

needed to capture the actual meaning in the source languages during the process of translation.  

                                                
211 Tokutomi Sohō,“Jo,” in Shiken zenshū, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Sakaiyaishibari shoten, 1907). 
 
212 Komori Yōichi, “Kijutsu suru jikkyō chūkeisha no ichinin-shō: Morita Shiken no ‘shūmitsutai’ no seiritsu,” in 
Kōzō to shite no katari (Tokyo: Shin'yōsha, 1988). 
 
213 Ibid., 241–299. 
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In other words, Shiken aimed to use new literary expressions and neologisms to deliver 

new ideas or thoughts that were foreign to a majority of his readers even though he did so by 

using the kanbun kakikudashibun style. Shiken’s kanbun kakikudashibun style was a departure 

from the conventional rules of kanbun or the principles of traditional kanshi poetry to keep up 

with the changes in the Japanese language and linguistic expressions during the Meiji period. In 

a way, Shiken’s kanbun kakikudashibun style, which might appear as a derivative of kanbun, 

liberated kanbun kakikudashibun style from the confines of the traditional kanbun standard. In 

this regard, Saitō Mareshi notes as follows: 

Indeed, Shiken’s kanbun-chō (the sinophone style) is not simply attributable to his own 
educational grounding and the presence of readers who are familiar with kanbun 
kundokutai, but to an acute awareness of the aesthetic of the language. In this sense, it 
naturally looks to a different horizon than the so-called kanbun-chō that simply maintains 
the appearance of “kanbun-style” based on clichés and classical allusion. It was not at 
odds with literal translation, with its defamiliarising character; in fact, it was somewhat 
convenient, as he was able to add his own “aesthetic.”214 

 
Considering Siatō and Komori’s points above, Shiken was much more inventive or 

creative with his writing and translation. He did not give in to the tendency to pull out codified 

turns of phrase or engage in the principle of kanshi poetry or highly elaborate Chinese 

language; instead, he invented a clear, original style that attempted to retain the sense and 

structure of the source language in his translation. When his translation failed his expectation, 

he did not hesitate to create neologisms or to utilize words from the vernacular language and 

incorporate these in ways that did not completely deviate from the kanbun style. As mentioned 

                                                
214 Saitō Mareshi, Kanbunmyaku no kindai, 224–225. My translation. The original reads: つまり思軒の「漢文調」は、
単に彼自身の「素養」や、漢文訓読体に馴染んだ読者の存在などにのみ帰せられるものではなく、「風調」ある言葉

という意識が強く働いたものであった。その意味では、ただ外形だけを漢文風にー常套句や典故でー整えた世の「漢

文調」とは、自ずと異なる地平を目指していたのである。そしてそれは、日常言語への異化作用をもたらす直訳体と

決して齟齬するものではなく、むしろそこに独自の「風調」を加えることができる点で、はなはだ好都合だったので

ある。	
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earlier, Shiken’s translation of Verne’s adventure stories stood as a testament to the flexibility 

of his kanbun kakikudashibun style to represent new ideas and styles in creative ways.  

Indeed, the fluidity of his kanbun kakikudashibuni style worked very well for the 

evolution of shōnen shōsetsu in the Meiji period. Shōnen shōsetsu necessitated new kind of 

expressions to reinforce images of masculinity and the spirit of precarious adventures for boy 

readers. The manly expressions and the male languages that Shiken employed in his work did 

not necessarily derive from codified turns of phrase or rhetoric, but many of them were 

invented and constructed by Shiken himself through the process of translation from English 

into his own kanbun kakikudashibun style. Shiken’s creative translation made it possible to 

shape a new kind of shōnen shōsetsu and to create a new genre unique and extremely popular 

in Meiji when Shiken translated a wide range of foreign literary texts. 

 Importantly though, Shiken mostly translated the literature targeted at adult readers; a 

majority of works translated by him were not aimed at children. To that end, Shiken 

contributed translations of Verne’s works to only three children’s magazines such as 

Shōnen’en, Shōnen sekai, and Nihon no shōnen (日本之少年, Japanese Boys, 1889–1894). 

Nevertheless, in contemporary Japan, scholars of Japanese literature have described Shiken as a 

translator of children’s literature because of his engagement in translations of adventure stories 

for a young audience, which paved the way for the development of shōnen shōsetsu. His work 

thus attracted numerous Meiji boys across regions although Shiken was not primarily a 

translator of children’s literature. For instance, fiction writer Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939), who 

was an enthusiastic reader of Shiken’s adventure stories as a young boy, later mentioned the 

influence of Shiken’s writing style on his literary taste.215 Tayama Katai (1871–1930) also 

                                                
215 According to Tezuka Masayuki, Morita’s influence can be found in Izumi’s novels. Tezuka Masayuki,  “Izumi 
Kyōka to Morita Shiken," Izumi Kyōka, Nihon bungaku kenkyū shiryō sōsho (Tokyo: Yūseidō, 1980), 226–237. 
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noted Shiken’s influence on the young generation that imitated his writing style and learned 

from his literary expressions.216 

As for his relationship with children’s stories itself, serialized in Nihon no shōnen from 

July to December 1893, Shiken’s translation of Jules Verne’s The Mysterious Islands marked 

his first commitment to children’s magazines; this attracted the Japanese youth by providing 

them an alternative reading pattern particularly because Nihon no shōnen tended to introduce 

historical narratives and war tales focusing on national sentiment rather than foreign adventure 

stories. Moreover, Shiken’s translation of Jules Verne’s Deux ans de Vacances (1888) from 

English (not French) to Japanese, Strange Adventure Stories: Fifteen Boys (Bōken kidan Jūgo 

shōnen, 冒険奇談	十五少年, 1896; hereafter Jūgo shōnen), serialized in Shōnen sekai between 

March and October in 1896 enjoyed a record-breaking success and became one of the most 

circulated stories during the Meiji period; it was regarded as a canonical work of Japanese 

children’s literature. 

In this context, the next sections examine the relationship between Shiken’s translation 

and the kanbun kakikudashibun style alongside the formation of shōnen shōsetsu. It is now 

accepted that adventure novels were established as a specific genre (i.e. bōken shōsetsu) in the 

Meiji period because the term “adventure,” or bōken, had been described vaguely in the 

Japanese lexicon before the Meiji restoration.217 The concept of adventure stories was 

                                                
216 Tayama Katai, Shōsetsu sahō (Hakubunkan: Tokyo, 1909). Retrieved from National Diet Library Digital 
Collections. http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/871691/131 
 
217 Recent academic scholarship indicates that the Japanese term bōken (冒険) was a relatively new word, which 
was created in the Meiji period, in the process of translating the term “adventure.” See Yoshifumi Hida, Meiji umare 
no nihongo (Kyoto: Tankōsha, 2002). See also, Yukiko Kōnosu, Meiji Taishō hon’yaku wandārando (Tokyo: 
Shinchōsha, 2005). To be fair, long before adventure novels, or bōken shōsetsu (冒険小説), were established as a 
particular genre in the Meiji period, tales of adventure or bōken monogatari (冒険物語) were written for and narrated 
to many readers. In Japanese literary history, for example, the archetype of bōken monogatari can be traced to 
ancient stories of heroes, which appeared in Kojiki (古事記, An Account of Ancient Matters, 712), such as 
Yamatotakeru (倭建), Izamami (伊弉冉), Susanoo (須佐之男), and so forth. In other words, adventure stories have 
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apparently going through a transition in the Meiji period displaying	both continuities and 

discontinuities with Japanese literary tropes before and after the Meiji restoration, mobilized by 

translations and adaptations of various stories including Shiken’s contribution, and becoming 

an important marker of shōnen shōsetsu. Meanwhile, Shiken’s adventure stories in the Meiji 

period were especially interesting for the young audience because the texts exhibited a complex 

interplay of the kanbun-myaku (漢文脈) and ōbun-myaku (欧文脈). In this vein, I demonstrate 

how Shiken’s kanbun kaikudashibun style moved beyond the confines of the kanbun style and 

gave shape to a new genre (i.e. shōnen shōsetsu) in his innovative translation style by looking 

at both Shiken’s “Irigumo idan” (入雲異談, “Dropped from the Clouds”) and Jūgo shōnen, the 

second-hand translation of Jules Verne’s adventure stories from English (not French) into 

Japanese. 

 

Shiken and Shōnen Shōsetsu: Style and Content  

Shiken’s translations of foreign literature, which were published in various newspapers 

and journals, were widely read not only by adults but also by children as can be inferred from 

well-known Meiji writers’ childhood recollections about Shiken’s impact on their literary 

imagination as young readers.218 Meanwhile, Shiken’s actual contribution to the realm of 

children’s literature was quite limited as he published in only a few children’s magazines: 

partial translation of Jules Verne’s essay “My Young Days” as “Waga shōji (我が少時), 1891” 

                                                                                                                                                       
continuously provided stimulating reading experiences for numerous readers—regardless of age, gender, class, 
education, and social status—for a long time. However, above scholars argue that adventure novels were established 
as a specific genre (i.e., bōken shōsetsu) in the Meiji period because the neologism of adventure, or bōken, entered 
the Japanese lexicon in the Meiji period.  
218 As I mentioned earlier, for instance, Izumi Kyōka and Tayama Katai noted that Morita’s influence on their 
literary taste and the young generation who imitated his writing style. 
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for Shōnen’en; partial translation of Verne’s The Mysterious Island (1874), as “Irigumo Idan, 

1893” for Nihon no shōnen, and translation of Verne’s Two Years’ Vacation as Jūgo shōnen 

(1896) for Shōnen sekai. Shiken’s real involvement with children’s magazines, therefore, was 

not substantial despite his posthumous reputation as a translator of children’s literature.219 

Although he knew a wide array of foreign texts by various writers across regions, Shiken 

translated Verne’s stories alone for children’s magazines from English into Japanese as these 

stories were perhaps easy to follow and contained elements that would captivate his youthful 

readers. Verne was one of the most popular writers in Meiji Japan, and his works were 

translated widely in various contexts. Shiken too had been well known for his numerous 

translations of Verne’s works by the time he entered the literary market for Japanese children 

as a translator.220	

In 1891, one of the editors of Shōnen’en, presumably Yamagata Isoo (1869–1959), 

asked Shiken to translate Verne’s essay on childhood, which had been published in an 

American children’s magazine. As suggested in the introduction of the translated text, the 

editor asked Shiken to work on this translation project because Shiken was considered one of 

the most prolific translators of Verne’s adventure stories. Indeed, Shiken had already translated 

a variety of Verne’s stories through Yubin hōchi shinbun, Kokumin no tomo (国民之友,The 

People’s Friend, 1887–1898) and other magazines, which had included Les Cinq cents Millions 

de la Begum (The Begum’s Fortune, 1879), Hector Servadac (Off on a Comet, 1877), Les 

Forceur de Blocus (The Blockade Runners, 1865), Michel Strogogg (Michael Strogoff: The 

Courier of the Czar, 1876), Une Ville Flottante (A Floating City, 1871), Le Pays des Fourrures 
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(The Fur Country, 1873), Les Indes Noires (The Child of the Carven, 1877), Les Enfants Du 

Capitaine Grant (In Search of the Castaways, 1868), and La Maison a Vapeur (The Steam 

House, 1880).221 

Yamagata must have considered Shiken the best person to translate Verne’s essay for 

the child readers of Shōnen’en. Shiken accepted this request at first, and the first half was 

published on September 3, 1891. Nonetheless, his tight schedule did not permit Shiken to 

complete his translation of the essay, and therefore he returned it to the editor of Shōnen’en. 

Left with no choice, Yamagata translated the rest of the essay himself and published it on 

September 18th in the same year. There are no clear records why Shiken withdrew from 

translating Verne’s essay in Shōnen’en apart from attributing it to “his tight schedule,” but one 

may assume that Shiken himself did not take the children’s magazine very seriously and did not 

consider it as a primary site for him to publish his works. However, Maeda Ai (1931–1987) and 

Fujii Hidetada point out that later on, the birth of his first child changed his attitude toward the 

views of children; Shiken himself noted that his perspective about the children in his 

neighbourhood completely shifted after he had his own child, Shimoko, in January 1891; it 

enabled him to feel a sense of compassion for the young.222 

Again, in 1893, Shiken translated Verne’s adventure stories, L'Île mystérieuse (The 

Mysterious Island, 1875), from English to Japanese for another of the children’s magazines, 

Nihon no shōnen. This was a partial translation of the first section of L'Île mystérieuse, titled 

“Irigumo idan” in Japanese based on the title of the subsection, “Dropped from the Clouds” of 

the English version. “Irigumo idan” was serialized in Nihon no shōnen from July to December 

                                                
221 Ibid.  
 
222 Maeda Ai and Hidetaka Fujii Hidetaka, “Morita Shiken kaisetsu: Morita Shiken to shōnen bungaku,” in Nihon 
jidō bungaku raikei 2: Wakamatsu Shizuko, Morita Shiken, Sakurai Ōson (Tokyo: Horupu shuppan, 1977). 
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in 1893, and it did attract the Japanese youth although it was not as popular as his later work 

Jūgo shōnen. Nihon no shōnen, as a magazine for boys, focused more on historical narratives 

and war tales tinged with nationalistic ideologies rather than entertaining literature as pure 

diversion. Nevertheless, Shiken seemed to introduce a different kind of story than the regular 

stories featured in Nihon no shōnen. His stories were not imbued with nationalistic sentiment, 

and Verne’s The Mysterious Island was a perfect choice for Nihon no shōnen as it neither 

deviated from the magazine’s literary taste nor invoked any anti-imperial sentiment; indeed, the 

story was not only entertaining but also educational and related to scientific views of the world.  

Based on the characteristics of the translated text, it is evident that Shiken translated the 

American edition of the volumes in the English language published by the publisher Sampson 

Low in 1875. The purported translator of the English version was William Henry Giles 

Kingston (1814–1880); however, Kingston asked his wife, Agnes Kinloch Kingston (1824–

1913), who was more familiar with the background of Verne’s stories, to translate it from 

French into English.223 In the process of translation, Kingston changed the name of The 

Mysterious Island’s hero, from Smith to Harding, and abridged many portions of the story. 

Shiken’s translation seems to rely heavily on Kingston’s translation as his Japanese version 

also uses Harding (i.e., Harjin in Japanese) instead of Smith to refer to the name of the main 

protagonist. Shiken’s translation faithfully followed some portions that Kingston abridged as 

well. 

Kingston’s English translation focuses on the adventures of five Americans who 

accidentally land in the South Pacific. A balloon carrying five people escaping from Richmond 

during the American Civil War gets caught in a storm and falls into an unknown island. The 

                                                
223 Terry Seymour, A Printing History of Everyman's Library 1906-1982 (Bloomington, Ind: AuthorHouse, 2011), 
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five passengers are Captain Cyrus Harding, an engineer in General Grant’s army, his black 

servant Neb, a reporter of New York Herald Gideon Spilett, sailor Jack Pencroft, and a fifteen-

year-old orphan, Herbert Brown; Harding also brings his dog called Top. During their stay on 

the island, the five individuals and Harding’s dog lead a primitive lifestyle, face the challenges 

of the harsh weather and shortage of food and other necessities. They name the island after 

President Lincoln and build a temporary home on it until they can find a way to get out of 

there. They also call themselves colonists by claiming the island for the United States and plan 

to return it to the country if they ever reach home. In the course of the story, they encounter 

fierce pirates as well as important characters, such as Captain Nemo, who appear in Verne’s 

other stories as well, and experience various mysterious events, including the strange explosion 

destroying a pirate ship. Toward the end, the island's central volcano erupts and destroys the 

entire island while the main characters find themselves stranded on the last remaining piece of 

the island above sea level. Fortunately, they are rescued by a ship and are able to return to the 

mainland of the United States.224  

In the English version, though, the characters’ anti-imperial commentary was removed. 

For instance, Kingston deleted criticism of the British Empire made by Captain Nemo who 

returns to appear in The Mysterious Island from his earlier role in Twenty Thousand Leagues 

under the Sea (Vingt mille lieues sous les mers: Tour du monde sous-marin, 1869–1870). 

Toward the book’s end, Nemo confesses that he is in reality an Indian prince who bears 

resentment toward the British Empire for conquering his people, and therefore he is willing to 

disappear with his treasures from this world. Nemo’s return and death in the story clearly 

indicates French writer Jules Verne’s critique of the British Empire; however, in Kingston’s 

                                                
224 Jules Verne, The Mysterious Island, trans. W. H.G. Kingston (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Low, & Searle, 
1875), Kindle. 
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English version, the social commentary on British imperialism completely disappears from the 

story.225  

Shiken translated The Mysterious Island only partially, and his translation “Irigumo 

idan” does not contain some of the most important scenes, such as the one in which the five 

Americans fight with the pirates and the one where they encounter the main characters, like 

Captain Nemo, as in Verne’s other stories; nor does it have a happy ending about their return to 

the United States; instead, the translation focuses on the thrilling adventures of the five men on 

the mysterious island. As expected, there is no anti-imperial sentiment and social criticism in 

Shiken’s version; it focuses instead more on their journey from Richmond in the United States 

to the island in the South Pacific as well as their sightings of strange animals and plants on the 

island. While the English version delves into the main characters’ psychological drama and 

emotional struggles, Shiken’s translation largely avoids personal feelings or sentiment. Rather, 

Shiken tries to introduce detailed information regarding the exotic island as if he were a 

journalist delivering information regarding a scientific observation from the new world.226  

                                                
225 Ibid., Jules Verne, The Mysterious Island. 
 
226 In this regard, it is important to note that Shiken also was known not only as a translator, literary critic, and 
essayist, but also as a journalist, and in his early career, he worked for a newspaper company called Hōchisha (報知
社 under the supervision of Yano Ryūkei (1851–1931), who was well known for Sēbe meishi: keikoku bidan (斉武名
士経国美談, Illustrious Statesman of Thebes, 1883–1884). As a newspaper reporter, Shiken played an active role in 
visiting the Qing dynasty for on-the-spot coverage, making an on-site inspection of the poverty-stricken district in 
Sanyodō (山陽道), such as the Okayama, Hiroshima, and Yamaguchi prefectures. He also traveled to Europe and the 
United States as a foreign correspondent with Ryūkei from 1885 to 1886 (Meiji 18–19). Ryūkei embarked on the 
reformation of Yūbinhōchi shinbun as Hōchisha was experiencing financial difficulties; he tried hard after he had 
traveled to Europe to observe European journalistic practices and politics. When Ryūkei returned to Japan in 1896, 
he first made efforts to reduce the subscription charge of Yūbinhōchi shinbun, to simplify the newspaper’s language 
and style, and to enrich the quality of articles. Shiken was assigned to publish his translations, and he then became 
instrumental in the mass marketing of Yūbinhōchi shinbun, particularly because the editorial board ventured to 
serialize the translation of foreign novels in a section called hōchi sōdan (報知叢談, hōchi fiction column), which 
allowed Shiken to reveal his hidden talent as a translator. It is also important to note that ordinary people could 
enjoy Shiken’s translations because Shiken develops his journalistic style in his works; importantly, the purpose of 
hōchi sōdan was to entertain and enlighten its large audience, including women and children. 
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For instance, Shiken’s translation pays attention to the function of the balloon, 

conditions of the weather, explanations about new species and the topography of the island, 

detailed accounts of the geography, and so forth. The main character, Harjin, is an engineer, 

and with his skills, he teaches the others to build their own boat, to turn and fire their own 

pottery, to demolish mountains, to make their own dwelling, and so forth in a clear and 

objective manner. Shiken meticulously translates these technological inventiveness and natural 

resources in such a manner that readers feel they would be able to carry out these innovative 

scientific methods and use new resources. Indeed, in the preface of the translated story, Shiken 

himself calls out the significance of Verne’s scientific novel that enables readers to 

simultaneously enjoy and learn from the contents of the translation. Through his translation, 

Shiken aims to demonstrate how human beings could survive in difficult environments by 

using their advanced knowledge and technological interventions.227 

Every single incident or event was reported as if it were an on-the-spot telecast in 

Shiken’s translation, as he realistically depicts whatever the main characters see and hear 

within the story. The narrator of “Irigumo idan” is like a reporter of live coverage, and readers 

begin to feel they are watching a live news telecast rather than reading a fictional adventure 

story. For example, “Irigumo idan” begins with this passage:  

ST  『余等は再び昇りをる歟』、『否』、『然らば降りをる歟』、『否』、『更に悪しし、余	

								等は現に落下しをるなり』、『南無三、とくに其の砂袋を投げ』『砂袋は既に悉く撤下	

								せり』、『昇り始めし歟』、『否』、『濤鬱如き饗聞こゆ』、『下は海なり、余等と相	

								去る既に五百尺に過ぎじ』、『重みあるものは悉く撤下せ、一切悉く』	

		 一千八百六十五年三月十三日午後四時に及ばむとする比ほひ太平洋の海ばらの上に於	

て虚空の裡に此の如く叫び語る人声あり世人は今もよく記臆知りなるべし同年三月の中	

旬より下旬に亘れる大嵐を、三月十八に始まりて十六日に至るまで吹きあれて亜米利加	

欧羅巴亜細亜の三大陸北緯三十五度より南緯四十度に至るまで廣袤一蔓八千マイルの間	

都府を倒し林を抜き濱は山なす怒濤に洗われ船の岸に投げられて撃砕さるる者百を以て	

	 	 	 	 算ぞへ人の陸に粉砕され海に溺没さるる者其の幾千なるを知るべからず往きに一千八百	

	 	 	 	 十年十月十五日同じく二十五年七月二十六日ハワナ及ガダローブを襲ふて彼が如き惨状	

                                                
227 Ibid., Morita Shiken, Morita Shiken shū. 
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	 	 	 	 をなせる暴風も之を今者にくらぶれば殆ど論ずるに足らざる者有り。
228
	

  
In this introduction, Shiken’s translation in the kanbun kakikudashibun style provides concise 

but descriptive information about the major troubles the main characters were encountering at 

that moment. While Shiken’s translation style occasionally abridges the original sentence in 

English, it maintains a certain rhythm, sound, and tempo in the overall paragraph. For example, 

for the translation of the questions and answers mentioned above, Shiken succinctly uses the 

Chinese character “ina” (否) to indicate the negative form, which amplifies the tension in the 

conversation while highlighting the rationality of the main characters amid the chaos. Shiken 

also employs a live coverage style in his translation. The narration vividly delivers the 

description of each scene according to what is heard or observed. Furthermore, by delineating 

the narrator’s objective observation, Shiken makes readers feel that they too are observing the 

incidents and landscapes as they happen within the story. The important point here is how 

Shiken’s narration creates the verisimilitude of the scenes by deploying the method of an on-

the-spot telecast in kanbun kakikudashibun style. Komori Yōishi points out that Shiken’s 

background as a former journalist helped him to develop such a live coverage style although the 

focus of Komori’s analysis is not on “Irigumo idan” but on another of Shiken’s texts.229 

Notably, Shiken’s translation is faithful to Kingston’s English translation, exemplifying 

his meticulous style. Kingston’s version begins with the following: 

TT       “Are we rising again?” “No. On the contrary.” “Are we descending?” Worse than that,  
captain! We are falling!” “For Heaven’s sake heave out the ballast!” “There! The last  
sack is empty!” Does the balloon rise?” “No!” “I hear a noise like the dashing of    
waves. The sea is below the car! It cannot be more than 500 feet from us!” “Overboard  
with every weight!....everything!”  
      Such were the loud and startling words which resounded through the air, above the  

                                                
228 Morita Shiken, “Irigumo idan” in Nihon no shōnen, vol 5 (13) (Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1893), 21–22. 
 
229 Ibid., Komori, “Kijutsu suru jikkyō chūkeisha no ichinin-shō.” 
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vast watery desert of the Pacific, about four o’clock in the evening of the 23rd of March,  
1865. 
      Few can possibly have forgotten the terrible storm from the northeast, in the middle  
of the equinox of that year. The tempest raged without intermission from the 18th to the  
26th of March. Its ravages were terrible in America, Europe, and Asia, covering a  
distance of eighteen hundred miles, and extending obliquely to the equator from the  
thirty-fifth north parallel to the fortieth south parallel. Towns were overthrown, forests  
uprooted, coasts devastated by the mountains of water which were precipitated on them,  
vessels cast on the shore, which the published accounts numbered by hundreds, whole  
districts leveled by waterspouts which destroyed everything they passed over, several  
thousand people crushed on land or drowned at sea; such were the races of its fury, left  
by this devastating tempest. It surpassed in disasters those which so frightfully ravaged 
Havana and Guadalupe, one on the 25th of October 1810, the other on the 26h of July,  
1825.230  

 
The comparison between Shiken’s translation in the kanbun kakikudashibun style and the 

English version above reveals Shiken’s sincere efforts to remain faithful to the source language 

(English). Shiken meticulously translated each word, phrase, sentence structures, syntax, 

grammar, and nuance. While Shiken’s translation maintains the sinified codes in the kanbun 

kakikudashibun style, it fluently conveys the original meanings and implications. At the same 

time, it also highlights his unique literal translation that retains the linguistic differences and 

foreignness of the translated text. Shiken himself occasionally noted that he tried to keep the 

difference between the source texts and the target language explicit as he believed that 

translation needs to have a pedagogical function in that readers can sense the different types of 

cultural expressions through the act of defamiliarizing it.231 

Shiken’s translation, as far as we can infer from the above passage, maintains the 

foreignness of the source language because of his literal translation in the kanbun 

kakikudashibun style. Indeed, the kanbun kakikudashibun style that Shiken mainly employed in 

                                                
230 Ibid., Jules Verne, The Mysterious Island. 
 
231 Morita Shiken, “Tsubouchi Shōyō ate no shokan,” Nihon kindai shisō taikei: hon'yaku to Nihon no kindai, eds. 
Kato Shuichi and Maruyama Masao (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1887/1991). 
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his translations played a crucial role in preserving the foreign quality of the source language 

while allowing the target language to extend its meanings and nuance. The style allows the 

target language to extend its sphere when the foreign quality of the source language is well 

preserved in translation. In addition, Shiken’s translation is testimony to the flexibility of the 

literary kanbun kakikudashibun style in representing new ideas and styles when used in 

innovative ways. 

In relation to the analysis above, let me further examine how Shiken effectively used 

the so-called ōbun-myaku (European writing style) through his translation in the kanbun 

kakikudashi style. In general, ōbun-myaku corresponds to the contexts of European writing. 

Judy Wakabayashi describes ōbun-myaku as “Japanese texts with strong European overtones,” 

which is rooted in English and other Western languages deviating from traditional Japanese 

writing.232 For example, ōbun-myaku can be practiced at the word level as well as at the syntax 

level. At the word level, new kanji compounds were created, including the nouns formed by a 

couple of kanji and used to express imported foreign concepts, such as shakai (社会,society), 

shizen (自然,nature), ren’ai (恋愛,love), jiyū (自由,liberty), and so forth.233 In addition to these 

word choices, we find characteristics of the syntax level of ōbun-myaku based on the different 

parts of speech, that is, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, and conjunctions. For example, the 

use of abstract nouns or inanimate nouns as a subject that “does something” as if it has motives 

or intentions as well as the use of abstract nouns as an object are syntax-level characteristics. 

                                                
232 Judy Wakabayashi, “Translational Japanese: A Transformative Strangeness within,” Portal Journal of 
Multidisciplinary International Studies 6, no. 1 (2009): 1–20, 6. 
233 Yanabu Akira, Kindai nihongo no shisō: hon'yaku buntai seiritsu jijō (Tokyo: Hōsei daigaku shuppankyoku, 
2004); Saitō Mino, Kindai nihon no hon'yaku bunka to Nihongo: Hon'yakuō Morita Shiken no kōseki, (Kyōto: 
Mineruva shobō, 2012). 
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For example, an expression like “mother nature gets angry” is a syntax-level of ōbun-myaku 

when it is translated into Japanese directly.  

The translated sentences below exemplify Shiken’s effective use of ōbun-myaku: 

TT        渠等は海を渡りて彼の岸に至るべきたよりあらず渠等は明日を待ち工學士を見出し能ふべ	
							きや否や渠等が至る所高く呼ばばりしにも拘はらず曾て一声の答の渠等の耳に到るあらず

234
	

 
ST         They could not leave it either, as the sea surrounded them; they must therefore put off  

till the next day their search for the engineer, from whom alas! Not a single cry had  
reached them to show that he was still in existence.235  

 
The above example shows how Shiken uses the newly formed word “karera” as the equivalent 

word of “they, them, and their” in a manner that is faithful to the source text. While the first 

example illuminates only the level of word choice, the next example indicates ōbun-myaku’s 

syntax-level characteristic: 

TT この梯子は非常の精細なる用心持て製作されぬ梯子の幹は藤の一種に似たる植物を綯ひて

		 之をつくり其の格子は赤き楢のたぐひの樹のふとき枝を伐りて以て之を作りぬ
236 

 
ST This ladder was manufactured with extreme care, and its uprights, formed of the twisted 
 fibers of a species of cane, had the strength of a thick cable. As to the rounds, they were 
 made of a sort of red cedar, with light, strong branches.237  
 
The combination of inanimate subjects and the passive voice, such as in the sentence “This 

ladder was manufactured with extreme care” also features the core of ōbun-myaku.238 This 

combination was not commonly used in traditional Japanese; instead, the passive voice was used 

with animate subjects alone. Thus, the expression above was newly introduced through 

                                                
234 Nihon no shōnen, vol 5.16, 45.  
 
235 Jules Verne, The Mysterious Island, tran. by W. H.G. Kingston (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Low, & 
Searle, 1875). Kindle. 
 
236 Nihon no shōnen, vol 6. 21, 44. 
 
237 Jules Verne, The Mysterious Island, translated by W. H.G. Kingston (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Low, & 
Searle, 1875), Kindle. 
 
238 Saitō, Kindai nihon no hon'yaku bunka to Nihongo. 
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translation in the Meiji period. 

The examples of ōbun-myaku show how Shiken incorporated foreign elements into 

Japanese writing style in the process of translation. Although ōbun-myaku expressions have 

made their way into the Japanese language and are commonly used by the Japanese people 

today, they were considered new and unnatural when Shiken translated foreign texts. Some 

fiction writers, such as Tayama Katai, who read Shiken’s translations were attracted by ōbun-

myaku and proactively used them in their own works.  

Saitō Mareshi describes the newness of Shiken’s ōbun-myaku as follows:  

Ōbun chokuyaku-tai (the European literal translation style) is “a word-for-word 
translation” because it retains “the intent of European languages” or marks the 
difference between the two languages. Therefore, it is important not to get caught up 
in the body of everyday languages: the style that feels foreign or the style that is 
required to consistently defamiliarize the everyday language. When we consider 
Shiken’s translation style in this way, it is possible to perceive his “kanbun-chō” from 
a different angle.239 

 
For Shiken, the use of ōbun-myaku was meant to be not only the source-oriented translation but 

also the practice of defamiliarization, that is, the maintenance of foreign quality in his 

translation. In other words, this effort was also juxtaposed with the creation of a new writing 

style or ecriture itself. Here, Saitō astutely points out how Shiken’s ōbun-myaku translation 

added a new dimension to his writing style and further animated his kanbun kakikudashi, 

particularly because the latter cannot be either too foreign or vernacular: it clearly mediates 

between the two and has a transformative relationship between the target culture and the source 

language. 

                                                
239 Saitō, Kanbunmyaku no kindai, 216. My translation. The original reads: その「欧文直訳体」とは、それが「欧
文」の「意趣精神」であると感じさせる、つまり彼我の違いを確認させるから「直訳体」なのであり、日常言語に埋

没しないことが肝要であった。まるで外国語であるかのように感じられる文体。常に日常言語に対する異化作用を義

務づけられた文体。思軒の翻訳文をこのように捉え直す時、その「漢文調」についても、自ずと別の見方が可能にな

る。	
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Meanwhile, in his renowned essay “Hon’yaku no kokoroe” (翻訳の心得, “The Things 

Translators Should Know”), Shiken argued that even an idiomatic expression such as “bear in 

mind” should be translated literally into the target language, such as kokoro ni shirusu (心に記

す), and never be rendered into a common idiomatic expression found in the target language, 

such as kimo ni meizu (肝に銘ず, “grave on one’s mind” or “impress on the liver” in Japanese), 

because using an idiomatic expression without careful consideration in the target language 

would falsify not only the meaning of the original expression but also how native speakers of 

the source language express the meaning of the corresponding Japanese concepts.240 He also 

problematized the use of maxims and proverbs stemming from the target language (i.e., 

Japanese). Therefore, Shiken was apparently strongly advocating a literal, source-language-

oriented, and, what Lawrence Venuti would call, foreignizing translation style.241 Shiken’s 

essay also reminds us of Friedrich Schleiermacher’s (1768–1834) argument that translators 

should emphasize the value of the foreign quality of the source by inviting readers to access the 

world of the source languages. In other words, Schleiermacher notes, “either the translator 

leaves the writer in peace as much as possible and moves the reader toward him, or he leaves 

the reader in peace as much as possible and moves the writer toward him.”242 Schleiermacher’s 

most important argument is to avoid taking both sides; translators definitely need to choose 

either to “move the reader toward the writer” or “to move the writer toward him.”243 In a way, 

                                                
240 Morita Shiken, “Hon’yaku no kokoroe,” Nihon kindai shisō taikei: kindai Hon'yaku to Nihon no kindai, ed. 
Shūichi Kato and Maruyama Masao (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1887/1991), 285–286. 
 
241 Lawrence Venuti, The Translator's Invisibility: A History of Translation (London: Routledge, 2008). 
 
242 Jeremy Munday, Introducing Translation Studies: Theories and Applications (London: Routledge, 2001), 49. 
 
243 Ibid.  
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it appears as if Shiken’s approach follows the first strategy advocated by Schleiermacher: 

“move the reader toward the writer.” 

In the case of Shiken, however, his translation technique is more complex than we 

imagine. In a personal letter to Tsubouchi Shōyō, Shiken mentioned that flexible translation 

strategies should not be dismissed in favor of literal translation.244Although Shiken apparently 

was an advocate of literal translation, he realizes the ambiguous boundaries between 

domestication and foreignization, however subtle they may have been. Thus, Shiken finds that 

the translator should not blindly follow the target culture as the target language is a flexible 

system that can be prodded and expanded; but he also believes that translators should be 

allowed to exercise a certain amount of freedom from the constraints of codified, literary 

language when languages fail and it becomes inevitable to do so. 

In this regard, Saitō Mareshi notes that Shiken’s literal, source-language-oriented 

approach to translation stands as proof of flexibility of the kanbun kakikudashibun style in 

representing new ideas and styles when used in an innovative way.245 In other words, rather 

than domesticizing elements of culture or foreignizing cultural elements altogether, Shiken 

carefully attempted to coin words that might be understood by Japanese readers by creating 

neologisms or using words from the vernacular language and incorporating them in kanbun 

kakikudashibun style. Shiken is much more creative and inventive with his translation in the 

kanbun kakikudashi style than his contemporary writers and translators were. He does not give 

in to the tendency to pull out fixed turns of phrase while, at the same time, he occasionally 

                                                
244 Ibid., Morita Shiken, “Tsubouchi Shōyō ate no shokan.”  
 
245 Saitō Mareshi, Kanbunmyaku no kindai: shinmatsu meiji no bungakuken (Nagoya: Nagoya daigaku shuppankai, 
2005). 
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employs target-language-oriented translation. By doing so, he invents a clear style that attempts 

to realize the sense and structure of the source text. Saitō Mareshi also points out:   

In many ways, Shiken attempted to translate the “intent” of European writing. If one 
considers [his] colloquial translation as being in conflict with other translation styles, 
assuming that although he tried colloquial translation he did not go down that direction, 
one would lose sight of what he had gained during this period. Regardless of his 
colloquial translations and numerous uses of kango (Chinese), the important thing is that 
Shiken’s translation achieved a flexibility that set it apart from conventional, fixed 
styles.246 
 
In Shiken’s translation, as Saitō describes, we can understand his intention to perceive 

the kanbun kakikudashibun style as a type of border-crossing ecriture that transgressed the 

restrictions of the Japanese language.247 It is also an expression of him challenging the 

assumption that one country’s writing system has its own refined meaning that makes it almost 

impossible to change it into the writing system of a different country.248 

Returning to the content rather than the translation style of the text, Shiken obviously 

tried to provide an alternative reading pattern for his young readers by offering an educational 

yet entertaining story focusing on the adventure of five Americans in Nihon no shōnen. It 

appealed strongly to young readers because of the adventure and excitement that filled its 

pages, and although its intention was pedagogical, it provided Meiji readers an enjoyable lesson 

in world geography and technological inventiveness. Shiken depicted a large number of 

contemporary accounts of places around the world to add a transnational flavor to his story 

with rich descriptions of places that few Japanese readers had ever seen. At the same time, 

                                                
246 Ibid., Saitō, Kanbunmyaku no kindai, 231. My translation, and the parentheses are my own. The original reads: 思
軒はさまざまな方法で、欧文の「意趣」を翻訳しようとしていた。もしこの口語訳を他の翻訳と対立的に捉え、思軒

は晩年に口語訳を試みたけれども、結局その道には進まなかった、などとしてしまっては、この時期の思軒が何を手

に入れていたか、見えなくなってしまう。口語訳にせよ、漢語の多様にせよ、重要なことは、思軒の訳文がそれまで

の文体に縛られない自由さを獲得しつつあったことだ。	

 
247 Ibid., Saitō, Kanbunmyaku no kindai. 
 
248 Ibid.  
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since the main characters travel through places like the unsettled plains of islands in the South 

Pacific and Richmond, Virginia in the United States, the story proved to Japanese readers that 

there were many places around the world at profoundly different levels of cultural 

development. In this way, it fit well with the discourse on civilization and enlightenment in 

Meiji, which had quickly adopted that notion that technology and culture were the foundations 

that led to men’s survival and success in the unknown world. 

Notably, Verne, who was a French writer, described an English-language world in the 

midst of the American Civil War as the setting of The Mysterious Island. The story begins with 

a prison break—an escape from the American experience. Harding is a prisoner of war from the 

north, and he plans to escape in a balloon back across the Union lines, and in that balloon, there 

are other imprisoned people. With their frantic attempts, they are blown in the wrong direction, 

landing on a mysterious island in the Pacific. Encountering a series of life-threatening 

incidents, these main characters also try to escape from the island. Verne tries to show exotic 

and unknown places and lands by depicting his main characters as foreigners/Americans. 

Shiken’s version also emphasizes the adventures of the foreigners who are trapped on the 

mysterious island, while highlighting the foreignness of the foreign text.  

Inasmuch as Shiken’s translation in kanbun kakikudashibun style aimed to create a 

particular ecriture with a border-crossing flavor, which embodied the foreignness of the source 

text and the flexibility of the kanbun kakikudashi style, the content of “Irigumo idan” also 

exhibited transnational aspects as the story clearly focused on the adventure of the Americans, 

whose nationality was neither that of the author nor that of the translator, that is, both belonged 

to an alien culture. By translating such an exciting adventure story for his young readers in 

kanbun kakikudashibun, Shiken thus revealed the power, resilience, and flexibility of language 
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as well as the content of border-crossing literature to such an extent that the translated text 

illuminated the genuine pleasure of temporal escape from modernization forces and 

institutional development that often repressed individuals with their strict rules and restrictions. 

In a way, Shiken’s translation created the archetype of shōnen shōsetsu for Japanese boys to 

gain border-crossing experiences, despite their journey being imaginary, temporary, and 

evanescent. It also illustrated how Shiken as a mediator of languages negotiated the tension 

between Japan’s longstanding relationship with kanbun and its Confucian aesthetics and the 

newly developed ideas influenced by Western texts and values, which Indra Levy calls 

“trialectics”: “the co-existence and complex comingling of multiple dialectics between the 

local/particular and the global/universal, with vectors that point simultaneously toward ‘Japan,’ 

the ‘old world’ of China, and ‘the new world’ of the West.”249 

 

The Adventurous Translation: Translating Jules Verne’s Two Years’ Vacation 

This section examine Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen, the second-hand translation of Jules 

Verne’s Two Years’ Vacation (Deux ans de Vacances, 1888), which enjoyed a record-breaking 

popularity among modern young readers.250 Jūgo shōnen was one of the most circulated stories 

during the Meiji period and became a signature of shōnen shōsetsu during the late Meiji period. 

                                                
249 Ibid., Levy, Translation in Modern Japan, 4. 
 
250 As for the source text, Japanese scholars have different views regarding which translation in English was used by 
Shiken for his Japanese translation. Takahashi Osamu, Kisaichi Yasuhiko, and Hatano Kanji believe that Shiken 
translated a two-volume English-language book titled A Two Years’ Vacation published by the publisher Munro in 
the United States in 1889. Meanwhile, I suspect that Shiken also referred to Adrift in the Pacific; the Strange 
Adventures of a Schoolboy Crew serialized in the Boston Daily Globe newspaper from February 22 through March 
14 in 1890; it appears as if some of Shiken’s translations follow this translation. Saitō Mino also mentions that 
Shiken might have referred to Adrift in the Pacific in her Kindai nihon no hon’yaku bunka to nihongo: hon’yakuō 
Morita Shiken no kōseki, 2012. See also “Nihon no Robinsonado: Shiken-yaku Jūgo shōnen no shūhen,” in Kindai 
nihon no hon’yaku bunka, ed. Shunsuke Kamei (Tokyo: Chuōkōronsha, 1994), 262–288. Takahashi Osamu 
Takahashi, Meiji no hon’yaku disukūru: Tsubouchi Shōyō, Morita Shiken, Wakamatsu Shizuko (Tokyo: Hitsuji 
shobō, 2015). 
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Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen was serialized in Sōnen sekai between March and October 1896, and it 

attracted a huge number of young readers. Due to its overwhelming popularity, Jūgo shōnen 

was also published as a book twice when Shiken was still alive. In this section, rather than 

examining the comparison between the source and the target language as well as Shiken’s 

kanbun kakikusashibun style, I look at the role of Shiken’s translations in the development of 

shōnen shōsetsu as popular literature and in broadening the use of foreign texts from 

pedagogical material to literary entertainment.  

As mentioned earlier, Shiken’s translation style is generally categorized as a literal style 

representing a faithful translation of the original texts as it refrained from a free-wheeling use 

of foreign texts, a trait seen in many hon’an (翻案)adaptations in the Meiji period. However, he 

made a number of omissions and modifications when he translated Verne’s Deux ans de 

Vacances to publish his work through Shōnen sekai. In this regard, Judy Wakabayashi explains 

that since children’s literature was considered  “common property,” its authorship conferred 

less respect.251 To that end, Wakabayashi notes that “in these early years foreign writers would 

have had little name recognition amongst Japanese readers (particularly children), and omission 

of the author’s name also reflects the prevailing relaxed attitudes about any putative boundaries 

between original, adaptations and translation.” 252 In the following sections, therefore, I explain 

how the fusion of flexible and rigorous approaches to translation added a new dimension to 

Shiken’s translation technique by providing an experimental arena for him to develop a new 

literary expression for the creation of shōnen shōsetsu without restrictions. For example, Maeda 

                                                
 251 Judy Wakabayashi, “Translational Japanese: A Transformative Strangeness within,” Portal Journal of 
Multidisciplinary International Studies 6, no. 1 (2009): 1–20, 6. 
 
252 Yanabu Akira , Kindai nihongo no shisō: hon'yaku buntai seiritsu jijō (Tokyo: Hōsei daigaku shuppankyoku, 
2004); Saitō Mino, Kindai nihon no hon'yaku bunka to Nihongo: Hon'yakuō Morita Shiken no kōseki, 2012. 
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Ai and Fujii Hidetada note that Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen was a vibrant translation style because it 

moved beyond the fixed format based on literal translation by using dynamic and lively 

language.253 In this vein, I argue that his translation style, which is both flexible and 

meticulous, captured the verisimilitude of foreign adventure stories and contributed to the 

evolution of popular shōnen shōsetsu as literary entertainment in modern Japan. 

 

Boys Meet the New World: Shiken’s Translation Strategies in Jūgo shōnen  

Perhaps it is not always important to examine how the title of each story is translated 

into the target language. After all, translators cannot always convey the words or sentences as 

precisely as the original authors did, although, ideally, translations should fluently convey the 

meaning of the source texts. Therefore, it is crucial for translators to have sophisticated cultural 

and linguistic senses to facilitate their choice of rhythm, diction, syntax, and phrasing as much 

as possible.  

Nonetheless, in the case of Shiken’s translation of Verne’s Two Years Vacation for 

children’s magazine, it is essential to consider why and how Shiken chose Bōken kidan: jūgo 

shōnen for the translated title of Two Years’ Vacation, particularly because the concept of boys, 

or shōnen (少年) in Japanese, came to have important associations around that time. Indeed, this 

was the time when differentiation between girls’ and boys’ reading practices in Japanese 

society became evident. This practice of gendering childhood also coincided with the First 

Sino-Japanese War, when the print industry and the Japanese school system began to promote 

different forms of education based on gender ideologies. In this vein, it appears that Shiken 

intentionally emphasized the ideas of adventure stories for boys or shōnen to correspond with 

the social climate of Meiji Japan by choosing Jūgo shōnen as the title of Jules Verne’s Two 
                                                
253 Ibid., Maeda Ai and Fujii Hidetaka, “Morita Shiken kaisetsu.” 
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Years’ Vacation. Until the late Meiji period, the Japanese term shōnen had been used to 

indicate children of both sexes, and Shōnen sekai had earned a reputation as appropriate 

reading for both boys and girls. When Shōnen sekai created a column for female students who 

attended girls’ schools, however, the magazine used the term shōnen to refer only to boys.  

In the case of Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen, the title of Two Years’ Vacation, the image of the 

“fifteen boys” symbolizing different national, ethnic, personality, and age groups also 

represents the process of gendering childhood by constructing a collective image of boys in the 

world through literary imagination. Shiken himself did not shy away from creating such a 

unique title to invite his young readers to access the imagined world for “boys” that they never 

encountered prior to reading the translation of Verne’s adventure stories. Moreover, the cover 

page of the third  book edition delineates an image of fifteen stars and the sun [Figure 14]. 

 
[Figure 14] The third edition of Jūgo shōnen published in 1899 

 The color composition of the cover page is quite simple: blue, red, and white. Clear as 

it may appear, these stars seem to represent fifteen boys associated with the images of hope, 

future, and passion: the sun apparently symbolizes Japan as the center of the world. Although 

further examinations of the symbolism of the cover pages during the Meiji period are necessary 

to support my argument, this example illuminates how the idea of “fifteen boys” or jūgo shōnen 
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matters to readers, to the publisher, and to Shiken himself, even though Verne’s original text 

might not show any strong sentiment toward the term “boys.”  

To summarize the story, Verne’s Two Years’ Vacation describes the two-year 

experiences of a group of schoolboys who were washed ashore on a desert island in the South 

Pacific. These are students of the Chairman School in New Zealand, a colony under the rule of 

the British Empire. The story begins with a scene in which fifteen boys, aged eight to fourteen, 

are asleep aboard a schooner moored at a harbor in Auckland. The moorings are suddenly cast 

off without any adults on board, and the schooner drifts out into the ocean with only the young 

boys. The boys get caught in a storm and eventually find themselves on the shore of an 

unknown island, which they name “Chairman Island.” Clearly, the story is linked to the 

premise of Robinson Crusoe, as Verne himself articulates in his preface to the book, saying he 

tried to make a Crusoe-like story for young readers to demonstrate how children could 

overcome any hardship or difficulty using their own intelligence and inner resilience.254 

When Shiken translated Two Years’ Vacation, he made a number of omissions and 

modifications in flexible linguistic forms, despite his reputation as a meticulous translator, as I 

mentioned earlier. For example, in the second round of the series, Shiken provided additional 

information about people’s social status and nationality in the introductory section. In the 

original text, Verne wrote, “At the time of our story Chairman’s boarding-school was one of 

the largest in Auckland, New Zealand. It boasted about a hundred pupils belonging to the best 

families in the colony, and the course of study and management were the same as in high-class 

schools at home.”255  

                                                
254 Jules Verne, A Two Years' Vacation (New York: G. Munro, 1889). 
 
255 Ibid., Adrift in the Pacific, 17. 
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[Figure 15] The Second Round of the Series Jūgo shōnen published in Shōnen sekai 

 
However, Shiken expanded this part as follows: “Chairman School is exclusively for 

whites, with children from England, France, America, and Germany studying there: they are 

descendants of city landlords, of bankers, wealthy merchants, and government officials” as can 

be seen in Figure 15. In a way, his modification constructs a specific cultural identity of the 

Euro-American educational system by emphasizing social status, race, and nationality. As 

Takahashi Osamu’s study indicated, Shiken and Verne focused on different aspects of the 

story, respectively, based on their own approaches to social criticism, which somewhat 

differentiates the translated text from the source text.256According to Takahashi, Shiken’s 

version explicitly presented the desire to pursue hakubutugaku (博物学, natural history) of 

unknown places and people, social status, and fictional space, whereas Verne’s original text 

highlighted his criticism of the British educational system, national competition (especially 

between the French and British), and the expanding colonial fantasy.257 

In this sense, a translator’s position as a mediator of languages becomes problematic, as 

quite a few translators often commit to the political environments and historical contexts in the 

                                                
256 Takahashi Osamu, “Bōken wo meguru sōzōryoku: Morita Shiken yaku Boken kidan: kūgo shōnen,” Meiji no 
hon’yaku disukūru: Tsubouchi Shōyō, Morita Shiken, Wakamatsu Shizuko (Tokyo: Hitsuji shobō, 2015), 322–357. 
 
257 Ibid.  
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different periods and areas in which they live. The translator’s agency therefore becomes 

critical to the process of translation. For example, English translations of Verne’s Deux ans de 

Vacances by British translators often modify the negative views about British people and their 

culture as described in Verne’s French version, as was also the case in Kingston’s The 

Mysterious Island. Shiken’s translation rather highlights the strong bond among boys from 

different social and national backgrounds to reinforce the group identity of boys or shōnen. 

Likewise, any translator can intentionally preserve the discourse of the translator’s period by 

exercising a kind of “appropriation” of the original text.  

Indeed, Jūgo shōnen, serialized in Shōnen sekai by Shiken, stimulated the pioneering 

spirit of young readers in Meiji Japan, which deviated even further from the translator’s 

original intention. The text introduced the high-level decision-making process of Euro–

American boys to young Japanese readers while promoting the spirit of “adventure” in the 

world, alongside an interest in museumification. Although I do not intend to conduct 

comprehensive research on the comparison between the source and the target texts in this 

section, I would like to examine how Shiken translated the concept of colonies into Japanese:258 

1. ST  French Cape, British Cape, and American Cape, in honor of the three nations 
 represented in the little colony.259 
TT  童子等が所出の本国を紀念して仏人岬、英人岬、米人岬と名づけられぬ

260 
 

2. ST  “Nothing—except your being at our head,” said Donagan. “We had a Yankee as 
a chief  of the colony—now it is a French fellow who is in command! Next time I 
suppose we  shall have a nigger fellow, Moko, for instance—.”261  

                                                
258 I refrain from claiming which text Shiken used as the original because this matter of the source text is still being 
debated. However, I refered to Adrift in the Pacific for this comparison. 
 
259 Ibid., Adrift in the Pacific, 77. 
 
260 Morita Shiken, Shōnen shōsetsu taikei: Morita shiken murai gensaishū, eds. Murai Gensai, and Nagayama Yasuo 
(Tokyo: San'ichishobō, 1986), 206. 
 
 261 Ibid., Adrift in the Pacific, 126. 
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TT  杜番「何の故もあるに非ず、唯だ君は余等の首長たるべき権利なき者なりというに在り

余等は皆な英国人なり、而してさきには	米国人を首長とし、今は又仏国人を首長とす、次回の

選挙には、余は恐る必ず莫科	(黒人の子)を首長とせざるべからざらんを」
262  

 
As these two examples show, Shiken uses a more colloquial style in this translation compared 

to “Irigumo idan” and changes the original meanings in his own way. Here, we see how his 

translation style stressed greater flexibility and uniqueness. Shiken also maintained political 

correctness by not translating slang, such as “Yankee” or “nigger,” by using their equivalent 

terms in the Japanese language. As shown in the underlined sentences, the Japanese word 

shokuminchi (殖民地), the equivalent term for “colony,” did not appear in his translation. In 

fact, Shiken rarely used shokuminchi in the entire series, although Verne’s original text made 

numerous references to Chairman Island as a “colony,” since it was a recurring motif in the 

story. Of course, Shiken accurately translated the national conflicts and tension among the 

young boys in his work; readers can sense how each boy, based on national interests, 

differentiates himself from others of different countries. In addition, some parts even reflected 

his meticulous translation style to capture the foreignness of the original text. However, Shiken 

rather intentionally eschewed the use of the Japanese word shokuminchi within the text 

although it was one of central motifs in Verne’s version.263 

Takahashi argues that Shiken himself did not regard the idea of colonies as importantly 

as Verne might have considered them perhaps because the notion of shokumin was often at 

odds with the notion of risshin shusse, which encouraged “little citizens” to study hard and 

climb the social ladder.264 To put it differently, shokumin (殖民, colonize)was a choice given to 

                                                
262 Ibid., Morita, Murai, and Nagayama, Shōnen shōsetsu taikei, 234. 
 
263 Ibid., Takahashi, “Bōken wo meguru sōzōryoku.” 
 
264 Ibid. 
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those who were lacking economic capital and were forced to get out of the country to gain 

adequate capital. Alternatively, shokumin in Japan was often associated with the choice of 

social pariahs who were urged to go to different countries to earn money and could come back 

to their own country if they were successful. Moreover, in a place linked to shokuminchi, one’s 

learning or social status did not possess any value, and was rather meaningless and 

inconsequential.265 Therefore, shokumin had a negative connotation in the period during which 

Shiken translated this text. Hence, the nuance of shokuminchi was weakened in Shiken’s Jūgo 

shōnen although it may have been done by Shiken unconsciously.266 

I further extend Takahashi’s analysis of shokuminchi here. As a material object, 

Shiken’s adventure story paradoxically demonstrated an indication of the desire to escape from 

civilized society and its rigid, meritocratic social system, which was somewhat at odds with the 

shokuminchi discourse. Interestingly, Verne’s original text explicitly presented how schoolboys 

received a kind of retreat from the modern school system. Similarly, Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen, 

serialized in Shōnen sekai, provided a diversion for “little citizens” and at the same time, 

offered them a short break from their studies or work after school. Thus, while it appears that 

the translated text described what we call a bildungsroman of the young characters who were 

forced to separate themselves from normal society and return to civilization with maturity, it 

also alluded to the ways in which the children could escape modern institutions, implying that 

they could enjoy fantasy lives outside the social system in their literary imagination despite the 

fact that these alternative lives might appear imaginary and temporary within the category of 

shōnen shōsetsu. 

                                                
265 Ibid. 
 
266 Ibid. 
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Indeed, when Shiken was translating Jūgo shōnen, the First Sino-Japanese War, one of 

the full-scale imperial wars, broke out between Japan and the Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 

initiated by the Donghak Peasant Revolution (1894–1895). Importantly, this war triggered the 

transformation of print media and the system of Japanese education. As Komori Yōichi 

discusses, the outbreak of the First Sino-Japanese War thus brought about the expansion of 

publishing companies and the growth of print media in Meiji Japan, partly because the war 

necessitated prompt reporting and on-the-spot coverage of ongoing battles.267 

Hakubunkan, one of the major publishing companies in the Meiji period, responded to 

this new cultural milieu of a mass-mediated society and an educational system mobilized by the 

war. Noting that “Japan became a major country; so should our magazines too”268 in “The Main 

Points of the Publication of Taiyō (太陽発刊の主意, “Taiyō hakkan no shui)” in December 1894, 

Hakubunkan launched the publication of new journals, Taiyō (太陽, Sun, 1895–1928), Bungei 

kurabu (文芸倶楽部, Literary Arts Club, 1895–1933), and Shōnen sekai, one after another in 

1895.	Meanwhile, with the damage reparation/compensation provided by the Qing 

government, the ministry of education in Meiji Japan went into an overdrive to expand higher 

education at the national level. The government planned to establish the imperial university in 

the Kyōto, Tōhoku, and Kyūshu areas; prior to that, the imperial university had existed only in 

Tokyo. Alongside this, reformation of middle schools was also planned.  

In this milieu of socio-cultural transformation in the late Meiji, Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen 

offered an exciting reading experience for young readers who wanted to imagine expeditions 

                                                
267 Komori Yōichi, Kindai bungaku no seiritsu: shisō to buntai no mosaku (Tokyo: Yūseidō, 1986). 
 
268 My translation. The original reads, 日本は世界の大国になったのだから、欧米諸国に負けない総合	雑誌を。	
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into unknown spaces and times in the fantasy life of a literary work stimulated by the 

development of print capitalism and modern education. To be sure, print media and educational 

institutions contributed to the creation of national belonging, bringing individuals together 

through the national project. However, the imaginary spaces created by Shōnen sekai also 

allowed “little citizens,” especially boys, to express their sovereignty, embrace the value of a 

strong agency, and show a hidden resistance to public constraints. These works, therefore, 

offered an emancipative power to “little citizens,” which deviated somewhat from the so-called 

shokuminchi discourse. 

Regardless of whether the translated text intentionally constructed a to-and-fro  

movement between the pioneering spirit and escapism within and beyond the confinement of 

the social system, Shiken’s translation—which initially sought to magnify adventurous aspects 

of the original story—ultimately served to elevate the power, resilience, and flexibility of 

language to such an extent that it illuminated the paradox of the translated text, which both 

liberated and ruled child readers as “little citizens” in the form of material fantasy. In other 

words, it highlighted the oscillation between the colonial gaze and primitive passion together 

with the desire for both differentiation (i.e., boys’ national background) and unification (and 

liberation and escapicism).  

From this perspective, I argue that Jūgo shōnen demonstrates how the fusion of flexible 

and strict approaches to translation added a new dimension to Shiken’s translation technique by 

allowing him to freely foster a new literary expression and a narrative style. This translation 

style, which was both flexible and meticulous, alongside the use of both ōbun-myaku and 

kanbun-myaku, captured the verisimilitude of adventure stories and the materiality of the 
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translated texts that stimulated the desires of modern readers and the evolution of shōnen 

shōsetsu. 

Hence, Shiken’s adventurous translation in Jūgo shōnen demonstrated how the cultural 

imagination of the Meiji adventure story reflected a negotiation of the boundaries of reality and 

imagination in an age characterized by a growing print industry and the development of  

shōnen shōsetsu within the category of modern Japanese literature. Overall, adventure stories, 

such as Shiken’s Jūgo shōnen, functioned as liminal sites between the primitive and the 

pioneering, chaos and cosmos, liberation, and restriction, and life and death in late Meij.269 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I examined how Meiji writers and translators responded to the (en) 

gendering of childhood in the Meiji period alongside their literary practice in the formative 

period of genbun itchi. In particular, I analyzed the ways in which Shizuko and Shiken shaped 

new genres such as shōjo shōsetsu and shōnen shōsetsu as well as new literary languages, styles, 

and expressions in their stories about girls or boys by using vernacular style and flexible kanbun 

kakikudashibun style respectively. 

Shizuko’s example demonstrated how translation allowed her and other contemporary 

female readers or writers to practice writing and reading and become familiar with new literary 

                                                
269 In his essay “Texts of Spaces, Spaces of Texts” in Tekusuto no yūtopia (1990), Maeda sheds light on the 
significance of texts that parallel the internal experiences of readers, taking the form of a dreamlike reality in 
readers’ daily lives. According to Maeda, the intricate nexus of inside and outside, death and life, consciousness and 
subconsciousness, and behind (omote表) and surface (ura裏) have the potential to function as “liminal zones” in 
which multi-layered meanings and images are made, remade, expressed, and interwoven with one another (43). 
While Yuri Lotman, the founder of the Tartu-Moscow Semiotic School, focuses on the binary opposition between 
interior and exterior, culture and barbarism, intellectuals and masses, and cosmos and chaos in his semiotic analysis 
of texts, Maeda emphasizes the ambiguity of these dichotomies by moving beyond the confinements of Lotman’s 
model. For Maeda, these boundaries are semiotic sites from which multi-layered images emerge and intermingle. 
See Maeda Ai, Tekusuto no yūtopia, (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1990), 42. 
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languages, styles, themes, expressions, and stories. Indeed, Shizuko’s translations recreated an 

alternative girls’ representational agency in a literary discourse, constructing a new image of 

girlhood while contributing to the development of shōjo shōsetsu. 

Meanwhile, Morita Shiken, who was informed by both Chinese studies and English, 

developed his translation skills in kanbun kakikudashibun style. While his translation style was 

considered a bit more fixed and distant from genbun itchi compared to Shizuko’s vernacular 

style, his bold approach to the translation of Verne’s adventure stories captivated Meiji 

schoolchildren and added a new dimension to the expression of the masculine language. 

When translating children’s literature, both Shizuko and Shiken put themselves in a 

relatively flexible position in which they could participate freely in an experimental arena to 

develop or create their own modern narrative style without constraint. Indeed, by translating 

foreign texts, they created new types of literary genres—shōjo shōsetsu and shōnen shōsetsu—

and constructed an alternative reading pattern for girls and boys. Thus, these translators paved 

the way for new genre formations and explored gender performativity through their literary 

creativity. Their works also examiplified how the practice of translation conflated images of 

modern childhood with the construction of “little citizens” by experimenting with unique 

linguistic constructions and new literary styles, which preceded the surge of the shōnen-mono 

genre. 
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Chapter Three 

Utopia/Dystopia Within Textual Spaces:  

Childhood Memories and Fiction in the Work of Izumi Kyōka 

“Memory is not an instrument for surveying the past but its theater. It is the medium of past 
experience, just as the earth is the medium in which dead cities lie buried. He who seeks to 
approach his own buried past must conduct himself like a man digging.”  
 

― Walter Benjamin, Berlin Childhood around 1900 

 

After the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895), the gulf between the haves and the have-

nots became increasingly conspicuous and justified as a result of capitalist development and 

imperial expansion, thereby causing serious social problems and moral deterioration in Meiji 

Japan (1868–1912). With an uneasiness toward the triumphant atmosphere after the war, many 

Japanese fiction writers confronted the consequences of social, cultural, and political dislocation 

and the shift in the surroundings stimulated by the war, which, in turn, called the conditions of 

modern subjectivity into question. In the realm of literature, there was a surge of new genres, 

such as  kannen shōsetsu (観念小説, conceptual novels), hisan shōsetsu (悲惨小説, tragic novels) 

or shinkoku shōsetsu (深刻小説, serious novels), and shakai shōsetsu (社会小説, social novels), 

which drew widespread attention from modern readers of that age.270 The writers of new genres 

were primary concerned with the depiction of the marginalized sections of all social peripheries, 

despite their different positions within specific genres.  

In depicting the irony of capitalist development and an allegory of the class system, 

Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939), a writer of kannen shōsetsu, particularly in his early works, “Yakō 

junsa” (夜行巡査, “The Night Patrol,” 1895) and “Gekashitsu” (外科室, “The Surgery Room,” 

                                                
270 These categorical genres were framed by a number of intellectuals, writers, and critics in the Meiji period, and 
came to be normalized by literary scholars afterwards in the process of nemerous literary debates and discussions. 
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1895), skillfully developed literary forms that functioned to destabilize the dominant literary 

movements, including the genbun itchi (言文一致, unification of speech and writing) movement 

as well as other traditional forms of expression, to question the agency of the people on the social 

periphery in literary style, especially by playing with the elements of romanticism. It is no 

coincidence that Kyōka, who was then engaged in writing about marginal figures, also developed 

the theme of childhood and children in his writings between 1896 and 1898, including “Mino 

dani” (蓑谷, “The Valley Mino,” 1896), “Ajisai” (紫陽花, “Hydrangea,” 1896), “Ryūtandan” (龍

潭譚, “The Tale of the Dragon in the Abyss,” 1896), “Teriha kyōgen” (照葉狂言, “The Teriha 

Troupe,” 1896), “Kechō” (化鳥, “Chimera,” 1897), and “Ōkakei” (鶯花徑, “In Nightingale 

Hollow,” 1898). Inspired by the theme of children depicted in Higuchi Ichiyō’s (1872–1896) 

seminal work, “Takekurabe” (たけくらべ, “Growing up,” 1896), a derivative of kannen shōsetsu, 

Kyōka also described the pains of growing up in the changing time and space of modern Japan. 

Meanwhile, the transitional period in his conceptual framework, that is, the shift from kannen 

shōsetsu to gensō bungaku (幻想文学, fantasy literature), was marked by a depiction of childhood 

memories and his literary imagination. In other words, the motifs of childhood and children 

opened a new door for Kyōka, who was yet to develop his gensō bungaku as his literary style.  

In this chapter, I examine his two stories “Ryūtandan” and “Kechō,” both of which are 

based on the theme of childhood, and a child’s near-death experience, alongside the motifs of 

folklore. I call attention to “Ryūtandan” and “Kechō” because they focus on children’s 

perspective and highlight childlike voices of the young characters. These stories pivot on the 

threshold between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, mirroring a world that was soon to 

disappear, but not without marking the bitterness of a vanishing cultural past while illuminating 

the intoxicating childhood memories that would move beyond a linear account of time and space. 
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Reading these two texts, I analyze how the particular depictions of marginal subjects, such as the 

vulnerability of children in contrast to the idealization of “little citizens,” emphasized by the 

ideology of risshin shusse (立身出世, rising in the world), provided an alternative means of 

expression that could escape the clichés of dominant literary movements, the new ideological 

scheme that arose immediately after Japan’s first imperial war, and the institutional pressures 

upon the Meiji literati. Such an expression was invested with the potential to break fixed forms 

and encourage ruptures, which in turn enabled an uncertain, rudimentary, and progressive re-

envisioning of the cultural and literary canon in the Meiji period. 

 Kyōka’s attempt to represent children in literature by using a child narrator was also 

significant in the way in which it undermined the established social and literary discourse, which 

either overlooked or paid excessive attention to the representational agency of minors, the social 

periphery, and the socially marginalized population. Kyōka maintained the significance of 

exploring the motifs of minor subjects and children in preserving or interfering with their 

memories and their periods of oblivion while not granting subjectivity to these figures. By 

encompassing childhood memories within the narrative structure, Kyōka’s literary device and 

peculiar linguistic construction delve into children’s duality, marginality, resilience, and 

suffering while inviting readers to access the liminal borderland in textual spaces that obliterate 

the boundaries between utopia and dystopia, reality and dreams, the tangible and non-tangible, 

and the conscious and sub-conscious.  

 

“Ryūtandan”: Kamikakushi, or The Horror of Hide-and-Seek  

Children often indulge in games that give them a thrill and a sense of adventure. They 

seek excitement and danger by venturing far from their familiar places in the neighborhood, 
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especially when playing games like hide-and-seek—at places associated with some taboo—to 

feel a sense of liberation from the restrictions imposed by their parents. They also play war 

games, mimicking the terror induced in battles happening in the real world. Alongside their 

cautionary tales, numerous Japanese folktales, legends, folklore, and Buddhist tales that have 

described the dangerous aspects of children’s reckless play, which occasionally indicated a moral 

and physical hazard. 

Among all the dangerous forms of play, hide-and-seek was strangely associated with the 

ritualistic nuance of stepping into the other world. In Bungaku ni okeru genfūkei (文学における原

風景, Archetypal Landscape in Literature, 1976), Okuno Takeo (1926–1997) discusses the 

symbolic significance of hide-and-seek as a literary representation:  

Be that as it may, isn’t hide-and-seek a somewhat sad, lonely form of play, not to  
mention mystical, with a note of primal fear? It is certainly a competitive game, but in  
order to win, children have to experience isolation and loneliness to not get caught […]  
the child who is “it” also has to become alone at some point. The warmth and joy of  
being in a group vanishes, and with the surroundings emptied, the raw hostility of nature  
comes to the fore. Children feel a renewed sense of awareness for the empty “space”  
created by the play. The “play” transforms into hiding in the other world—the world of  
the dead— a game in search of the labyrinths of eternity.271   
 

Okuno’s analysis of hide-and-seek needs to be discussed within the framework of literary and 

cultural imagination as one possible interpretation, which, to be fair, is not backed by sufficient 

evidence from the perspective of anthropological and historical studies. Yet, in the literary 

imagination, the metaphor of hide-and-seek is often tinged with a sense of isolation and 

dislocation, linking it to children’s play that opens a door toward the liminal border in textual 

                                                
271 Okuno Takeo, Bungaku ni okeru genfūkei: harappa, dōkutsu no gensō (Tokyo: Shūeisha, 1976), 94. My 
translation. The original reads: それにしてもかくれんぼとは、なんとなくかなしく、さびしい、そして原緒的なおそ
ろしさのある呪術的な遊びであろうか。それは競技には違いないが、勝つためには誰にも見つからないという孤独な

さびしさを経験せねばならず（略）いつかかくれた子供を探す子供もひとりぼっちになる。集団のあたたかさ、たの

しさは消え、周囲の人っけのない、なまの自然が敵意をもって現出する。子供はあらためて遊びの虚しい空間を意識

する。それは、他界、つまり死の世界への隠れ遊び、常世への迷宮探求の遊びである。	
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spaces. Among traditional literary tropes, hide-and-seek—especially ones occurring at the 

twilight hour— was often associated with the omen of kamikakushi (神かくし, a mysterious 

disappearance at the hands of an omnipotent being). Tradition has it that children would often be 

kidnapped by a god and found several days later in some cases; in most cases, though, they 

vanished forever. 

In “Yama no jinsei” (山の人生, “Life in the Mountains,” 1925), for example, the folklorist 

Yanagita Kunio (1875–1962) points out that hide-and-seek was traditionally linked to 

kamikakushi or a near-death experience.272 According to Yanagita, even in the Meiji and Taishō 

periods, children were prohibited by adults from playing hide-and-seek at twilight even if they 

lived on a bustling street in a big city like Tokyo. Parents forbade children from playing hide-

and-seek at twilight, telling them that they would be carried away by demons or monsters if they 

stayed out too late. Mothers, especially, in local villages called out their children’s names at 

twilight to ensure they were home because of the fear that their children might vanish forever.  

Yanagita also links the concept of twilight—the liminal time between daytime and 

night—to the most eerie moment of the day when the chances of encountering a horrendous 

being dramatically increase. In “Yamaotoko no katei” (山男の家庭, “The Family Life of 

Mountain Men,” 1915), Yanagita further notes the following about twilight:  

Twilight is also called auma ga toki (the time to meet evil spirits), and a person who 
goes out alone faces misfortune. Such a selection of season and time is not for the 
likes of the demon of sixth heaven and those of superhuman capacity.273  

 

                                                
272 Yanagita Kunio, “Yama no jinsei,” in Yanagita Kunio shū, ed. Kazuko Tsurumi (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1975), 
40–131. 
 
273 Yanagita Kunio, “Yamaotoko no katei,” in Teihon Yanagita Kunio zenshū, vol. 4, 387. My translation. The 
original reads: 一日の中では黄昏を逢魔が時などともいひ、一人出て居る者に災がある。この如き季節や時刻の選択
は、超人間力の天馬波旬等が必要とすべきもので無い。	
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In this passage, Yanagita describes the horror in people’s minds about the twilight hour. The 

twilight hour is part of neither night nor day; neither is it the fusion of daylight and darkness. It is 

more an hour when living beings step into the world of darkness from that of daylight. It is, 

therefore, associated with the time and space controlled by evil spirits.  

 In “Yama no jinsei,” Yanagita also describes how often children’s kamikakushi was 

reported in Kanazawa—the place where Kyōka grew up: 

According to Anma of Kanazawa in Kaga, this land too has been widely developed. 
But until ten years ago, there had been no winter dawn in which we didn’t hear 
someone’s voice calling out for lost children and the equally lonely call of a ringing 
bell.274  

 
Indeed, there were many cases of children disappearing without any warning in Kanazawa, and 

Yanagita dissects the implication of kamikakushi in detail after this passage. In “Yama no jinsei,” 

Yanagita also introduces Tokuda Shūsei’s (1872–1943) comments on the incident of 

kamikakushi that occurred in the town of Asano	in Kanazawa around the tenth year of Meiji 

(1877), which Tokuda directly heard, although the case was that of a young man of twenty who 

vanished, and not that of a child.275 

Izumi Kyōka, who was a close friend of Yanagita Kunio and an avid reader of his 

ethnographical studies, also developed the theme of kamikakushi handed down orally from past 

generations in various regions to write a story.276 Although there is neither evidence nor record to 

know if Kyōka himself had some experience akin to kamikakushi, he adopted this motif based on 

                                                
274 Ibid., Yanagita Kunio, “Yama no jinssei,” 40–131. My translation. The original reads: 加賀の金沢の按摩曰く、
この土地も大きに開けました。十年ほど前迄は冬の夜更けに町を歩いて、迷子の迷子の誰それと呼ぶ声と、これに伴

なふ淋しい鉦の声を聞かぬ晩はありませんなんだ云云。	

 
275 Ibid., “Yama no jinsei,” 55–56. 
 
276 However, it is important to note that Yanagita’s essays on kamikakushi, such as “Yama no jinsei,” were 
published ten years after Kyōka’s “Ryūtandan.” Therefore, it is fair to say that Yanagita was also inspired by 
Kyōka’s fantasy stories. Indeed, their shared interest and discussions on folkloric motifs shaped their works 
respectively.  
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preexisting reports.277 He then published “Ryūtandan” in the November issue of Bungei kurabu 

(文芸倶楽部, Literary Circle, 1895–1933) in 1896—a story about a soldier’s childhood memories 

of playing hide-and-seek at twilight, culminating in his mysterious disappearance. In this story, 

Kyōka deploys the folkloric motif of kamikakushi and the danger that lurks when playing hide-

and-seek with outcaste children; he does this by weaving a soldier’s childhood memories into a 

dream-like experience of reality. Similar to other stories with the theme of kakimakushi, this 

story is about a child who loses his way home while playing hide-and-seek and crosses the 

boundary between this world and the next. In the end, though, he returns to his normal state of 

being.  

Kyōka’s narrative, however, moves beyond the traditional motif because it focuses more 

on the sense of alienation the child faces in real life rather than on the dislocation caused by the 

experience of kamikakushi. For Kyōka’s child protagonist, real life is unendurable because he is 

completely alienated from the modern village community due to the stigma of being labeled as a 

social deviant who experienced kamikakushi. Kyōka describes the tension between the demands 

of a modern national community and the legacy of nativist beliefs. By illuminating the 

disorientation of a child who steps out of modern space and time to accesses the other world, 

“Ryūtandan” entangles utopian and dystopian images and demonstrates the looming anxiety of 

rapid societal change and the footsteps of the military intruding into children’s everyday lives. 

“Ryūtandan” is written in classical Japanese style and employs first-person narration 

from the perspective of a young child aged between five and six, who had lost his mother when 

he was about three years old. It is a retrospective narrative by an adult soldier recalling his 

                                                
277 Horikiri Naoto notes that it was possible for Kyōka experienced kamikakushi as he was extremely sensitive child 
who missed his lost mother and were obssesed with the twilight hour. However, Horiki’s study provides no evidence 
and is highly speculative. See Horikiri Naoto, “Kamikaushi ni tsuite” in Izumi Kyōka, ed. Tsushima Yūko (Tokyo: 
Shōgakkan, 1992). 
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childhood memories, but mostly based on the child narrator’s perspective. Kyōka was apparently 

inspired by the depiction of a girl’s interior monologues in “Takekurabe,” developed by Ichiyō, 

and therefore he adopted the literary device of a boy narrator.278 Unlike the acclaim Ichiyō’s 

“Takekurabe” received, however, Kyōka received harsh criticism from his contemporary critics. 

For example, in the November 1896 issue of the magazine titled Mesamashigusa (めさまし草, 

Awakening Grass, 1896–1902), a critic notes that “ this story attempted to write a legend, but 

ended up doing something wrong.”279 Kyōka experimented with this child narrator after he 

established his reputation as a writer of kannen shōsetsu. Having built up a laudable reputation 

with “serious” stories like “Yakō junsa” and “Gekashitsu,” Kyōka did not have to experiment 

with a child narrator. However, he was apparently not worried about his reputation when he 

realized his own driving force to write about children.280 

The main character, Chisato, lives with his older sister, who is very kind and caring but 

not the same as his mother in the way she interacts with him. One day, young Chisato wanders 

into the deep mountains full of azaleas although his sister had cautioned him not to go there 

alone. On the way to the mountain, Chisato is annoyed by a swarm of tiger beetles called 

hanmyō (斑猫) that contain poison in their sting.281 Chisato kills them, committing a 

                                                
278 For example, Muramatsu Sadataka notes that Ichiyō’s influence on a novice writer such as Kyōka should not be 
ignored. Mori Ōgai’s (1862–1922) review of “Takekurabe” in Bungakukai (文学界, Literary World, 1893–1898), 
which praises it for the depiction of children, became a driving force for Kyōka to write about children. See 
Muramatsu Sadataka, Izumi Kyōka (Tokyo: Nara shobō, 1966), 118–119.  
 
279 My translation. The original reads: legend をかゝうとして引き出し違えをしたる者。This review was written in a 
famous section called “unchūgo” (雪中語) in Mesamashigusa. 
 
280 Charles Inouye provides detailed information regarding the review of “Ryūtandan” by his contemporary critics. 
See Inouye, Charles Shirō, The Similitude of Blossoms: A Critical Biography of Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939), Japanese 
novelist and playwright (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 117–118), 1998. 
 
281 The motif of hanmyō plays an important role in guiding the main characters to step into the other world in 
Japanese fantasy stories. Abe Kōbō (1924–1993) also uses the image of hanmyō in his novel Suna no onna (砂の女, 
The Woman in the Dunns, 1962) as is evident in the scene in which the male protagonist loses his way while 
searching for hanmyō. See Abe Kōbō, The Woman in the Dunes (New York: Vintage Books, 1972). 
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transgression since killing hanmyō is considered taboo. This transgression apparently causes 

Chisato to step into the other world, thus making him completely lose his way.  

After this incident, Chisato first gets to Chinju no yashiro（鎮守の社, a village shrine） 

where he meets a group of children who are descendants of Japan's feudal outcaste group called 

eta (穢多).282 He has been warned by the village people against playing with these children. 

However, these children cordially invite Chisato to play hide-and-seek with them. Chisato is no 

longer afraid of becoming lost; moreover, he is missing the company of people, so he accepts 

their invitation to play. Using the rock-paper-scissors method, Chisato is selected to play the role 

of the demon (the “it” of hide-and-seek), who has to look for the other children who hide when 

the game starts. Chisato, who is blindfolded, waits until the other children let him know the right 

moment to open his eyes. When he looks around on opening his eyes, he realizes that they have 

tricked him by completely vanishing. Since these children of the social outcasts bear resentment 

toward the villagers who discriminate against them on a daily basis, they subvert their social 

roles while playing hide-and-seek: 

             ”We’re ready! Come and get us!” 
Voices call him out, echoing into space. As he opens his eyes, a great silence reigns, and 
the color of twilight deepens. Giant rows of trees begin to melt into the dim twilight. No 
one is hiding whence he thought the voices came. He looks everywhere, but there’s no 
trace of another being. Again, he stands in the middle of the old grounds, and looks 
around with loneliness in his eyes. Suddenly, the shrine door slams with a tremendous 
sound, echoing deep into the mountains, followed by a deep, perfect silence. 283  

                                                
282As Kobayashi Teruya points out, Kyōka used katai (かたゐ)instead of eta when he edited “Ryūtandan” for the 
final compilation of his collected work, Kyōka zenshū. Even though the Meiji gogverment issued a decree called 
burakukaihōrei (部落解放令,emancipation edict) grantig the pepople of outcast groups equal legal status, there were 
continuted discrimination and ostracism against them in local areas, such as Kaga. Despite their updated status, these 
former outcast groups experienced the decline in living standards that actually shift their communitis into slum 
areas. See Kobayashi Teruya, “The Problem of Untouchable Communities in Kyōka’s Literary Works—To 
‘Yōkenkibun’ from ‘Ryūtandan,’ Hokuriku daigaku kiyō, 20 (December 1997): 346–354. 	
 
283 Ibid., Aozora bunko. My translation. The original reads:「もう可いよ、もう可いよ。」と呼ぶ声、谺に響けり。
眼をあくればあたり静まり返りて、たそがれの色また一際襲い来れり。大なる樹のすくすくとならべるが朦朧として

うすぐらきなかに隠れむとす。声したる方をと思う処には誰も居らず。ここかしこさがしたれど人らしきものあらざ
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This is the starting point of Chisato’s complete separation from the ordinary world after being 

discriminated by the children of outcaste groups. Indeed, by transgressing various taboos, such as 

going out alone, killing hanmyō, playing with the children of social outcasts, and joining in their 

game of hide-and-seek at twilight, Chisato takes a huge risk of trespassing into the border 

between this world and the next.  

As Yanagita describes in “Yama no jinsei” and “Kawataretoki” (かはたれ時, “The 

Twilight Hour,” 1930), the game of hide-and-seek at twilight also produces an overwhelmingly 

uncanny fear, mostly linked to the fear of kamikakushi. Likewise, Kyōka himself states that the 

twilight hour is the most significant moment in his essay “Tasogare no aji” (たそがれの味, “The 

Taste of Twilight,” 1908), indicating his own interest in using this mysterious hour as a literary 

device. Kyōka further states in his other famous essay: 

This taste for twilight, this taste for dawn, is not simply a relation of night and day; 
among all things in the universe, there are singularly subtle worlds. For example, even 
when it comes to people, good and evil are like day and night, but in between this good 
and evil there exists, in addition, a singularly subtle place that we should not destroy, that 
we should not extinguish. In the momentary space of moving from good to evil, in the 
momentary space of entering from evil to good, humans display singularly nuanced 
shapes and feelings. I would like to primarily sketch and transcribe such a twilight-like 
world. I have also been thinking of imparting in my works a world of the singularly in-
between, a taste of the singularly in-between, which is an extremity of neither good nor 
evil, right nor wrong, pleasure nor displeasure.284   

 

                                                                                                                                                       
りき。また旧の境内の中央に立ちて、もの淋しく瞶しぬ。山の奥にも響くべく凄じき音して堂の扉を鎖す音しつ、闃

としてものも聞えずなりぬ。	
 
284 This quote is based on Gerald Figal’s translation although some modifications were made by myself. See Gerald 
A. Figal, Civilization and Monsters: Spirits of Modernity in Meiji Japan (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
1999). The original reads:このたそがれ趣味、東雲趣味は、單に夜と晝との關係の上にはかり存立するものてはない。
宇宙間あらゆる物事の上に、これと同じ一種微妙な世界があると思ひます。例へは人の行くにしましても、善と惡と

は、晝と夜のやうなものですが、その善と惡との間には、又滅すべからず、消すべからざる、一種微妙な所があ	 り

ます。善から惡に移る刹那、惡から善に入る刹那、人間はその間に一種微妙な形象、心状を現じます。私は、重にさ

う云ふたそがれ的な世	界を主に描きたい、冩したいとも思つて居ります。	善惡正邪快不快のいづれの極端でもない、

一種中間の世界、一種中間の味ひを、私は作の上へ傳へたいとも思つて居ります	。	
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 Citing this passage in the introduction of his book Civilization and Monsters : Spirits of 

Modernity in Meiji Japan (1999), Gerald Figal points out that the concept of twilight shapes the 

core of Kyōka’s entire work, together with the idea of the in-between or the chūkan (中間), by 

which Kyōka “dramatized a ceaseless interrogation of modern categories of identity in a form of 

fantastic fiction that seems fitting in an era of fantastic change.”285 According to Figal, Kyōka’s 

conceptualization of twilight can be likened to the uncertainty of modern subjectivity invoked 

through the phantasmagoric effects of Japan’s modernization or in-between state. The Japanese 

word tasogare has two meanings; though phonetically the same, the word can be written using 

two different sets of Chinese characters: 黄昏 and 誰そ渠, respectively, in classical Japanese. 

While the former indicates “at dusk or twilight,” the latter asks, “Who is that?” Indeed, the latter 

links the condition of twilight to the time when we are unable to identify other people, or even 

ourselves (?!), overshadowed by the dim light—the in-between state—during the hour. 

Chisato enters into the ominous liminal time—the twilight hour—after joining the game 

of hide-and-seek with the children of the social outcast group at the shrine. By doing so, Chisato 

absorbs the shadow of twilight into his entire body—in the liminal borderland between this 

world and the other world, being trapped in kamikakushi from the perspective of the villagers. 

From then onward, Chisato is cut off from the everyday life in a modern society. He is sent to the 

underworld in the abyss, where he meets a ghostly figure, which comes across his dead mother. 

In other words, at the very twilight hour, Chisato sees a ghostly woman whose identity is 

unknown: Who is she (誰そ渠)? Kyōka gives the subtitle, auma ga toki (逢魔が時), that is, “the 

twilight hour” to this scene. At twilight, Chisato recognizes his encounter with an uncanny being, 

a ghostly woman 

                                                
285 Gerald A. Figal, Civilization and Monsters: Spirits of Modernity in Meiji Japan (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 1999), 2. 
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Meanwhile, the ghostly woman who appears in twilight offers Chisato her help during the 

day, and she sleeps beside him. She lets Chisato suckle her breast when he seeks it, something 

his sister never allowed him to do. Although Chisato cannot taste the milk, he feels content and 

falls asleep, thinking about his dead mother. However, he then has a nightmare: 

Was I dreaming? I tried to calm myself, gazing at the arm she had lent me to use as a 
pillow, supple, lifeless, lying across the quilt. The other hand had fallen upon her chest, 
her graceful white figure spread, resting lightly upon the dagger with its hilt clasp of 
brilliant gold and its shiny lacquered scabbard. She lay face up, lips parted as if to speak. 
Her eyes were closed, as if she were smiling, and her long black hair flowed down on her 
pillow. Yes. I could have sworn that this woman, even the hand resting upon the dagger, 
was the very image of my mother as she lay dead! Haunted by the fear that this woman, 
too, might die, I reached for the blade. I pulled it toward me, and the scabbard loosened. 
There was a flash of silver and then—what have I done!—a tide of blood began to flow. 
My God! I pressed down with both fists, trying to staunch the wound. Try as I might, the 
bleeding continued unabated, almost gushing, turning the white of her gown a bloody red. 
As the beautiful woman lay there, still as a marble stature, the tide of blood flowed down 
from her belly and soon covered the entire bottom half of her body.286  
 

For Chisato, the face of the woman sleeping beside him looks like the face of his dying mother, 

who passed away three years ago. He cannot bear to see the woman lying with the dagger by her 

side because it reminds him of his mother’s deathbed. He pulls the dagger out, and this action 

results in her death. This is the very moment when the child’s sweet dream turns into a nightmare. 

The place where he spends a night with the ghostly woman shifts from a utopia into dystopia. 

Chisato starts to cry wretchedly, shocked and confused by this sequence of events although half-

                                                
286 This quote is based on Charles Inouye’s translation in The Similitude of Blossoms: A Critical Biography of Izumi 
Kyōka (1873–1939) although some modifications were made by myself. See Charles S. Inouye, The Similitude of 
Blossoms: A Critical Biography of Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939), Japanese Novelist and Playwright (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 1998). The original reads: 夢幻ともわかぬに、心をしずめ、眼をさだめて見たる、
片手はわれに枕させたまいし元のまま柔かに力なげに蒲団のうえに垂れたまえり。片手をば胸にあてて、いと白くた

おやかなる五指をひらきて黄金の目貫キラキラとうつくしき鞘の塗の輝きたる小さき守刀をしかと持つともなく乳の

あたりに落して据えたる、鼻たかき顔のあおむきたる、唇のものいうごとき、閉じたる眼のほほ笑むごとき、髪のさ

らさらしたる、枕にみだれかかりたる、それも違わぬに、胸に剣をさえのせたまいたれば、亡き母上のその時のさま

に紛うべくも見えずなむ、コハこの君もみまかりしよとおもういまわしさに、はや取除くけなむと、胸なるその守刀

に手をかけて、つと引く、せっぱゆるみて、青き光眼を射たるほどこそあれ、いかなるはずみにか血汐さとほとばし

りぬ。眼もくれたり。したしたとながれにじむをあなやと両の拳もてしかとおさえたれど、留まらで、とうとうと音

するばかりぞ淋漓としてながれつたえる、血汐のくれない衣をそめつ。うつくしき人は寂として石像のごとく静なる

鳩尾のしたよりしてやがて半身をひたし尽しぬ。	
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aware that it is merely a dream. He then finds himself being carried on the back of an old man 

from the village, who had been searching for him, on the way to his home, but Chisato still 

misses the ghostly woman in the nightmare, and starts to cry again.  

In “Ryūtandan,” similar to other folkloric motifs of kamikakushi, Chisato comes back to a 

village of the modern society that treats non-rational experiences or animism of the premodern 

period with scant regard. The people of the modern day village still believe in some superstitions 

and magic, but they do not consider that children below the age of seven can become the 

possession of gods or kami no ko (神の子) anymore. In other words, they disregard children’s 

liminality or sacredness in their community.  

Rather, a child who undergoes the experience of kamikakushi is considered a social 

deviant—an uncanny child. Chisato’s uncle, who pretends to be his guardian, also admonishes 

him because Chisato violated the rules of not entering into the mountain region and of playing 

with the children of social outcasts, rules imposed on him by his elders. People begin to despise 

Chisato after his experience of kamikakushi; they believe that Chisato was possessed by a fox of 

some sort. Even his sister considers Chisato to be possessed by an evil spirit. Kyōka thus 

describes how people’s understanding of kamikakushi completely changed in the liminal stage of 

modern society from the perspective of a child’ narration. In “Yama no jinsei,” Yanagita also 

notes:  

The difference between the reactions to the abnormal of the past and that of today 
actually lies in the attitudes of the people surrounding the very person. Our ancestors 
wished that children who were otherwise rational but possessed full imaginations would 
become strange at times and go to observe the other world that ordinary people would not 
be able to see. Indeed, they tried to believe in the mystery of various kamikakushi even 
before being persuaded of its validity.287  

                                                
287 Ibid., Yanagita Kunio, “Yama no jinsei,” My translation. The original reads:昔の精神錯乱と今日の著しい相違は、
実は本人に対する周囲の者の態度にある。我々の先祖たちは、むしろ怜悧にして且つ空想の豊かなる児童が時々変に

なつて、凡人の見知らぬ世界を見て来てくれることを望んだのである。即ち沢山の神隠しの不可思議を、説かぬ前か

ら信じようとして居たのである。	
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As Yanagita indicates, people’s reactions completely changed in Chisato’s time. In traditional 

communities, children’s peculiar activities were often understood through divine reverence. 

However, in a modern village community caught in the liminal stage of rapid social change, the 

children who experienced kamikakushi were just considered uncanny and ominous, if not 

entirely turn into objects of medical studies or scientific research about madness.288 Chisato is 

thus stigmatized as deviant, turned away by villagers, stoned by his friends, bound by his uncle, 

and exorcised by priests. Children in a modern society were expected to be highly disciplined 

and standardized, and those who deviate from the rationalization of the state’s educational 

principles based on risshin shusse are denigrated and excluded. For Chisato, the real life is the 

state in which the condition of life is extremely miserable from deprivation or oppression against 

humanity; therefore, he longs for the mysterious place in the abyss where he was able to meet his 

ghostly mother; the abyss radiates with utopian images.  

With a priest’s chanting three days in a row, Chisato, whose face is swollen because of 

the hanmyō bites, gradually returns to a normal state. Concurrently, on the third night when 

Chisato was exorcized, the valley called Kokonotsu kodama (九ツ谺)in the deep mountain where 

Chisato stayed the night with the ghostly mother was flooded and swept away: 

It has been said that due to the storm that night, despite the trees still being visible at 
dawn, the valley called Kokonotsu Kodama, deep in Mt. Kurumayama, became 
completely an abyss.289  

 
At the end, it is not clear whether Chisato even met a ghostly figure and became possessed by an 

evil spirit. Nor is it clear whether Chisato really had an experience of kamikakushi or whether it 

                                                
288 Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1988). 
 
289 Ibid., Aozora bunko. My translation. The original reads:その一夜の風雨にて、くるま山の山中、俗に九ツ谺とい
ひたる谷、あけがたに杣のみいだしたるが、忽ち淵になりぬといふ。	
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was just a dream or madness. Readers are not allowed to arrive at a conclusion with a singular 

interpretation. In the last scene, it becomes obvious that the entire story was based on a soldier’s 

childhood recollection or his memories or dream. Readers are left with the blank narrative of the 

soldier. Once again, at the end of the story, Chisato, who is now a soldier, recalls his childhood 

memories in the face of Kokonotsu kodama, and he again stares at the abyss spread before him. 

With respect to the possible interpretations of this story’s kamikakushi, a number of 

scholars have so far discussed the soldier’s psychological regression or overwhelming longing 

for his mother and his childhood because Chisato appears to have some anxiety concerning his 

future.290 Others have also pointed out that the soldier’s inherent superpower was embedded in 

the nature of the brave hero as the child who experienced kamikakushi was considered special 

and distinguished from others in the traditional society, similar to the hero of a story such as 

Kyokutei Bakin’s (1767–1848) Nansō satomi hakkenden (南総里見八犬伝, The Eight Dog 

Chronicles, 1814–1842).291  

Since “Ryūtandan” is a text containing a multitude of images and symbolic meanings, 

interpretations can vary and they need not be correct or reasonably logical. One cannot deny the 

fact that various explanations or the lack thereof can account for different analyses of this text. 

At the same time, it is important for us not to forget why, the theme of children and childhood 

memories were so important in Kyōka’s stories written during and immediately after the First 

Sino-Japanese War. Around that time, writers such as Higuchi Ichiyō and Kunikida Doppo 

(1871–1908) started to write about childhood recollections or memoirs and used motifs of 

                                                
290 For example, Yoshimura Hirotō offers an extensive studies of Chisato’s phycyhological regression intwetwined 
with the experience of kamikakushi in relation to Sigmund Freud’s (1856–1939) analysis of libido and dream vis-à-
vis Yoshimoto Takaaki’s (1924–2012) Kyōdo gensō ron (On Collective Vision). See Yoshimura Hirotō, Makai e no 
enkinhō: Izumi Kyōka ron (Tokyo: Nihon kindai bungeisha, 1991).  
 
291 Oka Yasuo, “Futatabi ‘Ryūtandan’ ni tsuite” in Gensō Bungaku, Dentō to Kindai, ed. Muramatsu Sadataka 
(Tokyo: Sōbunsha shuppan, 1989). 
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childhood either in the fiction they produced or in their autobiographies. These writers’ writing 

about and for children emerged from the turmoil of the Meiji period that saw numerous social 

transformations, such as educational reform, the genbun ittchi movement, and the establishment 

of military draft system. In a way, Kyōka’s “Ryūtandan” also reveals the growing pain of Meiji 

Japan and Meiji children (vis-à-vis Meiji writers) in the time of this huge social-historical 

upheavals, and therefore, “Ryūtandan” uses childhood memories to express the protagonist’s 

angst, fear, and, to some extent, hope in the new cultural milieu.  

Returning to the initial discussion on the game of hide-and-seek and the following 

kamikakushi, “Ryūtandan” describes how children’s play could serve as a way to step out of 

modern spatial and temporal boundaries in a metaphorical sense because children can 

temporarily suspend their social roles and everydayness in the form of excitement. In much the 

same way as Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1895–1975) carnival time, that is, “the temporary suspension” 

as “a special type of communication impossible in everyday life,” children’s play potentially 

disrupts hierarchical roles and power dynamics in a temporal space and time.292 However, 

children’s play often collapses into disorder and chaos. Momentary pleasure and excitement 

would easily turn into a sense of fear. Outcast children, with whom Chisato plays the game of 

hide-and-seek, subvert their social roles, but they also make their play chaotic and dreadful, 

accelerating Chisato’s fear and dislocation. Kamikakushi manifests this sense of threat—a 

moment when children’s play shifts from pleasure into horror—; children are forced to cross the 

threshold between this world and the other world allegorically or figuratively at the hands of an 

omnipotent being while playing hide-and-seek. 

                                                
292 Bakhtin also points out, “The temporary suspension, both ideal and real, of hierarchical rank created during 
carnival time is a special type of communication impossible in everyday life.” See Mikhail M. Bakhtin, Rabelais 
and His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984), 10. 
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Hide-and-seek is associated with children’s game, but it is analogous to the soldiers’ 

combat as they often perform something akin to hide-and-seek in order to survive in battlefields. 

To avert attacks from their enemies, soldiers hide themselves in fields, woods, bushes, tunnels, 

cottages, buildings, riversides, and so forth; they also catch their enemies unaware and kill them. 

Chisato’s childhood recollection metaphorically expresses his departure into the liminal stage 

between this world and the other world—the battlefield in an unknown space. The soldier’s 

experience of war is almost like kamikakushi—kidnapped by an omnipotent being—in a modern 

sense, as he might come back later or disappear forever. Perhaps, Kyōka did not intend to link 

the concept of kamikakushi to the soldier’s experience in his literary work. However, the way in 

which Chisato, who becomes a soldier at the very end of the story, recalls his experience of 

kamikakushi is strangely reminiscent of people’s near-death experience in wars. In other words, 

kamikakushi is an allegory of the soldier’s experience on the battlefields in “Ryūtandan,” which 

could go beyond the author’s intention. The valley of Kokonotsu kodama was flooded at the 

night Chisato was exorcised. In a way, his connection with the other world was cut off by an 

unexpected flood, in a metaphorical sense. But once again, Chisato confronts the abyss of the 

valley—the shadow of the world of the dead— as a grown-up soldier.  

 

No Sense of Place: Utopia/Dystopia in the Abyss 

A Japanese literary scholar, Suda Chisato, notes that the setting of  “Ryūtandan” is likely 

to be Nawagaike (縄ヶ池), a lake that actually exists in Tominagun in Toyama prefecture.293 It is 

a natural lake, famous for the white skunk cabbage that grows in clusters on the water’s surface, 

and it is surrounded by native forests. Nawagaike is well known for its folklore about Fujiwara 

                                                
293 Suda Chisato, “Izumi Kyōka ni okeru zenkindaiteki sozai ge,” Kokugo kokubun, 59, no. 5 (1990): 31–48. 
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Shūgō. Although there have been numerous variations regarding this folklore, the overarching 

theme converges on the interaction between a dragon and human beings in Nawagaike.294 The 

story goes that Shūgō was a strong warrior in Harima and helped people by killing a monster 

centipede in the lake Biwa and received a dragon’s child as a reward. On the way back to his 

home, he released the dragon child at Nawagaike, following which the water once again started 

to flow in the lake. Many years later, a man in the village saw a beautiful lady, a remnant of a 

dragon, and he was asked not to talk about her with anyone else. After making a promise with 

the dragon lady, he became very rich. One day, however, he accidentally told the story with 

villagers, which led him to his death.295 

Although some scholars point out that Kyōka set his hometown Kanazawa as the 

background of “Ryūtandan,” apparently the episode of the dragon in Nagawaike is a 

metaphorical narrative of this story, particularly when we consider Kyōka’s intention to expand 

the image of the dragon for its title “Ryūtandan” (“The Tale of the Dragon in the Abyss”).296 

Indeed, “Ryūtandan” as a modern narrative has nothing to do with the concept of a “dragon” in 

terms of the content. Still, it is not clear why this story was titled “The Tale of the Dragon in the 
                                                
294 Among numerous variations, it appears that the episode included in Ishizak Naoyoshi’s Toyama no minwa raises 
a pertinent question to “Ryūtandan.” According to this version, Fujiwara Shūgō is a child of a snake. The traditional 
narrative said that, one day, a female snake became transformed into a beautiful woman called Oryū and got married 
to a man named Tawara Ichihei. They had a baby boy, but Oryū was unable to raise the child because she had to go 
back to her original state due to her weakening magical powers. The boy named Tawara Fujita grew up gradually 
and started to miss his mother. One day, the boy met his mother, who temporarily appeared in the form of a human 
being and granted him a certain power. However, the mother soon vanished, and so did the water in the lake. Later, 
Fujita went to Harima and became a strong warrior and was bestowed the name Fujiwara Shūgō. The rest of the 
story is very similar to other variations including the one this chapter introduces. In a way, the relationship between 
Shūgō and his mother in the folklore is somehow connects to the relationship between Chisato and his mother. Just 
as Shūgō’s mother, who is turned out to be a snake, servers her ties with the child, Chisato’s mother sent him back to 
the world of living by means of the flood and storm. While in the folklore, Shūgō gains a special power from his 
snake mother and becomes a strong warrior, Chisato shows up as a modern soldier at the very end of the story in 
“Ryūtandan.” See Ishizak Naoyoshi, “Toyama no minwa,” CPA Taunjōhō Toyama, 1988. 
 
295 Matsutani Miyoko, Nihon no densetsu: Toyama no densetsu (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1977). 
 
296 Ibid., Charles S. Inouye, The Similitude of Blossoms, 117. For example, Charles Inouye states that the setting of 
the story is linked to the place where Kyoka’s mother’s grave exists, that is to say, the far side of the Asano river in 
Kanazawa. However, there is no clear evidence in it.  
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Abyss” despite the fact that there is neither a description nor any motif of a dragon in it. 

However, one can assume that Kyōka himself might not have had any intention to use a single 

source to expand his story nor did he plan to focus on one specific theme. Rather, Kyōka 

interwove what he heard and saw with various motifs and themes to produce multidimensional 

meanings in the story. In other words, both Nagawaike and Kanazawa (or even other places) 

could have been the inspiration for the setting of “Ryūtandan,” and the place name, Ryūtan (The 

Dragon in the Abyss), is emblematic of various place images.  

“Ryūtandan” thus demonstrates a high level of intertextuality in which the symbolism, 

allusion, and metaphor of one text are interwoven with those of others; we cannot ignore this 

fluidity of the subtext in creating symbolic meanings, especially when constructing multilayered 

messages and meanings that are made, re-made, and linked in various literary forms. Kyōka’s 

intertextual use of Japanese traditional literary forms also illuminates the unique role of literary 

networks containing the same knowledge and aesthetic taste in bracketing the interplay of “texts” 

and “folklore.”  

Meanwhile, in the background of rapid social change after Japan’s first imperial war, we 

should not ignore the fact that there was a sequence of natural disasters, including the Meiji 

Sanriku earthquake, one of the most destructive natural disasters in Meiji Japan. With a 

magnitude of 8.2, the earthquake, together with a tsunami, killed more than 22,000 people in 

1896. The epicenter of the earthquake was 200 kilometers off the coast of Kamaishi in Iwate 

prefecture. The seismic events did not play a role in the destruction of the Sanriku area; however, 

the tsunami, which reached a height of 38.2 meters, much higher than ever anticipated, destroyed 
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around 9,000 homes and took many people’s lives. In addition, in the same year, people were 

also affected severely by typhoons, downpours, and floods all over Japan.297 

A wide section of print media focused on the succession of natural disasters in that year, 

a strange contrast to the victorious atmosphere after the First Sino-Japanese War. Many 

newspapers and magazines devoted a special section to these catastrophic events. For example, 

Fūzoku gahō (風俗画報, Meiji Customs Magazine, 1889–1916) published special issues titled 

Daikaishō higairoku (大海嘯被害録, The Record of Enormous Damage by Tidal Bore) in July and 

August 1896 [Figure 16]. 

 

  [Figure 16] The cover page of the special issue in July 1896. Each page provided detailed depictions of the disaster. 
 

                                                
297 Saigai kyōkun no keishō ni kansuru senmon chōsakai, “1896 meiji sanriku jishin tsubami,” last modifid March 
2005. Cabinet Office, Government of Japan. 
http://www.bousai.go.jp/kyoiku/kyokun/kyoukunnokeishou/rep/1896_meiji_sanriku_jishintsunami/index.html	
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Among the victims were a number of young children who passed away in the unexpected 

tsunami. The August issue of Fūzoku gahō reported how the tsunami swallowed up vulnerable 

children in the area. 

 

[Figure 17] The tsunami that swallowed a house. The family was having dinner right before they were washed away 
by the tsunami.  An illustration from Fūzoku gahō in August 1896. 
 

Figure 17 shows how the tsunami destroys a house, swallowing up all of the family 

members who were having dinner together. Children who were trying to hold on to their mother 

were also washed away. The report states only the father, who held a pillar, was able to survive 

this disaster. While the special issues describe the fear of natural disasters beyond human control, 
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they also give detailed reports of the level of destruction from a very objective and scientific 

point of view. 

Bungei kurabu (文芸倶楽部, Literary Circle, 1895–1933), in which Kyōka published 

Ryūtandan in November 1996, also created a special edition in the May issue called Tsunami 

gien shōsetsu tokushū (津波義援小説特集, Special Issues of Novels for the Earthquake 

Reconstruction Support) devoted to the victims of the tsunami caused by the Sanriku earthquake. 

Kyōka himself contributed to this special edition by publishing a short story titled “Tae no miya” 

(妙の宮, “The Palace of Mystery,” 1895/1896), which contained some elements of gensō 

bungaku.  

Kyōka wrote a number of stories about the flood, including a well-known story and a 

play, “Kōya hijiri” (高野聖, “The Holy Man of Mount Kōya,” 1900) and “Yasha ga ike” (夜叉ケ池, 

“Demon Lake,” 1913), respectively.298 “Kōya hijiri” describes two floods in the Mount Hida 

region: a flood that happened thirteen years earlier, and a flood that a holy man manages to 

escape from right after his encounter with a beautiful, monstrous woman. “Yasha ga ike” depicts 

a village completely swept away because of its inhabitants’ violation of a promise made to a 

dragon deity.299  

As discussed earlier, “Ryūtandan” includes a scene of a flood, which destroys the valley 

in which Chisato, as a young boy, returned to normalcy following an exorcism. The images of 

the tsunami, flood, and typhoons that Kyōka saw in real life in the late Meiji clearly had an 

impact on the shape of his writing. When confronted with the destructive power of natural 

disasters, human beings cannot control anything, despite their scientific knowledge, including 

                                                
298 Suzuki Keiko, “Izumi Kyōka no kōzui gensō: ‘Ryūtandan’ ‘Kōyahijiri’ nado,” Jōsai kokusai daigaku nihon 
kenkyū center kiyō 7 (2012):13–26. 
 
299 The motif of “Yasha ga ike” is also analogous to the folklore of Nagawaike in terms of the way in which a 
dragon destroys people who breaks the rule. 
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their own lives; people were overwhelmed by the power of nature’s ability to wreak havoc. It is 

possible that Kyōka may have described, via his literature, the power of nature to move beyond 

individual will and rational explanation. Depictions of natural disasters inherently express 

people’s fear, anxiety, and awe of nature. In accepting the threat of nature and that of man-made 

disasters, such as war, Kyōka’s work questioned the meaning of people’s lives in the liminal 

stage of modern times. In a way, these stories delineate the nature of life and death through the 

non-rational experiences of humans by attributing symbolic meanings to folklore motifs. 

Let me return to the discussion on the intertexuality of “Ryūtandan.” Chisato grows up to 

be a modern soldier in “Ryūtandan.” Even though Chisato steps into the liminal world, he is sent 

back to the world of the living by means of a flood and storm as they sweep away the valley 

where he sees a ghostly mother. The role of the woman is linked to the image of water—that of 

nature itself—that could not only save Chisato but also kill people with its destructive power. 

Concurrently, the story is indirectly interwoven with the representation of the Meiji Sanriku 

earthquake and the tsunami that followed, representing natural powers beyond human control. 

Nortably, the flood motif of “Ryūtandan” is also intermingled with that of Kyoka’s other stories 

such as “Kōya hijiri” and “Yasha ga ike” while the theme of childhood can be linked to his 

earlier work, such as “Mino dani” —a story about a lost child who encounters a beautiful woman 

in deep mountain, a vestige of yama hime (山姫, ghostly princess of mountain). Regarding the 

metanarrative of literature as such, Maeda Ai states: 

There are parts of our lives which are excluded from everyday life, treated as negative 
aspects. People who live their everyday lives take no notice of the excluded part, nor do 
they try to see it. However, in our world, there is, on one hand, our daily lives, but also 
that which needs to be understood as a more abstract cosmos which encompasses 
unwanted elements which are excluded from it as well. Literary texts are an expression of 
this excluded portion which, for example, might include dreams.300   

                                                
300 Maeda Ai, Tekusuto no yūtopia (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1990), 152. My translation. The original reads:日常的な
生活から、いわば負の部分として排除されたものがある。そして日常生活のなかで生活している人々は、その排除さ
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As Maeda describes, literary works often highlight, in the form of fiction, the residual elements 

concealed by the dominant ideology of a particular period or cultural system.301 “Ryūtandan” 

demonstrates how textual spaces could function as semiotic sites from which manifold images 

emerge and intermingle while also offering social criticism by obscuring the boundaries between 

memories and dreams. With metaphorical images of the tsunami and flood that occurred in the 

same year, the text delineates the inexorable power of nature and the non-rational human 

experience of natural disasters, as described by the child narrator. 

 “Ryūtandan” attempts to narrativize the folklore of Nagawaike into a modern story as a 

metaphorical story describing the implications of ceaseless relationships between human beings 

and nature. In “Ryūtandan,” the valley of Kokonotsu kodama, where Chisato spends a night with 

his ghostly woman/mother, appears as though it is a utopia in textual spaces because it is the  

place where he could be nurtured, in the arms of his phantom mother. When Chisato is 

mistreated back in the village, he desperately misses the utopian state of the valley. At the same 

time, however, utopia quickly turns into dystopia, when he unintentionally kills his phantom 

mother and witnesses the flood. In other words, “Ryūtandan” create a space of temporality in the 

late Meiji— a space of peculiar time outside of time that collapse time itself—which can appear 

                                                                                                                                                       
れた部分を黙殺し、あるいは見まいとする。しかしわれわれの世界というのは、一方の極には、たしかに日常生活が

あるけれども、それによって排除されたうとましいものをも包みこんだ、より象徴的宇宙としてそれを把握しなけれ

ばならない。そして、その排除された部分、たとえば夢というのはそれに当たるわけですが、文学テクストは、そう

いう排除された部分の表現である。 
	
301 For example, Raymond Williams’ work concerns the questions of struggle and power within cultural formations, 
and the categories of dominant, residual, and emergent culture emphasize the competition in social life. I consider 
Kyōka’s depiction of kamikakushi and children in Ryūtandan highlights what Williams calls the complex “residual” 
products of Meiji culture during the course of Japan’s nation-state building. According to Williams, within the 
dominant culture, we find emergent elements, which may be drastically different from the dominant. Emergent 
practices are those that are being developed, out of the social relations that accompany changes. Meanwhile, residual 
cultural practices that have been nurtured in the past always remain on the boundaries of dominant practices or are 
incorporated into the dominant practices, even if not entirely. It appears that Kyōka’s childhood and literary practice 
exist in the intricate alliance with “residual” cultures. See Raymond Williams,  Marxism and Literature (Oxford, 
England: Oxford University Press, 1977). 
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to be both utopian and dystopian for the main characters and readers indicating multilayered 

images of socio-cultural transformations as well as non-rational human experiences that cannot 

be explained by linear accounts of time and space. Therefore, with the guide of a child 

protagonist, this liminality between texts and sub-texts as a discursive practice of literature 

invites readers to access the invisible realms of the modern system and discourse that half-

consciously shaped people’s everyday lives and cultural production in light of both utopic and 

dystopic imaginations in a textual space. 

 

“Kechō”: Rhetoric of Metamorphosis 

Two months after the publication of “Ryūtandan,” Kyōka published “Kechō” in the 

January issue of Shincho gekkan (新著⽉刊, New Monthly Publication, 1897–1898) in 1897—

another story about a child’s near-death experience and folkloric motifs that straddle the 

boundary between memories and fiction. While “Ryūtandan” is written in the classical language 

and introduces a coda to the event in the form of an adult’s recollection of his childhood, 

“Kechō” develops a vernacular style and narrative by weaving a boy’s childish voice into the 

storyline. Although “Kechō” is written in the form of childhood memories of the narrator, who 

occasionally switches between the present and the past tense using a retrospective narration, the 

narrative predominantly focuses on the child’s perspective.302 It appears, therefore, that Kyōka 

successfully deployed the story about and for children in “Kechō” because the unique colloquial 

                                                
302 In “Kechō,” the narrator abruptly ends the with these sentences: “I want to see that beautiful sister with wings. 
But it’s okay. The mother is there. The mother was there.” Cited from Aozora bunko.  My translation. The original 
reads: 見たいな！羽の生えたうつくしい姉さん。だけれども、まあ、可い。母様がいらっしゃるから、母様がいらっ
しゃったから。The narrator uses both the present and the past tense to confirm the presence of his mother. The use 
of the past tense, however,  indicates that the mother is not there anymore and that the narrator is potentially grown 
up. However, the narrator refusing to become a man by metamorphosing vernacular languages into childish voices.  
In other words, “Kechō’s narrative represents the mixture between adults’ childhood memories and children’s 
growing-up pains in a transitional period to which modern readers return in their literary imagination with both 
nostargia and melanchoria.  
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style and the narrator’s point of view capture the verisimilitude of the child’s voice. Indeed, 

“Kechō” beautifully describes a child’s imagination by encompassing childlike thoughts and 

voices in its narrative structure.  

In the following sections, I aim to discuss the link between Kyōka’s writing between 

“Ryūtandan” and “Kechō.” Moreover, I examine why and how the literary representation of a 

boy in “Kechō” served to counter the dominant cultural belief system of the late Meiji period, 

such as its 1) conformity to modern science, social progress, cultural ideology; 2) pursuit of the 

rapid growth of capitalism and the class system; and 3) uncritical praise for modern subjectivity 

and the role of “little citizens” based on the liberal conception of risshin shusse. Kyōka’s work 

functioned as critique of these issues with the use of vernacular language, folkloric elements, and 

childish voices oscillating between gensō bungaku and kannen shōsetsu. It attempted to overturn 

the idealism of civilization and enlightenment, for example, by using the theme of 

metamorphosis embedded in motifs of folklore and of a boy who had gained a special knowledge 

of human life or nature through non-rational experiences.  

“Kechō” is the story of Ren, a schoolboy aged between seven and eight, and his mother, 

who live in a shabby guardhouse under an old bridge in the river. On rainy days, Ren imagines 

people at the bridge as animals, such as a wild boar or a frog. Readers encounter the abrupt 

narration reflected in the childish voice of a young boy in the very first sentence. The story 

begins with the following:  

Fun! Such fun!  It’s ok if the weather's bad and I can't go out and play—Oh! It’s a 
wild boar crossing the bridge—wearing a sedge hat and a straw cape, all wet in the 
pouring rain. He's pulled his hat down over his eyes and he's bent into the wind to 
avoid getting wet, so I can't see its face. I can't see his feet either because his cape is 
long and dragging on the bridge. I guess he must be a good five feet tall, a big'un for a 
boar. He must be the king of boars in a conical crown, heading for town, crossing my 
mother's bridge. When I think about it like that and look, it’s fun, such fun, such 
glorious fun! 
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I was looking out from the window one cold morning, a rainy day — how long ago 
was that? Maybe I was a small child [...].303  

 
In this paragraph, Ren regards a passerby (a human being) on the bridge as a wild boar. 

Apparently, the vernacular style is used to replicate the childish voice of the country boy. By 

using repetition (面白さ, omoshiroina), personification (王様, ōsama), and onomatopoeic words 

(びしょびしょ, bisho bisho), the narrator tries to capture a child’s thought processes and speech 

patterns to the extent that the exaggerated “childishness” almost annoys contemporary readers.  

Since his mother teaches Ren that people, animals, and plants are not different from one 

another, he comes to believe that all living beings are equally valuable and have dignity. By 

linking the value of human beings to that of animals, Ren expresses his frustration toward his 

schoolteacher, who denigrates animals’ lives. According to his teacher, it is self-evident that 

human beings are superior to any other species; therefore, students should not regress from being 

humans to animal-like creatures. However, Ren cannot easily accept the teacher’s claim about 

the supremacy of human beings over other living beings; he talks back to his teacher and says 

“Teacher! But a flower is more beautiful than you!”304 Faced with the child’s blatant 

pronouncement on her appearance, the chubby female teacher with dark skin gets upset and 

angry.  

Trivial as it might appear, this scene is crucial to understand a child’s critique of human-

centered ideology, which was pervasive in every aspect of the Meiji educational system with the 
                                                
303 Cited from Aozora bunko. My translation. The original reads: 愉快いな、愉快いな、お天気が悪くつて、外へ出て
遊べなくつても可や。笠を着て蓑を着て、雨の降る中をびしょびしょに濡れながら、橋の上を渡つて行くのは猪だ。

菅笠を目深に冠つて澀に濡れ枚と思つて向風に俯向いているから顔も見えない。着て居る蓑の裾が引摺つて長いから、

脚も見えないで歩行いて行く。	背の高さは 5尺ばかりあらうかな、猪子にしては大きなものよ、大方猪ン中の王様

が彼様三角形の冠を被て、市へ出て来て、而して、私の母様の橋の上を通るのであろう。トかう思つて見て居ると愉

快い、愉快い、愉快い。寒い日の朝、雨の降ってる時、私の小さな時分、何日でしたっけ、窓から顔を出して見てい

ました。	

 
304 Ibid., Aozora bunko. My translation. The original reads: 先生、先生より花の方がうつくしゅうございます。	
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spread of the “theory of evolution” or Herbert Spencer’s evolutionary progression.305 In short, in 

the enlightened realm of modern education, animals are the objects of human observations and of 

their protection. As a result, mystic values embedded in animals in relation to nativist beliefs 

became excluded. Premodern books, such as kusazōshi (草双紙, grassscript booklets), yomihon 

(読本, books for reading), otogizōsh (御伽草子, fairytale booklets), narrated stories of animals that 

were humanized and that mingled with people. A kind of affinity between animals and humans 

animated these stories. However, in educational institutions of the modern period, the image of 

animals had fallen into a mere metaphor of stupidity, and they were mostly regarded as dumb 

beings that existed to prove the superiority of human beings. 

Meanwhile, the child narrator introduces a smart monkey anchored to the edge of the 

river near Ren’s house. One day, Ren is drawn into the river and faces a near-death experience 

immediately after he makes fun of this monkey. Fortunately, he is saved by someone. However, 

when Ren asks his mother about who had helped him, she answers hesitantly that he was saved 

by “a beautiful sister with wings in five colors, who is playing in heaven.” Listening to his 

mother’s words, Ren becomes curious about the identity of a sister with wings and goes into the 

forest in search of her. However, in the forest, he undergoes a metamorphosis—and becomes 

transformed into a chimera. At that very moment, however, his mother, who had gone in search 

of Ren, finds him and embraces him, which makes him recover his senses and become normal 

again. 

                                                
305 Taneda Wakako’s study on “Kechō” conducts a thorough investigation of the Meiji educational system and 
Darwinist ideology which Kyoka poignantly critique. See Taneda Wakako, “Irony to shite no shōnen—‘kechō’ron” 
in Izumi Kyōka ron: tōraisuru “ma,” (Tokyo: Rikkyō daigaku dhuppankai, 2012), 46–80. Carol Gluck also notes 
that by the year 1889, Darwinist ideas of evolution, with humanity occupying the supreme place in nature, had 
already entered the discourse of Meiji modernization and won a place in grad-school pedagogy. See Carol Gluck, 
Japan's Modern Myths: Ideology in the Late Meiji Period (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1985).  
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Unlike Kyōka’s other fantasy stories, such as “Kōya hijiri” and Kusa meikyū” (草迷宮, 

“The Grass Labyrinth,” 1908), “Kechō” is a simple and succinct story.306 Immediately after 

Kyōka published “Kechō,” he was harshly criticized by his contemporaries just as he was for his 

“Ryūtandan.” A few acclaimed his work as depicting a “poetic realm of innocence,” but his 

contemporaries found Ren’s mother’s outlandish teaching “really nonsense” or “not worth 

understanding.”307 However, it is fair to say that by depicting the image of the boy who lived in 

the transitional period of Meiji Japan, Kyōka successfully describes the metamorphosis of 

languages in the formative period of genbun itchi while experimenting with the prototype of his 

gensō bungaku style that would develop from this point onward.  

Indeed, the concept of linguistic metamorphosis was important for Kyōka, whose literary 

style and language were yet to be stabilized around that time. The title of the story, “Kechō,” 

itself demonstrates a complication of linguistic forms that produces multilayered meanings. For 

example, Gerald Figal points out that the Japanese word kechō can be translated into “monster 

bird,” but the meaning is actually closer to “transforming bird” in the English language although 

most of the preceding scholarship translates it as “chimera.” “Kechō” was also traditionally 

linked to two kanji characters, 化鳥 and 怪鳥. In the case of the latter character, people also 

pronounced it as kaichō, which was more tinged with the nuance of ominous mystery; oftentimes, 

when referring to children who metamorphosed into birds, it was implied that he or she had 

departed from this world—to the world of the dead, as described in Kunikida Doppo’s work 

“Haru no tori” (春の鳥, “Bird of Spring,” 1904), which was published seven years later than 

                                                
306 In an interview titled Kyōka no eizō wo megutte (Concerning Visualization of Kyōka), Terayama Shūji (1935–
1983), who adopted various Kyōka’s texts for his theater plays, pointed out the difficulties in making a play using 
Kyōka’s “Kechō.” See Izumi Kyōka, Izumi Kyōka (Tokyo: Kawade shobō, 1981). 
 
307 “Jibun,” Jogaku zasshi (April 1897). 
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“Kechō.” Meanwhile, Kobayashi Hiroko writes that the word kechō was traditionally associated 

with a prostitute in the Kanazawa area; in the case of Kyōka’s work, it also represented a double 

image of woman as a mother and a prostitute.308 Furthermore, according to Nihon koten bungaku 

taikei (日本古典文学大系,	Encyclopedia of Classical Japanese Literature), the word kechōfu (化鳥

風, the style of metamorphosing bird) also indicated a haikai (俳諧)style of joking, riddle-like 

wordplay, parodies of serious thoughts with the use of puns and metaphors, which were 

developed by Edo poets, such as Tachiba Fukaku (1662–1753). 

No clear record exists as to why and how Kyōka came up with the title, “Kechō”; we are 

not sure about what the word kechō truly meant in the context of Kyōka, either. Perhaps, Kyōka 

was aware of the various connotations that the word might have, while not rendering a single 

definition to the title of the story. Therefore, readers were exposed to plural images of the 

“mysterious bird” that sprung out of this story precisely because there is no single/clear meaning 

of kechō behind this linguistic construction. In other words, in “Kechō,” Kyōka transforms words, 

phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and so forth to produce a fantasy by means of childish voices 

playing with the form of vernacular language. In this sense, when considering literary form, the 

metamorphosis of language and the construction of childish voices vis-à-vis the transformation 

of the boy character in a new vernacular style became an effective means for creating new 

textual spaces that could function as critical sites from where multi-faced images can emerge and 

intermingle while serving as critique of science, education, and the class system. 

                                                
308 See Kobayashi Hiroko, “‘Kechō’shōkō” Kyōka kenkyū vol. 6, no. 10 (Ishikawa: Ishikawa kindaibungaku kan, 
1984). Miyatake Gaikotsu (1867–1955) also notes “around the years of Anei,  kechō was said to be an epithet of 
prostitutes. I heard that no none would know about it probably because it was no longer used.  Kechō indicates a 
monster bird, and it might be the same as Japanese goatsucker/streetwalker at night. See Miyatake Gaikotsu, 
Baishunfu Imyōshū Ichimei Warau Onna (Tokyo: Hankyōdō, 1921).	My translation. The original reads: 安永の頃、
加賀にて私娼の異名なりしと云ふ、その後廃れしか今は知る人も無しと聞けり、『化鳥』は『怪鳥』にて夜鷹と云ふ

に同じ義なるか。	
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On the content level too, the representation of childhood (memories) and the theme of 

metamorphosis played an important role in becoming a critique of what Meiji literati called 

kindaiteki jiga (近代的自我, modern subjectivity) while producing various kinds of symbolic 

meanings. The child protagonist, Ren, is engrossed in seeking the “chimera” experience, 

transforming himself into a chimera. Although Ren is rescued by his mother before completely 

turning into a chimera, the experience of metamorphosis is utterly bizarre and frightens him. One 

might wonder why Kyōka abruptly introduces the scene of such a metamorphosis. In the middle 

of the story, readers also encounter Ren’s mother’s mysterious statement that the “chimera” 

rescued Ren’s life when he was drawn into the river. Indeed, the scene of metamorphosis seems 

to be a crucial in understanding the metanarrative in “Kechō.” 

That being said, the theme of metamorphosis is not new to any segment of Japanese 

cultural production. There have been numerous classical tales, performances, folklore, oral 

transmissions, music, and historical records describing transformations—from human beings into 

animals, plants, insects, fish, monsters, ghosts, non-sentient beings, or vice versa. Importantly, 

however, in “Kechō,” the description of metamorphosis is opaque and fuzzy. It is not clear 

whether Ren or his mother truly experienced metamorphosis on a physical level. At the end of 

the story, readers are left with the question: Is it just a mere product of the child’s imagination or 

the ambiguous nature of childhood memories?  In addition, “Kechō” seems to have a 

contradictory message regarding the relationship between animals and people; to some extent, 

the story indicates that metamorphosis is a detestable experience from which the child 

protagonist should be rescued, suggesting that becoming a chimera means crossing the 

abominable boundary, for example, between death and life. In this regard, one might also wonder 

about the sybolism of metamorphosis. Why does Ren experience becoming a half-bird but regain 
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his original self so quickly? In his extensive study of “Kechō,” for example, Cody Poulton says, 

“The story’s shift from social critique and satire into quite literary flights of fancy leaves the 

reader, like the protagonist, intensely disoriented. What, finally, is Kyōka trying to tell us?” 309 

Indeed, the narrative leaves a blank space confusing contemporary readers.  

Poulton further notes, “Kyōka’s protagonists are typically characters who have become 

estranged physically and psychologically from society. They wander off into a wilderness—as 

does Ren in ‘Chimera’—that is both a source of native myths as well as a projection of their 

most private fears and desires. Accordingly, the protagonist of a Kyōka story does not evolve or 

mature into a rational, socially well-adjusted individual. Instead, we are presented with a 

narrative of the hero’s psychological regression or mental disintegration, which often takes the 

form of a metamorphosis into more primitive forms of life and consciousness.”310  

Although Poulton’s linking of the main characters’ metamorphosis to the Freudian sense 

of “psychological regression or mental disintegration” appears to be a one-sided view, it is true 

that the symbolic meaning of transformation is not clear enough to conceptualize Kyōka’s 

intention.311 This ambiguous motif of metamorphosis successfully represents the fluctuating 

agency of a boy who refuses to become a full-fledged man in the future. It also represents a new 

literary style by destabilizing the traditional structure of fictional narratives. Indeed, Kyōka paid 

attention to the alienation and displacement of already displaced objects, such as Ren and his 

mother who lived under the bridge and were discriminated by villagers, with deterritorialization 

considered possible only through the disruption of traditional structures of expression and fixed 

                                                
309 Cody Poulton, “The Grotesque and Gothic: Izumi Kyoka's Japan,” Japan Quarterly 41, no. 3 (1994): 324–335, 
330. 
 
310 Ibid., 330. 
 
311 Ibid.  
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depictions. Such disruptions could take place in various ways, including in the practice of 

linguistic metamorphosis and could incorporate transgressions of the dominant language 

structure through abuse of grammar and word choice, an exaggeration of its internal tensions and 

ambiguities, as well as an amplification of its signifying practices of estrangement under socio-

political pressures.  

In the context of depicting the estrangement of minors, Kyōka skillfully developed 

linguistic forms and a vernacular style intended to disrupt fixed language structures and 

traditional forms of expression to destabilize the identity of the child in his metamorphosing 

language and fuzzy storylines, especially by playing with the folkloric motif of metamorphosis 

and vernacularism. For Kyōka, who attempts to write about marginal objects, this narrative style 

predetermines the potential for literary expression, where control of form and style allows for a 

certain control over reality and reverses its basic structural flow. Such a reversal enables him to 

escape from the determinants of the majority discourse and attempt to disrupt the dominant 

literary discourse with peculiar linguistic constructions vis-à-vis the theme of metamorphosis 

beyond a traditional form of narrative flows.  

 

Literary Topography: A Mother and a Child under the Bridge 

To examine the child’s agency in the story “Kechō,” the person-to-place bonds expressed 

through unique linguistic construction —the interplay between the literary topography and the 

people including the image of mother—should be highlighted. Thus far, much of the scholarly 

attention has been focused on Kyōka’s mother complex, that is, the depiction of mother figures 

in his various novels about the hometown, Kanazawa. Having lost his own mother at a very 

young age, Kyōka had a strong obsession with his mother, channeling which he continued to 
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describe the image of a lost child searching for his mother. Numerous previous studies have 

pointed out that Kyōka tried to find his mother in non-mothers (e.g., lovers, prostitutes, geishas, 

ghosts, wives, schoolgirls, and so forth) in his writings. Though Kyōka rarely wrote a story that 

focused on the relationship between a child and an actual mother (except for stories like 

“Kechō”), many of his fictional narratives encompassed the male protagonists’ sentiments, such 

as their yearnings or search for their lost mothers. Similar to the storyline of many other stories 

by Kyōka, “Ryūtandan” introduces a young boy who constantly yearns for his dead mother. 

Meanwhile, in “Kechō,” the child protagonist, who has already been comforted by the presence 

of his mother, still misses his mother—in a way—seeking her real identity. 

Indeed, the protagonist Ren is attached to his mother emotionally and physically, yet 

unable to locate her identity, a point that the narration never highlights. In other words, Ren is 

apparently protected and cherished by his mother, but on a deeper level, the eerie phenomena 

surrounding his mother cast shadows on this child-mother relationship, which constantly 

perplexes and bewilders Ren. For example, Ren remembers how he was drawn into the river and 

mysteriously rescued by a chimera with wings bearing five colors. This memory makes him 

doubt his mother’s real identity.  

Ironically, the story never identifies the truth of the mother’s mysterious words and 

behavior; nor did Ren try to overcome this ambivalent child-parent relationship. Readers are 

therefore caught up in certain ambiguities or silences that emerge from the complexities of the 

narrative and the character’s behaviors. The story frequently leaves behind hidden areas or blank 

spaces in the character’s thoughts, and each reader must construct his or her own interpretation in 

these places, including the mysteries surrounding Ren’s mother. 
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 In relation to the examination of folkloric elements vis-à-vis the person-to-place bonds in 

“Kechō,” Gerald Figal touched upon the notion of hashi-hime (橋姫, the princess of the bridge) 

associated with Ren’s mother. Figal noted, “As is typical in his fantastic tales, Kyōka juxtaposes 

signs of modernity with a reinvested folk figure that embodies an alternative—not necessarily 

antiquated—mode of thinking. In this case, the hashi-hime figure, abundant in tales across Japan 

from the Middle Ages, is reincarnated as the character of a female bridge-keeper in mid-

Meiji.”312 The hashi-hime was a female character appearing in medieval literature, associated 

with a woman who is completely isolated while waiting for her lover to visit. She later becomes 

a fearsome demon filled with jealousy and anger. The hashi-hime was often linked to the image 

of a bridge in the Uji river. Figal further states, “Granted, it was by an atypical child whose 

fantastic imagination was fed by a mother who inherited and transmitted the enchanted 

ambiguity of the hashi-hime, a divine medium—or roadblock—amid the traffic of assorted souls 

crossing a bridge between worlds.”313 For Figal, Ren’s mother represents the modern version of 

the hashi-hime, who would both protect and threaten passengers, reflecting the ambiguities of 

Kyōka’s women’s nature, that is to say, both terrorizing and heartwarming, supernatural but 

vibrant.  

Hence, as in many of Kyōka’s stories, Ren’s mother embodies the quintessential female 

characters, who is both present and absent, real and non-real, since her position moves beyond 

the bridgeable gap of this world and the other world. In the context of these doubled images 

attached to Ren’s mother in “Kechō,” Nina Cornyetz also provides acute insights into the void of 

the “real” mother from the angle of gender dynamics. Though her analysis of “Kechō” revolves 

around phallic fantasy that constructs mysterious images of women whose real voice is absent 

                                                
312 Gerald A. Figal, Civilization and Monsters, 185. 
 
313 Ibid., 190. 
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(differing from my focus on the mother-child relation), Cornyetz’s delineation of the “signifying 

process” of modern maternity somewhat resonates with what I would call “the forged” mother 

and inter-subjectivity shared by a mother and a son—through linguistic imagination. On this 

point, Cornyetz notes:  

Just as maternal depth, for Kyōka, cannot be equated with transparency, it also does not 
signal (modern) unified subjectivity. It signifies that which is irretrievably lost, since the 
deeper the exploration and the more fervent the quest to signify the mother, the more 
elusive she becomes. Maternity functions as a trope that provides (hidden/modern) depth 
and marks the presence of loss in his narratives. Maternity has been ferreted out of its 
hidden places in the textual folds, and it produces (and in turn is produced by) the 
ambivalent, alternating presence/absence/abjection/eroticization that is affixed to the 
mother. Maternity is only partly vitalizable in language, because the Symbolic order 
cannot express the Real aspects of a reified mother. She is doubled, as an idealized 
configuration of the Other, embodying modernity (by mirroring phallic unity) and yet 
containing deep within herself the abjected, the returning uncanny, or the unknowable, 
unvocalized, the suggested, the viscous and the revolting; she is not what she appears to 
be, and so she must be deciphered. Kyōka’s texts invite gaze to penetrate beneath its 
surfaces through the mystery of the maternalized feminine.314  
 

In a way, motherly figures in Kyōka’s stories are a mixture of maternal comfort and sexual 

desire, which are constructed by the male protagonist’s imagination and therefore need to be 

deciphered; taboos of death and incest prohibit the child protagonist in “Kechō” from fully  

sexualizing the woman, who is both motherly and a prostitute-like figure. As Cornyetz points out, 

the notion of maternity expresses a kind of “signifying process,” which is in fact the desire to 

fulfill the empty vessel of the image itself—in this case the voice of Ren’s mother. Indeed, I 

consider that the sense of maternity cannot be completely activated in “Kechō” because what 

Cornyetz calls “the Symbolic order” cannot provide the real picture of the “reified mother.”315 

Based on this notion of maternity, however, I further extend the logic of the “signifying 

process” of the mother’s voice by paying attention to the representational agency of the child. 

                                                
314 Nina Cornyetz, Dangerous Women, Deadly Words: Phallic Fantasy and Modernity in Three Japanese Writers, 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1999), 54. 
 
315 Ibid.  
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Indeed, instead of looking at the mother as a complex of maternal comfort and sexual desire 

through the lens of male desires, I would like to turn our attention to how the young child, who 

misses his “real” mother, tries to fabricate a mother’s subjectivity in an almost desperate manner 

to the extent that he fuses his own voice with that of his imaginary mother. In other words, I 

argue that the images of the mother is really forged by a child protagonist, rather than by an adult 

male as a grown-up narrator in “Kechō;” the child consistently creates inter-subjective dialogues 

and thus is a far cry from erotic desires. For example, the passage below expresses Ren’s 

monologue, but it suddenly speaks about his mother’s inner monologue: 

How could they know what it was like? Stepped on, kicked and covered and buried with 
sand, made to drink boiling water, teased and bullied and whipped till you fall down and  
cry and spit blood the live-long day and think you're just going to die? and then have folk 
look way down on you as if you were some kind of freak made just for their pleasure and 
diversion and amusement, and your eyes are bloodshot and your hair's a mess and your 
lips are cut so all you can think is Beasts, you beasts you beasts you! and if you haven't 
suffered like that for five or even eight years, how could you know? there's no way you'd 
know.316  

 
In this passage, the child narrator explains Ren’s mother’s struggle and suffering. The mother 

was well off when her husband was still alive, but since he passed away, she has been 

consistently bullied and disdained by villagers. As we can see, Ren’s and his mother’s voice are 

fused in this interior monologue. Also, the expression, such as “you were some kind of freak 

made just for their pleasure,” can invoke her another job as a prostitute. Indeed, Ren’s own 

agency is completely embedded in this metamorphosing subjectivity shared by a “forged” 

                                                
316 This quote is based on Cody Poulton’s translation. See Cody Poulton, “The Grotesque and Gothic: Izumi Kyoka's 
Japan,” Japan Quarterly 41, no. 3 (1994). The original reads: 人に踏まれたり、けられたり、後足で砂をかけられた
り、苛められて責まれて、煮湯を飲ませられて、砂を浴せられて、鞭うたれて、朝から晩まで泣通しで、喉がかれて、

血を吐いて、消えてしまいそうになってる処を、人に高見で見物されて、おもしろがられて、笑われて、慰みにされ

て、嬉しがられて、眼が血走って、髪が動いて、唇が破れた処で、口惜しい、口惜しい、口惜しい、口惜しい、蓄生

め、獣めと始終そう思って、五年も八年も経たなければ、ほんとうに分ることではない、覚えられることではないん

だ。	
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mother and son, despite the fact that it is the child himself that forms this inter-changeability, 

including his mother’s interior voices and his own. 

In this sense, the main characters’ desire for unification represents “liminal” phases—

boundaries between “I” and others—signifying the process of unification/separation between the 

mother and the child. Indeed, Kyōka obscures the narrative of the self in “Kechō” and describes 

the childish self as a discursive agent that engages with the socially situated self, which speaks 

through and against the existing discourses on modern childhood, as well as the self as the 

metamorphosing subjectivity shared by a “forged” mother and a child. “Kechō” is written in the 

child’s narration in which the subject of utterance and the subject of statement fail to correspond 

dramatically, thereby creating a critique of modern “subject” or kindai teki jiga formation as 

described by modern narratological and literary discourses. The dramatic slippage between 

enunciation and the enunciated that emerges from the narration delineates the complex utterance 

of the narrator, which I would call a childish “estranged voice.” By using the Japanese words, 

boku (僕), watashi (私), jibun (自分), and bō (坊), which were the variations of the first person 

pronouns,  the narration continuously switches from the first-person voice to free indirect 

discourse as well as from the past to the present tense, with the effect of metamorphosing 

boundaries between the self (either the child self or the adult self) and the mother.317 

This narrative technique thus explains that the levels of enunciation and enunciated do 

not always create a coherent relation to identity. Yura Kimiyoshi states that the significance of 

“Kechō” lies in the child narrator’s self-propagation.318 For her, the narrator’s stream of 

                                                
317 The narrator employs the Japanese word boku when Ren converses with adults, but watashi is used while 
narrating the story as if it is a retrospective narration. Meanwhile, people surrounding Ren use jubun or bō to refer to 
Ren in the narration.  
 
318 Yura Kimiyoshi, “Kyōka ni okeru chōshizen—‘Kechō shōkō,’” Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kyōzai no kenkyū 19, 
no. 3 (March 1974):113–120. 
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consciousness and the self-referentiality allure modern readers. I argue, however, that “Kechō” 

exhibits the intricate representational agency of a child whose self-reflexive narrative or the lack 

thereof is maneuvered by the fabricated mother-child relations, memories, multiple norms of 

social hierarchy, and metamorphosing languages. In other words, it does not embody the child’s 

self-propagation. It is a metamorphosis of literary expression, which is not the magic of fairy tale 

but the magic of linguistic and narrative constructions. In “Kechō,” a child’s form of subjectivity 

represents the metamorphosis of perception and sensation, expressing both sense of the self and 

no sense of the self at the vantage points of childhood recollection.  

Thus far, I have examined the symbolic meaning of “mother” from the angle of linguistic 

and narrative constructions as well as from a slight psychological orientation. It is also, however, 

possible to connect the relationship between Ren and his mother to topographical spheres, 

particularly when we investigate the concept of “liminal” areas in Kyōka’s textual spaces. It is 

now an established theory that the river in “Kechō” is based on the Asano River in Kanazawa, 

the neighborhood where Kyōka was born and raised, although it is not clearly stated in the story. 

The bridge signifies the division between two social classes in the story: decent and relatively 

well-off people of the city-side on the one hand, and the poor, nomadic, people of the 

mountainside on the other. During Kyōka’s time, the far side of the Asano River represented a 

site of temples, a pleasure quarter and theaters, and slums wherein daily workers, performers, as 

well as social outcasts, such as eta/hinin, resided. Beyond the river are the Utatsu hills, which 

represent Ren's parents’ abandoned estate, wherein existed a number of cemeteries in reality, 

including one that contains the grave of Kyōka’s mother. During the Meiji period, people often 

told their children not to cross the bridge of the Asano river because there are dreadful monsters 
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and ghosts haunting around the mountainside. Indeed, these wondering monsters and ghosts 

indicated the social outcaste groups.  

In “Kechō,” Ren lives alone with his mother, who makes ends meet by collecting toll 

from the passersby of a nearby bridge. Ren’s mother's physical situation in the abandoned area 

allows us to imagine her liminal identity as belonging to the social periphery at present but to the 

upper class in the past. The river is a dividing border not only between two different social 

classes but also between the human and the non-human, between rational and non-rational. The 

bridge provides a passage from one world to another, and at a metaphorical level, it is the mother 

who controls that passage. In this sense, she functions as what Figel calls the hashi-hime figure.  

 Meanwhile, Georg Simmel’s essay “Bridge and Door” (1957) offers acute insights into 

the symbolic meaning of “bridge,” which has an ambiguous dimension of separation and 

connection at both the geographical and textual levels. Regarding the function of the “bridge,” 

Simmel says, 

Because the human being is the connecting creature who must always separate and 
cannot connect without separating—that is why we must first conceive intellectually of 
the merely indifferent existence of two river banks as something separated in order to 
connect them by means of a bridge. And the human being is likewise the bordering 
creature who has no border.319  
 

As Simmel points out, the bridge is important as a connector and divider both geographically and 

literally. People need to connect to and separate from physical objects and psychological images. 

Likewise, people are themselves “the bordering creature who has no border”: People ceaselessly 

create a new frontier in both geographical and textual spaces. Villagers who lived near the Asano 

River tried to divide the border between the city and the slum by means of a bridge, but it was 

important for them to bridge the border because they needed the labor power of daily workers, of 

                                                
319 Georg Simmel, “Bridge and Door,” Trans. Mark Ritter, Theory, Culture & Society (SAGE, London, Thousand 
Oaks and New Delhi), vol, 11, 1944, 5–10. 
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performers, and of social outcasts in order for the economy of the village to prosper. A “bridge” 

is thus a liminal site, or chūkan, that connects people to each other but creates boundaries 

between them. In the case of “Kechō,” the bridge represents Ren’s mother and his home in-

between stage. 	

 Indeed, children have to connect to and separate from others. They are also attached to 

and detached from their mothers and others constantly. In the case of “Kechō,” we can 

acknowledge how Ren’s mother often plays the symbolic role of bridge toward her own child—

by connecting to but separating from the child. However, it was perhaps what the boy character 

imagined in his mind as well: attaching to and detaching from his “forged” mother. Thus, from 

these perspectives, the mother bridges not only the gap between the two worlds, which were 

socially and geographically divided, but also between the mother’s “forged” subjectivity as the 

signified and the child’s imagination as the signifier, consistently slipping between the two.  

What I have attempted to present here is the way in which Kyōka’s new vernacular style 

transforms modern subjectivity or kindaiteki jiga into the metamorphosing subjectivity shared by 

a mother and a child, regardless of whether it was the product of a child’s imagination. In this 

process, I showed how the narrative of “Kechō” exhibits the complex representational agency of 

a child whose self-reflexive identity was constructed by the mother-child relationship, memories, 

and multilayered social discourses. Furthermore, I connected this notion of the metamorphosing 

subjectivity between a mother and a child to “the liminal sites” in Kyōka’s textual spaces in 

relation to the metaphor of a bridge. 

 “Kechō” is a work that straddles the boundary between memories and fiction while 

examining the more private regions of textual spaces encompassing nostalgia, fear, and fantasy; 

the author’s birthplace, his youth, folkloric spaces, and the memories of his mother provided the 
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raw material while he conjured up the fictional places. Kyōka further complicates these 

ambiguous boundaries by describing the nexus of fictional places within texts on the one hand 

and textual spaces within actual places (e.g., legendary places) on the other.  

For example, the story introduces images of actual locations associated with the Asano 

River, the neighborhood in which he grew up, to stir readers’ imaginations and evoke mysterious 

imagery. Indeed, imaginary parts of towns, streets, rivers, and bridges are placed inside actual 

places through the substructure of the text, allowing readers to decode how the author arranges 

the world inside the novel. The insertion of images of real-world places juxtaposed with 

imaginary locations constitutes a meta-text exscinded from the texts of spaces. The merging of 

fictional and real-world images within texts is the material inside which the real spaces and 

fictional discourse are reciprocally intertwined. The structure of these words and images forms 

blended spaces and places through their conversion into language. In other words, the action that 

interlaces the actual place-images into fictional spaces—literary texts— encompasses the sense 

of what Michel Foucault calls heterotopia, looking at fictional space and imagining unreal 

objects from the real side of the mirror.320	 

Hence, “Kechō” examines the potential of boundaries between reality and illusion, utopia 

and dystopia, memories and fiction, texts and meta-texts, and mother and child as “liminal sites” 

along with childhood recollection in which various meanings are produced, reproduced, and 

worked through but occasionally cause a slippage between images. In these “liminal sites,” 

readers too can interact with texts and find their own positions within textual spaces and beyond. 

In this regard, it is essential to pay attention to the role of the childish narrator who guides 

readers to access this liminal world oscillated between certainty and uncertainty, as well as “I” 

                                                
320 See Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” Trans. Jay Miskoviec, Architecture, 
Movement, Continuité 5 (1984): 46–49. 
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and others, particularly because this child narrator is refusing to be the Meiji state’s ideal boy as 

“little citizens” who would devote himself to the educational ideology upheld by the national 

community based on logic and rationality. He remains in the phase of liminality on both a mental 

and topographical level. The child narrator remains under the bridge of the Asano River with his 

“forged” mother in Kanazawa and obtains special knowledge of human life and nature through 

non-rational experiences of metamorphosis; he critiques the Meiji educational ideology as the 

major impasse of the national project by exercising vernacular practices against the 

standardization and decentralization of modern childhood. The narrator also presents an 

alternative means of expression that could escape the clichés of the dominant literary movements 

such as genbun itchi by metamorphosing vernacular languages into childish voices. 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I analyzed how children in Izumi Kyōka’s two stories “Ryūtandan” and 

“Kechō” were portrayed as figures that did not fit in, but deviated from, the image of “little 

citizens” as prescribed by the Meiji government in relation to the ideology of risshin shusse. The 

children whom Kyōka depicts were the complete opposite of Meiji state’s ideal children—those 

who devoted themselves to the ideology of risshin shusse and worked studiously—as presented 

in children’s stories and magazines in the same period. The children, especially the 

representation of boys who appeared in Kyōka’s stories, expressed their vulnerability or 

sensibility, both considered negative traits in Meiji society, based on the principle of masculinity. 

In the case of boys, education was associated more with the notion of risshin shusse. Japanese 

boys were considered “little citizens” who would fight for the nation and enrich the country. This 
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promotion of boys as future militant corresponded with the idea of fukoku kyōkei (富国強兵, 

enrich the country and strengthen the military).  

However, children’s vulnerability or sensibility was tolerated in Kyōka’s stories. 

Although these aspects of Kyōka’s writing were often discussed under the theme of a “mother 

complex,” I argue that it goes beyond Kyōka’s individual issues and, instead, sheds light on the 

picture of children left behind in the progressive time and space in Meiji; moreover, these 

children were the residual elements of modern society that the centralization of ideology and the 

standardization of educational reforms were unable to completely exclude and therefore remain 

in the Meiji textscape. Kyōka’s literary text implicitly preserved what the Meiji state attempted 

to conceal in his textual space.  

The theme of “Ryūtandan” revolves around the notion of kamikakushi, and it describes 

the story of a boy who steps into the other world when he plays the game of hide-and-seek with 

the children of outcast groups. Similar to Yanagita Kunio’s later essay about his experience of 

kamikakushi during childhood, Kyōka’s story deploys a mystical or folkloric motif related to 

children’s play. Although Kyōka’s children are probably more vulnerable than adults are, they 

have acute senses to connect to the other world and hear the voice of nature because of this 

fragile aspect. “Ryūtandan” captures the mythical value of children’s existence entangled with 

both utopian and dystopian images in literature. Meanwhile, “Kechō” uses the child protagonist’s 

first-person narration and interior monologues; the childlike narration is not based on a stable 

linguistic pattern, and the language itself is destabilized and metamorphosed in the fiction. The 

fusion between the past and present tense as well as the metamorphosis of language enable the 

narrator to activate the sensation of the metamorphosing subjectivity as well as the sense of 

heterotopian space in the Meiji textscape. “Kechō” also presents an alternative means of 
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expression that could escape the clichés of the dominant literary movements such as genbun itchi 

by metamorphosing vernacular languages into childish voices. 

In “Asobi no naka no kodomo” (遊びの中の子ども, “Children at Play, 1989”), Maeda Ai 

roughly highlights the images of three types of children appearing in modern Japanese literature: 

1) children who become adults, or children in the stage of becoming adults, in keeping with the 

ideology of risshin shusse; 2) innocent children, those who as adults try to retrace their memories 

of childhood as objects of nostalgia, or those whose childhood is perceived as a utopia by adults; 

and 3) children who neither become adults nor whose paths adults retrace, that is, children who 

are just children. In other words, it is an alternative perspective of looking at children with great 

potential.321  

Maeda then argues that writers of kannen shōsetsu, such as Ichiyō and Kyōka, described 

the notion of innocent childhood, to which adults could return in their literary imagination with 

nostalgia. The world of children depicted by Kyōka, therefore, represents the fusion between 

adults’ childhood memories and children’s growing-up pains in a transitional period. It expresses 

what Karatani Kōjin calls “the appearance of a fissure in a world where children had been ‘small 

adults,’ not adolescence itself, but the symptoms of that transitional period which would be 

called adolescence, and which was just beginning to become visible.”322 It was also a 

phenomenon of modernity in which borders between adulthood and childhood have been 

destabilized and reconfigured. 

Notably, Kyōka also published approximately fifteen stories in children’s magazines and 

collected works in his early career. His teacher Ozaki Kōyō (1868–1903) advised Kyōka, when 

he had just started his literary career, to work in the field of children’s literature because it was 

                                                
321 Maeda Ai, “Asobi no naka no kodomo” in Higuchi Ichiyō no sekai (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1989).  
 
322 Karatani Kōjin, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1993), 133. 
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more profitable. Kōyō introduced Kyōka, who was struggling to get a job around that time, to the 

publisher Hakubunkan, which gradually expanded its commercial success in the field of 

children’s magazines. Kyōka then started to write children’s stories. To fulfill the expectations of 

the publisher and its intended audience, Kyōka also produced adventure stories, such as 

“Kindokei” (金時計, “Golden Clock,” 1893) and “Yamato damshii” (大和魂, “Japanese Spirit,” 

1894) in which brave Japanese boys conquer Westerners with their native wit and ethics in the 

name of justice. These stories thus describe the ideal boys—what a Japanese boy should be as 

“little citizens”—in resonance with the ethos of the First Sino-Japanese War. As such, the 

prominent scholar Muramatsu Sadataka praises for the breadth of Kyōka’s children’s literature 

and notes: 	

Aside from children’s songs Kyōka contributed for children’s magazine Akai tori  
(Red Bird), the accomplishment of Kyōka’s children’s literature is limited to those  
published in 1893 and 1894; and these were written for the sake of tomorrow’s living  
costs. Nonetheless, I do not doubt that they are worthy of being recorded in the history of  
modern children’s literature.323 
 

As Muramatsu points out, Kyōka’s children literature, which has been largely ignored, should 

deserve more scholarly attention. However, it is questionable whether such a prototype of 

children’s literature as well as the archetypical children’s image did fit either Kyōka’s perception 

of childhood or his literary imagination. In other words, Kyōka’s literary creativity was fettered 

by petty rules and regulations imposed on children’s literature. It was, therefore, reasonable for 

Kyōka to sever his relationship with the genre of children’s literature gradually, and he stopped 

writing children’s stories for children’s magazines after the First Sino-Japanese War.  

                                                
323 Quoted from Muramatsu Sadataka, “Kyōka to jidō bungaku,” in Izumi Kyōka kenkyū, 100. See Muramatsu 
Sadataka, “Kyōka to jidō bungaku” in Izumi Kyōka kenkyū (Tokyo: Tōjusha, 1974), 85–100. My translation. The 
original reads: 鏡花に於ける児童文学の成果は、『赤い鳥』に寄せた童謡は別として、如上の 26 年と 7 年に発表に
つきるものであり、しかも、それは明日の米塩の糧として執筆されたものでありながら、近代日本文学史に残るだけ

の価値を有するものであることを私は信じて疑わないものである。 
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Indeed, as Hayakawa Miyuki describes, Kyōka departed from the world of children’s 

literature to that of adults, taking a completely opposite path to that of Iwaya Sazanami (1870–

1933), who started his career with the creation of literature for adults and then moved to 

children’s literature.324 In this sense, Maeda’s assertion about Kyōka’s depiction of children is 

appropriate in that Kyōka did not want to portray the ideal child as “little citizens” as endorsed 

by Meiji ideology—what Japanese children are supposed to be—because he desisted from even 

writing children’s stories based on ideological schemes prescribed by the Meiji authorities. 

Indeed, his work, such as “Ryūtandan” and “Kechō,” departs from the prototype of children’s 

literature that developed before and during the First Sino-Japanese War and reflects more the 

image of children who are excluded from the mainstream of modern childhood discourse.  

Overall, “Ryūtandan” and “Kechō” portray a temporal space and time sprung out of 

textual spaces in which readers can perceive the state of in-betweenness—boundaries between 

childhood and adulthood—with the guidance of child figures that mediate between the past and 

the present and help people—particularly those who lived in the turmoil of Meiji Japan— recall 

their memories of the past at the present moment.325 Thus, in the time in which children’s 

literature was gradually established through an ideological scheme, Kyōka described the image 

of childhood enabling his readers to escape the educational dogma and to become familiar with 

new literary languages, unique vernacular styles, themes, expressions, and storylines, and to 

                                                
324 In comparison to Iwaya Sazanami, Hayakawa discusses how Kyōka departed from the genre of children’s 
literature after the First Sino-Japanese war, for example, by constructing the image of timid and helpless children in 
his work, such as “Kechō.” See Hayakawa Miyuki, “‘Kechō’: Iwaya Sanazami no jidō bungaku to no hikaku wo 
tōshite,” in Kokubungaku: Kaishaku to kanshō 940 (September, 2009): 112–118. 
 
325 In “Franz Kafka: On the Tenth Anniversary of His Death,” Walter Benjamin asserts the significance of exploring 
Kafka’s motifs of animals and childish characters. Applying his unique perspective to Kafka’s work, Benjamin 
examines the fictions in terms of memory and oblivion. From Benjamin’s viewpoint, motifs of ancient time are 
embedded in Kafka’s world, and it serves as a link to contemporary society. In Kafka’s world, unique animals or 
child-like figures become mediators who help people recall their memories. Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. 
Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken Books, 2007). 
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imagine their childhood memories, which in turn attempts to disrupt the dominant literary 

movements and linguistic discourses hand by hand with the Meiji state’s national projects. With 

the depiction of the boy protagonists who receives a special knowledge of human life or nature 

through non-rational experiences of kamikakushi or metamorphosis, “Ryūtandan” and “Kechō” 

could challenge the Meiji educational principles as the major fault line in the national projects.  

   Kyōka’s work initially began on a new theme of folklore, introducing a new image of 

vernacular children to Japanese literary history and giving voice to young protagonists who 

could mediate our conceptions of the past, present, and perhaps future in the form of childhood 

memories. The concepts of childhood and children described by Meiji writers such as Kyōka 

might be ambiguous and fuzzy, neither depicting a child-like child in a contemporary sense, nor 

giving modern subjectivity to them. This ambiguity of childhood itself expresses a symptom of 

the liminal stage of modernity in which the boundaries between adults and children vis-à-vis the 

difference between gensō bungaku and children’s literature have not been fully conceptualized 

yet. Therefore, careful examinations of literary representations of childhood and children—

particularly the ones described by Kyōka—suggest how the heterotopian spaces emerge from the 

peculiar interplay between the real and non-real as well as the boundaries between children’s 

play and the writer’s word play vis-à-vis childhood memories, challenging the prevailing images 

of “little citizens.” The shift of Kyoka’s writing style (e.g., from classical into vernacular 

language)—from Ryūtandan” to “Kechō—also paved the way for the development of new types 

of gensō bungaku that were about to flourish in late Meiji and Taishō Japan. 
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Chapter Four 

 
The Poetics of Childhood: 

 
Kunikida Doppo and William Wordsworth  

 
“My heart leaps up when I behold 
A rainbow in the sky: 
So was it when my life began, 
So is it now I am a man, 
So be it when I shall grow old, 
Or let me die! 
The child is father of the Man: 
And I could wish my days to be 
Bound each to each by natural piety.” 
 
― William Wordsworth, “My Heart Leaps Up When I Behold,” (1802) 
 

 
Just as Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939) showed great interest in the theme of childhood and 

children throughout his life, Kunikida Doppo (1871–1908) was known for having engaged in the 

creation of shōnen-mono (少年物, a literary genre that describes childhood and children). 

Between 1898 and 1907 alone, Doppo wrote approximately thirteen stories about children and 

childhood: “Shisō” (詩想, “Poetic Imagery,” 1898), “Nishōjo” (二少女, “Two Girls,” 1898), 

“Shikagari” (鹿狩, “Deer Hunting,” 1898), “Hatsukoi” (初恋, “First Love,” 1900), “E no 

kanashimi” (畫の悲み, “Sorrow in Pastel,” 1902), “Kodomo no kanashimi” (少年の悲哀, “A 

Child’s Sadness,” 1902), “Yubiwa no batsu” (指輪の罰, “The Ring and Punishment,” 1902), “Hi 

no de” (日の出, “Sunrise,” 1903), “Hibon naru bonjin” (非凡なる凡人, “An Extraordinary 

Ordinary ManPeople,” 1903), “Bajō no tomo” (馬上の友, “Lifetime Friends,” 1903), “Yama no 

chikara” (山の力, “The Power of the Mountain,” 1903), “Haru no tori” (春の鳥, “Bird of Spring,” 

1904), and “Naki warai” (泣き笑い, “Tearful Smile,” 1907).  

Doppo’s shōnen-mono stories blend childhood memories with inexplicable sorrow, 
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symbolizing the poetics of childhood. Inspired by Wordsworth’s poetry, Doppo expresses his 

interest in and sympathy for the simple and in his view about poetic lives of ordinary people, 

whom he calls shōmin (小民, common people). He uses retrospective first-person narration and 

memory as literary devices, and records the voices of shōmin excluded from the narrative of 

historical progress. By writing about childhood and children in the shōnen-mono genre, Doppo 

reveals what the force of modernization relegates to the margins of Meiji society; he presents the 

image of children who were not fully incorporated into the codes of nation-state, diverged from 

the image of children as “little citizens,” and were excluded from the Meiji state’s national 

projects. Although his shōnen-mono stories were largely neglected in Japanese literary history, 

they highlight the centrality of emotional contact and philosophy in his oeuvre. 

Kitano Akihiko highlights the following qualities of Doppo’s work: His protagonists are 

not heroes or heroines.326 They are the nameless and utterly forgotten people at the bottom of 

society.327 The sorrow of their obscure lives is exactly mirrored in the sorrow depicted by 

Doppo.328 I argue that Doppo’s work, particularly in the genre of shōnen-mono, describes the 

irony of capitalist development and brings the memories of marginalized populations to life in 

modern times by linking the representations of human life and nature to Wordsworth’s poetic 

imagery.  

Three of his works in particular, “E no kanashimi,” “Kodomo no kanashimi,” and “Haru 

no tori,” delve into a sense of sorrow on the subject of shōmin by toying with Wordsworth’s 

poetic imagery, the theme of childhood, and motifs associated with children. These stories also 

illuminate the role of memories in capturing the growing pains of Meiji children in a changing 

                                                
326 Kitano Akihiko, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku (Tokyo: Ōfūsha, 1974), 13. 
	

327 Ibid., Kitano, Kunikida Doppo, 13. 
	
328 Ibid. 
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time and space. Each of these works is set in the countryside. As Doppo once lived and taught in 

the village of Saeki in the Kyūshū area, he connects his life there to the Wordsworthian world 

and uses these elements as the stories’ backdrops. 

“E no kanashimi” is the story of a friendship between two schoolboys at an elementary 

school, and the relationship between human life and the natural world. The story which might or 

might not be autobiographical, explores the narrator’s childhood memories and his feelings as an 

adult. “Kodomo no kanashimi” describes the sorrow of karayuki-san (からゆきさん,women sent 

to other Asian countries as prostitutes) and a family’s separation through childhood memories. 

By weaving what appear to be his real memories into Wordsworth’s poetic imagery, Doppo 

sheds light on the painful memories of people on the social periphery. In the story, the natural 

scenery is personified and expresses a sense of sorrow. Meanwhile, “Haru no tori” is based on 

Doppo’s own experience in Saeki village; it describes the narrator’s melancholy over the death 

of a mentally disabled boy whom he met while teaching in the village. The child’s departure 

from this world is linked to his metaphorical metamorphosis into a crow, which intensifies the 

narrator’s sympathy for the boy. The story centers on the narrator’s reference to Wordsworth’s 

use of nature and children in his poetry. 

This chapter examines the three above-mentioned stories in the shōnen-mono genre, and 

analyzes Doppo’s use of Wordsworth’s poetic imagery to express a poetics of childhood. I first 

examine the ways in which he draws on Wordsworth’s writings to create his own poetics and 

politics. I will then delve into the three stories and show how and why the children described in 

these stories negate the image of “little citizens.”  

A memory is not a text, but literary texts can represent memories. Writers often describe 

memories out of a desire to save the past from oblivion. Likewise, Doppo develops a nostalgic 
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style of writing about his memories. However, a text cannot present real memories. Literary 

memories, whether autobiographical or fictional, are contrived. They translate what the writer 

once experienced into words, sentences, paragraphs, and stories.  

Literary memories are indeed artistically imaginative, rhetorically complex, and highly 

aesthetic. “E no kanashimi,” “Kodomo no kanashimi,” and “Haru no tori” use symbolic 

memories from Wordsworth to convert a child’s rural experience into artistic language and 

expression. By linking imaginative renderings of memories to sadness, in these works, Doppo 

alternates memories with poetic imagination. When the literary form and the language artistically 

convey images of childhood, it is important to ask why and how because it illuminates a fissure 

of discourse surrounding modern childhood. In this vein, I investigate the interplay of 

reminiscences and fiction in creating the poetics of childhood in these stories. 

Although Doppo is known as the predecessor of Japanese naturalism and as a romantic 

poet, in these shōnen-mono stories, his adaptation of Wordsworth’s poetic imagery defies literary 

categorization. Despite the residual romantic elements in his literary style, alongside the 

inspiration Doppo takes from Wordsworth, his shōnen-mono present his idiosyncratic view of 

human life vis-à-vis nature by illuminating the irony of modern capitalist development 

differently from Japanese naturalism or romanticism. In this vein, this chapter also demonstrates 

how Doppo refuses to be a romanticist or naturalist but uses Wordsworth’s poetic imagery (i.e., 

images of nature, childhood, and human life) to present the poetics of childhood and express his 

independent view of nature and art. Examinations of “E no kanashimi,” “Kodomo no 

kanashimi,” and “Haru no tori,” reveal how he confronts humanity and human life beyond what 

we call “-isms” and advances toward a more open-ended literary praxis. It also sheds light on 

how childhood memories that are one’s own and memories that belong to others can be merged 
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to creates an intoxicating phantasmagoric space of modernity, creating a temporary rupture of 

predicable linearity of modernization discourses.  

 

Wordsworth and Doppo: Romanticism or Naturalism? 

During the late Meiji period, the term “naturalism” was enjoying the limelight; as a 

school of literature, naturalism had its own literary journals and circles of writers, critics, editors, 

and readers. In the early days, however, the concept of “naturalism” was rather ambiguous, and 

was often used interchangeably with “realism.”329 As the debates on naturalism spread through 

literary circles, Doppo’s work came to be discussed within the naturalist movement; his 

contemporary critics called him a predecessor of naturalism. Later critics have traced what they 

see as Doppo’s evolution from romanticism to naturalism.330 Despite his distinct influence on the 

naturalist movement, Doppo himself rejected being called a naturalist writer.  

In “Yo to shizenshugi: tsukitaru fushigi no genshō” (余と自然主義:附たる不思議の現象, 

“Myself and Naturalism: About Mysterious Phenomena,” 1907), Doppo responds to a question 

                                                
329 Nihon Bungaku Kenkyū Shiryō Kankōkai. Shizen shugi bungaku: Kunikida Doppo, Tayama Katai, Tokuda 
Shūsei (Tokyo: Yūseidō shuppan, 1975). In Sirens of the Western Shore (2006), Indra Levy also discusses how the 
modern Western concept of nature, which had no equivalent term in Japanese lexicon, was translated into shizen in 
the Meiji period (i.e., much earlier as jinen 自然). According to Levy, “because the inherited meaning of shizen was 
never completely supplanted by the new meaning of nature, yet another meaning was created by writers like Katai 
and Doppo, unwittingly driven by the force of a verbal contradiction” (114). See Indra Levy, “Naturalism in and as 
Translation,” in Sirens of the Western Shore (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 114. Yanabu Akira also 
points out that subtle differences between shizen and nature became a major fault line between the development of 
Japanese naturalism and the influence of Euro-American naturalism in modern Japan. See also Yanabu Akira. 
Hon'yaku no shisō: "shizen" to Nature (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1995), 1 
 
330 For example, Sakamoto Hiroshi discusses Doppo’s earlier work as romanticm whereas his later work can be 
considered naturalism. He also mentions how Doppo’s naturalism and romanticsm are often conflating in his work, 
but basically argues Doppo’s transition from a romantic poet to a narualist writer. See Sakamoto Hiroshi, Kunikida 
Doppo: hito to sakuhin, (Tokyo: Yūseidō), 1969. Lizbeth Halliday Piel also points out Doppo’s transition in her 
dissertation. Lizbeth Halliday Piel, “The Ideology of the child in Japan, 1600–1945” (PhD diss., University of 
Hawai'i at Manoa, 2007). 
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from a journal titled Nihon (日本, “Japan”).331 

It is fair to say that four pieces “Musashino” (武蔵野, “The Musashi Plain,” 1901), 
“Doppo-shū” (独歩集,	“Collection of Doppo’s Writing), “Unmei” (運命, “Fate”) and 
“Tōsei” (涛声, “Ocean Wave,” 1907) are representative of my work until now. In addition, 
except for the five most recent short stories out of the several dozen pieces presented 
(works between Meiji 30 and Meiji 36), I have not written much fiction since Meiji 37. 
However, my limited knowledge of naturalism, which I mentioned before, is something I 
came by recently. How could I have based my work from ten to four or five years ago on 
this? I am not a wizard.	

Also, even now, I have never said anything publicly or privately about naturalism. I 
could never tell such a convincing lie. Likewise, it is impossible for me to announce my 
belief in a philosophy I am not even aware of. 	

If anyone critiques me, as a writer of naturalist school, there is nothing I can do other 
than answer with, “Okay. I didn’t know that.” I would say that I produced my pieces 
without knowing anything about naturalism until now. I would not say that naturalism is 
something I claim to adhere to, or, for that matter, to not adhere to. Doppo is Doppo. 
(That is to say, I go my way).332	

 
Apparently, Doppo kept his distance from the debates on and categorization of naturalism. He 

did not identify himself as a naturalist writer, even though some of his contemporaries viewed 

his work as emblematic of naturalist thought. To Doppo, labels such as romanticism, naturalism, 

and realism were meaningless. As his own pen name indicates, Doppo (i.e., 独歩) “walks 

independently.” Doppo refused to affiliate himself with any literary school. 

In the section titled “Shizenshugi” (自然主義, “Naturalism”), included in “Zoku-byōshō 

zatsuwa” (続病榻雑話, “Continued Idle talk at My Sickbed,” 1908), Doppo expressed irritation in 

                                                
331 I was unable to locate this journals’ publication information. I referred to Kunikida Doppo, Kunikida Doppo shū, 
ed. Kenzō Nakajima (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1974), 307–309. 
 
332 Ibid., 307. At the very end of this quote, Doppo plays with pun by using his penname’s Chinese characters, 独歩; 
it alludes to the expression such as “I walk independently.” My translation. The original reads:「武蔵野」「独歩
集」「運命」「涛声」の四冊は今日までの僕の作物を網羅させる者と言つても宜しいのである。而して所載の数十遍

中最近の短文五編を除くの外は、悉く明治三十年頃より三十六年末までの作で、僕は三十七年から殆ど小説を書かな

いと言つても宜しい、而して僕の有する前説の自然主義に関する僅少なる知識は昨今得たものである僅少の知識を主

義として、十年前から四五年前までの作物が如何にして出来る。僕は魔法使ひではない。且昨今と雖も僕は自然主義

を唱へてこれを公言したことも私語した事もない。僕には見て来たやうな嘘のつけざると等しく、知りもしない主義

を宣言して奉ずるわけがない。それでも君は自然派であると評する人があるならば、左様ですか一向存じまでんでし

たと答ふる外はない。僕は自然主義なる者を知らずして今日まで製作したと言ふ、決して自然主義は僕の主義である

とも無いとも言はない。独歩は独歩である。	
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response to a question on naturalism by a writer of a literary journal titled Shinsei (新聲,New 

Voices, 1896–1910): 

Doppo: I don’t belong to any literary schools. 
Murao: I am wondering whether the essay in Waseda bungaku (早稲田文學, Waseda 
Literature, 1891–present), that is “Fushigi naru daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to 
yo” (不思議なる大自然:	ワーズワーズの自然主義と余, “Mysterious Great Nature: 
Wordsworth’s Naturalism and I,” 1908) was based on dialogue. 
Doppo: No. I wrote that essay myself. I noted there was a correspondence between 
Wordsworth’s naturalism and myself. 
Murao: Is the future of naturalism… 
Doppo: I don’t know such a thing. I don’t want to discuss anything like “..ism” in 
literature.333 
 

Doppo gave this interview from his deathbed. Apparently, he was fed up with the debates on 

naturalism. He regularly wrote about his bewilderment at being labeled a naturalist. Shortly 

before he died of tuberculosis at the age of thirty-seven, he joked about how much he wanted to 

end the discussion on any “…ism.”   

Although Doppo expressed bitter indignation at having been treated as a naturalist, he did 

admire nature, and revered the writing of Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804–1864), Ivan Sergeyevich 

Turgenev (1818–1883), Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882), and of course Wordsworth.334 

Although Doppo never regarded their writings about nature as something equivalent to Japanese 

naturalism, he did explore the notion of nature that was manifested in their writings. Doppo was 

particularly impressed by the Wordsworthian poetic imagination of nature. 

In “Fushigi naru daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to yo,” Doppo states: 

However, Wordsworth’s naturalism is a far cry from the naturalism discussed by our 
literary circles today, as well as what naturalist writers have presented in their works. 

                                                
333 Ibid., My translation. The original reads:「僕は何主義でもない」村生。早稲田文學のあれ、(不思議なる自然:自
然主義と余)は談話筆記ですか……「イヤ、あれは（早稲田分學）僕が書いたのだ。」「ワーズワーズの自然主義と

自分とは、相一致して居ると云ふのだ。」村生。自然主義の将来は……「そんな事は知らん僕は文藝上の主義などを

論ずるのは厭やだ。	

	
334 Ibid., Kitano Akihiko, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku. 
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Wordsworth, at least, could never perceive nature and people as two different things. He 
never separated nature, with its mystery and majesty, from human life. Yet, given people 
and their lives, naturalists in our nation now never observe human beings in the context 
of nature, despite its supreme importance, even though they do so from the viewpoint of 
the world and thus society.335 

 
For Doppo, it is important to be immersed in nature. That is where the meaning of life 

and death can be mediated by the divine spirit in the universe, a metaphysical subject of inquiry 

for both Wordsworth and Doppo. Nature to Wordsworth, according to Doppo, was not just an 

object of admiration, but the source of inspiration through which people could find comfort and 

solace by turning to the divine. Doppo believed that the main features of the Wordsworthian 

world were premised on the spiritual interaction between people and nature. Wordsworth 

described people—particularly children, beggars, the mentally disabled, and the poor—as part of 

nature, and valued incidents and situations from their everyday lives.336 He believed that 

common people were more closely connected to nature and the universe.337 Doppo also 

expressed a similar perspective when he wrote about the lives of the socially marginalized or 

shōmin in his own term. 

Perhaps, as Doppo points out, it is inconsequential to discuss if Doppo’s work can be 

related to naturalism or if it shaped the naturalist movement. There is a fundamental break 

between Doppo’s vision of Wordsworthian naturalism and what Japanese literary circles 

considered naturalism. Further, in appropriating Wordsworth’s concept of nature, Doppo also 

                                                
335 Ibid., Kunikida Doppo, “Fushigi naru daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to yo,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, ed. 
Kenzō Nakajima, 310–312. My translation. The original reads: 然し今日文壇に於て説かれて居る自然主義所謂る自
然派の作家が其作物に依りて示しつつある自然主義と、ワーヅワースの自然主義とは餘程相違があるやうである。少

くともワーヅワースは人と自然を離して見ることは出来なかつた。此不可思議なる大自然と人生とを別々にしては考

へなかった。然し今の我國の自然主義には人あり人生あり、これ迄世間即ち社會の裡に観ることはしても、人間に取

りては最も大なる事實なる自然の懐に観ることはないやうである。 
	
336 Ibid., Kunikida Doppo, “Fushigi naru daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to yo.”  
 
337 Ibid. 
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interpreted and adapted it for his own work. As such, the main issues here are not to do with 

categorizations of naturalism, realism, and romanticism. Rather, it is essential for us to think how, 

why, and where the Wordsworthian poetic imagination could emerge in and be intertwined with 

Doppo’s work because it highlights his central view on the work of literature. It is necessary to 

understand how Wordsworth’s poetic imagery shaped the shōnen-mono genre since it shows his 

view of children and childhood. Indeed, a complex relationship between Doppo’s work and 

Wordsworth’s poetry clarifies the ways in which Doppo’s shōnen-mono developed his poetics 

and politics, based on his lived experience.  

The influence of Wordsworth’s poetry on Doppo’s writing has been widely discussed in 

both Japanese and English language scholarship.338 The prominent Japanese scholars in Doppo 

studies (doppo kenkyū, 独歩研究), Shioda Ryōhei (1899–1971), Yamada Hiromitsu and Kitano 

Akihito, have examined the ways in which Wordsworth’s worldview shaped Doppo’s poetry and 

prose.339 Though it is not known when Doppo first read Wordsworth, we do know that Doppo 

read Miyazaki Koshōshi’s (1864–1922) translations of Wordsworth’s poetry.340 Also, Tokutomi 

Sohō (1863–1957) and Uemura Masahisa (1858–1924) were the two important figures with 

whom Doppo discussed Wordsworth’s work.341 They stimulated his passion for the incorporation 

of Wordsworth’s poetic imagery into his own work. 

Doppo became acquainted with Sohō through the literary group called seinen bungakukai 

                                                
338 Ibid., Kitano, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku. See also Maya Mortimer, “Reflexivity in the Stories of Kunida 
Doppo,” Japan Quarterly 31, no. 2 (Apr 01, 1984): 159. Yamada Hiromitsu, Kunikida Doppo ronkō (Tokyo: 
Sōseiki), 1978, and Shioda Ryōhei, “Kunikida Doppo to Wordsworth: Nihon bungaku to gaikoku bungaku no 
kōryū,” Jissen bungaku 11, (Nov, 1960): 25-36. 
 
339 Ibid., Kitano, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku. Yamada Hiromitsu, Kunikida Doppo ronkō. Shioda Ryōhei, 
“Kunikida Doppo to Wordsworth.” 
 
340 Ibid., Kitano, Yamada, and Shioda. 
 
341 Ibid. 
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(青年文学会, the youth’s literary circle), one of Min’yūsha’s (民友社, Friends of the Nation, 1887–

1933) literary group. Sohō published his reviews of Wordsworth in Kokumin no tomo (国民之友, 

Nation's Friend, 1887–1898), which was Min’yūsha’s signature journal; in them, Sohō remarked 

on a similarity between kanshi (漢詩,sinic) poets and Wordsworth in their descriptions of nature 

and the landscape.342 Sohō often introduced his analysis of Wordsworth’s work to Doppo, and 

the interaction with Sohō apparently helped Doppo conceptualize Wordsworth’s poetic imagery. 

Moreover, Doppo became acquainted with a Japanese Christian pastor named Uemura when he 

visited the Banchō church in Kōjimachi for the first time, and developed a friendship with him 

over time. 343 Uemura too regularly contributed reviews of Wordsworth’s work to literary 

journals. His review “Shizenkai no yogensha Wordsworth” (自然界の予言者ウｵルズウｵルス, 

“Wordsworth as a Prophet of a Natural World,” 1893), which appeared in Nihon hyōron (日本評

論, Japan Review, 1890–present), was lauded by the reading public. Clearly, Doppo developed 

his understanding of Wordsworth through his conversations with Uemura. He wrote about those 

conversations in his diaries, such as Azamukazaru no ki (欺かざるの記, “An Honest Account,” 

1908–1909) and “Meiji nijūyo nen no nikki” (明治二十四年の日記, “A Diary of the Twenty Fourth 

Year of Meiji,” 1891).344  

Subsequently, Doppo published “Denka bungaku to wa nanzo ya” (田家文学とは何ぞや,  

“What is Pastoral Literature?”) in the September 1892 issue of Sein’en bungaku (青年文学, The 

Literature for Youth 1891–1893), which included his first review of Wordsworth. Since then, in 

                                                
342 Ibid. 
 
343 Ibid. 
 
344 Azamukazaru no ki is Doppo’s landmark diary, which provides detailed accounts of his life and thoughts between 
1893 and 1897. It is considered an important record dscribing young Doppo’s writing and philosophy. It has been 
compiled in Teihon Kunikida Doppo zenshū, vol 6, 7 (Tokyo: Gakushū kenkyūsha, 1978). 
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several of his works, from his anthology of Jojōshi (抒情詩, Lyric Poetry, 1897) to prose such as 

“Musashino,”  “Wasure enu hitobito” (忘れえぬ人々, “Those Unforgettable People,” 1898), 

“Shisō,” “E no kanashimi,” “Kodomo no kanashimi,” and “Haru no tori,” Doppo deliberately 

borrowed elements of Wordsworth’s poetic imagery. As Doppo’s view of nature is largely 

inspired by Wordsworth, his depiction of nature departs from the traditional Japanese poetic 

sensibility. Said differently, he eschews kachōfūgetsu (花鳥風月,	the traditional theme of natural 

beauty in Japanese aesthetics) that permeates traditional Japanese poetry. 

In 1902, Doppo published an anthology of Wordsworth’s poetry titled Shizen no kokoro 

(自然の心, Heat of Nature, 1902), which was a special edition of Eibun no tomo (英文の友, A 

Friend of English Writing,	1902).345 This anthology followed the format of Matthew Arnold’s 

(1822–1888) edition and was limited to short verses.346 In it, Doppo presents his own views of 

Wordsworth; the collection includes commentary on Wordsworth’s biography, background, and 

the value of his poetry. Doppo also introduces both Wordsworth’s original poems and his own 

translations. He pays special attention to a famous piece titled “Lines Composed a Few Miles 

Above Tintern Abbey, 1798.” The following verse is especially important to him: 

—For I have learned 
To look on nature, 
Not as in the hour 
Of thoughtless youth; 
But hearing often times 
The still, sad music of humanity, 
Nor harsh, nor grating, thought of ample power 
To chasten and subdue347 

                                        
Doppo selects the underlined line in this poem, translates it into yūinhichō (幽音悲調) in Japanese, 
                                                
345 Eibun no tomo was run by Ogawa shōeidō in 1902. It was not a journal but book series covering entertaining 
foreign literature. Among seven volumes, Doppo’s anthology was categorized as a special addition.  
 
346 The anthology included Wordsworth’s landmark poems, such as “My Heart Leaps up, 1802,” “To my Sister, 
1798,” The Tables Turned, 1798,” “We are Seven, 1798” “Lucy Grey, 1799,” “Michael, 1800,” and etc. 
 
347 Ibid., Doppo, Shizen no kokoro. The underlined part is my own.  
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and claims that the poem’s inimitable charm lay in this part. He argues that yūinhichō should 

manifest not only from people’s feeling but also from nature, linking yūinhichō to a mystic 

harmony between nature and human life. Given that the expression “the still, sad music of 

humanity” was commonly used by the members of Min’yūsha, Doppo was not the first to notice 

it. Yet, the translated term yūinhichō was Doppo’s invention since other writers often used aion 

(哀音) instead of yūin for the translation of sad music. Even though Doppo initially used aion, he 

came to use yūin to express his poetic view of the Wordsworthian world and to enrich his literary 

creativity. Although Doppo’s conceptualization of yūinhichō is certainly based on Wordsworth’s 

poetic imagery, it represents Doppo’s own view of nature and humanity. 

By the time he published Shizen to kokoro, Doppo had formulated his idiosyncratic 

view of nature and human life in a series of short stories. In his writing, humanity is always 

rooted in nature, vis-à-vis his view of Wordsworth’s work; he believed that people’s everyday 

lives need to be understood from the perspective of nature. It is important to understand how 

people—even heroes or heroines—can be negligible compared to eternal nature. Doppo believed 

that yūinhichō implies the unavoidable fate of human beings as evanescent creatures, which 

would be intertwined with the aesthetic of sorrow.348 In his diary entry of March 31, 1893, 

Doppo argues that yūinhichō is essential for what he calls shisō (詩想, poetic imagery) and that 

anyone who is engaged in literature should carefully observe yūinhichō and explain it in literary 

form.349 He adds that writers should be discerning in the use of yūinhichō, and they should know 

how to explain it in their writing.350 

                                                
348 Ibid., Kitano, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku.  
 
349 For the translation of shisō, Doppo uses poetic images. But Doppo refers to Wordsworth’s poetic imagery as an 
example of shisō; so I am using poetic imagery to indicate the term in this chapter. Kunikida Doppo, Azamukazaru 
no ki in Teihon Kunikida Doppo zenshū, vol 6, 7. 
 
350 Ibid., Kitano, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku.  
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For Doppo, yūinhichō represents a spiritual connection with God. People of pure spirit 

can feel the true beauty of yūinhichō. He also describes the connection between yūinhichō and 

God. 

There are two types of sorrows: one comes from the self; one comes from God. That 
which comes from the self is a poisoned chalice. Partaking of it will end in suffering and 
death. That which comes from God is considered what Wordsworth calls “the still, sad 
music of humanity.” Its sound is pure, lofty, distant, and calm. Those impure of heart are 
not permitted to hear it. And those who hear it well are persons of perfection.351 

 
Doppo believes that God manifests itself in the form of sorrow, and God mediates the 

harmony between one’s sorrow and humanity. But importantly, he finds a presence of divine 

spirit within nature and natural life. People can feel sorrow before awe-inspiring nature, and what 

he calls yūinhichō is linked to the form of inspiration or even joy inspired by nature. For Doppo, 

the Wordsworthian poetic imagination illuminates the intoxicating blending of sorrow and 

ecstasy manifested from nature as lived experience. 

In “Wordsworth no shizen ni kansuru shisō” (ウｵ—ズヲースの自然に對する詩想, 

“Wordsworth’s Poetic Imagery related to Nature,” 1898), Doppo also states: 

It has been said that Wordsworth is a poet of nature. However, his love for nature is 
not the same as our nation’s poets’ pathos toward kachōfūgetsu. Wordsworth’s love for 
nature is not just for the beauty of nature, but also due to what he truly believes about the 
power of the beauty of nature. That is to say, he believes that, within nature, there is God. 
However, this does not mean that he believes in the direct manifestation of God’s hand in 
nature, as a man of religion might, nor does he venerate nature as a means of worshipping 
God. Indeed, he believes in the power of the beauty of nature as coming from just that; 
with praise for the beauty of nature, nothing else, he feels the power of God. This is why 
he is not a man of religion, but a poet.  

It has been claimed that his poetic thought is entirely derived from deliberate, 
philosophical reasoning; this is not the case. Though it has been said that he is a 
philosophical poet, he is not a philosopher, by any means. Note his apparent attitude 
toward nature; firstly, he intimately senses the power of the beauty of nature; then, he 

                                                
351 Ibid., Doppo, Azamukazaru no ki. My translation. The underlined part is my own. The original reads: 夫れ悲哀に
二ツあり、一は「我」より出で一は「神」より来る、「我」より出づる者、之れ毒泉なり、飲むものは悶死し、

「神」より来る者ウｵルズウｵルスの所謂ゆる The still, sad music of humanityにして其の音や、清く、高く、遠く、幽
静なり、心の清き者に非ざれば聞く能わず、能く之れを聞く者は理想の人たりー。 
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becomes aware of its effect, believes in this power, venerates it, recites it, and asserts it. 
Indeed, he does not interact with nature based on the knowledge of philosophers. Rather, 
he obtains it through pathos, ponders it and believes in it, such that by this point, he loves 
it more and more. That is why he is not a philosopher, but a poet.352  

 
For Doppo, Wordsworth’s master-vision focuses on the incessant and ever-present 

creative activity of the divine spirit that resides in nature. Through nature, the divine spirit speaks 

to the poet’s heart. Wordsworth sees nature as living, spiritual, and divine. Divinity fills nature 

with its spirit, shines in its beauty, enlivens beings, and inspires the poet’s creative rapture. 

Doppo rejects the idea that Wordsworth is simply religious, or philosophical; he sheds light on 

nature as the source of poetic imagination inspired by the power of the universe. To put it simply, 

Wordsworth perceives nature as the dwelling place of the divine spirit that inspires artistic 

creativity—in the realm of the eternal world. 

Childhood is another important dimension of artistic creativity and natural spirit in the 

Wordsworthian world. Wordsworth paints stirring portraits of childhood in his poems, and 

Wordsworth’s understanding of childhood is inexorably linked to nature’s power. Indeed, before 

nature, everyone is inconsequential and powerless. Whether king or peasants, it really does not 

matter. In a way, those who live simply are close to nature and more familiar with its power. For 

                                                
352 Kunikida Doppo, “Wordsworth no shizen ni kansuru shisō” in Teihon Kunikida Doppo zenshū, vol 1 (Tokyo: 
Gakushū kenkyūsha, 1978), 366–368. This essay was published through Kokumin no tomo in 1898. My translation. 
The italic is my own. The original reads: ワーズワースを以て「自然」の詩人なりといふ、然れど彼が自然を愛する
は我國の歌人が花鳥風月に浮かるる心と同一視すべからざるものあり。彼の自然を愛するや、自然の美に浮かるるに

あらずして、實に自然の美の力を信ずるなり。乃ち彼の自然の奥には神あるなり。されど又た彼は宗教家の如く自然

を目して直に神の御手の力を現はす者と見做し、自然を賛美することを以て神を賛美するの手段なりとは為さざりし

が如し、乃ち彼は自然の美は何処までも自然の美として直ちに其力を其力を信じたる如し。彼が詩人にして宗教家に

あらざる所以蓋しここに存す。然らば彼の自然に對する詩想は全く彼の冷やかなる哲理より構成せられたる者なるか

といふに決して然らざるなり。彼を目して哲学的詩人なりと称すと雖も彼は決して哲学者にはあらざるなり。彼の自

然に對するや、先づ深く自然より受けたる美の力を感じ、其感化を自覚し、而して後ち其力を信じ、而して後ち之を

賛美し、之れを詠じ、之れを主張したるが如し。乃ち彼は哲学者の如く最初より智を以て自然に入らず、情に由て感

得し、然る後ち之を思ひ之を信じ、然る後之を益々愛したるが如し、彼が詩人にして哲學者にあらざる所以蓋しここ

に存す。	
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Wordsworth, ordinary people—particularly children—are close to nature.353 Like Wordsworth, 

the bond between children’s sensibilities and nature inspires Doppo’s poetic imagination. For 

example, Doppo delineates a kinship between innocent children and unspoiled nature. For Doppo, 

childhood is artless, like untouched flora and fauna. Children are, therefore, nature itself. 

Notably, both children and childhood memories are important for artistic creativity in the 

Wordsworthian world. Wordsworth believes that childhood represents the realm of an original, 

unmediated vision of nature, which adults have inevitably lost.354 He claims a relationship 

between a childlike sensibility, which he also regards as his own creative sensibility as an adult, 

and the driving force to produce poetry.355 In Prelude (1805), Wordsworth points out that there 

are numerous “spots of time” which compensate for our losses in our lifetime. “Spots of time,” 

which are most visible in our childhood, are a special kind of healing treatment, to which adults 

can turn back in times of distress. As Wordsworth puts it: 

—There are in our existence spots of time, 
Which with distinct pre-eminence retain 
A vivifying Virtue, whence, depress’d 
By false opinion and contentious thought, 
Or aught of heavier or more deadly weight 
In trivial occupations and the round 
Of ordinary intercourse, our minds 
Are nourish’d and invisibly repair’d, 
A virtue by which pleasure is enhanced 
That penetrates, enables us to mount 
When high, more high, and lifts up when fallen. 
This efficacious spirit chiefly lurks 
Among those passages of life in which 
We have had deepest feeling that the mind 
Is lord and master, and that outward sense 
Is but obedient servant of her will. 

                                                
353 David Ellis, Wordsworth, Freud, and the Spots of Time: Interpretation in the Prelude (Cambridge: 
Cambridgeshire: Cambridge University Press, 1985). 
 
354 Ibid. 
 
355 Ibid. 
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Such moments, worthy of all gratitude, 
Are scatter’d everywhere, taking their date 
From our first childhood: in our childhood even 
Perhaps are most conspicuous. Life with me,  
As far as memory can look back, is full 
Of this beneficent influence. 356 
 
These “spots of time” support us when we are depressed and at a loss. It is essential for 

people that these spots, which energize their lives, remain ineffaceable. At the end of the verse, 

Wordsworth notes that “spots of time” are most conspicuous in childhood, and attributes special 

reviving powers to childhood memories. He thus depicts childhood as the most transcendent life 

stage and therefore closest to the divine spirit; therefore, he feels that we have these immortal 

origins. Said differently, in Wordsworth’s poetic world, childhood is closely connected to 

reverence for the natural world, to the divine spirit, and to the bond between nature and 

childhood. Childhood memories thus bring healing to adults. Childhood, with its close 

relationship with nature, becomes a source of nostalgia for adults. Therefore, for Wordsworth, 

childhood needs to be remembered—where remembering can be the expression of artistic 

creativity. Memories and art come together to construct the poetics of childhood—one that is 

based on nature and is imaginative and authentic. Thus, two characteristics of Wordsworth’s 

work, as Doppo maintains, are the presentation of the spiritual interaction between nature and 

people—particularly children—and reminiscences from one’s own childhood. The poetics of 

childhood, for Doppo, can be construed at this critical intersection of memories, childhood, 

nature, divine spirit, and poetic imagination. 

Certainly, Doppo’s landmark pieces, “Musashino” and “Wasure enu hito,” allude to 

                                                
356 William Wordsworth and Ernest De Selincourt, The Prelude, or, Growth of a Poet's Mind (text of 1805), ed. 
Humphrey Milford (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 213. [Lines 208–228] 
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Wordsworth’s Prelude in terms of its depiction of nature and human life.357 However, Doppo’s 

writing on shōnen-mono—particularly those describing childhood memories—touch the core of 

poetic imagery developed in the Prelude more than the aforementioned pieces, in terms of the 

ways in which Doppo illuminates the metaphor of “spots of time” in the Wordsworthian sense. 

To put it differently, Doppo uses the frame of childhood memories in some of his shōnen-mono 

to reveal why and how childhood needs to be remembered and spelled out in the process of 

artistic creativity; the act of remembering thus revives childlike inspiration or sensations in his 

work. 

Given all of the above, the poetics of childhood in Doppo’s work does not simply idealize 

the motifs of childhood. Behind the romantic poetic imagery inspired by Wordsworth, the 

narrative captures the irony of capitalist modernity and provides an allegory of the class system, 

which also leads us to question the categorization of Doppo as a romantic poet. Doppo’s shōnen-

mono may seem to simply glorify the theme of innocent children and childhood memories by 

invoking Wordsworth’s poetic imagery. However, Doppo’s conception of yūinhichō, like 

Wordsworth’s “the still, sad music of humanity,” cannot be reduced to a mere aesthetic; the 

poetics of childhood thus rejects a romantic conversion of elegy to express shōmin’s voices and 

lives, however romantic it may appear. In other words, in Doppo’s shōnen-mono, human life is 

depicted as ephemeral before nature, and each narrative exhibits a sad twist of fate as a factual 

outcome of natural and social processes mobilized by the development of industrial capitalism 

and the formation of the nation-state—a resonance with proletarian sensibilities. At the same 

time, for Doppo, when one is struck by the power of nature and realizes the sense of existence in 

                                                
357 Kaori Miyashita-Theado, "A Study of Kunikida Doppo: “Musashino” and Three Short Stories" (PhD diss., 
University of Colorado at Boulder, 2010). Sayuri Morimoto, “Wordsworth's Imagery in ‘the Prelude’” (Master’s 
thesis, Texas Woman's University, 1992). 
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the universe, one feels both the fulfillment and the evanescence of human life.  

Known as a co-author of the anthology Jojōshi with Miyazaki Koshōshi, Tayama Katai 

(1872–1930), and Yanagita Kunio (1875–1962), Doppo was once engaged in writing romantic 

poetry. Inspired by Wordsworth’s poetic imagery, Doppo first expressed his interest in the lives 

of ordinary people, including those of children, by composing lyrical poetry. However, Doppo’s 

ability to write poetry was largely dismissed by his contemporaries, and he stopped composing 

poetry from 1900 onward.358 But his poetic imagination under the influence of Wordsworth 

consistently appeared in his fictional stories, and his shōnen-mono genres pivot on the threshold 

between prose and poetry. In this sense, some critics and scholars have argued that Doppo was 

fundamentally a romantic writer.359 For example, Tayama Katai, who is known as a prominent 

naturalist writer, notes, “Doppo is still romantic….He averts his eyes from ugly things, the evil 

or something like that as much as possible. When he has to confront these topics, he adds some 

humor to them.”360 He further argues, “from his work, we cannot find that decadence, freedom, 

ennui, insanity, as seen in France or Italy.”361  

In Origins of Modern Japanese Literature, Karatani Kōjin argues that Doppo’s ironic 

consciousness indicates an inversion of romanticism—an inversion that was concealed under the 

                                                
358 In this regard, Sakamoto Hiroshi argues that Doppo’s love for Nobuko, his first wife, was the source of 
inspiration, and made it possible for him to write lyrical poetry expressing his passion and romance. However, after 
he got divorced with Nobuko, according to Sakamoto, Doppo found it difficult to write the same type of poetry. 
Sakamoto Hiroshi, Kunikida Doppo (Tokyo: Yūseido, 1969). 
 
359 Yoshikazu Kataoka, Nihon roman shugi bungaku kenkyū (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1979). 
	
360 Tayama Katai, Kindai no shōsetsu (Tokyo: Kindai bunmei-sha), 1915, 168. My translation. The original reads: 何
うもまだロマンチックだ……。醜いものとか、悪いものとか、さういふものには成るたけ目を呉れないやうにしてい

る。そして何しても目を呉れなけりやならないやうな場合には、それをいくらかユーモア化している。	

 
361 Ibid., 169. My translation. The original reads: とてもその中にはフランスやイタリイのあの頽廃や自由や不健全を
見出すことが出来ない。	
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guise of a linear literary history in both the West and Japan.362 According to Karatani, there is an 

inner link between romanticism and naturalism, and what has been invisible to the West is 

visible in Japan. Meiji Japan might be a key to uncovering the inversion that had been concealed 

in the linear accounts of Western “literary history.” 363In this way, Karatani provides insights into 

the problems arising from romanticism, naturalism, and realism as they were simultaneously 

imported and intertwined with each other in Japanese literary discourse. Karatani astutely argues 

that “both realism and romanticism must be seen as products of a certain historical situation, and 

because of this, cannot be objectified as a ‘stage’ in literary history.”364  

However, more importantly, in his writing, Doppo himself rejects any categorizations 

based on “…ism.” On a practical rather than an epistemological level, Doppo does not belong to 

any literary school. He claims to hate discussing the topic. For Doppo, Wordsworth is a source of 

inspiration because his poetry illuminate human limitations and the power of nature. However, 

this does not mean that Doppo was a romantic poet inspired by Wordsworth. In “Fushigi naru 

daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to yo,” Doppo states that compared to nature, humans are 

nothing; no matter how writers try to describe the truth of life, it is just superficial mimesis. He 

                                                
362 Karatani Kōjin, Origins of Modern Japanese Literature (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 1993, 30). In 
response to Karatani’s Origins of Modern Japanese Literature, Suzuki Sadami critiques Karatani’s framework of 
“origins” in that Karatani’s analysis fundamentally presupposes the literary discourse developed by influential critics 
such as Nakamura Mitsuo, Kobayashi Hideo, and etc while ignoring multilayered discursive practices related to the 
conception of modern Japanese literature. While Suzuki develops important insights into the problematics of 
Karatani’s framing, Suzuki’s criticism is occasionally charged with emotional, less constructive elements. For 
example, Suzuki points out how Shimazaki Tōson and Tokutomi Roka were more aware of the shift of sensory 
perception and the internalization of nature than Doppo although Karatani points out Doppo is the important figure 
who discovered the landscape as the landscape; then Suzuki cites Shimazaki’s depiction of clouds. However, it is 
important to note that Doppo kept recording the movements of clouds in his earlier days, which preceded 
Shimazaki’s writing on clouds. It is useful to consider counterarguments against Karatani’s analysis of Doppo, but I 
find it more constructive to explore the multitudes of Doppo’s work expressing nature because Suzuki’s criticism is 
also based on limited sources and perspectives. See Suzuki Sadami, Gendai nihon bungaku no shisō: kaitai to saihen 
no sutoratejī (Tokyo: Gogatsu shobō, 1992), 47–91. 
 
363 Ibid., 30. 
 
364 Ibid., 31–32. 
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cites Wordsworth’s verse: “—On man, on nature, and on human life. Musing in solitude,” and 

says that I do not want to depart from the principle of Wordsworth’s verse; I want to stick to it 

more and more.365 This view of his literary practice as representing his relevance to the power of 

the universe—whether Doppo appropriated the Wordsworthian poetic imagination or not—

embodies Doppo’s stance toward the Meiji literary world.  

In this vein, the following sections examine how Doppo’s shōnen-mono stories develop 

images of nature by playing with Wordsworth’s poetic imagery. I will demonstrate how Doppo 

creates a poetics of childhood that preserves unforgettable voices of the shōmin, and stages a 

fusion between memories and fiction while using the theme of children and childhood. Doppo’s 

shōnen-mono—particularly “E no kanashimi,” “Kodomo no kanashimi,” and “Haru no tori”—

depict memories and the pains of growing up in Meiji Japan, representing his understanding of 

Wordsworth’s poetic imagery beyond naturalism or romanticism. Thus, this chapter will unveil 

what literary criticism has shrouded in a standard literary history under the veneer of literary 

categorizations while illumating the image of Meiji children who were relegated to the margin of 

society. In doing so, I will demonstrate how his shōnen-mono could serve as the foundation of 

his oeuvre with the depiction of emotion and philosophy. 

 

Nostalgia in Word and Image: Childhood Memories in “E no kanashimi” 

 “E no kanashimi” was published in the August 1902 issue of Seinenkai (青年界,	The 

Youth’s Sphere, 1902–1920). The story revolves around the topic of drawing. Known as a lover 

of sketching, Doppo was good not only at making sketches, but also at visualizing images—what 

he observed and felt about them—through his poetic language. 

“E no kanashimi” describes a friendship between two schoolboys, Okamoto and Shimura. 
                                                
365 Ibid., Doppo, Kunikida Doppo shū, 309. 
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Okamoto, who is a good student, envies Shimura’s artistic skill. Shimura’s gentleness and 

humility in addition to his artistic talent, attract special attention from his classmates and teachers. 

Okamoto resents his drawings being outshone by Shimura’s: 

In terms of popularity at school, amongst the teachers, the school principal and hundreds 
of students, there was a tendency for people to lean towards the reserved Shimura. 
Shimura had a white complexion and was a gentle boy, whom one might want to dress as 
a girl. Though I was a beautiful boy, I was rough, arrogant and pugnacious. Besides, I 
was always the best in class and constantly received the best grades in exams. The 
teachers were irritated by my arrogance; the students were frustrated by my dominance. I 
was unpopular. Thus, it seemed like everyone wanted to cut Okamoto down to size by, at 
least, giving Shimura the top place for drawing. I was completely aware of this sentiment. 
And I felt in my heart that this was unfair, as the principal and other onlookers praised 
Shimura’s drawings to the skies, even when they were not excellent. Conversely, they did 
not praise mine, no matter how good they were. Even as a child, I hated the logic of 
popularity.366  

	
Although Okamura is determined to win the next student art competition, Shimura’s 

work wins again. Humiliated, Okamura goes to the riverbank and cries. He later encounters 

Shimura sketching there. Okamoto is upset at first, but then the two boys start to work together, 

and eventually they become friends. However, as time passes, Okamoto leaves for school in 

Tokyo, and Shimura moves to a village. They lose touch. At the age of twenty, Okamoto returns 

to his hometown and learns that Shimura died three years earlier. Despondent, Okamura goes to 

the field where he and Shimura used to sketch. Looking at the beautiful landscape, Okamura 

bursts into tears: 

For the first time in a while, I left home carrying a drawing board and pencil. The 
landscape in my hometown was just the same as it had been. But I was not the same, 
young child. Not only have I aged somewhat, but, for better or for worse, I had been 

                                                
366 Ibid., Doppo, “E no kanashimi,” Kunikida Doppo shū, 165–168. My translation, 165. The original reads: 然るに
全校の人気、校長教員を始め何百の生徒の人気は温順しい志村に傾いている、志村は色の白い柔和な、女にして見た

いような少年、自分は美少年ではあったが、乱暴な傲慢な、喧嘩好きの少年、おまけに何時も級の一番を占めていて

、試験の時は必らず最優等の成績を得る処から教員は自分の高慢が癪に触り、生徒は自分の圧制が癪に触り、自分に

はどうしても人気が薄い。そこで衆人の心持は、せめて画でなりと志村を第一として、岡本の鼻柱を挫いてやれとい

うつもりであった。自分はよくこの消息を解していた。そして心中ひそかに不平でならぬのは志村の画必ずしも能く

出来ていない時でも校長をはじめ衆人がこれを激賞し、自分の画は確かに上出来であっても、さまで誉めてくれ手の

ないことである。少年ながらも自分は人気というものを悪んでいた。	
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troubled by the issues in my life, deeply involved in the matter of life and death, and thus 
had a different mindset to what I used to have towards nature. Inexpressible melancholy 
keeps disturbing my peace. As such, in the middle of summer, I was just carrying the 
drawing board; I was not motivated to draw. I began to wander aimlessly into far-off 
fields, the ones I often went to with Shimura. There was joy in darkness, and there was 
sadness in light. Tilting the brim of my straw hat, I gazed out at the far-off hills and 
forests, a dazzling landscape illuminated by relentless sunshine. I cried despite myself.367   

 
Tears have a symbolic function in “E no kanashimi.” Although the story centers on a 

friendship between two boys, the feeling of sorrow is apparent throughout the narrative as well 

as in the title, which translates into English as “Sorrow in Pastel.”  

Scholars such as Suguro Susumu, Kitano Akihiko, Sakamoto Masae, and Qu Li have 

carefully examined Okamoto’s tears in “E no kanashimi.”368 Suguro states that Okamura’s tears 

mark his grief not only for Shimura’s death but also for the loss of his childhood.369 Doppo titled 

the story “E no kanashimi” for these reasons. Likewise, Kitano notes that “E no kanashimi” 

stresses Okamoto’s nostalgic recollection of childhood and his sense of loss. For Kitano, these 

are the central motifs of the story.370 Sakamoto argues that “E no kanashimi” expresses a 

melancholy related to life, death, and nature.371 It is imbued with a nostalgia for childhood, 

which generates a deeper sorrow. In contrast, Qu pays attention to the positive effects of 
                                                
367 Ibid., Doppo, “E no kanashimi,”167–168. My translation. The original reads: 自分は久しぶりで画板と鉛筆を提げ
て家を出た。故郷の風景は旧の通りである、しかし自分は最早以前の少年ではない、自分はただ幾歳かの年を増した

ばかりでなく、幸か不幸か、人生の問題になやまされ、生死の問題に深入りし、等しく自然に対しても以前の心には

全く趣を変えていたのである。言いがたき暗愁は暫時も自分を安めない。時は夏の最中自分はただ画板を提げたとい

うばかり、何を書いて見る気にもならん、独りぶらぶらと野末に出た。かつて志村と共に能く写生に出た野末に。闇

にも歓びあり、光にも悲あり、麦藁帽の廂を傾けて、彼方の丘、此方の林を望めば、まじまじと照る日に輝いて眩ゆ

きばかりの景色。自分は思わず泣いた。	

 
368 Suguro Susumu, “Kunikida Doppo ‘E no kanashimi: tsuioku no aishi,” Gekkan gaikokugo kyōiku (April 1991): 
96. Kitano Akihiko, “Kunikida Doppo ‘Haru no tori’ to ‘E no kanashimi,’” in Miyazaki Koshoshi, Kunikida Doppo 
no shi to shōsetsu, (Tokyo: Izumi shoin, 1993), 47. Sakamoto Masae, “Kunikida Doppo ‘Kodomo no kanashimi’ to 
‘E no kanashimi’ ni tsuite,” Kogakukanronsō (October 2001), 78. Qu Li, “Kunikida Doppo ‘E no kanashimi’ shiron: 
seiritsu katei kara miru doppo no bungakukan,” Tokyo daigaku kokubungaku ronshū 6 (March 2011), 77–94. 
 
369 Ibid., Suguro, “Kunikida Doppo.” 
 
370 Ibid., Kitano, “Kunikida Doppo.” 
 
371 Ibid., Sakamoto, “Kunikida Doppo.” 
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weeping.372 According to Qu, Okamura bids farewell to his childhood and tries to start a new 

chapter of his life while shedding tears. In other words, a new door has opened for him by 

recalling childhood memories at the present moment in a dialectical sense.  

Although the first three scholars agree that the depiction of sadness comes from nostalgia 

for childhood, Qu argues that Okamoto’s tears represent his true understanding of life and nature, 

as inspired by his childhood memories, and show how his life can be sublated in nature. My view 

is that Okamoto’s tears represent his nostalgia for childhood and the pain of remembering the 

past. However, I also believe that Doppo uses the format of childhood recollection to produce the 

effects of what he calls yūinhichō, as a prism of one’s emotion (e.g., sadness, joy, awe, etc.). 

Therefore, my analysis does not diverge from Qu’s interpretation of the sublation of childhood 

recollection into the narrator’s present emotion. Okamura’s tears thus symbolize an aesthetics of 

sorrow vis-à-vis poetic imagination. 

It is essential to interpret the symbolism of tears in “E no kanashimi,” as the 

aforementioned scholars have done. More importantly, I believe that an examination of rhetorical 

devices illuminates why, how, and to whom childhood memories are narrated and deployed—

whether autobiographical or fictional—in the case of this short story, because it will highlight the 

materiality of memories used to construct a poetics of childhood. In this context, unlike in the 

preceding studies of “E no kanashimi,” my analysis focuses more on Doppo’s rhetorical devices. 

Okamoto Bō is the narrator of “E no kanashimi.” The story is based on Okamoto’s 

childhood recollections, and Okamoto uses the Japanese first-person pronoun jibun (自分, I). 

Okamoto’s narrative begins as follows: “Like most children, I really liked drawing when I was 

                                                
372 Ibid., Qu, “Kunikida Doppo.” 
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young. (Thus Okamoto began his narration.)”373 As the first sentence indicates, an implied 

audience is listening to Okamoto’s childhood narrative. Unlike Doppo’s other stories on 

memories in the shōnen-mono genre, however, “E no kanashimi” does not explain why or to 

whom the narrator is speaking. In other words, Okamoto has no agenda in narrating his story; his 

narrative appears to be quite opaque. Additionally, the story is simple, and other than the 

revelation of Shimura’s death, there are no dramatic scenes. Therefore, one might consider “E no 

kanashimi” to be lackluster or even boring.  

However, despite the absence of dramatic elements, Doppo’s rhetorical devices add rich 

poetic imagery to the story. In a similar manner to “Kodomo no kanashimi” and “Haru no tori,” 

Doppo interweaves Wordsworth’s poetic imagery into the narrative of “E no kanasimi.” Even 

though “E no kanashimi” does not directly mention Wordsworth, the story is imbued with 

symbols and motifs from the latter’s poetry, and poeticizes the images of childhood through the 

poetic imagination. For example, the narrator, like the one in Wordsworth’s Prelude, depicts 

childhood as “spots of time”—the realm of natural, unmediated vision—that adults have 

irrevocably lost. Indeed, Wordsworth often remarked on how much he benefited from his 

childhood in the Lake District in Prelude and how his rural upbringing contributed to his poetic 

creativity. Beautiful rural areas are thus important literary topoi for the Wordsworthian world, 

and significantly, “E no kanashimi” depicts just such an ideal image of childhood. Both Okamoto 

and Shimura were fortunate enough to have grown up and developed their artistic skills in a 

natural environment. Okamoto also identifies with Wordsworth’s sense of loss when he 

contemplates his childhood at the end of the story. In short, Wordsworth’s poetic imagery is 

interwoven into the narrative structure in “E no kanashimi” to create Doppo’s poetics of 

                                                
373 Ibid., Doppo, “E no kanashimi,” 167. My translation. The original reads:画を好かぬ小供は先ず少ないとしてその
中にも自分は小供の時、何よりも画が好きであった。(と岡本某が語りだした）。 
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childhood. 

Whereas Wordsworth’s poetry shapes the narrative of “Kodomo no kanashimi” and 

“Haru no tori,” Doppo eschews any mention of Wordsworth in “E no kanashimi.” He 

concentrates on images rather than on poems, when representing his poetics of childhood in “E 

no kanashimi.” Indeed, the story develops the metaphor of Wordsworth’s poetic imagery and 

uses drawings rather than poems as allegories of joy and sorrow, which are analogous to the 

feeling of yūinhichō. Why are allegories of joy and sorrow in relation to the images so important 

in this story?  

As noted earlier, in Azamukazaru no ki, Doppo states that “the sorrow manifested from 

God is considered what Wordsworth calls “The still, sad music of humanity.” It is the sound, 

which is pure, holy, far, and calm…. Those who can listen to it well would be people in 

perfection.”374 Apparently, for Doppo, sorrow is linked to divine inspiration. If one feels sorrow, 

one can be poisoned by it; but if one connects to the divine sensibility, sorrow adds supreme 

value to one’s poetic imagination. Thus, the sorrow described in “E no kanashimi” is likely to 

embrace “the still, sad music of humanity.”  

Notably, Doppo articulates how sorrow can manifest itself in aesthetic forms, however 

metaphysical an inquiry might appear to be. Despite the religious motifs, “the still, sad music of 

humanity” is heightened by a pure, holy mind. Paradoxically, this sense of sorrow represents the 

joy of connecting to the supreme form of beauty. In this sense, “E no kanashimi” turns joy and 

sorrow into two sides of the same coin: “There is joy in darkness, and there is sadness in light.” 

The act of drawing thus captures both joy and sadness manifested from the ultimate form of 

                                                
374 Ibid., Kunikida Doppo, Azamukazaru no ki in Teihon Kunikida Doppo zenshū. My translation. The original reads:
「神」より来る者ウｵルズウｵルスの所謂ゆる The still, sad music of humanityにして其の音や、清く、高く、遠く、
幽静なり（略）能く之れを聞く者は理想の人たりー	
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beauty/nature. As such, when one looks at the rhetorical devices, one sees that Okamoto’s tears 

simultaneously represent both sorrow and joy—“the still, sad music of humanity”—as the 

images flitter through his mind while “he gazed out at the far-off hills and forests.”375 

Indeed, Doppo depicts childhood memories by drawing attention to the interplay of word 

and image. In “E no kanashimi,” the images in Okamoto’s childhood memories are emotionally 

charged topoi, and objects are tropes used for affect. In other words, Okamoto projects his 

feelings onto the natural scenery vis-à-vis the memories of drawing. In turn, nature awakens in 

him an overwhelming sensibility. The act of remembering childhood memories thus allows 

Okamoto to access his childhood vision and its accompanying feelings. More importantly, 

memory and art converge in the recreation of a past, childlike way of seeing and acting, one that 

is imaginative and affectively intense. Childhood, with its close, imaginative relationship with 

nature, becomes an object of nostalgia for Okamoto. It requires remembrance—where 

remembering can be construed as a transmutation of the desire for the poetics of childhood. In 

this vein, “E no kanashimi” fluctuates between childhood memories and the inspiration provided 

by images to create the poetics of childhood. 

Importantly, almost ten years before “E no kanashimi” was published, Doppo wrote a 

piece titled “E” (畫, “The Images”) in April 1893; many scholars consider “E” to be a rough draft 

of “E no kanashimi.376 “E” was not published while Doppo was alive, but his wife Kunikida 

Haruko (1879–1962) published it on his behalf through Shinchōsha’s Doppo shōhin (独歩小品, 

Doppo’s work) in 1912. Unlike “E no kanashimi,” “E” is basically an essay related to the topic 

of drawing alone. The first half of the story is very similar to “E no kanashimi” because it also 

                                                
375 Ibid., My translation.  
 
376 Ibid., Kitano, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku. Yamada Hiromitsu, Kunikida Doppo ronkō. Shioda Ryōhei, 
“Kunikida Doppo to Wordsworth.” 
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presents the important scene of an art competition, but the last half departs from “E no 

kanashimi,” depicting a sketching trip with his brother as well as Doppo’s relationship with 

drawing in general. In other words, “E” does not depict the important climactic scene of “E no 

kanashimi” that deals with Shimura’s death, which marks the core of Doppo’s Wordsworthian 

inspiration. Thus, Doppo added elements such as Shimura’s death, Okamura’s return to his 

hometown, and his tears to “E no kanashimi” as important themes to show, along with his poetic 

language, how joy and sadness can manifest from images and how one can imagine them as 

“spots of time” in the Wordsworthian sense. 	

What is significant here is how Doppo envisages the allegories of joy and sadness and 

connects them to nature and images in “E no kanashimi.” The story also investigates the question 

of human life in relation to drawings of nature. Known as Doppo’s first coherent theory on 

literature, “Denka bungaku towa nanzo” presents his ideas about the standard for writers. In it, he 

notes the following: 

A writer should question how people should live (i.e., how to live) from a poetic angle; 
they must present an ideal way of life through the medium of poetry. By doing so, they 
will be capable of guiding human beings to truth and virtue. This, I believe, is indeed the 
standard by which writers are measured.377  
 
According to Doppo, writers need to question how to live and express their visions about 

human life through poetic imagination. He argues that the writer’s mission is to confront the 

truth of human life. “E no kanashimi” crystallizes Doppo’s ideal of and belief in poetic visionary 

powers. Okamura, now a young adult, is an elite student who lives in Tokyo and is burdened 

                                                
377 “Denka bungaku towa nanzo,” in Seinen bungaku (1892). See also Kunikida Doppo, Teihon Kunikida Doppo 
zenshū, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Gakushū kenkyūsha), 1978, 209–114. In this essay, Doppo implicitly critiques Meiji literary 
debates among writers, including botsurisōronsō (没理想論争, the debate on anti-idealism) between Tsubouchi 
Shōyō and Mori Ōgai (1862–1922), finding them superficial. My translation, 213. The original reads: 只だ彼は詩眼
を以て『人間は如何に生活す可きか』(how to live)てふ問題に付て感得したる理想をば、詩情を以て詩文に現はし以
て同胞人類を真理と善徳に導く可き使命を有する者、之れを文学者の標準と信ず」。	
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with the Meiji ideology of risshin shusse (立身出世, rising in the world); he “had been troubled 

by thoughts of life and death,” and loses his artistic sensibility.378 However, by remembering his 

childhood in a rural area, Okamoto once again projects his feelings onto the natural scenery and 

the memories of drawing. In turn, the view of nature spread before Okamoto allows him to 

access his childhood vision and the accompanying sensibility. He sees the world afresh and is 

immersed in a sense of joy and sadness, which he also uses to regain his poetic imagination. 

Because of these new sensations, Okamoto can also confront questions concerning how to live as 

a young adult.  

Doppo thus depicts Okamoto’s childhood memories as the means to convert his 

experience into artistic language and visually express his feelings of joy and sadness. In this way, 

“E no kanashimi” presents an interplay of memories and poetic imagination alongside the 

dialectical images of joy and sadness (i.e., yūinhichō) through the poetics of childhood. It also 

paints the picture of country children who were not driven by the forces of modernization and 

were separated from bustle cities, in contrast to the standardized image of “little citizens.” 

 

Memories of the Karayuki-san: Poetic Pathos in “Kodomo no kanashimi” 

Doppo published “Kodomo no kanashimi” in the August 1902 issue of Shōtenchi (小天地, 

Small Heaven and Earth, 1902). The story develops Wordsworth’s poetic imagery as the narrator 

explains how his rural upbringing helped him appreciate Wordsworth’s poetry. At the beginning 

of the story, the narrator, “boku” (僕, “I”) remarks that his childhood in a rural area had a 

remarkable psychological effect upon him. 

I can never thank my parents enough for having let me grow up in the countryside. If I 
had left for Tokyo with them when I was eight years old, I would be completely different 
from who I am today. I may have been cleverer, but I believe that I would not have been 

                                                
378 Ibid., My translation. 
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able to appreciate the pious, crisp, poetic imagery of the first volume of Wordsworth’s 
poetry. Indeed, I spent seven of the happiest years of my life roaming the fields and 
hills.379  
 
The story begins with the narrator’s childhood recollections. The narrative describes life 

in the countryside and overtly links his childhood to Wordsworth’s poetic imagery. For the 

narrator, it is the countryside that makes for a happy childhood; it is a temporal space and time in 

which children can break away from the centralization of childhood under state power. 

Just two months before the publication of “Kodomo no kanashimi,” the collection of 

Wordsworth’s poems that Doppo annotated, Shizen no kokoro, was published. In it, Doppo notes 

that alongside childhood memories, the relationship between nature and human life is the core of 

Wordsworth’s poetry. Indeed, “Kodomo no kanashimi” follows what Doppo endorses as the 

principle of Wordsworth’s poetic imagery.  

“Kodomo no kanashimi” evokes the unforgettable memories of a karayuki-san, a natural 

scenery, and a poetic pathos. The story revolves around the narrator’s experience when he was 

twelve years old and stayed with his uncle’s family along the Seto Inland Sea. One day, the 

family servant, Tokujirō, took the young boy to see a karayuki-san at a brothel; she was perhaps 

Tokujirō’s girlfriend and was about to leave for Korea. Tokujirō had seen a photograph of the 

karayuki-san’s missing brother, who resembled the young boy and promised to bring him to see 

her. When the boy and Tokujirō visited the karayuki-san, she tearfully told them her life story. 

The karayuki-san finally said that she could leave for Korea without regret, having seen the boy 

who resembled her brother. At the end of the story, the narrator, now an adult, states that he will 

                                                
379 Ibid., Doppo, “Kodomo no kanashimi,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, 89–93. My translation, 89. The original reads: 僕
は僕の少年の時代をいなかで過ごさしてくれた父母の好意を感謝せざるを得ない。もし僕が八歳の時父母とともに東

京に出ていたならば、僕の今日はよほど違っていただろうと思う。少なくとも僕の知恵は今よりも進んでいたかわり

に、僕の心はヲーズヲース一巻より高遠にして清新なる詩想を受用しうることができなかっただろうと信ずる。僕は

野山を駆け暮らして、わが幸福なる七年を送った。	
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never forget the poetic pathos and the sense of overwhelming sadness of that night. “Kodomo no 

kanashimi” is written in a lyrical style, tinged with melancholic and nostalgic tones.  

The storyline of “Kodomo no kanashimi” is similar to that of Doppo’s other famous piece, 

“Wasure enu hitobito.” “Wasure enu hitobito” describes a brief conversation between a painter 

and a writer who have just met. The story is not concerned with people who should not be 

forgotten, but with little-known people who could never be forgotten. In “The Discovery of 

Landscape,” Karatani argues that Doppo’s “Wasure enu hitobito” constitutes a radical rupture 

from the realistic style in Meiji literature.380 Karatani says that “Wasure enu hitobito” illuminates 

the way in which the “inner man,” who appears to negate exterior landscapes, discovers 

landscape as landscape and reveals funsamental “tentō” (転倒, “inversion”).381 Similarly, 

“Kodomo no kanashimi” oscillates between the manifestation of the narrator’s ironic 

consciousness and the internalization of the natural scenery through the eyes of a young boy. In 

other words, despite the format of childhood recollection, “Kodomo no kanashimi” delineates the 

memories of unforgettable people in a manner similar to “Wasure enu hitobito.” 

At the same time, “Kodomo no kanashimi” is focused on the sorrow felt by the narrator 

as a child. Although the story is interwoven with the motifs of childhood innocence, it sheds 

more light on poetic sentiments of sorrow—perhaps what Doppo calls yūinhichō or the 

Wordsworthian term, “The still, sad music of humanity.” 

If the joy of children is poetry, the sadness of children is also poetry. If one is to sing 
about the joy rooted in the spirit of nature, one should do the same for the whisper of 
sadness in its heart. In any case, I think I will tell a sad story from when I was a child. 
(Then, a man began to tell a story).382  

                                                
380 Ibid., Karatani Kōjin, “The Discovery of Landscape” in Origins of Modern Japanese Literature, 23. 
 
381 Ibid.  
 
382 Ibid., Doppo, “Kodomo no kanashimi,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, 89. My translation. The original reads: 少年の歓
喜が詩であるならば、少年の悲哀もまた詩である。自然の心に宿る歓喜にしてもし歌うべくんば、自然の心にささや
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In this introduction, the narrator tries to link children’s emotions to poetic sentiments, 

while childhood is associated with nature. Unlike “Wasure enu hitobito,” the story calls attention 

to poetic pathos alongside the theme of childhood sadness. While “Wasure enu hitobito” 

illuminates unforgettable people who have internalized the landscape, “Kodomo no kanashimi” 

describes the sorrow shared by shōmin displaced by an unjust capitalist society and the boy’s 

poetic pathos toward nature. To put it differently, “Kodomo no kanashimi” encompasses the 

poetic imagery of sorrow side by side with a child’s sensitive observation of nature. 

The story has three main characters: Tokujirō, the karayuki-san, and the boy/narrator. 

Each one felt sorrow on the night of the visit to the karayuki-san. The karayuki-san lamented her 

fate as a prostitute forced to leave for Korea, and mourned the loss of her brother. Tokujirō 

grieved over his inability to save the woman he loved. The boy was saddened by the sorrow of 

the two adults.  

Simultaneously, the boy’s sadness emanated from his observation of his surroundings. As 

the adults conversed, he was moved by the play of light on the surface of the water. Thus, the 

boy understood how the landscape could express sorrow. In other words, the landscape was 

personified. In “Kodomo no kanashimi,” therefore, sorrow is interwoven into the natural scenery. 

Yamada Hiromitsu discusses the boy’s sadness:  

The sorrow that permeates this story emerges from the evanescent fate of a woman who 
would be sent to Korea. At the same time, it comes out of the heart of the boy who cannot 
do anything for the woman, while sympathizing with her fate.383 

 
Although Yamada’s argument offers a unique interpretation of the boy’s emotion, it 

raises questions over whether or not the boy was mature enough to sympathize with the 

                                                                                                                                                       
く悲哀もまた歌うべきであろう。ともかく、僕は僕の少年の時の悲哀の一ツを語ってみようと思うのである。（と一

人の男が話しだした。）	

	
383 Nihonkindai bungaku taikei 10: Kunikida Dopposhū (Tokyo: Kadokawa, 1970), 454. 
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karayuki-san. Surely, the entire story has a sympathetic tone. But does the boy’s sympathy arise 

from a feeling of powerlessness? The boy went with the family servant because he was told that 

he would be going to “an interesting place” (面白いところ,	omoshiroi tokoro). In addition, the 

boy stayed with the karayuki-san and Tokujirō without fully comprehending the topic of their 

conversation. When the karayuki-san burst into tears, the boy asked to be taken home. The boy’s 

willingness to leave the weeping karayuki-san indicates that his sadness did not come from 

genuine sympathy. The boy sensed but did not fully grasp the sorrow of Tokujirō and the 

karayuki-san. Moreover, the sorrow in the boy’s heart blended into the moonlight and the flow 

of water. Certainly, while the child’s sadness was not the same as the sorrow of Tokujirō and the 

karayuki-san, the heightened sensibility surfacing from the sorrow of the two adults and from 

nature invited him into a temporal space beyond everyday life, filled with poetic pathos, thus 

opening up the realm of yūinhichō.  

Kitano Akihiko observes that “Kodomo no kanashimi” is unrealistic because the story 

focuses on sorrow from the perspective of an innocent boy.384 Kitano argues the story does not 

refer to the actual sources of the main characters’ sorrow. The description of the karayuki-san 

merely implies the social issues of that time.  

It is important to note, however, that a wide range of newspapers and magazines had 

publicized the plight of Japanese prostitutes before “Kodomo no kanashimi” was published, and 

there was a movement against licensed prostitution during the 1890s. Since the print media 

problematized the abuse of Japanese prostitutes, readers of “Kodomo no kanashimi” could have 

linked the fictional karayuki-san to real Japanese prostitutes. Maeda Ai states that the mourning 

of the karayuki-san in “Kodomo no kanashimi” describes the actual conditions of Meiji 

                                                
384 Ibid., Akihiko Kitano, Kunikida Doppo no bungaku. 
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prostitutes in a profound way.385 Maeda states: 

As Meiji Japan, which triumphed in both the Sino-Japanese War and the Russo-Japanese 
War, embarked on a re-territorialization of Asian countries based on imperial expansion, 
a system of officially licensed prostitution had to be exported there as part of the 
enhancement of national prestige.386 

 
Maeda points out how “Kodomo no kanashimi” portrays the sorrow of Japanese 

prostitutes on the social periphery, alongside the expansion of the prostitution system from Japan 

to other Asian countries. According to him, the story illuminates jidi no hiai (時代の悲哀, the 

sorrow of that time). If we follow Maeda’s argument here, the sorrow depicted in “Kodomo no 

kanashimi” does not remain with Tokujirō, the karayuki-san, and the boy, but also encompasses 

the sorrow of all Japanese women at the bottom of society. By using poetic pathos, therefore, the 

sorrow in the story creates a collective mourning for a neglected people. In other words, 

“Kodomo no kanashimi” opens up a new arena in which the shōmin crystallized their sorrow 

through literature. Although the substance of their sorrow might never be articulated, the story 

preserves the memories of mourning in the textual space by extending the sorrow into a poetic 

pathos of the displaced people. By poeticizing the feeling of sorrow vis-à-vis the beauty of 

natural landscape through a literary form, “Kodomo no kanashimi” captures voices from the 

margins—of those forgotten people— in the realm of yūinhichō. 

Surely, “Kodomo no kanashimi is fiction, but Doppo states in his “Byōshōroku” (病床録, 

“Writing at My Sickbed”): 

“Kodomo no kanashimi” is not a true story; the prostitute and the youths are all fictional 
figures. That being said, the prostitute alone is not entirely baseless. I came to Tokyo 
from Bungo when I was twenty-one or twenty-two years old. I was staying in Yanaizu for 
a while, and I went hiking in the mountains every day.… there was a woman whom I saw 
at the top of the mountain almost every morning. She was a slender, tall girl with a pale 

                                                
385 Maeda Ai, Genkei no meiji (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 2006), 105. 
 
386 Ibid., 106. My translation. The original reads: 日清・日露戦役で勝利を獲得した明治日本がアジア諸国への帝国主
義的進出に乗り出すとき、公娼制度もまた国威発揚として輸出されなければならないという。	
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face, around sixteen or seventeen years old. She wore a loose kimono with a Yūzen print 
with golden shirting; there was white powder left on her neckband from the night before. 
Although I knew she was of a disreputable vocation, I found her oval face with long 
eyelashes memorable. She was always leaning on the white wall of the temple, and, 
gazing at the other side with faltering eyes. I have not seen her since. Yet, I find myself 
thinking about a woman whose name and identity I don’t know; I have not been able to 
forget her. Recalling her now, I feel an inexpressible sadness as her image comes to my 
mind. If she was my acquaintance, I feel like I would visit and talk to her. Afterwards, I 
attempted to describe her several times, but couldn’t. By writing “Kodomo no 
kanashimi,” however, I tried to capture what I felt.387 

 
Doppo thus kept thinking about the sorrow he had felt when seeing the woman in 

Yanaizu. He had never forgotten her, even though he never knew her identity. Around that time, 

numerous Japanese prostitutes had been sent from Yanaizu to Korea. Since the Japan-Korea 

Treaty of 1876 many Japanese people had arrived in Korea, particularly through the ports of 

Busan, Incheon and Wonsan.388 Japanese brothels were also established, and many young 

Japanese women were sent to the Korean peninsula.389  

In this vein, the narrative of “Kodomo no kanashimi” links the woman Doppo saw to 

Japanese prostitutes in Yanaizu, and illuminates their suffering by depicting the story of a 

karayuki-san on the social periphery. As Maeda states, Doppo wrote this story when the media 

had brought the plight of Japanese prostitutes in Korea to public attention.390 Even though Doppo 

                                                
387 Ibid., Doppo, “Byōshōzakki,” in Teihon Kunikida Doppo zenshū, vol. 9 (Tokyo: Gakushū kenkyūsha, 1979). My 
translation. The original reads: 少年の悲哀は事実譚にあらず、作中の娼婦も若者も共に架空の人物なり。されど娼婦
だけは全くモデルなきに非ず。余が二十一二の頃豊後より東京に来る時なり。柳津に暫く滞在して、其の山に上るを

日課としぬ。(略)而して余は殆ど毎朝の如く此山上にて会ひたる女あり。十六七の、顔青褪めて背のすらりと高き少

女なりき。友禅模様を置ける金巾の小袖を検束なく着たる、昨夜の白粉が襟の辺に残り居れる、無論いかがはしき種

類の女とは一目にて知れたれど、面長にて睫毛の長き実に印象の深き顔の女にて、何時も御堂の白壁にもたれて、便

りなき目遣ひに凝ツと向ふを見詰めて立つて居るなり。その女、余はそれ限り会はず。而も、名も所も素性すら好く

知らぬ其女のことが気になりて、何時までも忘るる事能わざりき。今にても回想すれば、其の俤彷彿して、言ひ難き

哀愁を思ゆ。知れぬ者なら尋ねて話して見たいような気もするなり。幾度かその女を描きみんと思ひしも成らず、

偶々『少年の悲哀』を稿するに当り、その時の感じを表はさんと力めたり。 
 
388 Chŏng Kwi-yŏn. Baikaisha to shite no Kunikida Doppo: Yōroppa kara Nihon, soshite Chōsen e (Tokyo: Kanrin 
shobō, 2014). 
 
389 Ibid. 
 
390 Ibid., Maeda Ai, Genkei no meij. 
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had met the prostitute almost ten years earlier, he had not been able to describe his feelings right 

away. Yet, as the movement against licensed prostitution became more intense, his ambivalence 

about the woman might have been transformed into sympathy, which in turn, made Doppo 

decide to write about her. Perhaps, Doppo did not intend to denounce the social system that 

abused Japanese prostitutes. However, the act of writing on this subject, with the dark side of 

Meiji society as a textscape, could have served as a social critique beyond his initial intention. 

In the story, the grown-up narrator also states that the sadness he felt as a child has grown 

with time: 

Even today, after seventeen years, I still clearly remember the scene before me that 
night. For all my efforts, it is a sight I cannot forget. Even now, the face of that 
pathetic woman flitters across my vision. That feeling of sadness that embraced my 
heart that night continued to intensify, year by year. Now, I simply acknowledge an 
unbearable, deep, quiet, powerless feeling, even when I recall what I felt at the time.391  

	
Though the story is mediated by the form of memory, as time passes, the narrator comes 

to feel more pain whenever he remembers this incident. When the narrator traces his memories, 

the past is revived in relation to contemporary events. In this way, the past is reshaped by his 

retelling of the story. Importantly, “Kodomo no kanashimi” develops the logic of memories in 

the literary form, fusing the sensibility of the innocent boy with the consciousness of the adult. In 

the latter case, the memories are both painful and nostalgic, and in relation to his own knowledge 

and insights, the act of remembering causes more pain, and becomes unbearable because he 

comes to understand the harsh life that the karayuki-san had endured.  

Then again, in “Kodomo no kanashimi,” sorrow is embodied in the poetic imagery 

                                                
391 Ibid., Doppo, “Kodomo no kanashimi,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, 92–93. My translation. The original reads: その
後十七年の今日まで、僕はこの夜の光景をはっきりと覚えていて、忘れようとしても忘るることができないのである。

今もなお、哀れな女の顔が目のさきにちらつく。そしてその夜、うすいかすみのように僕の心を包んだ一片の哀情は、

年とともに濃くなって、今はただその時の僕の心持ちを思い起こしてさえ堪えがたい、深い、静かな、やる瀬のない

悲哀を覚えるのである。	
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embedded in Wordsworth’s poetry. The sadness of the young narrator does not simply stem from 

his sympathy for both Tokujirō and the karayuki-san; it is evoked by the natural scenery viewed 

while listening to their tearful conversation. The sorrow of karayuki-san and Tokujirō is seen 

through the boy’s eyes, and his poetic sentiment deviates from the sorrow shared by the man and 

woman. As the narrator explains, children’s sadness is poetic. Indeed, by weaving in the motif of 

childhood used by Wordsworth’s poetic imagery, the story highlights the ways in which sorrow 

is transformed into a feeling of what Doppo calls yūinhichō—sadness, but is stunned by the 

beautiful scene; in this case, the yūinhichō marks the poetics of childhood that crystallizes 

ephemeral sentiment, heightened emotion, evanescent sensibility, ecstasy, and the vanishing 

voices of the margins, as mediated through memories. 

Doppo himself does not make any political remark on the Japanese prostitution system or 

the movement against licensed prostitution. Instead, he simply captures the sorrow of the 

karayuki-san through the mediation of memories and provides a place for mourning in the 

textual space. In the story, the karayuki-san says to Tokujirō, “I want to cry with no hesitation. 

Since no one can look at and hear me, please let me cry here.”392 The karayuki-san’s request to 

“let me cry here” indicates that she was able to cry within the textual space, if not in public. By 

describing the sorrow of the karayuki-san as the landscape of the narrator’s childhood memories, 

the story mirrors the mourning of women whose voices were silenced, thus opening a space and 

time in which modern readers can access human emotion through a sense of yūinhichō. 

“Kodomo no kanashimi” poeticizes sorrow by linking it to Wordsworth’s poetic imagery; 

however, the story by no means romanticizes it. Rather, it makes readers apprehend yūinhichō or 

                                                
392  Ibid., Doppo, “Kodomo no kanashimi,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, 89–93. My translation.The original reads:わた
しは思い切って泣きたい、ここならだれも見ていないし、聞こえもしないから泣かしてくださいな、思い切って泣か

してくださいな。	
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the entanglement of sorrow and awe in the liminal zone between reality and fiction, through the 

guidance of a boy character who does not necessarily represent the image of “little citizens.”  

 

The Child of Forever: A Boy’s Metamorphosis in “Haru no tori” 

Doppo published “Haru no tori” in the March 1904 issue of Jogaku sekai (女学世界, The 

Schoolgirls’ World, 1901–1925). The story is highly acclaimed among literary critics, scholars, 

and readers. Nakajima Kenzō, for example, calls the piece “the masterpiece beyond one’s 

imagination.”393 The fictional story is based on Doppo’s experience in Saeki village of Ōita 

prefecture in the Kyūshū area, where he taught English and mathematics in a local school called 

Tsuruya Gakkan. He also became acquainted with Yamanaka Yasuo, a boy with a developmental 

delay, whom Doppo admitted was the model for the character of Rokuzō in “Haru no tori.” 

“Haru no tori” is a story about the friendship between a schoolteacher and a mentally 

disabled boy named Rokuzō, aged ten or eleven.394 The story is retrospectively narrated by the 

teacher, who teaches both English and math at an elementary school. The narrator uses the first-

person pronoun “watakushi” (私, “I”) while describing what he sees and feels during the course 

of his interaction with Rokuzō. Before the new teacher’s arrival, Rokuzō had been expelled from 

school for his uncontrollable behavior. 

“Haru no tori” relates a series of events that take place outside the school and therefore 

outside the teacher’s traditional milieu. The teacher has no responsibility for Rokuzō, who is not 

one of the students in his classroom. Although the teacher becomes fond of Rokuzō and his 

                                                
393 Doppo Kunikida, Kunikida Doppo shū, ed. Nakajima Kenzō (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1974), 153. 
 
394 In “Haru no tori,” Doppo uses the Japanese term, hakuchi (白痴,imbecile) to describe Rokuzō. To maintain the 
nuance of Doppo’s depiction, this section also uses some terms that are now considered offensive and should not be 
used (i.e., the mentally disabled, the idiot, developmental delay, and etc); however, I am aware that these are not the 
terms scholars should use in many cases.  
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mother, his connection with Rokuzō is a voluntary commitment, not a mandatory one. This 

voluntary sharing of the teacher’s time allows the friendship to flourish.  

One day, while the teacher is on a hill reading a book, Rokuzō suddenly appears: 

     He gazed hard at me for a moment and then broke into a grin. But it was no normal 
grin, and, from the way the eyes in his pale, round face goggled at me, I immediately 
perceived that he was no normal child at all. “What are you doing, Sensei?” he called to 
me. I was slightly startled, but the place where I taught at the time was an extremely 
small castle town, so even though I knew few people other than my pupils, the natives 
generally would be aware that a young teacher had arrived from the capital; thus it was 
not particularly strange for this child to address me as he did.  
     I spoke to him kindly: “I am reading a book. Why don’t you come here?” At once he 
put his hands on the stone wall and began to climb like a monkey. This rather took me 
aback, and I felt that I should make some effort to stop him, but he was already halfway 
up. Grasping the nearest creeper as it came within reach, he agilely pulled himself up by 
it and in an instant was standing by my side, grinning. “What’s your name?” I asked.  
“Roku.” “Ah, Roku. It’s Roku-san is it?”395 

 
The teacher’s first impression of Rokuzō is that he is a peculiar child. His smile is odd, 

and he climbs the stone wall as easily as a monkey would. The words the teacher uses to describe 

Rokuzō in Japanese are “niyari” (にやり), “namajiroi marugao” (生白い丸顔) and “me no gyorori 

to shita” (目のぎょろりとした). The teacher is startled by the eccentric appearance and restlessness 

of this child. After a short conversation with the teacher, Rokuzō quickly disappears, shouting 

“crow, crow!” 

The teacher gradually learns that Rokuzō and his older sister are developmentally delayed. 

Rokuzō’s mother, who is in her mid-forties, is also of below-average intelligence, and Rokuzō’s 

father has died of complications related to his alcoholism. The teacher becomes friends with 

Rokuzō and his mother. At the request of Rokuzō’s mother, the teacher tries in vain to teach him 

basic arithmetic. Rokuzō, who is fond of birds, calls every bird he sees a crow. Whether really a 

shrike or bulbul, it does not matter to Rokuzō; in his eyes, all of the birds are crows. The teacher 

                                                
395 Kunikida Doppo, “Bird of Spring,” in River Mist and Other Stories, trans. David G. Chibbett (Tokyo: Kodansha 
International Ltd, 1983), 129.	
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wonders if there is any difference between Rokuzō and other animals.  

One day, an unfortunate accident takes Rokuzō’s life. His body is discovered beneath the 

highest angle of the stone wall, to the teacher’s grief. The teacher suspects that Rokuzō jumped 

from the stone wall; Rokuzō must have tried to fly into the air like a bird.  

Two days after Rokuzō’s funeral, I climbed up to the base of the keep alone. I was no 
longer able to bear the thoughts of the strangeness of life which occurred to me as I 
contemplated Rokuzō’s fate. The difference between men and the other animals; the 
connection between man and nature; life and death—all these problems brought a 
profound sadness to my young heart. A famous English poet wrote a poem called There 
Was a Boy in which he tells how a child stands with hands clasped night after night by a 
lonely lake, enjoying the owls on the mountain on the other side of the lake, hooting in 
response to his own imitation of an owl’s cry. In the end, the child dies and is buried in a 
tranquil grave. His spirit returns to the bosom of nature. I was fond of this poem and read 
it often, but I felt seeing Rokuzō's death and thinking on his life story even more 
meaningful than that of the poem. The spring birds flew about as I stood watching from 
the top of the wall. Might not one of them be Rokuzō? Even if that were not so, how 
much did Rokuzō differ from these birds?396  

 
The teacher sorrowfully contemplates the boundaries between people and animals, and 

life and death, after Rokuzō’s death. He recalls an English poem about the death of a child. 

Although he does not mention the poet’s name, readers would recognize the reference to 

Wordsworth in the form of the poem “There Was a Boy.” Rokuzō is also linked to the image of 

the boy in another Wordsworth poem, “The Idiot Boy.” In this poem, the lost boy is found by his 

mother, in contrast to the tragic ending of “Haru no tori.” By linking Rokuzō to the boys in these 

poems, “Haru no tori” interweaves the theme of childhood with allusions to Wordsworth’s work, 

creating a fluid subtext and constructing multilayered messages about nature and children. 

Notably, many of Wordsworth’s poems that were translated into Japanese in the Meiji 

period centered on the themes of children and birds. These translations were popular among 

readers. The best-known translators of Wordsworth’s poetry were Tsubouchi Shōyō (1859–

1935), Miyazaki Koshōshi, and Uemura Masahisa. Doppo was engrossed in Wordsworth’s 
                                                
396 Ibid., Doppo, “Bird of Spring,”134–135. 
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poetry and became an avid reader especially when he was living in Saeki village. In his essay 

“Fukashigi naru daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to yo” published in the February 1908 

issue of Waseda bungaku, Doppo mentions the relationship between his work and Wordsworth: 

It was ten years before that I wrote a short story for the first time. Five or six years earlier 
than that, I was staying in Saeki village in the land of Bungo as an English teacher. In 
those days, I was a most enthusiastic follower of Wordsworth, and for those who worship 
Wordsworth, Saeki village was indeed perfectly associated with the mood of 
Wordsworth’s poetry.397  

 
Doppo links Saeki village to the Wordsworthian world, and his time there inspired the 

writing of “Haru no tori.” Rokuzō is metaphorically associated with the children in 

Wordsworth’s poems. The images of both Rokuzō and the boy in “There Was a Boy” produce 

romantic sentiments of childhood and aesthetic values of nature. The poetic imagery crosses the 

boundaries between life and death, nature and culture, animals and people, and between fictional 

and real worlds. The reference to “There was a Boy” and the allusion to “The Idiot Boy” are 

literary devices that give the prose a poetic turn. By embedding Wordsworthian poetic imagery 

within the story’s narrative structure, “Haru no tori” creates a parallel between poetry and prose, 

between text and context through the mediation of memories. Indeed, the mention of the poem 

produces the effects of yūinhichō for the prose. 

At the same time, in “Haru no tori,” the narrator’s sensibility is overwhelmed by 

Rokuzō’s death. The teacher states that Rokuzō’s life and death are more meaningful and 

consequential than poetry. It appears, therefore, that the story highlights the antithesis between 

the poetic imagination of a child’s innocence and the negation of sentimentalism. In other words, 

“Haru no tori” sets ambiguous boundaries between poetic imagery and scientific observation. 

                                                
397 Ibid., Doppo, “Fushigi naru daishizen,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, 310–312. My translation. The original reads: 余
が初て短編小説を書いたのは今より十年以前である、それより更に五六年前余は覚束なき英語教師として豊後國佐伯

町に一年滞在して居たが、当時余は最も熱心なるワーヅワース信者で、而てワーヅワース信者に取りては佐伯町は實

に満目悉くワーヅワースの詩編其物の感があったのである。	
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The teacher-narrator simultaneously describes yūinhichō and a modern reasoning.  

Furthermore, the teacher’s role as an instructor of English and math shapes the flow of 

the narrative. The two subjects are intertwined with each other. As a math teacher, the narrator 

tends to associate the boy with the animal, based on his knowledge of Darwin’s biological 

evolution; Rokuzō’s inability to count signifies his evolutionary failure as a human being. At the 

same time, the teacher cites Wordsworth whenever he needs to comment on Rokuzō’s 

innocence; for him, Rokuzō is the source of artistic inspiration too. Indeed, “Haru no tori” 

alternates the poetic imagination with science/Darwinism. Whereas the relationship between 

English and math may not appear significant, it is juxtaposed with the Meiji literary debate over 

romanticism and naturalism. In particular, the literati and intellectuals continuously discussed the 

relationship between naturalism and Dawinism as an opposite concept of romanticism at that 

time. The narrative of “Haru no tori” corresponds to this moment in Japanese literary 

discourse—romanticism versus naturalism and art versus science— by showing the teacher’s 

seemingly contradictory thought processes about the nature of Rokuzō. 

Teaching math to Rokuzō was an exercise in futility; it proves Rokuzō’s evolutionary 

failure: 

Beginning next day, I started to take Rokuzō with me whenever I went out for a walk and, 
as the opportunity occurred, I tried to give his mind something to feed on. It was his 
inability to count that I first was aware of, because he did not even know the numbers 
from one to ten. However many times I taught him, he could never get beyond a verbal 
repetition of the numbers and if I put down some pebbles from the wayside and asked 
him how many there were, he would just contemplate them in silence. If I pressed him for 
an answer, he would just break into the weird smile of his at first, but it was never long 
before he was on the verge of tears.398  

 
Since Rokuzō’s mother worries about his inability to learn, the teacher tries to help the 

child. However, all of the teacher’s efforts fail. Pitying Rokuzō’s learning disability, the teacher 

                                                
398 Ibid., Doppo, “Bird of Spring,”132. 
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is often disappointed and sheds tears. He thinks that children like him are no different from 

animals. Children who are blind, deaf, or mute invite one’s sympathy and pity, but the mentally 

disabled are barely human because they are unable to learn even basic subjects. 

The teacher describes the kinds of formal education available for mentally disabled 

children, and implies that Rokuzō might benefit from it. Hashikawa Toshiki’s article explains 

that when Doppo was writing “Haru no tori,” hakuchi kyōiku (白痴教育, education for the 

mentally disabled) was gradually being developed, and Ishii Ryōichi (1867–1937), the principal 

of Takinogaka gakuen (Takinogaoka school) and the author of Hakuchi ji: sono kenkyū oyobi 

kyōiku, (白痴児	其研究及教育, The Studies of Education of Mentally Disabled Children,1904) was 

an advocate of this cause.399 Minsei shinpō (民声新報,People’s Voice, 1901–1902), for which 

Doppo was chief editor, reported on the content of this kind of education. The abovementioned 

article lists some characteristics of the mentally disabled, including:	

・The cause of mental disability lies in “the parents’ excessive alcoholic consumption,  
    syphilis, or genetics etc.” 
・The mentally disabled cannot tell east from west, nor can they distinguish among  
colors. 400 

 
As Doppo was involved in the publication of Minsei shinpō, it is likely that he was 

familiar with this article. Rokuzō possessed all of the qualities of the mentally disabled that were 

mentioned in such articles, including the fact that his father suffered from excessive alcoholic 

consumption.  

Ishii Ryōichirō’s study on the mentally disabled children also lists the following points: 

                                                
399 Hashikawa Toshiki provides detailed accounts of hakuchi kyōiku and the articles of Minsei shinpō in the Meiji 
period and offers his analysis of “Haru no tori.” See Hashikawa Toshiki, “‘Haru no tori’: Hakuchi Kyōiku to no 
setten,” Tokyo seitoku kokubun 10 (March 1987).  
 
400 Ibid., “Hakuchi kyōiku kanren no kiji,” Minsei Shinpō, April 1904. See also Hashikawa, “Haru no tori.” My 
translation. The original reads: ・「白痴」の原因は「父母の飲酒過度梅毒遺伝等の為」である。・「白痴」者は西も
東も分からず、色の区別もできない。	
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・It is difficult to teach the mentally disabled arithmetic. 
・Any kind of concept can be simplified; for example, they call any type of bird “a bird.”  
・Among those who can use language, some children can be normal in artistic fields such 

as music.401  
 

Rokuzō also embodies all of these elements. Kaneko Hiroshi states that Doppo’s writing 

is an accurate historical account of Japanese psychiatry.402 According to Kaneko, Doppo must 

have read Uchimura Kanzō’s “Rusanroku” (流鼠録, “An Account of Exile,” 1896) which 

describes Uchimura’s report on the state of education for the mentally disabled in the United 

States. “Rusanroku” was published in the August 1896 issue of Kokumin no tomo.  

In this vein, returning to the dichotomy between English and math, the term hakuchi 

marks the dichotomy between the profane and the sacred—as a literary device. “Haru no tori” 

thus illuminates the distinction between the profane and the sacred, formality and informality, 

math and English, and seriousness and absurdity. The most obvious of these dichotomies is seen 

in the depiction of a boy with a mental disability. Rokuzō characterizes profanity to the extent 

that his presence confuses the teacher and other children, and in the end, he becomes a crow. At 

the same time, Rokuzō embodies the sacred—the image of an angel associated with the motif of 

childhood innocence in Wordsworth’s poetry.  

The poetic sentiments nurtured by the appreciation of Wordsworth’s poetry, lead to the 

depiction of Rokuzō as an angel, and an innocent child. Observing Rokuzō’s unworldliness, the 

narrator often romanticizes the boy and the landscape: 

In the calm silence pervading the hill, I heard someone singing softly and when I looked 

                                                
401 Ishii Ryōichirō, Hakuchi ji: sono kenkyū oyobi kyōiku, ed. Fudeko Ishii (Tokyo: Nihon tosho sentā, 1984). See 
also Chŏng Kwi-yŏn. Baikaisha to shite no Kunikida Doppo. My translation. The original reads:	・「白痴」児に数
学を教えることは非常に困難である。・どんな種類の鳥を見ても鳥というような、観念の単純化が見られる。・多少

言語を操れる子の中には、音楽という芸術分野に関してのみ、普通である子もいる。	

	
402 Kaneko Hiroshi, Seishin Hakujaku and Mondaishi Kenkyūkai, Jinbutsu de tsuzuru seishin hakujaku kyōikushi 
(Tokyo: Nihon nunka kagakusha, 1980), 178–179.  
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up, I saw Rokuzō sitting astride the stone wall, dangling his legs and singing a popular 
song. His eyes were fixed far into the distance. It made quite a picture—the color of the 
sky, the rays of sun, the ruins of the old castle, and this young boy. He seemed like a 
messenger of the gods. At this moment he did not seem subnormal at all. A sub-normal 
messenger of the gods—what a sad paradox! And yet I had the profound impression then 
that, for all his imbecility, the young boy was after all a child of nature.403  

 
The image of the innocent boy produces aesthetic values that are fused with nature. 

Rokuzō’s disability is associated with the sacred. The representation of nature is interwoven with 

the manifestation of Rokuzō, and both the boy and the natural scenery resemble paintings. These 

images are all picturesque. The narrator points out that the child is angelic. At this moment, the 

story adds yūinhichō to the depiction of the scenery and the innocence of childhood. The beauty 

of nature is also described in relation to Rokuzō’s death later, which intensifies the teacher’s 

poetic pathos. 

According to the narrator’s point of view, therefore, the boy moves from the sublime to 

grotesque. Rokuzō’s mother also appears as unintelligent but virtuous. Although the teacher is 

moved by her love for Rokuzō, she terrifies him:   

One day I went to the cemetery to the north of Shiroyama with the intention of visiting 
Rokuzō’s fresh grave, but his mother was there before me. Apparently she was talking to 
herself as she walked repeatedly round the grave, and she seemed not to notice my 
approach. “Why did you imitate the birds? Eh, why did you jump from the wall? That’s 
what the Sensei said. He said that you jumped from the wall because you wanted to fly 
into the air. Is there anyone so foolish that he pretends to be a bird.” she said, but it is 
better for my Rokuzō to be dead, isn’t it? She said, and burst into tears. Then she noticed 
me .… “Yes, he did love birds. Whenever he saw one, he would stretch out his hands like 
this.” She flapped her hands in imitation of a bird. “He used to walk about trying to fly 
just like this. And he was good at mimicking the call of a crow.” As she spoke her eyes 
kindled and at the sight I closed my own involuntarily. From the woods of Shiroyama a 
single crow flew leisurely past, cawing two or three times as it headed towards the beach. 
The woman suddenly stopped speaking and stared blankly after it, oblivious to everything 
else. What did she suppose that solitary crow was? I wonder….404  

 
The story ends with Rokuzō’s mother’s mourning for her son. Apparently, the teacher 

                                                
403 Ibid., Doppo, “Bird of Spring,” 133. 
 
404 Ibid., Doppo, “Bird of Spring,” 135. 
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feels sorry for her, but her eccentric behavior and monologues make him uncomfortable. 

Rokuzō’s mother flaps her hands as if imitating a crow, like Rokuzō. As her eyes kindle, the 

teacher has to look away. She disrupts the teacher’s sentimentalism over Rokuzō’s death, and her 

strangeness metaphorically triggers the departure of crows.  

At that moment, the teacher, and perhaps the mother as well, imagine that Rokuzō has 

become a crow. As the motif of a crow is often linked to profanity in Japanese folklore, Rokuzō, 

who might have become a crow, cannot escape the image of vulgarity, even in death. Indeed, the 

crow reminds readers of creatures that eat garbage or even worse, carcasses. Although the story 

is titled “Bird of Spring,” Rokuzō is not transformed into a bird that is associated with spring but 

into a more ominous bird.  

Doppo became acquainted with a boy like Rokuzō when he was teaching in Saeki village 

in Ōita prefecture. In his essay “Yo ga sakuhin to jijitsu” (予が作品と事実, “My Work and Its 

Truth,” 1907), included in Bunshō sekai (文章世界, The Writing World,1906–1920), Doppo notes 

that the boy that he knew there did not die: 

The story’s protagonist, the mentally disabled boy, is a real person from my time in Saeki 
in the land of Bungo. He was someone I became friendly with; the events are from his life. 
However, the boy’s miserable death at Shiroyama is the product of my imagination. I 
really felt sorry for the boy, and I tried to become engaged in his education on my own 
initiative. Since the boy could not even count, I tried a myriad of methods to make up for 
what he lacked, to some degree. However, my efforts went nowhere. For this reason, I 
had deep sympathy for and interest in the mentally disabled, and have kept them in my 
mind. Thinking of this boy, I indulged in idle reveries at the top of Shiroyama, about the 
distinction between human beings and animals, the relationship between living beings 
and the universe. This story was the result, seven or eight years later.405 

 

                                                
405 Ibid., Doppo, “Yoga sakuhin to jijitsu,” in Kunikida Doppo shū, 303–306. My translation, 304. The original 
reads: 此一遍の主人公、白痴の少年は余が豊後佐伯町に在りし時親しく背金した實在人物で、此少年の身の上話は皆
な事實である。しかして此少年が城山で悲惨な最後を遂げた事は余の想である。余は此少年を非常に気の毒に思ひ、

自から進んで其教育に従事して見たこともある。數の観念が全く欠けて居るので如何にもして此缺陥の幾分なりとも

補ひくれんと種々の手段を採った事もある。けれども此等は悉く徒労に帰した。そこで余は当時白痴者に就き深い同

情と興味を持ち常にこれを念頭に置いて居た。此少年の事を思うて、人間と鳥獣の差別、生物と宇宙の関係など、随

分城山の上で空想に耽つたものである。そして此一遍が七八年の後でできたのである。 
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Doppo’s experience with the real boy is perfectly reflected in “Haru no tori.” The 

relationship between Rokuzō and the teacher seems to echo the one between Yasuo and Doppo. 

The teacher’s effort to help Rokuzō are in vain, as they were with Doppo. However, why did 

Doppo add Rokuzō’s death and metamorphosis to the story? Of course, to make an emotional 

appeal to readers, authors often resort to killing off their characters. Nonetheless, it seems that 

there is more to Doppo’s story than the need to create a dramatic effect. 

Rokuzō’s death seems to be a matter of fate as he was doomed from birth. Rokuzō is 

unwanted and disposable as a human resource in a modern society; therefore, he needs to 

disappear from sight because he cannot be turned into a “little citizen.” His death is unavoidable 

and even desirable according to the Darwinian logic of natural selection. Even Rokuzō’s mother 

says, “It is better for my Rokuzō to be dead, isn’t it?”406 Rokuzō’s death is, therefore, a reflection 

of natural selection. From the perspective of Darwinian thought, which was introduced into 

Japan in the late 1870s, Rokuzō is considered a child who fails to evolve into a human being, let 

alone a “little citizen.”407 

Indeed, Darwin’s theory of biological evolution and Spencer’s theory of social evolution 

reflected the scientific discourses prevalent in Japanese society alongside the country’s growing 

colonial and imperial desire, side by side with the idea of natural selection. With the spread of 

Darwin’s idea of natural selection and of social Darwinism, modern educational institutions, 

including elementary schools, came to emphasize the idea of natural selection alongside the 

significance of human superiority over other species in the late Meiji period. “Haru no tori” 

describes Rokuzō’s death as an indication of Darwinian thought.  

                                                
406 Ibid. 
 
407 Charles Darwin’s (1809–1882) The Descent of Man (1871) was published several times and became a bestseller 
during the Meiji period. 
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Meanwhile, in a romantic interpretation of Rokuzō’s death, the story emancipates the soul 

of Rokuzō from a society that excludes him. In other words, Rokuzō is liberated from this world 

by being released as a crow. Rokuzō’s death and metamorphosis can be understood as a 

departure to the world of eternal freedom. It expresses a sort of catalysis of the coalescing of 

profane and sacred images in the form of poetic imagery. Though Rokuzō might be understood 

as the epitome of madness who lacks normal agency in the modern community, he can regain 

representational agency by returning to nature as a crow. 

In this sense, Rokuzō’s metamorphosis opens up a dialogue with what Giorgio 

Agamben calls the suspension of humans’ “anthropomorphous animality.”408 This suspension 

creates a “free and empty zone in which life is captured” as a reserve to live off.409 Agamben 

examines the aporia of the distinction between human beings and animals. He argues that a 

reallocation of the animality encompassed within and separated from people in their self-

formation could be achieved by adjusting the “anthropological machine” that continually 

rewrites this difference.410 It is, then, the refusal of social relation that provides an opportunity to 

rethink a shared future. The excluded relation reserves what Agamben calls a potentiality that 

could signal our catastrophe as readily as our salvation.  

To put it simply, the metaphor of Rokuzō’s metamorphosis in “Haru no tori” illuminates 

a symmetry between animals and mentally disabled children like Rokuzō. Rokuzō symbolizes 

what Giorgio Agamben calls “anthropomorphous animality” which adults or “normal” people 

have rejected. Rokuzō’s metaphorical metamorphosis undermines his capacity to “be” in a self-

identical sense, but it may have the potential to pave the way for a more open, even liberating, 

                                                
408 Ibid., Giorgio Agamben, The Open: Man and Animal (California: Stanford University Press), Kindle, 2004. 
 
409 Ibid., Giorgio Agamben, The Open, 79.  
 
410 Ibid., Giorgio Agamben, The Open, 33-38. 
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type of being, one for the future, via a temporal suspension between animals and humans. 

Apparently, Doppo himself never thought about the interplay of humanity and animality in 

Agamben’s sense. But by blurring the boundaries between comfort and discomfort in relation to 

the depiction of Rokuzō’s death and metamorphosis, Haru no tori” leaves a blank space where 

the ultimate judgement is yet to be discovered in a manner similar to Agamben’s futuristic view 

of the open, temporal space and time.  

To sum up, “Haru no tori” delineates a concept of dualism, especially the dichotomy 

between the profane and the sacred, and invites readers to access the gray zones—where these 

dichotomous features ultimately become blurred—suggesting ethical or even aesthetic dilemmas 

(i.e., romanticism, naturalism, Darwinism, etc.); the truth does not come out of one perception, 

but emerges from a matrix of various sensations that, in turn, can be shaped by their relationship 

with social and material conditions. As a math instructor, the narrator describes Rokuzō’s 

limitations as animalistic and refers to hakuchi kyōiku. However, as an English instructor who 

embraces Wordsworth’s poetic imagery, the teacher finds sacredness and inviolability in 

Rokuzō’s innocence. Together with these characteristics, the story brackets the concept of raison 

d'etre (or sonzai riyū, 存在理由)—in the liminality of life and death, animal and humans, and 

children and nature. 

How can we understand Rokuzō’s death and metamorphosis? Is it possible to say that the 

story emancipates Rokuzō’s soul from a society that excluded him from social life for being 

abnormal?  In other words, by becoming a crow, is Rokuzō liberated from this world? Or, should 

we understand that Rokuzō is metaphorically exterminated based on the logic of natural selection 

or laissez-faire liberalism? What can we make of this rhetorical question in the story? What is the 

ultimate justice we can find for people like Rokuzō? What is the difference between animals and 
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children like him? “Haru no tori” does not give clear answers, nor any hints.411 Doppo as an 

author does not provide any interpretation, either. Indeed, the story leaves a void, and each 

reader must construct his or her own interpretation for these ontological questions. 

Metaphorically, Doppo also shows how romanticism and naturalism can be conflated in the story, 

according to readers’ points of view. In so doing, he paradoxically defies is a literary 

categorization of “Haru no tori” based on the ideology of “…ism.” 

 

Conclusion  

In this chapter, I examined how, why, and where Wordsworth’s poetic imagery was used 

in Doppo’s shōnen-mono stories to highlight his poetics of childhood.412 To do so, I explored “E 

no kanashimi,” “Kodomo no kanashimi,” and “Haru no tori” and demonstrated how these stories 

captured the memories of shōmin hidden in the margins of historical narratives, through what 

Doppo calls yūinhichō. These stories also presented the image of children who were relegated to 
                                                
411 Ibid., Maya Mortimer also points out Doppo’s constructed silence about paradoxical narratives. The sense of    
 “reflexibility,” with her own language, illuminates a rupture between the subjectivity and the objectivity. See     
  Mortimer, “Reflexibility.”  
 
412 Doppo was also an editor of Shōnen chishiki gahō (少年知識画報, The Illustrated Magazine for Boy’s Knowledge, 
1905–1906) and Shōjo chishiki gahō (少女知識画報, The Illustrated Magazine for Boy’s Knowledge, 1905–1906). In 
these magazines, he was never one to shy away from creating a sense of national belonging by bringing child 
readers together through the state’s national projects. Most of the children’s stories appearing in these magazines 
endorsed the political discourses of shōkokumin (小国民, little citizens), that was associated with imperial subjects in 
modern Japan. Nevertheless, in his shōnen-mono (for adults), Doppo’s attention centered on the creation of 
yūinhichō by observing the lived experience of Meiji children and the vanishing voices of common people on the 
margins of society. These stories highlight the role of memories that would capture the pains of growing up while 
moving beyond a linear account of time and space. Doppo’s engagement with both children’s magazines and 
shōnen-mono appears contradictory or confusing—sometimes advocating Meiji Japan’s modernization at other 
times challenging or even resisting it. However, questioning Doppo’s contradiction will trap us into oversimplifying 
his work. Perhaps Doppo’s involvement with Shōnen chishiki gahō and Shōjo chishiki gahō were more motivated by 
commercial success and his financial needs. Doppo’s poverty in later life is well known; apparently, it was 
necessary for him to run a successful business for practical reasons. At the same time, he was a writer who 
interrogated the meaning of human life and nature. He experimented with yūinhichō, from which he drew inspiration 
from Wordsworth. For Doppo, shōnen-mono was akin to the projection of his own thoughts. In other words, 
although Doppo used the moving-forward model of Japan’s modernization in his exterior life, his ways of thinking 
and feeling are seen in shōnen-mono. Indeed, his linguistic activities and literary practices often allowed him to 
digress or deviate from a specific political or commercial agenda.  
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the margin of society and diverged from normalization of childhood as “little citizens” under 

state power. 

“E no kanashimi” connected the lived experience and heightened sensibilities of rural 

children to the Wordsworthian poetic world. The story presented Doppo’s writing principle of 

yūinhichō and the alternating of joy and sadness as manifested by the power of awe-inspiring 

nature. “Kodomo no kanashimi” showed how the image of a karayuki-san became central to the 

natural landscape in the eyes of a boy, thus creating a mysterious sense of yūinhichō. The story 

uses changes in the system of licensed prostitution as an allegory of modern capitalist 

development, thereby functioning as a critique of social injustice in the nation-state formation. 

“Haru no tori” delineates both the profane and sacred nature of a boy with a mental disability and 

creates a sense of comfort and discomfort. By describing the dichotomy between the profane and 

the sacred, animals and people, life and death, the story invites readers into the gray zones—

where these dichotomous features blur, suggesting the ethical and aesthetic dilemmas (i.e., 

naturalism, romanticism, etc.) that bracket human existence—through the mediation of yūinhichō.  

In “Bungeiteki na, amari ni bungeitekina” (文芸的な、余りに文芸的な, “Literary, All Too 

Literary,” 1927) Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (1892–1927) astutely describes Doppo’s work: 

As for Doppo, he could not help but confront the earthly world because of his sharp 
intellect; at the same time, he could not help but look up at the heavens because of his 
tender heart. The former enabled him to produce short stories such as “Shōjikimono” (正
直者, “An Honest Man,” 1903) and “Take no kido” (竹の木戸, “Bamboo Gates,” 1908), 
whereas the latter resulted in “Hibonnaru bonjin,” “Kodomo no kanashimi,” and “E no 
kanashimi.” It was no coincidence that both naturalists and humanists loved Doppo. 
Doppo, with his tender heart, was naturally a poet. (That is not to say, by any means, that 
he wrote poetry.) But he was a different type of poet from Shimazaki Tōson or Tayama 
Katai. One cannot expect the vast river which is Tayama’s poetry; nor can one expect the 
field full of flowers which is Shimazaki’s. His poetry has more urgency… Naturalist 
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writers all devoted themselves to pursing the path spread before them. But Doppo alone 
would occasionally take to the skies.413 	
 
Akutagawa argues that Doppo’s shōnen-mono, such as “Hibonnaru bonjin,” “Kodomo no 

kanashimi,” and “E no kanashimi” highlight the power and resilience of poetic imagination and 

reveal the author’s interior life. Thus, Doppo’s shōnen-mono genre links literary memories to 

what Wordsworth calls “spots of times,” which create a poetics of childhood. For Akutagawa, 

Doppo’s poetic sentiment is different from that of Tōson’s or Katai’s; Doppo’s work is more 

imminent and desperate. Doppo thus deviates from the mainstream of the naturalist movement. 

Conversely, because of his astuteness, Doppo cannot help but face problems of social reality. As 

such, his writing is often tinged with naturalistic tones. Akutagawa confirms that Doppo’s 

literary stance could be multilayered and complex, which is in opposition to how literary 

criticism has discussed his work. Doppo’s writing leaps away from the naturalist movement as 

result of the effects of yūinhichō. 

In “Fushigi naru daishizen: Wordsworth no shizenshugi to yo,” Doppo states: 	

I have never been influenced by Tokugawa literature, nor by Kōyō and Rohan. My 
inspiration, manner of response and writing style is one which has nothing to do with 
standard literary circles. But there must have been a source for my inspiration. I asked 
myself what is the source of my inspiration, and realized that I owed a lot to 
Wordsworth.414  
 
It can be argued that this statement is Doppo’s exaggeration. One can find various 

                                                
413 Cited from Aozora bunko. My translation. The original reads: 独歩を見れば、彼は鋭い頭脳の為に地上を見ずには
ゐられないながら、やはり柔かい心臓の為に天上を見ずにもゐられなかつた。前者は彼の作品の中に「正直者」、

「竹の木戸」等の短篇を生じ、後者は「非凡なる凡人」、「少年の悲哀」、「画の悲しみ」等の短篇を生じた。自然

主義者も人道主義者も独歩を愛したのは偶然ではない。柔い心臓を持つてゐた独歩は勿論おのづから詩人だつた。

（と云ふ意味は必しも詩を書いてゐたと云ふことではない。）しかも島崎藤村氏や田山花袋氏と異る詩人だつた。大

河に近い田山氏の詩は彼の中に求められない。同時に又お花畠に似た島崎氏の詩も彼の中に求められない。彼の詩は

もつと切迫してゐる。（略）自然主義の作家たちは皆精進して歩いて行つた。が、唯一人独歩だけは時々空中へ舞ひ

上つてゐる。	

	
414 Ibid., My translation. The original reads: 徳川文学の感化も受けず、紅露二氏の影響も受けず、従来の我文壇とは
殆ど全く没関係の着想、取り扱ひ、作風を以て、余が製作を初めたことに就ては、必ず其の本流がなくてはならぬ。

其本流は何であるかと自問して余はワーズワースに想倒したのである。	
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elements in Doppo’s writing. As Tomi Suzuki discusses, “his first work in a colloquial genbun 

itchi style, the text itself reveals (by citing passages that had impressed Doppo) how it was 

mediated and informed by various written languages, especially those of Wordsworth, Carlyle, 

and Turgenev (particularly the descriptions of nature found in Futabatei’s Japanese translations 

of Turgenev).”415 However, careful examinations of Doppo’s shōnen-mono, particularly of the 

three stories we studied confirm his aforementioned literary stance. For Doppo, it is essential to 

show in the face of nature that human life is evanescent and inconsequential; nevertheless, 

writing about such a human life allows people to access the realm of yūinhichō or “the still, sad 

music of humanity,” which for Doppo, is the ultimate form of aesthetic.  

When Doppo died of tuberculosis at the age of thirty-seven, his family found the 

collected poems of William Wordsworth at his bedside. Tayama Katai, who wanted to please 

Doppo at his deathbed, had brought the collection. Doppo kept it with him at all times, and it was 

the last book he read before he departed from this world. A standard literary history explains that 

Doppo was the predecessor of the naturalist movement and a romantic poet, who inspired Katai 

and Tōson; however, Katai obviously knew where Doppo received inspiration and how his 

writing diverged from what we call a Japanese naturalist school.416 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                
415 Tomi Suzuki, Narrating the Self: Fictions of Japanese Modernity (California: Stanford: Stanford University 
Press,1996). 
 
416 Ibid., Tayama Katai, Kindai no shōsetsu. 
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Chapter Five 
 

Sinister Children: 
 

Childhood Games and Imagination in the Works of Tanizaki Jun’ichirō 
 

“Every affect belonging to an emotional impulse, whatever its kind, is transformed, if it is 
repressed, into anxiety.” 
  

                                                               ― Sigmund Freud, The Uncanny (2003) 
 

 
Toward the end of the Meiji period, there was a surge in the popularity of shōnen-mono 

(少年物, stories about children and childhood) as writers, such as Higuchi Ichiyō (1872–1896), 

Izumi Kyōka (1873–1939), and Kunikida Doppo (1871–1908) created a series of works in this 

genre. Tanizaki Jun’ichirō (1886–1965), who showed great interest in shōnen-mono, wrote 

essays and stories based on his childhood memories. In this chapter, I examine “Shōnen” (少年,	

“Children,” 1911), Shindo ̄, (神童, A Child Prodigy, 1916), and “Chiisa na ōkoku” (小さな王国, 

“Little Kingdom,” 1918), which are Tanizaki’s representative works in the shōnen-mono genre, 

to highlight how the children he portrayed diverged from the generalized views as innocent and 

vurnable subjects in need of protection.  

In “Jun’ichirō. Hito oyobi geijutsu” (潤一郎。人及び芸術, “Jun’ichirō: The person and his 

art”) in the March, 1927 issue of Kaizō (改造,	Reconstruction, 1919–1955), Satō Haruo (1892–

1964), a writer and Tanizaki’s close friend, commented, “perhaps Jun’ichirō has four or five 

pieces with children as protagonists or main characters; I think each one of them is well-written. 

For Jun’ichirō, children, who live at the exciting boundary between dreams and reality, must 

have made colorful poetic material.”417 Indeed, “Shōnen,” “Shōnen no kioku” (少年の記憶, 

“Boy’s Memories,” 1913), Shindo ̄, “Chiisa na ōkoku,” “Aru shōnen no osore” (或る少年の怯れ, 
                                                
417 Satō Haruo, “Jun’ichirō. Hito oyobi geijutsu,” Kaizō (March, 1927). My translation. The original reads: 潤一郎に
は少年を主人公或いは主要な人物にしてゐる作品が少なくとも四五篇はあるだらうがそれぞれに相当よく書かれてゐ

ると思ふ。夢と現実との面白い境界にゐる少年は潤一郎に取つて生彩ある詩材に違ひない。	
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“A Boy’s Fear,” 1919), Haha o kouru ki (母を恋ふる期, Longing for My Mother, 1919), and 

Shōshō Shigemoto no haha (少将滋幹の母, Captain Shigemoto's Mother, 1950) bear the 

characteristics of the shōnen-mono genre. In Tanizaki Jun’ichirō-ron (谷崎潤一郎論, On Tanizaki 

Jun’ichiro ̄, 1952), Nakamura Mitsuo (1911–1988) states,	“it is possible to say that, in a way, he 

was a child all his life; so the nostalgia for childhood proves an essential motif for his art.”418 He 

continues: 	

Although Tanizaki is considered to have excelled in depicting the world of sensation, and 
especially women, his works depict children in a livelier manner than women. Like 
“Shōnen” from his early works, “Chiisa na ōkoku,” “Aru shōnen no osore,” Haha o 
kouru ki, from the middle of his career, and Shōshō Shigemoto no haha from his recent 
production, his works about children always convey a sense of poetry that is not seen 
elsewhere, a lineage of particularly excellent works within his oeuvre.419 
	

Childhood haunts Tanizaki’s writing. Whether in memoirs or fictional stories, memories of 

childhood run through his written world. Childhood memories are both images of the past and a 

source of artistic inspiration. His memories dwell on past joys and sorrows in the shitamachi (下

町, downtown) area of Meiji Tokyo. For Tanizaki, childhood memories are interwoven with the 

image of the shitamachi—Ningyō-chō, Kakigara-chō, the Sumida river where he situates himself 

as an urban dweller/Tokyoite. As Ken Itō states, “by identifying with the shitamachi, Tanizaki 

disassociates himself from the Yamanote, the highlands running irregularly from Shiba to 

Koishikawa, where the mansions of the daimyō, and the shōgun’s retainers stood in Edo times, 

                                                
418 Nakamura Mitsuo, Tanizaki Jun'ichirō ron (Tokyo: Kawade shobō, 1952), 22. My translation. The original reads: 
彼は生涯を通じて或る意味で少年であつたといってよいので、幼年期への郷愁は彼の芸術の本質的なモチーフをなし

てゐます。 
 
419 Ibid., 22. My translation. The original reads: 谷崎は感覚の世界を描くに長じ、ことに女性の描写にすぐれてゐる
とされてゐますが、おそらく彼の作品で女性以上に溌剌と生きてゐるのは子供たちです。古くは『少年』中期では

『小さな王国』『或る少年の怖れ』『母を恋ふる期』また最近では『少将滋幹の母』など、彼の小児を扱つた作品は

いづれも他に見られぬ詩が感じられる点で、彼の全作品を通じてすぐれた出来栄えの系列をなしてゐます。	
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and where, even after the Restoration, those closet to power chose to make their home.”420 The 

depiction of shitamachi is based on his having seen the residue of Edo’s cultural refinement and 

the culture of its townspeople, which diverged from the center of power and the highly 

developed urban space. 

Crucially, in the case of Tanizaki, memories of the shitamachi are linked to the images of 

people around him—his nanny, parents, grandparents, siblings, relatives, friends, teachers and 

neighbors—who had a considerable impact on his childhood. These people are present in his 

fiction and are recurring motifs evoking his longing for childhood. His love for his mother is 

expressed most strongly in his masterpieces Haha o kouru ki, Yoshi no kuzu (吉野葛, Arrowroot, 

1930), Shōshō Shigemoto no haha, and Yume no ukihashi (夢の浮橋, The Bridge of Dreams, 

1959).  

Just as memories of the shitamachi permeated Tanizaki’s writing, his fascination with the 

shitamachi culture and the newly developed print media (e.g., children’s books, children’s 

magazines) had a powerful influence on his tastes, aesthetics, interests, passions, and obsessions. 

In his memoir Yōshō jidai (幼少時代, Childhood Years), serialized in the popular literary 

magazine Bungei shunjū (文芸春秋, Literary Annals, 1923–present) from April 1955 to March 

1956, Tanizaki describes his memories of the Meiji Kabuki theaters and other cultural 

performances, his interest in English lessons and classical Chinese, and his fascination with 

children’s books and magazines. Tanizaki notes his excitement for a popular children’s magazine, 

Shōnen sekai (少年世界, Boys’ World, 1895–1914). 

My passion for literature first blazed up under the encouragement of Mr. Inaba [a 
schoolteacher], but I was interested in even before then. Boys’ World, for example, was 
first published in the New Year of 1895, a little over two years after my arrival at primary 
school. I imagine I got hold of it as soon as it began to appear, and came to know Kyō no 

                                                
420 Ken K. Itō, Visions of Desire: Tanizaki's Fictional Worlds (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 
1991), 9. 
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Warabei’s name from its pages. This, as I had learned very early on, was the pen name of 
Horino Yoshichi, who owned the Bunrokudō bookshop and was a graduate of our school; 
and I had sometimes hung about in front of his shop hoping to satisfy my curiosity with a 
glimpse of him.421  

	
Tanizaki’s childhood experience—particularly his exposure to the shitamachi culture and 

children’s magazines like Boys’ World—nurtured his artistic creativity. He became a fan of 

Horino Yoshichi, who ran the Bunrokudō bookshop. Tanizaki also recalls how his book-loving 

uncle, who worked in a printing office, stimulated his interest in reading and writing as a young 

boy. A teacher inspired his philosophical and literary thinking. Indeed, Tanizaki’s reading 

practice and interaction with inspiring people during childhood nurtured his creativity and 

sensibility; as a writer, he attributes his literary tastes to what he had learned, observed and felt 

as a child in the ambience of shitamachi culture. 

This chapter explores three stories—“Shōnen,” Shindo ̄, and “Chiisa na ōkoku”—to 

highlight why and how childhood memories inform Tanizaki’s writing practice and literary 

creativity. These stories are fictional, but Tanizaki blurs the boundaries between fantasy and 

childhood memories. Although Tanizaki describes his nostalgia for childhood, his writing does 

not shy away from depicting the sinister side of children and their sexuality. These stories reveal 

images of children and childhood in modern Japan differently from the idealized image of 

children as “little citizens.” “Shōnen” depicts children as uncanny creatures who distort the 

modern fabric of reason and logic. In Shindō, Tanizaki highlights the dark side of children 

including their bullying, lying, and masturbating—a cultural taboo area in modernity. In “Chiisa 

na ōkoku,” readers see a reversal of the romantic view of childhood and a parody of Japan’s 

imperialist education system.  

                                                
421 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, Childhood Years: a Memoir, trans. Paul McCarthy (Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of   
 Michigan Press, 2017), 217–218. Parenthesis is my own.  
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“Watashi no yōshō jidai ni tsuite” (私の幼少時代について, “About My Childhood,” 1955) 

published in the March issue of Kokoro (心,	Heart, 1948–1981), Tanizaki notes: 

What I have accomplished as a fiction writer until today would owe a lot to the   
environment of my childhood more than I previously thought. Until now, I  
thought that my studies, experience, exposure to society, and working with senior  
colleagues and friends after my youth helped make me who I am. Looking back now,  
it seems that most of the things I know now were learned in my childhood. I didn’t  
learn much after that.422 
 

As Tanizaki states, his childhood had a significant impact on his literary practice. His learning as 

an adult molded his reputation as a writer on the surface, but on a deeper level, his childhood 

shaped his artistic inspiration. By examining Tanizaki’s three stories, this chapter reveals an 

intricate relationship between his childhood memories and his fiction. The children in Tanizaki’s 

stories may appear cruel and devious; whether these depictions are authentic or not, children’s 

vibrant representational agency illuminates the irony and contradictions of modern educational 

projects and school systems. In this vein, this chapter demonstrates how the children in these 

stories seemingly followed the codes of the nation-state and performed the role of “little 

citiznes,” but was not entirely becoming the itnterpellated subjects of imperial Japan. 

 

Gender and Children’s Play: Metamorphosis in “Shōnen” 

First, let me examine Tanizaki’s 1911 short story “Shōnen” and the metaphorical 

metamorphosis of children who play unspeakable, horrific games—the ones based on what he 

                                                
422 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, “Watashi no yōshō jidai ni tsuite,” Kokoro, 8.6 (1955), 136–137. My translation. The 
original reads: 自分が小説作家として今日までに成し遂げた仕事は、従来考えていたよりも一層多く、自分の幼少時
代の環境に負うところがあるのではあるまいか、と云うことである。私は今迄、自分が今あるような人間になったの

は、青年時代以後の学問や、経験や、社会との接触や、諸先輩諸友人との切磋琢磨に依るのであると考えていたけれ

ども、今日に至って振り返って見ると余人は知らず、私の場合は、現在自分が持っているものの大部分が、案外幼少

時代に既に悉く芽生えていたのであって、青年時代以後に於いてほんとうに身についたものは、そんなに沢山はない

ような気がするのである。	
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remembers from his childhood.423 Through a reading of this text, I demonstrate the subversive 

potential of childhood games through a literary imagination that disrupts the social construction 

of masculinity and femininity vis-à-vis the failure of interpellation.424 

“Shōnen” was published in the June 1911 issue of the literary journal Subaru (スバル, 

Pleiades, 1909–1913) and is one of Tanizaki’s masterpieces, along with “Himitsu” (秘密, The 

Secret, 1911) and Shisei (刺青, The Tattooer, 1910). Commentators such as Nagai Kafū (1879–

1959) have acclaimed this story.425 Furthermore, the anonymous writer in Tokyo nichi nichi 

shimbun (東京日日新聞, Tokyo Daily News, 1872–1942) noted:  

I felt fear in my heart as it was revealed that they were pleased to submit to Shin’ichi.  
They also enjoyed pretending to be wolves, thieves; their games came to include  
Mitsuko. When I found that the candlestick in the room at night was Senkichi, I was  
struck dumb with surprise, the height of fear. There was no room for me to think about  
the flaws in the ending, or how it mimed western art. In fact, the flaw is not flaw, the  
mimicry not mimicry. The piece “Shōnen” proved a worthy memento of June.426  

 
As evidenced in the aforementioned reviews, the piece was generally well-received and lauded 

by many readers although it received some harsh comments from contemporary critics. It has 

                                                
423 Tanizaki notes that there is no specific model for the story “Shōnen.” However, he also states that “to describe 
children’s mischievous games, I use examples mostly from my childhood experience” in Bungei shunjū. My 
translation. The original reads:「少年」には別にモデルは無い。子供が悪戯遊びをするのは、自分の子供の時分の事
を大分使っている。See “‘Shisei’ ‘Shōnen’ nado,” Bessatsu Bungei shunjū 54 (1956), 174–178. 
	
424 I refer to Louis Althusser’s concept of interpellation here. For example, according to Althusser, when a police 
officer hails “hey, you there!” on the street, we as individuals turn around and respond to the call; in so doing, 
Althusser argues we becomes a subject while being subject to the power of the state. Althusser shows that the 
individual has acknowledged that the hailing was addressed at him or her, making the individual be subjugated to 
the ideology of the state-apparatus. Interestingly, however, the children in “Shōnen” fail to respond to the 
interpellation outside school—in the space of play—because they freely transform into different subjects through 
their make-believe game. See Louis Althusser, On the Reproduction of Capitalism: Ideology and Ideological State 
Apparatuses (London; New York : Verso, 2014). 
 
425 See “Mijikayo” in the August 1911 issue of Mita bungaku and “Tanizaki Jun’ichirō shi no sakuhin” in the 
November 1911 issue of Mita bungaku. 
 
426 Anonymous, “Jun’ichirō shoki sakuhin dōjidai hyō” in Nihon bungaku kenkyū shiryō kankōkai, Tanizaki 
Jun'ichirō (Tokyo: Yūseidō, 1972), 276. My translation. The original reads: 私の心は始めに信一に服従するのを喜ん
だと書かれた時既に怖れを感じ、狼や盗坊の戯れに喫驚したのが光子に及び遂に夜の西洋室に燭台が仙吉であつたを

知つた時には甚だしき戦慄の極茫然として了つた。結末の足はぬ事や西洋芸術の模倣らしい点など考へる余地はなか

つた。実際この不足は不足でない、此模倣は模倣でない、「少年」一篇は立派に六月の記念に残つた。 
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been adapted and transformed into new versions several times. Contemporary adaptations of 

“Shōnen,” such as Furuya Usamaru’s manga and a 1970 picture book illustrated by Kaburaki 

Kiyokata (1878–1972) have gained attention from the reading public. The manga appears in 

Tanizaki Mangekyō: Tanizaki Jun’ichirō Manga Anthology, to which eleven contemporary 

writers contributed. This anthology was published in 2016 to commemorate the 50th 

Anniversary of Tanizaki’s death and the 130th anniversary of Tanizaki’s birth.  

 “Shōnen” depicts children’s games in a way that resemble diabolism. However, 

“Shōnen” was not considered controversial when it was initially published. Although Tanizaki 

did not shy away from depicting children’s eroticism, these depictions were cloaked in his 

refined literary expression and sophisticated wordplay. For instance, in the July 1911 issue of 

Teikoku bungaku (帝国文学, Imperial Literature, 1895–1920), an anonymous reader of “Shōnen” 

wrote that “the reviewer read it all without pausing, and was surprised by the originality of the 

theme and the excellence of the writing. Toward the end, it felt like I was reading something 

Western.”427  

“Shōnen” is set in an area called Ningyō-chō (a doll town) in the second decade of the 

Meiji period and focuses on the male narrator’s childhood memories. Describing a group of 

children between the ages of ten and fourteen, the story highlights children’s horrific make-

believe games outside of school. Although in the late Meiji period, the shōnen-mono genre 

(especially Doppo’s and Kyōka’s works) revolves around the theme of beautiful nostalgia for 

childhood, Tanizaki’s “Shōnen” depicts children as uncanny and mysterious creatures who 

threaten the modern fabric of reason and logic. 

                                                
427 Ibid., Anonymous, “Jun’ichirō shoki sakuhin dōjidai hyō” in Nihon bungaku kenkyū shiryō kankōkai, 275. My 
translation. The original reads: 評者は一気に読み通してしまった、そしてその題材の珍しいのと、筆の達者なのに驚
いた。終りの方のところはどこか、かう西洋のものでもよんでゐるやうな感じがした。	
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The story depicts four protagonists: Shin’ichi, Senkichi, Ei-chan, and Mitsuko, who enjoy 

make-believe games. One day, Ei-chan, the narrator, is invited to the home of his classmate, 

Hanawa Shin’ichi. Known as a crybaby, Shin’ichi is bullied by Ei-chan and his classmates even 

though he comes from a wealthy family. Shin’ichi’s invitation comes as a surprise. While 

visiting Shin’ichi’s luxurious mansion, which consists of both nihonma (日本間, Japanese-style 

rooms) and a seiyōkan (西洋館, a Western-style building), Ei-chan meets Shin’ichi, his half-sister 

Mitsuko, and Senkichi, another student who has bullied younger students at school. Although 

they do not have much in common, they play together at the Hanawa mansion (i.e., Shin’ichi’s 

home). After the first visit, Ei-chan comes to spend time with Shin’ichi, Senkichi, and Mitsuko 

more often.  

The four children enjoy pretending to be dogs, wolves, foxes, and thieves. Ei-chan sees 

how the power dynamics in the group are dismantled and distorted as their games become more 

intense and depraved. Shin’ichi emerges as the leader of the group. The bully Senkichi becomes 

Shin’ichi’s slave, as does Mitsuko. Although she is forced to pretend to be a bewitching fox and 

is mistreated by the three boys, she accepts and even enjoys the abuse. Ei-chan is mesmerized by 

Shin’ichi’s seductive power. Though Shin’ichi is still a weakling at school, he wields uncanny 

power when at home. The children find pleasure in physical and mental discomfort. 

The story has two parts. The first describes the gradual subordination of Ei-chan, 

Senkichi, and Mitsuko to Shin’ichi as they play in the Japanese-style room. It also highlights Ei-

chan’s erotic gaze, which is fixed on Shin’ichi’s body. Ei-chan feels homosexual desire from his 

friend in the Japanese-style room. After licking Shin’ichi’s feet as the children pretend to be dogs, 

Ei-chan is impressed by Sin’ichi’s beauty.428 He mutters to himself, “on a beautiful person, even 

                                                
428 In his analysis of Koganemaru, written by Iwaya Sazanami (1870–1933) for a series of children’s books during 
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the toenails look beautiful.”429 The story then moves from Shin’ichi to Mitsuko as she becomes 

the queen of their little kingdom—and a threat to the boys with the disruption of the established 

balance of power. The reversal of power takes place in a Western-style building when Mitsuko 

tries to threaten Ei-chan and Senkichi with snakes. Ei-chan’s erotic sensation shifts from 

homosexual to heterosexual desire when Mitsuko seizes power over three boys. 

As Ei-chan enters the Western-style building for the first time, he finds an oil painting of 

a beautiful half-naked girl, which seems to be the portrait of Mitsuko. He then notices a few 

snakes and Mitsuko standing there. The following passage shows how the docile Mitsuko 

suddenly turns into a powerful and demonic figure:  

“Why don’t you stop listening to Shin-chan and become my servant, Ei-chan? If you say 
no, I will let as many snakes as I want wind around your body, like that doll over there.” 
She had an uncanny smile on her face the whole time and pointed at the plaster statue on 
the bookshelf filled with Western books with gilt letters. When I raised my forehead in 
awe and reverence, and glanced upward towards the dimly lit corner, there was a 
sculpture of a giant naked man with a fierce visage in the coils of a snake, and beside 
them, two, or three Japanese rat snakes, peacefully coiled, with the silent, smoldering 
menace of an incense burner. My fear came first; I could not tell whether they were real 
or not. “You will do whatever I say, won’t you?” “…” With a pale face, I nodded 
silently.430 
 

Here, the image of Mitsuko symbolically overlaps with that of a snake. In his fear, Ei-chan 

cannot figure out whether the snakes are real. Mitsuko appears to transform into a snake while 

                                                                                                                                                       
the Meiji period, Komori Yōichi unravels the implications of same-sex animal/dog pairs as symbols of nanoshoku 
bungaku by connecting the image of the dog heroes’ strong bond or chigiri (契り) to male-male love. In other words, 
shōnen bungaku (少年文学, boy’s literature) often described boys’ homosexual desires by linking them to dogs 
mating or dogs’ bonds. See Komori Yōichi, “Koganemaru no kanosei: nanshoku bungaku to shite no ‘Shōnen 
bungaku,’” Nihon jidōbungaku 3: nihon jidō bungaku o toinaosu (Tokyo: Tokyo shoseki, 1995), 35–54. 
 
429 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, “Shōnen,” Tanizaki Jun'ichirō zenshū vol. 1 (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1972), 145–185, 169. 
The original reads: 綺麗な人の足は、足の指の爪の格好まで綺麗に出来て居る。		
 
430 Ibid. The original reads:「栄ちゃん、もう此れから信ちゃんの云う事なんぞ聴かないで、あたしの家来にならな
いか。いやだと云えば彼処にある人形のように、お前の体へ蛇を何匹でも巻き付かせるよ」光子は始終底気味悪く笑

いながら、金文字入りの洋書が一杯詰まって居る書棚の上の石膏の像を指さした。恐る／＼額を上げて上眼づかいに

薄暗い隅の方を見ると、筋骨逞しい裸体の巨漢が蟒に巻き付かれて凄じい形相をして居る彫刻の傍に、例の青大将が

二三匹大人しくとぐろを巻いて、香炉のように控えて居るが、恐ろしさが先に立って本物とも贋物とも見極めが付か

ない。「何でもあたしの云う通りになるだろうね」「………」私は真っ蒼な顔をして、黙って頷いた。	
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making the boys’ psyches animal-like. Following this passage, the story describes how the three 

boys start to behave like Mitsuko’s slaves. Ei-chan, Senkichi, and Shin’ichi follow her every 

order, even drinking her urine and cleaning her nostrils. 

In this passage, Tanizaki does not depict the children’s physical metamorphosis but 

shows their psychological transformation as their make-believe games progress. Tanizaki 

adapted Ueda Akinari’s (1734–1809) Jasei no in (蛇性の婬, Lust of the White Serpent, 1776) for 

director Kurihara Kizaburō’s 1912 silent film, in which a man named Toyoo falls in love with a 

snake disguised as a beautiful woman called Manago.431 Even as a youth, Tanizaki had been 

fascinated by Akinari’s story.432 Inspired by Akinari’s writing, Tanizaki apparently connects 

Mitsuko to Manago, who bewitches Toyoo and takes away his manly spirit.433 

 It appears that Tanizaki also interweaves fin-de-siècle elements and motifs into “Shōnen” 

by applying the image of snake charmers, which were popular in fin-de-siècle paintings, and in 

the fusion of snakes and women in various artworks.434 For instance, the evil–sacred dichotomy 

in the representation of women and snakes is reflected in Franz von Lenbach’s (1836–1904) Die 

                                                
431 The original movie Jasei no in with Tanizaki’s screenplay has been lost. 
 
432 Akinari’s story “Jasei no in” is included in: Ueda Akinari Ugetsu Monogatari (雨月物語, Tales of Moonlight and 
Rain), vol. 4, 1776. In “Yoshō jidai,” Tanizaki notes that his elementary school teacher, Inaba Seikichi, introduced 
the story to him at first, and he became engrossed in its reading.  
 
433 Tsuchiya Moeko further discusses a possible link between Tanizaki’s “Shōnen” and his screenplay. I agree that 
there is a possible link between “Jasei no in” and Mitsuko, which Tsuchiya illuminates; however, my own view is 
that the story embodies “intertextuality” signifying influences of various texts and contexts. See Tsuhiya Moeko. “A 
Discussion of Jun'ichiro Tanizaki's ‘Shonen’ (The Children): Mitsuko and ‘Jasei no in’ (The Lust of the White 
Serpent), Nijonjoshidaigaku daigakuin bungakukenkyūkiyō (2005), vol. 11 (3): 47–55. 
 
434 For example, a monthly journal, Myōjō (明星, Morning Star, 1900–1908), introduced many fin-de-siècle artistic 
movements. The journal might have had a crucial influence on Tanizaki’s writing in the early twentieth century. 
Though Myōjō did not last long, many of its original members helped launch a successor literary journal, Subaru.  
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Schlangenkönigin (The Snake Queen, 1894), Franz von Stuck’s (1863–1928) Die Suende (Sin, 

1893), and Gabriel Ferrier’s (1847–1914) Salammbō (1881) [Figure 18].435  

 

[Figure 18] Salammbō in the Fenruary 1902 issue of the literary journal Myōjo 

The seductive beauty of women was often associated with snakes in paintings, 

representing both divine and evil power. Furthermore, the sculpture of the large man evokes the 

Laocoön Group, in which a father and both of his sons are killed by a serpent because the father 

had angered a female deity.436 Additionally, it was widely believed that the snake dream is 

symbolically connected to one’s sexual drive, and the snake signifies the penis in Freudian 

analysis.437  

                                                
435 Concerning fin-de-siècle paintings on women and snakes, see Bram Dijkstra, Idols of Perversity: Fantasies of 
Feminine Evil in Fin-De-Siècle Culture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). 
 
436 There are countless different versions of the story of the Laocoön group. One explains that the serpents killed 
Laocoön’s two sons alone, letting Laocoön himself remain alive to suffer. Regardless of the different narrative 
trajectories, the sculpture symbolizes a man’s agony and tragedy, and is one of the most famous ancient sculptures 
on public display in the Vatican. Tanizaki often used the image of this sculpture in his fictional stories, such as 
“Konjiki no shi’ (金色の死, “Death in Gold,” 1914) 
 
437 Sigmund Freud, The interpretation of dreams, ed. Joyce Crick (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
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In a sense, “Shōnen” is a prototype of Tanizaki’s 1924 novel Chijin no ai (痴人の愛, 	A 

Fool’s Love), as both stories address the power of the femme fatale and the erotic temptation she 

poses to male characters.438 With her alluring beauty and feminine power, Mitsuko is linked to 

Naomi, who manipulates her middle-aged husband Jōji. Tanizaki deploys the motif of 

metamorphosis from a fox to a woman in Chijin no ai, too; while looking at Naomi, Jōji states, 

“if she were a fox and her true form were this bewitching, then I’d eagerly let myself be 

enchanted.”439 However, “Shōnen,” as part of the shōnen-mono genre, adds another layer, the 

theme of childhood, to Tanizaki’s archetypical femme fatale story.  

Thus, “Shōnen” has two themes—the femme fatale narrative and childhood games—

while playing with the motif of metamorphosis. Out of these themes, the story focuses on the 

perversion of childhood games in a manner similar to Jean Cocteau’s 1926 novel Les Enfants 

Terribles (The Holy Terrors), which depicts children’s depravity.440 Although adults often think 

of childhood games as innocent, children are not immune to dangerous games that pose moral 

and physical hazards. Children’s sexual play and violence have traditionally been considered 

taboo. 

In “Shōnen,” Tanizaki explores this taboo by describing three boys and a girl feeling 

ecstasy in the midst of agony and erotic sensation. To be sure, the story never describes actual 

sexual behavior or extreme violence. However, it interweaves sexual stimuli and 

sadomasochistic desire into its description of children’s play, especially when Ei-chan is 

rapturously licking and being licked by Shin’ichi, when Sin’ichi enjoys hurting others with a 
                                                
438 Kasahara Nobuo also illustrates a similar narrative trajectory in both Shisei and “Shōnen.” See Kasahara Nobuo, 
Tanizaki Jun’ichirō: Shukumei no Erosu (Tokyo: Tōjusha, 1980), 50–64. 
 
439 Tanizaki Jun’ichirō, Naomi, trans. Anthony H. Chambers, Naomi (New York: Vintage, 2001), 121. 
 
440 The story describes children’s unpleasant games with a focus on eerie fantasies. Instead of depicting innocent 
childhood, it delves into their psychological dramas, anger, and frustration. Maeda Ai (1932–1987) notes a similarity 
between Les Enfants Terribles (1926) and Tanizaki’s depiction of children in shōnen-mono.  
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knife, or when Mitsuko uses Ei-chan and Senkichi as candlesticks. Readers witness the boys’ 

perverse homoerotic desire and sadomasochism, as naïve as the behavior may seem. Toward the 

end, however, Ei-chan and Senkichi are enchanted by Mitsuko. Both boys fear her and the 

snakes, but this fear is connected to her seductiveness and demonic power. After the incident in 

the Western-style building, the three boys obey her orders as she dethrones Shin’ichi in the 

Japanese-style room and becomes the queen of the kingdom:441  

From the following day, Senkichi and I were as meek as cats in front of Mitsuko, and  
kneeled before her. If Shin’ichi happened to disobey his sister, Senkichi and I  
immediately held him, bound him up or beat him without notice. Over time, even the  
arrogant Shin’ichi became his sister’s servant, transformed into a subservient coward at  
home, much like he was at school. The three boys obeyed Mitsuko’s orders happily as  
if they had found a new, unusual game. If she said “become a chair,” each of them  
quickly got on their hands and knees and showed her their backs. If she said “become  
an ashtray,” we respectfully opened our mouths. Little by little, she grew in boldness.  
She came to order us around as slaves, forcing us to trim her nails after baths, to clean  
her nostrils, to drink her urine; for a long time, she became a queen of her kingdom,  
making us wait on her all the time. We never entered the Western-style building again.  
Now, come to think of it, I still do not know whether those snakes were real or fake.442 
 
Tanizaki’s “Shōnen” highlights children’s transforming subjectivity as a counternarrative 

to evolving gender roles and ideologies during the late Meiji period. The story uses the metaphor 

of metamorphosis to show a reversal of gender roles, suggesting how “the time and space of 

childhood games” might disrupt the social norms of masculinity and femininity. As mentioned in 

                                                
441 Regarding spatial shifts from a Japanese-style room to a Western building, in Narrating the Self: Fictions of 
Japanese Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), Tomi Suzuki states, “As ‘Shōnen’ clearly reveals, 
of the two exotic spaces, the West was the more dazzling and powerful. The world of Edo, ‘rediscovered’ through 
the encounter with the Western Decadence, was not yet remote enough to be truly exotic for Tanizaki, a native 
Tokyoite” (164). 
 
442 Tanizaki, “Shōnen,” 185. Translation mine. The original reads: 其の明くる日から、私も仙吉も光子の前へ出ると
猫のよに大人しくなって跪き、たま／＼信一が姉の言葉に逆おうとすると、忽ち取って抑えて、何の会釈もなくふん

縛ったり撲ったりするので、さしも傲慢な信一も、だん／＼日を経るに従ってすっかり姉の家来となり、家に居ても

学校に居る時と同じように全く卑屈な意気地なしと変って了った。三人は何か新しく珍らしい遊戯の方法でも発見し

たように嬉々として光子の命令に服従し、「腰掛けにおなり」と云えば直ぐ四つ這いになって背を向けるし、「吐月

峰におなり」と云えば直ちに畏まって口を開く。次第に光子は増長して三人を奴隷の如く追い使い、湯上りの爪を切

らせたり、鼻の穴の掃除を命じたり、Urine	を飲ませたり、始終私達を側へ侍らせて、長く此の国の女王となった。

西洋館へは其れ切り一度も行かなかった。彼の青大将は果して本物だか贋物だか、今考えて見てもよく判らない。	
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my earlier chapters, boys, or shōnen (少年) in the Japanese language, had important associations 

at the time with a clearer differentiation between girls’ and boys’ gender roles and education in 

Japanese society. This gendering of childhood coincided with changes in the social and class 

relations in the late Meiji period when the print industry and Japanese school system began 

promoting gender-based forms of education and reading practices. 

 Until the late Meiji period, the Chinese characters shōnen (少年) had often been 

pronounced kodomo, a gender-neutral word for children.443 The children’s magazine titled 

Shōnen’en (少年園,	Children’s Garden, 1885–1896) was known for being for boys and girls. 

However, people came to use the term shōnen to refer only to boys when girls’ schools—which 

did not necessarily connect their students’ education with their careers—separated girls from 

boys. Publishing companies began to appeal to readers based on gender with the establishment of 

Shōnen sekai for boys and Shōjo sekai (少女世界,	Girls’ World, 1906–1931) for girls, both of 

which were published by Hakubunkan [Figure 19 & 20]. 

                                   
                       

[Figure 19] Shōnen sekai (Boys’ World, 1895–1914)           [Figure 20] Shōjo sekai (Girls’ World, 1906–1931) 
 
Whereas boys’ magazines introduced a wide range of adventure stories and historical novels 

presented in a serialized form, girls’ magazines focused on didactic tales, stories of friendship 

                                                
443 For example, Anthony H. Chambers translated the title “Shōnen” into “The Children.” Also, Doppo’s shōnen-
mono often uses the Chinese character (少年) but prints kana kodomo (こども)alongside it. 
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and family, and classical poetry and literature emphasizing the educational ideal of ryōsai kenbo 

(良妻賢母, good wife, wise mother). 

In contrast to the gendering of childhood in the late Meiji period, Tanizaki uses the 

metaphor of metamorphosis to interfere with the basic premise of masculinity and femininity and 

toys with the term shōnen. It is telling that the narrator often describes Mitsuko as shōnen and 

even connects her to the image of a manly figure.444 The story delineates children’s transforming 

subjectivity vis-à-vis the representation of transformation at play. Boys and girls in “Shōnen” 

refuse to become the Meiji government’s ideal version of children as “little citizens” who study 

hard and promote the honor of the Japanese empire, as presented in children’s magazines and 

stories.445 Many children’s magazines, children’s books, national language textbooks, and 

children’s songs in the Meiji period created a sense of national belonging by bringing each 

reader together through the state’s national projects; these projects perpetuated standards of the 

desirable gender behavior promoting the ideal notion of childhood based on gender ideologies.  

Throughout “Shōnen,” however, the children are transformed, or they transform 

themselves, into animal-like creatures, the complete opposite of idealized “little citizens.” 

Shin’ichi, supposedly a weakling, takes possession of a boundless field of erotic power in animal 

transformation at play, while the other children obey his orders. The ultimate transformation 

comes at the end of the story when, after Mitsuko pours hot candle wax on Senkichi and Ei-chan, 

she takes control of the boys and threatens them with snakes. In a Freudian interpretation, 

                                                
444 For example, the child narrator compares Mitsuko to a boy while linking Shin’ichi to a girl. 
 
445 Until the late Meiji period, the Chinese character (小国民) was used to render the English phrase “little citizens.” 
For example, Meiji periodicals, titled Shōkokumin (小国民, Little Citizens, 1889–1895) used 小国民 instead of (少国
民) until 1895. However, from the late Meiji period, the latter use (少国民) gained currency as an expression for 
“little citizens.” Either way, the terms seem to have ideological connotations of children as imperial subjects.  
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candlesticks also symbolically represent male genitals.446 The story indirectly makes her into a 

devious girl who deprives boys of their masculinity. Thus, “Shōnen” illuminates how “the space 

of play” destabilizes conventional gender norms and the Meiji state’s ideology of “little 

citizens.”  

Tanizaki’s motif of children’s metamorphosis can be situated within the broader 

discourse of literary studies, mainly via Maeda Ai’s analysis of text and context. In Kūkan no 

tekusuto, tekusuto no kūkan (空間のテクスト、テクストの空間, The Text of Space, the Space of 

Text, 1990), Maeda Ai argues: 

 By nature, literary works transmit to readers, in the form of fictional texts, whatever the 
dominant ideology of a certain age or cultural system has excluded. Fictional texts are 
answers to questions arising from the system. By approaching a literary work as a 
solution, readers can reconstruct the problems that the system concealed or was simply 
unable to process. Such a signifying feature of literature exists as a profound analogy to 
the mode by which spaces are managed—how the outskirts of a city become exclusion 
zones for the abnormal and devious. Everyday lives where the taboos of Eros and 
Thanatos are concealed and excluded are in themselves imperfect as a symbolic cosmos. 
Literary texts release this marginal, hidden space excluded from everyday life into the 
realm of fiction.447 
 

As Maeda observes, literary works often highlight the residual elements concealed by the 

dominant ideology of a period or cultural system. “Shōnen” demonstrates how textual spaces can 

function as semiotic sites from which manifold images (i.e., Edo-esque versus Westernesque, 

homosexuality versus heterosexuality, animals versus humans, femininity versus masculinity, 

                                                
446 Sigmund Freud, The interpretation of dreams, ed. Joyce Crick (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
 
447 Maeda Ai, Tekusuto no yūtopia (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1990), 51. My translation. The original reads: もともと
文学作品は、ある特定な時代に支配的なイデオロギーや文化の体型が排除した欠落部分を、虚構のテクストを借りて

読者に伝達する。虚構のテクストは、システムから生じる問いへの答えであって、読者は答えとしての文学作品に接

することによって、支配的なシステムが覆いかくしていたか、処理しきれなかった問題を再構成することができるの

である。こうした文学の意味作用は、都市の周縁部に非日常ないかがわしい場所を隔離しておく空間管理の方式とあ

る深いアナロジーを持っている。エロスやタナトスにまつわり禁忌が隠蔽され、排除される日常的な世界は、それ自

体では象徴的宇宙として完全ではない。文学のテクストは、日常的な世界からしめだされたこのマージナルな状況、

深層的な部分を虚構のトポスを借りて解き放つ。	
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adults versus children, and innocence versus impurity) emerge and intermingle while revealing 

the liminal space arising from everyday life in the urban space during the late Meiji period.  

Indeed, Tanizaki’s “Shōnen” shows the power and resilience of the literary imagination, 

which occasionally escapes the reach of cultural hegemony. The examination of children’s 

transformations described in “Shōnen” highlights the ways in which the imaginary spaces of 

childhood games express a hidden resistance to public control, constraints, and gender ideologies. 

While the majority of children’s stories in Meiji Japan idealize the innocence of childhood, 

“Shōnen” depicts children’s mysterious nature and irrational power, challenging the authority of 

the state and adults through the mediation of literary imagination and fantasy. Hence, by 

enclosing childhood memories within the narrative structure, Tanizaki’s literary device and 

mysterious narrative subverts children’s subject formation/subjection. Simultaneously, it invites 

readers to access the liminal borderland in textual spaces that destabilize the structure of binary 

oppositions such as reality and dreams, conscious and subconscious, adults and children, and 

femininity and masculinity.  

Perhaps Tanizaki had no intention of critiquing either the Meiji government’s prescribed 

image of “little citizen” or gender-based forms of education. It appears that there was no political 

agenda in his writing. Yet, as a text, “Shōnen” demonstrates a deep subversion of the system of 

interpellation (or the failure of children’s subjectivization, particularly based on gender 

ideologies) in the larger context of the Meiji state’s national projects, showing unstable 

boundaries of masculinity and femininity through the metaphor of metamorphosis, as well as 

illuminating “the space of play” where boys and girls freely perform and contest genders outside 

the system. When we situate “Shōnen” within the larger context of Meiji literary studies, 
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Tanizaki’s text, therefore, functions as a critical force against the social construction of 

masculinity and femininity on the part of children. 

 
An Ugly Child: Shindō 
 
Shindō (神童,	A Child Prodigy, 1916), a novel based on Tanizaki’s childhood, was 

published by Suharakeikōsha (須原啓興社). Although the novel might appear autobiographical, it 

interweaves fictional elements into the storyline. As Nakamura Mitsuo states, “there are a fair 

number of fictional elements in A Child Prodigy. But these fictional elements play a role in 

shaping the image of the author’s spirit in his youth.”448 Tanizaki consciously obscures 

boundaries between fact and fiction while illuminating a boy’s mental world, including his ugly 

nature, to highlight the vibrant representation of a child. The story uses the third-person narrative 

to describe what the boy sees, feels, hears, tastes, smells, and senses. Shindō is one of Tanizaki’s 

shōnen-mono stories but, like “Shōnen,” the story neither romanticizes children nor expresses a 

sweet nostalgia for childhood. 

Shindō is a story about Segawa Harunosuke, a precocious schoolboy set during the 

second decade of the Meiji period. He is the son of a wholesale cotton dealer, and his family 

lives an austere life in downtown Tokyo. Despite his humble origins, Harunosuke’s 

extraordinary talent and intelligence impress his friends and teachers. He is considered to be a 

risshin shusse (立身出世, rising in the world) type, but his fame eventually makes him arrogant 

and insolent to his friends, teachers and even his parents. Harunosuke comes to believe that he is 

an underappreciated genius surrounded by people who are banal and dim-witted. As the narrator 

                                                
448 Ibid., Nakamura, Tanizaki Jun'ichirō ron, 32. My translation. The original reads:「神童」にはかなりの小説的潤
色がほどこされてゐます。しかしこの潤色もおそらく作者の青春の精神の姿態を際立たせる隈どりの役目をはたして

ゐるだけです。	
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portrays Harunosuke’s arrogant inner thoughts, it is difficult for readers to find any attraction in 

him. 

Although he is a top student in his primary school and hopes to become an elite figure in 

the future, his parents cannot afford to send him to a middle school. Therefore, his father asks 

Harunosuke to become a merchant’s apprentice. He refuses and secretly takes an entrance 

examination for a middle school, which he passes with distinction. The principal at 

Harunosuke’s primary school arranges with Kichibei, the employer of Harunosuke’s father, that, 

in exchange for Harunosuke becoming his children’s live-in tutor, Kichibei would pay for 

Harunosuke’s middle school tuition.  

This part of the story is based on Tanizaki’s childhood. Although Tanizaki’s father 

Kuragorō married into the Tanizaki family, he ruined the family business and drove the family 

into bankruptcy. Tanizaki’s parents were unable to afford his middle school tuition, so his 

primary school teacher found him a position as a live-in tutor, allowing him to continue his 

education. Like Harunosuke, Tanizaki had to live separately from his family in his youth. 

Despite his egotism, Harunosuke understands his position in the household. He obeys 

Kichibei and his mistress, torments Kichibei’s dull but obedient son, Gen’ichi, and is obsequious 

to Gen’ichi’s older sister Suzuko. Despite being Kichibei’s eldest son, Gen’ichi is alienated from 

his family because he is the son of Kichibei’s deceased wife. Suzuko is the daughter of Kichibei 

and his mistress, who mistreats Gen’ichi because he is not her son. Harunosuke treats each 

person according to his or her status in the household. Little by little, he becomes even more 

conceited: 

Since then, Harunosuke’s cruelty intensified. The little tutor had become a little tyrant  
for Gen’ichi. Harunosuke himself found it difficult to understand why this pitiful boy  
was so detestable to him. Looking at Osuzu, an impudent and mean older sister, and  
Gen’ichi, a dimwitted, timid young brother, it seems reasonable that he got angry with  
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the stupid, rather than the evil one. When he was met with Osuzu’s saucy and willful  
attitude, Harunosuke rather found a kindred spirit; his heart was not incited to hate her  
at all. On the contrary, his hateful feelings against Gen’ichi went to further extremes,  
day by day. Harunosuke felt blandness in his heart if he did not humiliate or make  
Gen’ichi cry at least once a day.449  

 
Harunosuke begins to abuse Gen’ichi because he knows that it will improve his standing in the 

household. No one cares when Gen’ichi cries. What is worse, Osuzu also bullies Gen’ichi. Even 

though Otatsu, the good-natured housekeeper, reminds Harunosuke to respect his master’s son, 

he ignores her advice, believing that he is better than everyone else and can do as he wishes. 

Having gained the confidence of Kichibei and his lover, Harunosuke neglects his studies and 

duties but keeps earning excellent grades.  

Though the cruel nature of Harunosuke depicted in Shindō makes readers feel uneasy, it 

vibrantly portrays his train of thought. His inner monologue, which shows how he enjoys 

bullying his master’s son, illuminates the boy’s immature mind-set as well as wicked nature. 

Apparently, Tanizaki does not romanticize children like Harunosuke, Suzuko, and Gen’ichi, nor 

does he believe in their innocence. These children are unmanageable and disturbing. But more 

importantly, Harunosuke himself becomes aware of something uncontrollable, something which 

he has never previously acknowledged residing in himself. Hidden deep within his 

unconsciousness is a barbaric nature that surfaces when he interacts with Gen’ichi and Osuzu. It 

is something unknown—a repressed and deformed feeling—emerging from him. Thus, the 

narrative vividly captures a child’s thought process in psychoanalytic modes. His unruly actions 

can be considered the return of the repressed as the procedure whereby repressed elements, saved 
                                                
449 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, “Shindō,” Tanizaki Jun'ichirō zenshū vol. 3 (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1972), 338. My 
translation. The original reads: それ以来、春之助の苛酷な行いは益々増長するばかりであった。小さな家庭教師は玄
一の為めに小さな暴君と変じてしまった。あの可哀さうな少年がどう云う訳であれ程憎らしいか、春之助は自分でも

其の理由を解するに苦しんだ。生意気で陰険な姉のお鈴と低脳で臆病な弟の玄一とを並べて見るに、悪人より愚人の

方がどうしても腹を立てるに都合よく出来上がって居る。お鈴のこましゃくれた意地の悪い行動に接すると、春之助

は寧ろ不思議な共鳴を感じて、一向彼の女を憎む心は起らない。然るに玄一に對する憎悪の情は、日を経るままに極

端にまで走って行った。彼は毎日一遍づつ虐めたり泣かせたりしないと、何だか楽しみが薄いやうな心地さへした。	
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in the unconscious, reappear in his consciousness or in his behavior, which resonates with the 

Freudian sense of repression.450 

Meanwhile, as Harunosuke enters adolescence, his attitude changes: 

It was New Year’s Day when he was fifteen years old, the night of the festival in 
Suitengū. On the way home after visiting his parents for the New Year period, he strolled 
around the night stalls of Ningyō-chō and bought a cheap, half-broken pocket mirror 
from a secondhand store. He secretly hid the mirror in the drawer of the bookshelf in the 
students’ room and would steal a look at himself when no one was looking, time and time 
again every day. Harunosuke was grateful for his happy fate; he was called a child 
prodigy, lauded as a genius since a young age. But he came to feel a sense of sorrow, 
which no one would know, as he looked at his facial features with a mirror. He had been 
ignorant about how ugly he was until recently. He came to keenly understand how 
shameful and pitiful a person with an ugly appearance was. As he directed his gaze to his 
face, front on, he felt an uncontrollable anger, and wanted to strike the mirror.451  

 
He sees that he is unattractive. He becomes sexually mature but is incapable of speaking to girls. 

Harunosuke’s physical education classes show him to be weak and un-athletic. Although 

Kichibei’s entire family enjoys merrymaking, Harunosuke is excluded, and he becomes bored 

with his life. Harunosuke takes pleasure in constant masturbation and loses interest in everything 

else. He develops a sense of inferiority, and the story ends as follows:  

One night, Harunosuke, while crawling into his futon, calmed down and thought to 
himself—“I am not the sacred, perfect person who I thought I was as a child. I am not a 
person with a religious or philosophical nature. I appeared so just because I am, in some 
ways, a genius, and remarkably advanced in terms of my understanding of all fields, 
compared to other children. However, I am too weak to mortify the flesh like Zen priests. 
I am too sharp for that. Perhaps I was a man who was born to glorify the beauty of human 
life rather than to preach the immortality of the human soul. I still cannot think of myself 
as an ordinary person. I feel like I possess the nature of a genius. If I acknowledge my 

                                                
450 Sigmund Freud, The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, ed. James Strachey (New York: Norton, 1966). 
 
451 Tanizaki, “Shindō,” 353. My translation. The original reads: 15 歳になった年の正月、水天宮の縁日の晩であっ
た。春之助は両親の家へ年始にいった帰り路に、人形町の夜店をうろついて、とある古道具屋から破れかかった懐中

鏡の安いのを買って来た。彼は密かに其の鏡は書生部屋の本箱の引き出しへ隠して置いて、時々人目を盗みながら日

に何回となく自分の容貌を映して見た。幼い折から神童と呼ばれ、天才と歌はれて、仕合はせな運命に感謝して居た

春之助も、鏡に対して自分の目鼻立ちを眺める事を覚えてから、急に人知れぬ悲しみを抱くやうになった。彼は醜い

容貌を持って生まれた人間が、いかに恥づべく憐れむべきかを、此の頃になって始めて通切に感じ出したのである。

つくづくと自分の顔を真正面から凝視すると、彼は溜まらない腹立だしさに駆られて、思はず鏡を叩きつけてしまひ

たくなった。	
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true mission, glorify the beauty of humanity, and praise the pleasure, my genius will truly 
shine.” As he thought this to himself, it appeared he saw light again in his future. From 
the next day, he stopped the folly of forcing himself to read and praise philosophical 
works. He decided to go back to his hobbies when he was eleven or twelve years old, and 
indulge in poetry and art.452 

 
Harunosuke gives up on becoming a philosopher. As a young child, he had been inspired by 

Plato and Confucius. However, with his awareness of inner desire and the influence of hedonism 

(like Kichibei’s family), Harunosuke realizes that he is too materialistic to follow asceticism. He 

wants a life of pleasure and, to revitalize himself, he needs poetry and art. Although it is not clear 

how closely Harunosuke resembles Tanizaki, the character’s intellectual change is similar to the 

trajectory of Tanizaki’s career. 

Shindō can be linked to the discourse on the I-novel. Like Tayama Katai’s “Futon” (蒲

団,”Quilt,”1907) and Shimazaki Tōson’s Hakai (破戒, Broken Commandment, 1906), which 

characterize the I-novel discourse that developed in the 1920s, readers can see the description of 

the author’s inner life and sexuality, similar to late naturalism in Japanese literary discourse. 

However, despite its confessional style and depiction of adolescent sexual awakening, the story 

needs to be analyzed within the framework of shōnen-mono, as Shindō is not solely focused on 

either sexually explicit content or the narrator’s inner life. Rather, Tanizaki plays with 

ambiguous childhood memories and narrative devices to create a fictional account of a child 

prodigy. To blur the boundaries between fact and fiction, Tanizaki uses the stream of 

consciousness to render the flow of Harunosuke’s thoughts and perceptions.  
                                                
452 Ibid., 367. 或る晩、春之助は蒲団の中にもぐりながら、心を落ち着けて下のような事を考へた。ー	
「己は子供の時分に己惚れて居たやうな純潔無垢な人間ではない。己は決して自分の中に宗教的、若しくは哲学者的

の素質を持って居る人間ではない。己がそのやうな性格に見えたのは、兎に角一種の天才があって外の子供よりも凡

べての方面に理解が著しく発達して居た結果に過ぎない。己は禅僧のやうな枯淡な禁欲生活を送るにはあんまり意地

が弱すぎる。あんまり完成が鋭過ぎる。恐らく己は霊魂の不滅を説くよりも、人間の美を歌ふために生まれて来た男

に違ひない。己はいまだに自分を凡人だと思ふ事は出来ぬ。己はどうしても天才を持って居るやうな気がする。己が

自分の本当の使命を自覚して、人間界の美を讃へ、享楽を歌えば己の天才は真実の光を発揮するのだ。」さう思った

時、春之助の前途には再び光明が輝き出したやうであった。彼は明くる日から哲学の書類を我慢して通讃するやうな

おろかな真似はやめにした。彼は十一二歳の小児の頃の趣味に返って、詩と芸術とに没頭すべく決心した。	
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Using the stream of consciousness technique, the narrator reports Harunosuke’s unspoken 

words: “All of the women look smart if they are beautiful. But the way she (Kichibei’s mistress) 

is on her best behavior and sits bending slightly forward indicates how intelligent, considerate 

she must have been; indeed, she comes across a person with an extraordinary brain.”453 However, 

he suddenly changes his opinion of her after hearing Kichibei’s mistress’s unintelligent 

questions: “Why is Kichibei making these sacrifices and wasting so much money on such a 

woman? How on earth could he enjoy such a thing? After all, he is a merchant who cares only 

about material things and ignores the value of the soul.”454 This flow of thought is not narrated 

by either Tanizaki or the narrator, but by Harunosuke himself. It is a technique that naturalist 

writers might not have used, but one that modernists such as Yokomitsu Riichi (1898–1947) and 

Kawabata Yasunari (1899–1972) used boldly and extensively. Indeed, Tanizaki uses 

Harunosuke’s voice to express his thoughts in the third-person narrative. Tanizaki combines this 

flow of thought with an impersonal narrative, quoted speech, and other expressions to describe 

Harunosuke receiving coded messages and sensual stimuli triggering memories, intense feelings, 

and desires. 

To follow Harunosuke’s train of thought, readers must draw inferences from the 

character’s perceptions, reflections, and feelings in crisis. The guilt that he feels about 

masturbation is depicted only in allusive fragments or implied words. The stream of 

consciousness and the interior monologue Tanizaki creates is not identical to modernist narrative 

techniques, but they prove that Shindō deviates from the narrative pattern of I-novels by late 

                                                
453 Ibid., 307. My translation. The original reads: 凡て女は容貌が美しいと賢さうに見えるものだが、今しも此の婦人
が謹慎の態度を装ってうつむき加減に端座して居る有様は、いかにも聡明な深慮分別に富んだ、寧ろ非凡な脳髄の所

有者らしく想像される。	

	
454 Ibid., 309. My translation. The original reads: 何故主人の吉兵衞は、多大の犠牲を払ひ多額の金銭を浪費して、こ
んな女と同棲し、且ー恐らくはーこんな女に恋して居るのであらう。どうしてそんな事を楽しんで居られるのであら

う。やつばり彼も理想の低い、物質のみを見て霊魂を見ない商人であるからだ。	
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naturalist writers who depict sexuality and self-exposure overtly. Indeed, Tanizaki experimented 

with original narrative devices in his shōnen-mono, especially in Shindō, to create his own 

literary style.  

What is more significant in the story is how Tanizaki depicts children as sinister, 

manipulative, and anything but innocent. In particular, Harunosuke exposes a loathsome 

personality despite his brilliant mind and extraordinary academic performance. A prodigy like 

Harunosuke is, according to the principal of his school, a national treasure. Adults believe he is a 

promising student who will make a significant contribution to society. Harunosuke thus 

embodies hope for the future and the promise of risshin shusse, the ideal image of children as 

“little citizens” in impeial Japan. However, in Shindō, Tanizaki exposes the nastiness of a child’s 

nature. As Harunosuke reveals his thoughts, readers find it impossible to like him, despite his 

despicability having environmental causes. The beautiful Suzuko also shows her viciousness. 

Gen’ichi might elicit pity, but his weakness and lack of intelligence were not desirable qualities 

for Japanese boys in the Meiji period. Therefore, none of the children in this story are associated 

with the idealized “little citizens.” 

In short, the children depicted in Shindō disrupt the prevailing image of childhood as 

“little citizens” from the Meiji period onward. Harunosuke might be a superficial representative 

of imperial Japan. However, Tanizaki illuminates the child’s unlikeable personality, which 

makes readers uncomfortable. Indeed, through stream of consciousness narration and interior 

monologue, the story describes the chaos of thoughts and feelings in Harunosuke’s mind. Shindō 

betrays adult assumptions about the innocence of children. However, using unique narrative 

devices, the story demonstrates children’s vibrant representational agency and interior voice.  
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Devious Children: Money and Games in “Chiisa na ōkoku” 

Tanizaki published the short story “Chiisa na ōkoku” in the August 1918 issue of the 

literary journal Chūgai (中外,In & Out, 1917–1921).455 The story describes a group of fifth 

graders who establish their own system of government and take over a classroom at a rural 

primary school. The teacher initially assumes that the students are under his control, but the 

students gradually take him under theirs. “Chiisa na ōkoku” is fiction but, as Tanizaki later 

mentions, some of the main characters and incidents are based on his memories. In Yōshō jidai, 

Tanizaki notes that Tanizaki’s classmate Nossan who seized power. He writes, “although many 

events are fictional and exaggerated, how Numakura won power in the Imperial Court and 

exerted Stalin-like authority over dozens of his contemporaries is exactly what Nossan 

did.”456Although Tanizaki wrote this story in the Taishō period, it reflects the social and cultural 

climate of Meiji Japan he grew up in. Unlike his other early works, it contains no depiction of 

children’s sexuality. 

“Chiisa na ōkoku” was lauded and praised by many of Tanizaki’s contemporaries. In 

“Sakka to sakuhin,” Kawabata Yasunari (1899–1972) noted that, “as children enjoy playing with 

fake currency, they are psychologically controlled by it and establish a ‘Little Kingdom.’ 

Tanizaki describes how a way of life was born from this, and it is extraordinary.”457 Enchi 

Fumiko (1905–1986) stated that “even though it comes across as a peculiar style amongst 

                                                
455 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, “Chiisa na ōkoku,” Chūgai, vol. 2 (August 1898), 218–247. 
 
456 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, “Yōshō jidai,” Tanizaki Jun'ichirō zenshū vol. 17 (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1972), 103. My 
translation. The original reads: いろいろと実際にはなかつたことや誇張したことが書いてあるけれども、沼倉が宮中
の覇権を握つて何十人かの同級生にスターリン的威力を振つてゐた有様は、正しく「のっさん」そのままなのであ

る。	

 
457 Kawabata Yasunari, “Sakka to sakuhin” (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1934). My translation. The original reads: 子供
達が贋貨幣の遊戯に耽るうち、次第にその心理に支配されて、『小さな王国』を気築き、そこに一種の生活が生れる

ありさまを描き、もの凄いばかりであつた。	
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Tanizaki’s literature, it is an excellent piece featuring more symbolism interspersed with realism. 

It feels isolated; it is difficult to see it as associated with other works.”458 Furthermore, Satō 

Haruo commented that “Chiisa na ōkoku” was “a literary gem, replete with taste.”459 Eguchi Kan 

(1887–1975) noted that “it describes a boy’s peculiar, dominating personality; it presents it in a 

favorable light.”460  

Because of its unique narrative arc related to the sovereignty of the children’s kingdom, 

since its first appearance, there have been numerous discussions about the metaphorical 

relationship between the children’s kingdom and political ideologies in the wake of the Russian 

revolution (1917–1918) and a series of economic, political and social disturbances that struck 

Japan. Several scholars have discussed the symbolic meaning of a “kingdom” established in a 

classroom. In “Waga kuni gendai no shakai mondai,” (我が国現代社会問題, “On Social Problems 

in Our Nation,” 1918) Yoshino Sakuzō (1878–1933) also noted: 

Tanizaki Jun’ichirō’s “Little Kingdom” is a work filled with great implications  
concerning recent social issues in our country. It clearly explains how a small  
communist commune composed of primary-school children’s simple minds might be  
cleverly operated. It also lucidly explains how increased pressure on the life of a young  
educator with bright prospects for the future, unchecked by him or others, leads to him,  
before he knows it, entering into the communist group.461 

 

                                                
458 Enchi Fumiko, “Kaisetsu,” Nihon no bungaku, vol. 23 Tanizaki Jun’ichirō (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1964). My 
translation. The original reads: 谷崎文学の中の孤島の趣を呈しているにかかわらず、巧緻なリアリズムの筆致の間に
多分の象徴性を具備している優れた作品…。他に系列を見出しにくい孤立した感じ。	

 
459 Satōr Haruo, “Jun’ichirōr wa ‘chiisana okoku’—issaku wo erabu 8,” Nihon bungaku zenshū (Kōshutsusha shobō 
shinsha, 1962). My translation. The original reads: 滋味に富む、珠玉のような作品。	
 
460 Eguchi Kan, “Yūdachi wo matsu kokoro” 4, Jiji shinpō (1918). My translation. The original reads: 一少年の一種
特異な征服的人格を描いてそれが好く浮き出しいる。	

	
461 Yoshino Sakuzō, “Waga kuni gendai no shakai mondai,” Chūō kōron (October 1918). My translation. The 
original reads: 谷崎潤一郎氏の「小さな王国」は、我が国現代の社会問題に関し、頗る暗示に富む作物である	
…。小学生の単純な頭脳から割り出された共産主義的小生活組織の巧みに運輸せらるる事や、前途有望を以って自ら

も許し人も許して居った青年教育家の生活の圧迫に苦しめる結果、不知不識、其の共産的団体の中に入って行く経過

は、一点の無理がなくすらすらと説き示されている。	
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Whereas these studies have provided substantial evidence for the thrust of “Chiisa na ōkoku” as 

social commentary, I will pay attention to children’s subject-formation/subjection in relation to 

childhood games. “Chiisa na ōkoku” can be categorized as part of the shōnen-mono genre, but 

few studies have discussed it from this angle. My analysis of “Chiisa na ōkoku” is built upon 

what preceding studies have discussed. However, I will dig deeper into children’s 

representational agency in “Chiisa na ōkoku” and the problem of children’s subject-

formation/subjection by situating this story from the perspective of the shōnen-mono genre. 

The story is narrated by Kaijima Shōkichi, an experienced schoolteacher who moved 

from Tokyo to G prefecture for financial reasons. In G prefecture, he teaches at a local primary 

school for boys. Kaijima runs his class with discipline and knowledge, according to the 

principles of Japanese education at the turn of the twentieth century. Kaijima is originally 

respected by both students and parents. However, the power balance between himself and his 

students is undermined after a transfer student named Numakura Shōkichi joins his class. 

Numakura wields power over his classmates and eventually creates his own government in 

Kaijima’s classroom. Numakura establishes himself as president, and he and his classmates print 

their own currency and establish their own set of laws. Numakura’s kingdom values a system of 

shared wealth and private property, in a manner similar to a socialist state. Therefore, at least on 

the surface, everyone’s wealth is equally redistributed. The process appears as just a new type of 

children’s game but, toward the end, Kaijima is drawn into this imaginary kingdom. Ultimately, 

Kaijima can no longer afford to buy milk for his own baby, and he attempts in vain to purchase 

milk with Numakura’s currency. Unfortunately, the currency is worthless outside of the kingdom.  

Children’s agency is as important to the narrative as the depiction of Kaijima’s interiority. 

Readers see a reversal of the utopian view of childhood and a parody of Japan’s imperialist 
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education system. A critical moment takes place when Kaijima encounters unexpected power 

dynamics among his students.  

Then one day Kaijima was strolling around the grounds during noon recess watching the 
pupils hard at play (this was a habit of his, since he firmly believed that if you wanted to 
learn something about a child’s potential, you should pay more attention to what he did 
on the playground than to his behavior in class). He discovered that his own class had 
divided into two groups and were playing at war. That in itself was not unusual, but he 
was struck by the way they were divided up. Of the fifty pupils, forty were in one group 
and only ten in the other. The first was led by Nishimura, the pharmacist’s son, who 
directed his troops with great earnestness as he sat astride two boys who served as his 
horse. The leader of the second, much smaller group was, to Kaijima’s surprise, 
Numakura Shōkichi, the new boy. This usually quiet lad was on horseback too; and with 
loud shouts and eyes blazing he commanded his troops to attack, himself taking the lead 
in charging into the enemy’s massed ranks.462  

 
Kaijima observes children enjoying war games at the playground. As Sabine Frühstück 

demonstrates in Playing War: Children and the Paradoxes of Modern Militarism in Japan 

(2017), despite concerns about children’s aggression, adults tolerated these games, considering 

them desirable training for future imperial soldiers in modern Japan. What surprises the teacher 

in the story is that the smaller team was victorious. Immediately following this passage, 

Numakura’s and Nishimura’s teams try a few more battles; although Numakura has even fewer 

soldiers, he wins each time. To Kaijima, other children appear petrified; and without resorting to 

violence, Numakura intimidates them. Kaijima recognizes that the power dynamic among 

children is not what their classroom behavior indicates. He realizes Numakura’s leadership 

ability and starts observing him more closely. 

Another critical scene occurs when he is teaching shūshin (修身,	ethics). Kaijima senses 

his students’ strange loyalty to Numakura during a lesson on shūshin. Shūshin was central to 

modern Japan’s imperial education system because it trained children to dedicate their lives to 

the nation-state and the emperor. Shūshin at school was a social practice that permeated Japan’s 
                                                
462 Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, A Cat, a Man, and Two Women: Stories, trans. Paul McCarthy (Tokyo and New York: 
Kōdansha International, 1990), 108. 
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educational institutions to nurture children’s loyalty to the imperial will. In this scene, Kaijima is 

telling the story of Ninomiya Sontoku (1787–1856), a prominent nineteenth-century Japanese 

thinker. One of Sontoku’s important messages was the value of frugality. The Meiji government 

insisted that the Japanese could build their nation-state only through frugality and self-sacrifice. 

Kaijima delivers this message as if he was an agent of the great imperial will. However, in the 

midst of his speech, Kaijima finds out someone is trying to interrupt him.  

“Today I’m going to talk about Master Ninomiya Sontoku, so I want you all to be quiet 
and listen carefully.” … “…And what did Master Ninomiya say then? How did he 
suggest the Hattori family could restore their waning fortunes? His instructions to the 
entire Hattori clan could be summed up in the single word ‘frugality’!” Kaijima 
continued to speak with a more fluent and forceful eloquence than usual, until he heard 
the sound of someone muttering to his neighbor in one corner of the classroom which, up 
to that point, had been completely silent. His face hardened for a moment. Now, just 
when everyone was quiet and paying such good attention—and indeed all the boys today 
seemed unusually keen to listen—who was disturbing the class with this unwelcome 
chatter? Kaijima made a point of clearing his throat noisily before continuing his lecture, 
directing a brief glare toward the offending corner. There was a silence for a minute or 
two, and then the low whispers started up again. The sound grated on his nerves like 
twinges from an aching tooth.463  
 

Kaijima takes his teaching seriously, and his students pretend to listen to him. It is a ritualistic 

interaction in their everyday lives. However, this time Numakura keeps whispering to other 

students. Irritated, Kaijima orders him to apologize, but Numakura adamantly refuses. When 

Kaijima attempts to strike him with a rod, Numakura and the other students insist that Noda is 

the real culprit. Kaijima knows that this is a lie, and orders Numakura to stand at the front of the 

class as punishment. The other students continue to cover for Numakura. Reluctantly, Kaijima 

concedes by scolding the entire class, but the incident remains in his mind: 

Fifth graders in primary school are, after all, innocents. At the age of eleven or twelve, 
children tend to run wild, ignoring their parents’ advice and their teachers’ orders. Yet the 
whole class now seemed to accept Numakura as their unquestioned leader, and to be 
willing to do whatever he said. Not only Nishimura, who had thrown his weight around 

                                                
463 Ibid., 110. 
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as the class “boss” until Numakura’s arrival, but even honor students like Nakamura and 
Suzuki took orders from him, whether out of fear or real devotion; and if he was found to 
be at fault in something, they volunteered to be punished in his place. Granted his great 
physical strength and courage, he was still just a snotty-nose kid, the same age as his 
companions; yet his classmates were clearly far more impressed by the words “Mr. 
Numakura said such-and-such” than by the statement “Teacher said so-and-so.” In his 
long years as a primary-school teacher, Kaijima had encountered some extremely willful 
children and even young delinquents who were almost unmanageable, but he had never 
come across anything like this Numakura business. How had he made himself so popular 
with the entire class? How did he manage to dominate so completely a group of fifty 
lively students? It was unprecedented, in any of the many schools with which Kaijima 
had been acquainted.464  

 
In the face of his students’ defiance, Kaijima is at a loss. He knows Numakura controls his 

classmates. The students’ behavior is inexplicable and threatening. For the first time, Kaijima 

senses a mysterious and subversive relationship among his students. The students’ devotion to 

Numakura resembles what imperial subjects are supposed to do for their nation-state and the 

emperor. Now, Kaijima’s insistence on loyalty has made his students blindly obedient to 

Numakura instead of to the great imperial will. This incident bewilders and bothers Kaijima.   

The students’ deference to Numakura can be theorized as a peculiar form of subject-

formation by considering Judith Butler’s analysis of subjection in The Psychic Life of Power: 

Theories in Subjection (1997). Butler examines a complex relationship between the Foucauldian 

analysis of subject formation based on power relations and a theory of psychic life based on the 

psychoanalytic tradition to demonstrate the double meaning of “subjection”—an intricate process 

of being subordinate to the master and becoming the subject of power. Analyzing Georg 

Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1780–1831), Friedrich Nietzsche (1844–1900), and Louis Althusser 

(1918–1990), in relation to Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) and Michel Foucault (1926–1984), 

Butler considers subject formation that shows the psychic effects of social power and its 

potential as a political agency. In this process, she explains how the formation of a subject entails 
                                                
464 Ibid., 115. 
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the regulatory function of the psyche and how subjection encompasses “the simultaneous 

forming and regulating of the subject.”465 In other words, what Butler calls the psychic life of 

power highlights how the subjection to power necessitates the internalization of 

disciplines/norms. This internalization shapes the psyche as a way of fabricating the boundaries 

between interior and exterior life.  

Using the example of the double meanings of “subjection,” Butler’s analysis of the 

Althusserian theory of the ideological interpellation of individuals as subjects explains the 

convoluted process of subjection. For Althusser, it is essential to consider the scene of 

interpellation experienced by a person in the street. As the person walks along, he or she 

suddenly hears a voice (of the police) from behind: “Hey, you there!” The person automatically 

turns around, assuming that he or she has done something wrong. According to Althusser, this 

person becomes a “subject” just by having turned around. The scene of interpellation, by which 

Althusser explains the individual’s becoming a subject, describes what Butler calls the “psychic 

process” in which turning around brings the subject into a realm in which they recognize 

themselves as a “subject” in the symbolic order upheld by law and signified by the force of the 

internal/external voice. Butler states that “to become a ‘subject’ is thus to have been presumed 

guilty, then tried and declared innocent. Because this declaration is not a single act but a status 

incessantly reproduced, to become a ‘subject’ is to be continuously in the process of acquitting 

oneself of the accusation of guilt.”466  

However, Butler adds that “if as Althusser implies, becoming a subject requires a kind of 

mastery indistinguishable from submission, are there perhaps political and psychic consequences 

                                                
465 Judith Butler, The Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 
1997), 32. 
 
466 Ibid., 118. 
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to be wrought from such a founding ambivalence?”467 Indeed, this psychic process often takes 

place differently under various conditions, when the person develops different elements of their 

psychic makeup. Stated differently, turning around changes its meaning depending on the 

context in which the interpellation takes place. Drawing on Giorgio Agamben’s analysis of 

possibility or potentiality, Butler suggests that “such a failure of interpellation may well 

undermine the capacity of the subject to ‘be’ in a self-identical sense, but it may also mark the 

path toward a more open, even more ethical, kind of being, one of or for the future.”468  

If we connect Butler’s theory of subject-formation/subjection to the making of “little 

citizens” in modern Japan, children are subjected to disciplines, norms, and regulations imposed 

by administrative authority and symbolic imperial power and, through this process, they become 

subjects of the nation-state. Thus, their subjection to the imperial will allows them to become 

subject to power in Butler’s sense. 

 In “Chiisa na ōkoku,” however, Kaijima’s students, who had blindly followed their 

teacher, are subordinated to Numakura during the shūshin lesson. Kaijima’s responsibility as a 

teacher is to train his students to be the dutiful subjects of the emperor and support the prosperity 

of the imperial state. As an agent of the Japanese educational system, Kaijima is required to 

teach shūshin, a way of showing sincere reverence for the great imperial will; then his students 

are supposed to listen to Kaijima who explains the symbolic order of the empire. In this way, the 

students also become subordinated to power as “little citizens.” 

However, instead of being loyal to Kaijima, the students are now subordinate to the 

symbolic order of Numakura’s kingdom and his power, and their loyalty to Numakura has taken 

on the twisted form of subjection/subject-formation. Nonetheless, their refusal to listen to their 

                                                
467 Ibid., 30. 
 
468 Ibid., 131. 
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teacher was not to upset the status quo or resist Kaijima himself; they are willing to endure 

punishment to protect Numakura.  

Kaijima’s students now experience different kinds of subject-formation/subjection. If we 

use Butler’s words, their subjection encompasses “the simultaneous forming and regulating of 

the subject” based on law and order in Numakura’s kingdom. Although Kaijima’s students’ 

subjection to Numakura may not be considered as a positive form of subject-formation in  

Agamben’s sense, their actions demonstrate different kinds of psychic makeup which fails to 

respond to interpellation or deviate from the operation of the state-apparatus to the extent that 

they eventually take their teacher under their sway. Simply put, this scene depicts the failure of 

interpellation. As a result, Kaijima is unable to punish anyone. 

Ironically, Kaijima decides to be an interesting friend (面白いお友達, omoshiroi 

otomodachi), instead of a strict teacher, believing that this would preserve both his popularity 

and authority in the classroom. Unfortunately for Kaijima, this new attitude only increases 

Numakura’s influence and undermines his own. As a veteran teacher, Kaijima insists on seeing 

his students as straightforward beings. However, in “Chiisa na ōkoku,” children are less innocent 

than they appear, and the stage of childhood at which they are supposed to be protected 

possesses more conflict than is apparent. By exhibiting a peculiar type of subjectivization in 

Numakura’s kingdom, “Chiisa na ōkoku” not only shows children’s sinister sides but, also, their 

deviation from “little citizens.” 

Meanwhile, if “frugality” is central to Kaijima’s shūshin alongside the imposition of 

imperial ideology, the exchange of commodities is crucial in reinforcing the cohesive power of 

Numakura’s kingdom. Numakura, notably, interrupts Kaijima’s shūshin. Indeed, the source of 

Numakura’s power arises from the installation of a new monetary system (fake currency) to 
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exchange commodities. Kaijima’s emphasis on frugality does not work for Numakura, who tries 

to make the most out of the transactions in his kingdom. Numakura encourages his classmates to 

print and use their currency. Other students follow Numakura’s rationale: 

At first these transactions were carried out in a random fashion in the school playground, 
but eventually they became large-scale operations: every day after school a market to 
which everyone came was set up in an open area of a park, or in a grassy place on the 
edge of town, or at Arita’s house in the T. district. Finally Numakura made a law 
requiring anyone who received pocket money from his parents to buy goods with that 
money and bring them to the market. After that, the children were absolutely forbidden to 
use anything other than the bills issued by the President, the only exceptions being for 
small purchases of everyday necessities in local shops. Naturally under these 
circumstances boys from rich families were always forced to become sellers; but the 
buyers would in turn sell the goods to other children. Thus, gradually, the wealth of the 
citizens of the Numakura Republic became more equally distributed, and with access to 
the republic’s currency even the poorest boys had money to spend. Though initially the 
transactions were done half in fun, the results were so good that by now everyone was 
full of praise for the President’s enlightened rule.469  
 

For his classmates, Numakura is a benevolent ruler who establishes an egalitarian society in 

which commodities are evenly distributed. Numakura’s kingdom is almost utopian. However, 

Numakura is not a perfect leader; he forces some well-off students to sell their property to him; 

he takes whatever he wants and enjoys wielding power. Nevertheless, for his classmates, 

Numakura’s way of governing is far more attractive than Kaijima’s “frugality.” In the kingdom, 

the children must obey Numakura’s law, but not the social conventions and norms imposed by 

adults. By becoming Numakura’s subordinates, the children become subject to power in his 

kingdom. Importantly, though, Numakura’s leadership stems from the power of alluring 

commodities. The monetary system that enables the children to exchange commodities makes it 

possible for Numakura to become their leader. For this reason, their mysterious loyalty to 

Numakura is linked to their subjection to the seductive power of commodities. 

                                                
469 Ibid., Tanizaki, A Cat, a Man, and Two Women: Stories, 128. 
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As a teacher, Kaijima did not understand what was happening. He becomes outraged 

when he finds out that his son Keitarō gains what he believes to be luxury goods with 

Numakura’s currency. Kaijima is determined to stop the circulation of the fake currency. Along 

the way, however, Kaijima loses control of his students. The more emotion he expresses, the 

more foolish he appears to his students. Furthermore, as his wife and mother become sick, and 

his family faces serious financial problems, he becomes even more desperate. Kaijima struggles 

to support his family of seven children. He cannot even buy milk for the newborn when his wife 

cannot breastfeed. Kaijima ends up joining the children’s game and subjugates himself to 

Numakura:  

Kaijima had a broad smile on his lips as he spoke, but his eyes were strangely  
bloodshot. The children had never seen such a look on their teacher’s face before.  
“Okay, let’s get started. No need for you guys to hold back—from today on, Teacher’s  
going to be Mr. Numakura’s man! I’m taking orders from him now, just like the rest of  
you. So you see, there’s nothing to be shy about….” 
Numakura staggered back a few steps, his eyes round with surprise. But he recovered  
quickly, went up to Kaijima, and with the cool assurance of a playground “boss”  
addressing one of his young underlings said, “You mean that? Okay—I’ll give you  
some of this money here….There you go, one million yen.”  
“Teacher, Teacher, what can we do for you? Just tell us what you want!” 
 “Cigareeettes… maaatches…beeer…sakeee…soft driiinks….” Someone shouted out  
names of various goods, imitating the vendors in the kiosk at tram stops.  
“Me? I’d like a can of milk—do you sell that in your market?” 
“Milk? We’ve got some in the store at home—I’ll bring it to the market tomorrow for  
you. And you can have it for just a thousand yen, since you’re our teacher.” It was  
Naitō, the son of the liquor store owner, who was speaking.470 

 
Unable to obtain milk for his baby by himself, he steps into the realm of children’s play and 

attempts to gain milk from them. Kaijima agrees to take orders from Numakura; at this moment, 

Kaijima is at the mercy of his students. He has sacrificed his authority, dignity, and pride to 

Numakura. With this exchange of symbolic power, Kaijima asks his students to sell milk to him 

using fake currency. Half delusional, Kaijima thinks he is good at dealing with his students so 
                                                
470 Ibid., 134–135. 
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that he can gain milk from them. Kaijima’s subjection to Numakura indicates his subjugation to 

the power of commodities. Kaijima, unlike his students, is still an agent of the government and 

the symbolic power of the imperial will. Kaijima realizes his failure when he reenters the world 

of adults. He stops by a shop run by Naitō’s parents on his way home and tries to buy milk with 

the worthless money: 

On his way home from the park, Kaijima passed in front of the Naitō Liquor Store. 
Suddenly, he went inside and asked for a can of milk. “Let me see….The price was uh, a 
thousand yen, wasn’t it? Here you are—I’ll put it right here.” No sooner had he taken out 
one of Numakura’s bills than he gave a start and blinked, as if waking from an awful 
dream. His face turned red. “My God, I must be crazy!” he told himself. “Anyway, I 
caught it in time, thank heavens. But what a stupid thing to say! I don’t want people 
thinking I’ve gone mad—I’ll have to think of something….” Kaijima gave a loud laugh 
and spoke to the shop clerk: “Just a joke, of course, pretending it’s real money. But keep 
it anyway. On the thirtieth, you can give me back this chit, and I’ll give you the thousand 
yen in cash….”471 
 

Kaijima was too proud to ask for milk up front or to borrow money before joining the children’s 

game. It was more important to him to save face. However, at this moment, he requests milk 

with fake currency. He pretends to act nonchalant out of desperation. Previously, Kaijima had 

performed his duties as a teacher with dignity. However, joining the children’s game deprives 

him of his symbolic power. His subordination to Numakura weakens his social role and authority 

in the real world. Simultaneously, unfortunately, he cannot entirely become Numakura’s man 

because his social role does not allow him to do so. Therefore, he fails the subject-

formation/subjection in Numakura’s kingdom. This failure is twofold; he fails to be a subject of 

the self, and he fails to be subject to the power in Nukamura’s kingdom. In this way, the story 

depicts the teacher’s complete failure of subjectivation.  

Conversely, the children described in “Chiisa na ōkoku” expand their power through their 

games in Numakura’s kingdom. Their subjection to Numakura make them subjects of the 

                                                
471 Ibid., 135. 
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kingdom, which convinces them that their emancipation is in the balance. Although the students 

still seem to perform their social roles in the classroom, they do not correspond to the internal 

call of the state-apparatus on a deeper level. They already have a psychic make-up, 

“simultaneously forming and regulating the subject,” based on Numakura’s law and order. Thus, 

Kaijima’s students do not blindly follow orders from the great imperial will because they are 

subject to Numakura. As such, the children enjoy fulfilling their internal desire and subvert their 

position as “little citizens” beyond the realm of play. In this regard, Munakata Kazushige states 

“In the past, for Kaijima, children were beings whose psychology were entirely known to him; 

they were easy to deal with. They were beings whom adults needed to “guide” towards good. 

However, because of this hubris (or illusion), he is to confront children who appear unknown and 

inexplicable to him, and suffer a harsh reckoning.”472 

At the same time, Numakura’s kingdom offers no resistance to social institutions, state 

power, or administrative authority; instead, it is embedded in or dependent on a broader social 

structure of modern capitalist society based on the alluring power of commodities. The children 

use Numakura’s currency to buy commodities they receive from their parents or other adults; 

they purchase real commodities with fake currency. The critical point here is that Numakura’s 

kingdom does not support a children’s revolution. It parodies the power dynamics between 

children and adults. It caricatures the adult world, totalitarianism, and the monetary system. The 

story renders visible the invisible area of the modern, disciplined authority and system, which 

penetrates people’s minds and internally controls them, by relating the indications of 

                                                
472 Munakata Kazushige, “Tanizaki Jun’ichiro ‘Chiisana okoku ron,’” Kokubungaku (October, 1985), 113. My 
translation. The original reads: かつて貝島にとって子供は、その心理を隅々まで熟知している既知の、操縦可能の存
在であり、また大人が「善導」すべき未熟な存在にほかならなかった。しかし、そのような思いあがり（というより

も「幻想」）が、にわかに未知の不可解な相貌をもって迫ってくる子どもたち自身によって、手厳しいしっぺ返しを

受けるのである。	
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interpellation in the face of the imperial will to the subject-formation/subjection in Numakura’s 

kingdom through the depiction of childhood games. 

In summary, “Chiisa na ōkoku” presents children’s representational agency deviating 

from the image of “little citizens,” as described in children’s magazines, textbooks, and stories. 

Although Kaijima’s students never resort to violent resistance, they become a psychological 

threat to social conventions. The reason for this is that they gain strong representational agency 

in their own domain, failing to bow to the imperial will. Consequently, they experience a 

different type of subject-formation/subjection in the space of play; their subjection to Namakura 

has the children believe that their emancipation is guaranteed on the surface. In a sense, “Chiisa 

na ōkoku” shows us how “power” need not be identified with social institutions, with 

administrative authorities, or with the state; power permeates everything and comes from 

everywhere. The effects of power could arise from a type of relationship between people 

(including children), a complex network system, the application of currency, and the ability to 

invisibly influence one’s behavior and speech as seen in Numakura’s kingdom.  

The children in “Chiisa na ōkoku” subvert symbolic power, distort their social roles, and 

take control of their teacher. Hence, the story rejects the romantic view of children and childhood 

by depicting them as capable of outsmarting or even manipulating adults. Childhood in “Chiisa 

na ōkoku” may need to be discussed in the context of local versus national, but such a dichotomy 

is not a dialectical category, but a coexisting, mixed, and conflating representation. Children 

were told how to think and how to internalize imperial ideology by authorities through the 

hierarchical nation-state. However, they acquired different types of knowledge and experience 

through the use of fake currency and commodities that were more sophisticated than adults could 

imagine. While adapting the codes of the nation-state, they also maintained their own world—a 
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space of play—which seemingly followed, but was not entirely incorporated by the operation of 

the state-apparatus. In this way, Tanizaki describes how the vernacular convention of childhood 

could deviate from the standardization of children as “little citizens” through the literary 

imagination.473 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I examined “Shōnen,” Shindo ̄, and “Chiisa na ōkoku” to show the social 

and material conditions in which childhood memories consistently returned to the author. In 

Tanizaki’s shōnen-mono, the memories of childhood became a mirror of modernity that reflected 

and refracted nostalgia for a cultural past as well as the desire for transformation in the economic 

and social structure, representing the topography of old districts and streets that were integrated 

into a newly emerged modern city, and changing rural landscape and social conventions. 

Tanizaki associated childhood not only with a particular historical time but, also, with a cultural 

and imaginary space—a repository of vanishing traditions. His fascination with childhood was 

intertwined with a desire to evoke and reconstruct the fabric of life during the Meiji period. 
                                                
473 Notably, however, Tanizaki admits that his former classmates, including Nossan (the model of Numakura) were 
ultimately subjected to social system in real life. Tanizaki notes “At any rate, what happened to the child called 
“Nossan” afterwards? It felt like he was not at school anymore when we graduated from Sakamoto elementary 
school. Did he quit school halfway and go to help his father’s work? Though it was all about events in the world of 
ten-year-old children, it wouldn’t be possible for some ordinary neighborhood bully or naughty boy to convince and 
control all of the students in class to such a degree. That said, he was the son of a barber; he might not have 
continued his education, and simply surrendered to his father’s occupation and become a barber. Later on, his 
former classmates would often talk about “Nossan” and say: “Even looking back now, Nossan was a great child. His 
type might suddenly come back as a hero, some larger-than-life character.” However, it does seem that he has been 
finally buried in society; we never heard about his whereabouts. He is still young enough to be alive out there, 
though.” See Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, “Yōshō jidai,” Tanizaki Jun'ichirō zenshū vol. 17 (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1972), 
103. My translation. The original reads:それにしても、その後あの「のつさん」と云ふ子はどうなつたであろうか。
私たちが坂本小学校を出る時分には、もう在学してゐなかつたやうな気がするのだが、中途で止めて父親の仕事を手

伝ふやうになつたのであらうか。十歳前後の子供の世界での出来事とは云へ、一つの級の生徒全部をあれだけに心服

させ、統制したと云ふことは、一通りの餓鬼大将や腕白小僧のなし得ることではないのであるが、床屋の倅のことで

あるから、上の学校へも行かず、あのまま父の後を継いで理髪師の生業に甘んじてしまつたのであらうか。同級生は

後年しばしば「のつさん」の噂をし、「今考えても『のつさん』は偉い子だつた。あんなのが英雄豪傑になつて突然

現れて来るかも知れない」と、云ひ合つたものであつたが、とうとう世に埋もれたと見えて、何処へ行つたか音沙汰

も聞かなくなつてしまつた。まだ生きてゐてもよい歳なのだけれども。	
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Although childhood evoked a longing for the past in Tanizaki’s writing, he never took 

refuge in it. Childhood haunted Tanizaki’s writing like déjà-vu, but by no means did he 

spiritually return to the past. His child-like sensibilities were instead a source of artistic 

inspiration or present strength; in a way, he was a permanent child. This childlike sensibility is 

characterized by fantasy, adventurousness, impetuousness, and the power to express the 

imagination as artistic creativity. Children’s social identities are unstable, and their fantasy world 

is malleable. His childhood experience and sensibility form an unbroken chain from youth to 

adulthood. Therefore, memories of childhood are the foundation of his literary imagination and 

the passageway to new artistic creativity. Nakamura Mitsuo states: 

His self-awareness as an artist was centered on nurturing “a child” within himself with 
the fiery passion of his youth. However, this inverted narcissism did not lead him into 
madness or destruction despite his real possession of a youthful body, because it seems 
that he had a firm purpose for nurturing “a child” in his own body and mind. Namely, he 
did not take refuge in “a child” of the past to escape the world of adults, as many crazed 
adolescents might; rather, he contrived to take advantage of it by equating his “child” 
with the “worldly humanity” of the world of adults. That was his art. To push it one step 
further, he nurtured the child within just as a circus rider might train a gelding to perform, 
that is, he nurtured his “child” as raw material for his art. Therefore, no matter what folly 
or evil his return to childhood led him to, so long as did not lose his objective, the pursuit 
of art, he was able to keep the spirit of a puppeteer with his puppets.474 
 

For Tanizaki, remaining childlike allowed artists like himself to develop their creativity. He 

maintained his childlike sensibilities in his interior life and used them to confront or challenge 

the harshness of the adult world. In other words, it was essential for Tanizaki to depict children 

and childhood, not because he escaped from reality but, rather, to bring them into play in the 

                                                
474 Nakamura, Tanizaki Jun'ichirō ron, 44–45. My translation. The original reads: 彼の芸術家たる自覚とは、その青
春の熱情で自分のなかの「子供」を育てることにあつた所以ですが、このナルシズムの倒錯が、現実に青年の肉体を

持つた彼を狂気と破滅に導かなかつたのは、彼が自己の身裡の「子供」を育てるに確呼たる目的を持つてゐたためと

思はれます。つまり彼は多くの思春期の狂人がさうであるやうに、大人の世界を恐れて過去の「子供」に逃げ込んだ

のでなく、逆にその「子供」を大人の世界の「世故人情」に伍して生かすことを工夫したので、それが彼にとつては

「芸術」であったのです。更に一歩すすめて云えば、彼は自分のなかの子供を、ちょうど曲馬師が子供に芸を仕込む

と同様に、「芸術」の材料にする目的で育てたので、だからこそ子供にかへつて生きることが彼をどのやうな愚行と

悪徳に導かうと、この「芸術」といふ目的を見喪なはぬ以上、人形を使ふ人形師の気持ちを保ち得たのです。	
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artistic imagination. Through childhood memories, Tanizaki captured the ruptures of the 

predictable linearity of modern times that would otherwise sink into oblivion. He turned them 

this way and that, showing the fractures.  

What makes Tanizaki’s depiction of children especially substantial is his 

refusal to depict children as simple and innocent “little citizens.” The children Tanizaki depicted 

in three stories are disturbing, which also resonates with the Freudian sense of repression vis-à-

vis the uncanny; people have repressed their past, infantile, coarse nature, which “returns” from 

the unconscious as nightmares or hysteria. In The Uncanny (1919), Freud argues that the 

uncanny indicates familiar but also covert, secretive, or repressed feelings. Therefore, these 

sensations are not just unidentified, but also elicit something hidden or repressed. He calls it 

“that class of frightening which leads back to what is known of old and long familiar.”475 Freud 

observes that what is uncanny in literature could be sensed differently from what is uncanny in 

reality because readers distinguish the real world from the fictional because of the suspension of 

disbelief. Readers apply different sets of rules to what can and cannot happen. Most people, for 

example, would not find fairy tales uncanny. Uncanny moments in literature emerge when the 

author describes repression in the real world. It feels uncanny when something hidden in our 

mind “returns” to us; unconscious infantile memories simultaneously shape the subject’s desire 

and fears.476 

In Tanizaki’s stories, children embody the uncanny. These children fear both losing and 

finding themselves. The uncanny is what Kaijima in “Chiisa na ōkoku” experiences, the fear that 

in one’s physicality or psychology, there exists, or may one day exist, something uncontrollable, 

                                                
475 Sigmund Freud, “The Uncanny” in Writings on Art and Literature, ed. James Strachey (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1997), 195. 
 
476 Ibid. 
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and something od which one has never beroe been aware. Numakura’s first name is Shōkichi, so 

is Kaijima’s (although they use different Chinese characters). Kobayashi Sachio comments on 

the symbolic meaning of their name Shōkichi:  

The two Shōkichi’s steadily part and proceed down different paths, one a wealthy  
winner, the other a poor loser, despite them sharing the same, impoverished starting  
point. Nonetheless, they awaken each other because they have the same name. As  
Kaijima Shōkichi’s poverty increases, so does the other Numakura Shōkichi’s wealth.  
On the contrary, as Numakura Shōkichi’s wealth becomes apparent, the other Kaijima  
Shokichi’s poverty is highlighted in a sharp contrast. Indeed, the name Shōkichi  
possesses a contradictory juxtaposition in its structure. Just as this novel is not focused  
on the defeated adult Kaijima, nor the victorious child Numakura, it is focused on an  
exploration of the degree of similarity and dissimilarity between them, cleverly  
embedded in the name Shōkichi.477 
 

In a sense, Numakura can be the reflection of the uncanny for Kaijima—something repressed 

returning to him. It is the same fear that Harunosuke in Shindo ̄, and the children in “Shōnen” 

would discover. It is a fear derived from the awareness that one’s perception of oneself is not the 

real self, or the fear of discovering the real self, or of something repressed returning. 

Tanizaki’s work has been criticized for being apolitical and non-ideological. However, 

examinations of his shōnen-mono, particularly the stories we examined in this chapter, paint a 

striking picture of individual representational agency and social contexts based on a synthesis of 

pseudo-psychological analysis and historical accounts, which could function as a critique of 

social grouping and contradiction in modern Japan. In Tanizaki Jun’ichirō-ron, Itō Sei (1905–

1969) writes: 

                                                
477 Kobayashi Sachio, “Chiisana ōkoku ron,” Sakushin gakuin joshi tankidaigaku kiyō 10 (December 1986). My 
translation. The original reads: 二人の＜しょうきち＞は貧困という同じ出発点を有ちながら、勝者富者の道と敗者貧
者への道へとぐんぐん別れていった。にもかかわらず同じ名前であることは、互いに他を呼び醒ます。貝島＜しょう

きち＞が貧窮の度を加えればもうひとりの沼倉＜しょうきち＞の豊かさが対比的に継起され、逆に沼倉＜しょうきち

＞の豊かさが示されればもうひとりの貝島＜しょうきち＞の貧しさが対比的に継起されるという、いわば相補的な反

照性を＜しょうきち＞という名は構造的に有っているのである。この小説は、敗北するオトナ貝島に焦点があるので

はなく、勝利するコドモ沼倉に焦点があるのでもない、＜しょうきち＞という名に巧みに仕組まれているような二人

の相同性と相違性との距離、その差異の表出こそ焦点がある。 
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I disagree that we might conclude that Tanizaki Jun’ichirō was “a writer without any 
ideologies.” Are people not under the impression that only embracing ethnocentrism or 
communist thoughts count as “ideologies”? Although indeed Marx, who thought material 
conditions influence people, is a thinker, Freud, who thought sexual desire affects people, 
and Jung, who thought a sense of superiority affects people, are thinkers too. He wrote 
works like “Shōnen” and “Chiisana ōkoku”; despite their flaws, we must say that he was 
an extremely prominent thinker in late Meiji Japan, in the context of his ideology.478 

 
Itō sees philosophical elements in Tanizaki’s work. Though he may not have been a Marxist 

writer or nationalist, his work confronts and satirizes the centralization of economic and cultural 

capital in a capitalst modernity by bypassing conventional ideological discourses, whether he 

intended to or not. In short, Tanizaki’s work illuminates the illusion of modernity by describing 

the fusion between the conscious and the unconscious, the repressed and the liberated, as well as 

what is both rejected by, and retained in, the literary imagination. In so doing, his work 

caricatures contradictory characteristics ascribed to modernization discourses. 

Itō’s claim that Tanizaki was a philosopher may be idiosyncratic or an exaggeration. 

Although I agree that Tanizaki’s work contains subversive potential, it is a stretch to say that “he 

was an extremely prominent thinker in late Meiji Japan.” However, his works like “Shōnen,” 

Shindo ̄, and “Chiisa na ōkoku” in particular exhibit Tanizaki’s firm belief and insights in human 

nature; they demonstrate an inexplicable refusal to depict children as docile and easygoing. 

Notably, with the publication of Ogawa Mimei’s (1882–1961) Akai fune (赤い船,	Red ship, 

1909), the phrase dōshin (童心,	pure heart of children) became prevalent in the famous dōshin 

shugi movement at the end of the Meiji and the beginning of the Taishō period to protect the 

purity of children. Through stories, poetry, songs, visual images, and art, the advocates of dōshin 

                                                
478 Itō Sei, “Tanizaki Jun'ichirō ron,” Tanizaki Jun'ichirō no bungaku (Tokyo: Chūō kōronsha, 1970), 234–235. My 
translation. The original reads: 谷崎潤一郎を「思想のない作家」と決定することには私は反対である。世人は、民族
主義を抱くとか、共産主義思想を持つとかいうことのみを「思想」と考えているのではないだろうか。物質条件が人

間を左右すると考えたマルクスも思想家であるが、性欲が人間を左右すると考えたフロイドや優越感が人間を左右す

ると考えたユンクも思想家である。たとえば「少年」とか「小さな王国」を書いた作家は、よしんばその作品に欠点

があるとしても、その思想においては、明治末期の日本では、極めて顕著な思想家であったと言わなければならない。	
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shugi celebrated children as innocent, vulnerable, and pure. It can be argued, however, that 

Tanizaki’s shōnen-mono completely diverged from this movement that perceived children as 

anything but dōshin. 

The children in these stories are far more complicated than what dōshin shugi depicts. 

They play a horrific, make-believe game in “Shōnen.” They bully the weak, are manipulative, 

and indulge in masturbation in Shindo ̄. They are cunning and sly and even wield power over 

adults. What is striking about Tanizaki’s idea is that he sought to convert the threat, fear and 

uncanny not merely into literature, but into what he regarded as substantial beings. Tanizaki’s 

shōnen-mono created for themselves a new position in the literary evocations of childhood. 

Tanizaki placed his work in a sardonic, even parodic relationship to the romanticization of 

childhood. The originality of Tanizaki’s use of childhood memories and fictional narratives lies 

in the fact that he was able to move them from the fragmentary collections of forgotten and 

distorted things into his own work/philosophy. 

As such, my analyses of these three stories show the power and the resilience of the 

literary imagination, which occasionally fails to yield to the operation of state-apparatus. In 

particular, the imaginary spaces for childhood memories created by these stories make a 

temporal suspension from public control and constraints. These stories, therefore, could function 

as critiques of the making of “little citizens.” Through the temporal suspension via literary 

imagination, children’s representational agency, by perhaps losing self-awareness, gain freedom 

and greater subjectivity than the change imposed by government/society. 
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Epilogue 

 

In this dissertation, I examined the representation of children and childhood as a cultural 

imaginary in Japan from the Meiji Restoration to the 1910s, during which the image of “little 

citizens” was conceptualized, interpreted, and reconstructed by print media and educational 

institutions in relation to the formation of Japan’s nation-state and the emerging field of modern 

children’s literature. By examining the discourse surrounding the notion of “little citizens,” I 

demonstrated how the circulation of modern children’s literature and the development of 

children’s magazines generated a sense of national belonging and loyalty to the imperial will in 

mobilizing children, as well as how the literary representation of childhood occasionally rejected 

the normalization of children as imperial subjects and deviated from the operation of the state-

apparatus. I used the shōnen-mono genre—a series of literary works about children and 

childhood that emerged at the turn of the twentieth century—to locate a momentary rupture in 

the discourse on modern childhood. To this end, I investigated how clashing images of children 

and childhood in modernity might have functioned as a subversive force against Japan’s 

modernization discourses. Whether in the form of fictional stories, childhood memories, or 

translations, the writers and translators analyzed in this dissertation defied or contested the 

prevailing notions of “little citizens” by creating their own narratives about children and through 

their literary evocation of childhood.  

Meiji and Taishō images of children and childhood were complex and paradoxical. While 

children were often described in modern children’s literature and magazines as embodying “the 

hope” of the nation-state, they were also depicted as “the Other.” They were simultaneously 
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“modern” figures reflecting changes in values and social systems, and “traditional” figures 

denoting nostalgia and innocence in need of protection, thereby providing stability within an 

unproductive space under the patriarchal order. Children often represented how Japanese 

modernity delineated social dynamism and societal growth, while challenging Western 

definitions of popular culture and the role of language. Children who read modern children’s 

literature and magazines often identified with the image of “little citizens” as the subjects of the 

nation-state represented in print media, developing their group identities within imaginative 

communities in the process. 

However, as I discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, literary and linguistic practices in 

diversified cultural and vernacular forms often deviated from the standardization of modern 

childhood under state power. We see this, for instance, in the surge of shōnen-mono by writers 

such as Izumi Kyōka, Kunikida Doppo, and Tanizaki Jun’ichirō—although these works did not 

draw much attention at that time. Nonetheless, whereas children’s magazines and children’s 

stories tended to augment the centrality of imperial state ideology, these writers contested the 

image of children as “little citizens,” often using metaphors to indicate a departure from a linear 

account of time and space in in imperial Japan. 

Strictly speaking, Kyōka is known as a fantasy fiction writer and Doppo as a Naturalist or 

Romantic writer, while Tanizaki is famous—or infamous—for his taste for decadence and 

diabolism. Since their writing styles were very different, their works have seldom been discussed 

together. However, they all toyed with childhood memories and fictional elements when they 

addressed the themes of modern childhood and children. They also used vernacular language and 

innovative linguistic styles to create childlike voices for the main characters in these works. 

Despite the differences in their approaches to literature, they all described children who diverged 
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from mainstream education and were excluded from the image of “little citizens” authorized by 

Japan’s modernization projects. Indeed, all these shōnen-mono stories illuminated children’s 

growing pains during the transitional period of modernity by synthesizing memories and fiction. 

In moving neither forward nor backward in terms of their logical unraveling, these shōnen-mono 

stories might have appeared quiescent, meaningless, or unproductive. However, these static and 

dormant conditions served to reveal a fundamental rupture in modernity, indicating the intricate 

oscillation wherein some areas became “modern” while others continued the residual practices 

nurtured in the past.  

My dissertation has overtly discussed how modern children’s literature and magazines 

became sites of imagination to generate nationalistic sentiments and to create illusory identities 

that propagated and legitimized the formation of the nation-state. However, it must be noted that 

texts and reading materials for children have been mutable and in flux—meaning and 

interpretation could change depending on the recipients, regardless of authorial intention. Indeed, 

different groups of readers might perceive different implications and messages: what adults saw 

as didacticism or ordinary messages could have transformed into extraordinary and brilliant 

stories in the youthful imagination of children.  

Moreover, the circulation of modern children’s literature and magazines enabled children 

to write and publish their own stories and poems, and thereby contribute to the productive side of 

the culture of publishing. Readers’ contribution sections became a means of encouraging talented 

boys and girls to produce stories as well as promote their group identity. The editors not only 

created space for contributions, but also included columns in which regular subscribers could 

exchange their opinions about new stories and articles and develop a strong sense of unity; 

editors also proactively engaged with young readers in these sections. Children’s magazines also 
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held official meetings called aidokusha-kai (愛読者会, enthusiastic readers’ group), in which both 

readers and editors were able to talk to each other.479 This communication between readers and 

editors became one of the attractions of the magazines for child readers. 

Yet, the nationalistic discourse that attempted to transform the children into “little 

citizens” through children’s magazines in this period dominated despite the brilliance of 

children’s imagination and the emancipative power of print media that occasionally escaped the 

state’s intervention—eroding both the authoritarian state power and patriarchal culture through 

the dissemination of children’ journals, children’s fiction, and other writing. Indeed, I identified 

the perpetuation of what Michel Foucault calls the “disciplinary power” that subconsciously 

regulated children’s thought and behavior through various means in these print media and 

children’s literature.480 The disciplinary power depends on techniques of control and training to 

regulate an individual’s behavior and thought in a way that is not contradictory to the promise of 

emancipation in balance. Modern children’s literature and magazines were predominantly 

designed to establish the fundamental principles and values required for the identity-making 

projects of the nation-state while providing incentives, privileges, and promises to please and 

attract modern readers. In other words, modern children’s literature and magazines corresponded 

with the formation of the nation-state and the development of educational institutions, which 

could connect otherwise disparate individuals to one another and a set of shared characteristics, 

as well as promote the idea of a national community while turning children into “little citizens.” 

                                                
479 Nagai Kikyko (2010) provides detailed information of girls’ dokusho-kai in Shōjo sekai. See Nagai Kiyoko. 
“Tanjō Shōjo tachi no Kaihōku: ‘Shōjo Sekai’ to ‘Shōjo Dokushokai’,” in Onna to otoko no jikū: Nihon joseishi 
saikō, ed. Tsurumi, Kazuko (Tokyo: Fujiwara shoten, 2000), 278–311.  

480 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1995); Michel 
Foucault, The History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage Books, 1990).  
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That being said, further research is required to provide a conclusive argument concerning 

the disciplinary power perpetuated through modern children’s literature and magazines and its 

ability to shape a nationalist rhetoric and form collective identities among child readers. Several 

questions remain unaddressed, such as: 1) Would it be fair to say that children’s literature and 

magazines upheld the notion of “little citizens” just to reinforce a sense of national belonging by 

consolidating assorted modern readers into “imagined communities” through the use of words 

and images? 2) Were there any children’s stories in which both authors and readers adapted the 

codes of the nation-state and appeared to follow a national narrative, but could not be entirely 

incorporated into the operation of the state-apparatus? 3) Were there any writers, editors, 

educators, and intellectuals who wrote children’s stories about the subversion of national 

ideology and were loved by child readers? 4) How did the print media address childhood and 

children at a time when people’s views on “little citizens” were in flux, and when, during the 

early Meiji period, the concept of nation was charged with ambiguity?  

Moreover, in the investigation of modern children’s literature and magazines, it is also 

necessary to fully explore the formation of modern readerships and the manifestation of 

children’s “real” agency (if any). However, this requires synthesizing the frameworks developed 

by cultural studies, reader-response criticism, and media studies; it focuses more on readers and 

how their agency challenges the truisms regarding nationhood and childhood in relation to print 

capitalism. Through this lens, the heterogeneous configurations of social class, education level, 

regional difference, ethnicity, and gender within a particular group of modern readers—such as 

children—can be thoroughly investigated. As such, understanding the complex relationship 

between print media and its recipients may correspond to questioning a linear account of the 
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proliferation of overtly nationalistic sentiments through the discourse surrounding “little 

citizens” in children’s magazines and literature. 

While these questions lie beyond the scope of this thesis, they do underlie my dissertation 

in important ways—highlighting the significance of considering the issues surrounding the “real” 

agency (if any) of children and the necessity of investigating the assorted groups of modern 

readers who accessed children’s literature and magazines in imperial Japan, both with regard to 

its complex appropriation of traditional cultural legacies and its place in the broader context of 

Japanese modernity. Therefore, based on the key issues and questions surrounding the political 

discourse of “little citizens” between 1868 and 1918, discussed in this dissertation, I believe that 

my future project will illuminate these dynamics beyond this time frame and scope. In doing so, 

future research will serve to reveal the shifting concept of childhood and children and their 

literary representation, the changing forms of publishing and modes of reading and writing, as 

well as the individual and collective memories of childhood in both domestic and global contexts 

of modernity. 
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